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Introduction

Over the course of the nineteenth century, and then more so in the twen-
tieth century, Western cities were slowly reshaped by the construction of 
large-scale infrastructure that refashioned the daily lives of many of their 
inhabitants. In 1800, a middle-class Parisian would have walked to work, 
used a privy or a chamber pot, fetched water from a public pump or well, lit 
his house with candles, and conducted most communications verbally or by 
written note. By 1900, his house or apartment would have featured a water 
closet connected to a sewer system, piped water supplied on demand from 
a supply network, gaslights fed from a gas utility, and perhaps even elec-
tricity. Communications through telegraphs were possible, and telephones 
were being introduced. He could even have taken a tram or subway to work. 
Some of this infrastructure, such as the sewers, had become quotidian and 
commonplace, no longer worthy of special notice, but others, such as the 
telephone, were in the ascendant, and it would take many decades before 
they too became part of the infrastructure of everyday urban life. Much 
remained to be done, certainly, before this infrastructural reforging of the 
Western city would reach all urban regions. Poorer areas would remain mar-
ginalized for some time. But an urban infrastructural momentum had built 
over the nineteenth century, made possible by changes in engineering and 
technology, sustained by political systems that favored it, and funded by the 
accumulating wealth of the industrializing nations of the West. Different 
cities and nations each had their own particular idiosyncratic character in 
infrastructure construction, shaped by local social, political, and economic 
circumstances. But the broad trend toward the network city, interlaced by 
large infrastructure networks—particularly water, sewerage, gas, electricity, 
and telephone—was clear.
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 How did this come to be? Is it possible to give an account for the origins 
of the infrastructure model that came to be such an important element of 
Western urban design that is not teleological, seeing the network city as the 
inevitable outcome of the industrialization and technological development 
of the West that began in the eighteenth century? Undoubtedly, the network 
city was made possible by technological and economic changes that gained 
momentum in Europe through the end of the eighteenth century and that 
came to be known as the industrial revolution. The expansion of the iron and 
steel industry, the development of the steam engine, and the rise of electrical 
technology were some of the changes that became foundations for the infra-
structure networks of the nineteenth century. These industrial revolution–
era developments enabled the provision of the vast quantities of materials 
needed to build these networks and provided some of the technology upon 
which they rested. The industrial revolution, moreover, was a period when 
infrastructure was constructed on an increasing scale. There were construc-
tion booms in the United Kingdom in canals in 1760s and again in the 1790s, 
and another one in roads in the 1780s.1 These and other examples of infra-
structure construction, such as of ports, meant that by 1800, a precedent had 
been established for the large nineteenth-century expansion of infrastruc-
ture, first new water networks in 1800, followed by gas in the 1820s and then 
railways in the 1830s and 1840s.2

 There was, then, movement for infrastructure construction that had been 
building through the end of the eighteenth century in Britain in particular, and 
this would become a decisive impulse for the rise of the network city during 
the nineteenth. Although integrated water supply networks were largely part 
of the nineteenth-century expansion of urban infrastructure, London’s water 
supply network stands out, both because it was first built long before 1800 
and because of its scale and degree of integration. Indeed, integrated urban 
infrastructure networks were almost exclusively phenomena dating to the 
nineteenth century. These tightly coupled networks require a greater degree 
of integration in design and operation because their components, whether 
technical or human, affect one another relatively intimately and rapidly. In 
electrical distribution grids in the nineteenth century, for example, engi-
neers had to design generating and load elements to match one another in 
terms of voltage level and frequencies. Excessive or low voltage could lead 
to network failure if motors burned out or generators overloaded. Similarly, 
gas engineers had to closely monitor the chemistry of manufactured gas to 
ensure that the lighting and heating potential of the gas was adequate.
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 Furthermore, making such tightly coupled and integrated networks ro-
bust necessitates a host of provisions against technical and human devia-
tions from standard or expected behavior. Electrical networks require break-
ers to limit the damage overloads can cause. Shunt stubs are required to 
manage the dynamic characteristics of long-distance power transmission by 
alternating current. In gas networks, pressure regulators and valves ensure 
smooth and even distribution and help prevent leakages. Within these net-
works, the human element is just as important as the technological. Workers 
need to survey the functioning of networks, repair them as needed, and in-
teract with end users. The bills have to be paid for the network to continue 
running. Finally, the complexity of funding, designing, operating, and main-
taining large-scale integrated networks is usually accompanied by a propor-
tionately complex organization, typically a company, but also sometimes a 
government entity, as in the case of sewers. These organizations reflect the 
complexity of the physical infrastructure they run and, in turn, develop the 
infrastructure. The emergence of large corporations has been associated 
with the emergence of railways, for example.3

 If this degree of integration increased markedly during the nineteenth 
century, the few pre-1800 infrastructure networks that existed, such as ca-
nals, were by contrast less integrated. They were more tolerant of variations 
and errors and usually had less need for organizational complexity. As long 
as the boat was the right size for the canal, the canal remained functional. 
Catastrophic variations were harder to find. The number of people working 
for canals was usually small, little more than what was needed to open locks 
and collect tolls. Boat operators were usually independent actors. Roads 
were even more tolerant of variations. Very little standardization was re-
quired of carriages traveling along them, and having tens of local authorities 
maintaining sometimes short stretches of adjoining road, while not neces-
sarily efficient, was adequate to keep most of Britain’s roads usable, if not 
comfortable, for the eighteenth century.
 London’s water supply, however, was different. Originating in the years 
around 1600 when several water companies were formed, the industry grew 
from this small base. It was similar in form to that found in other European 
cities, but by 1700 the industry had attained a notable scale and associated 
technical and organizational complexity. The London water companies, led 
by the New River Company, which was larger than all the rest combined, 
were serving tens of thousands of customers daily, in most cases directly 
in their houses through tens of miles of pipe. They had dozens of workers 
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maintaining and operating their water distribution networks, fanning out 
early every morning through the streets to open and shut valves, sending the 
water to successive areas of the metropolis. Collectors received payments 
and handled complaints. The rapidly rotting wooden pipes meant constant 
leaks, and teams of pipe borers, paviours (workers responsible for paving), 
and laborers to lay and repair pipes. Other workers kept the aqueducts lead-
ing to large reservoirs clear of debris or maintained the whirring water-
wheels and later steam engines pumping on the Thames.
 The builders of London’s water infrastructure seemed to have no particu-
lar vision for a new kind of network in the early years around 1600. Indeed, 
London was not exceptional at the time. Most of the technology used was 
imported from the continent, largely of German origin, and brought by for-
eign craftsmen. The first water companies struggled for decades to grow, and 
their scale was not much beyond what could be found in Paris or Hamburg 
at the time. By 1660, however, the situation began to change. The companies, 
especially the New River Company, embarked on a rapid expansion, leading 
to such intense competition from 1685 that profits declined and some bank-
ruptcies resulted. The physical expansion of the infrastructure also brought 
significant problems in meeting demand, putting the existing infrastructure 
under stress that it had not been designed to meet. As engineers realized 
at the time, the problems were not simply of water volume available from 
sources. The entire network, from source to final distribution, needed to be 
redone to be better able to meet the demand found in London. These water 
engineers came up with a series of proposals on how to solve the distribu-
tion problems, proposals that would be implemented over the course of the 
eighteenth century. That the water companies, rather than stagnating, even-
tually began a new period of expansion shows to what extent these recom-
mendations allowed the companies to reach a new level of integration and 
scale with their infrastructure. The New River Company took on ever more 
customers as London’s rapid growth continued apace. The London Bridge 
Waterworks rebuilt its waterwheels repeatedly to maintain and increase its 
pumping capacity.
 By 1820, the end point of this study, the London water industry had ex-
isted for more than two hundred years. Although it had its share of critics, 
regarding both water quality and reliability of supply, it had succeeded in 
providing about half the buildings of the metropolis with water for a long 
time. More importantly, it had created a model of integrated network in-
frastructure in an urban context. In contrast to all urban networks that had 
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preceded it in Europe, including the famed aqueducts of Roman antiquity, 
the London water model had demonstrated that it was possible to supply a 
vast city with water, not by means of a reduced number of public fountains 
that people had to visit, but by directly feeding houses and interior courts. 
Technologically, this entailed a web of mains that ran beneath almost every 
street of London, controlled by valves and structured to maintain supply as 
evenly as possible. It also involved a degree of organizational complexity. 
The companies employed scores of people (“servants”) whose daily task was 
to keep the network running, by turning valves, interacting with customers, 
finding leaks, dredging mud, or repairing waterwheels. Legally, all the im-
portant London water companies were joint-stock companies, meaning that 
they had many owners, far beyond what the personal partnerships that dom-
inated business in the eighteenth century allowed. This business form al-
lowed for the investing of more capital for the construction and maintenance 
of the infrastructure, a crucial feature of most infrastructure construction, as 
well as the legal status useful to ensure the long-term viability of the compa-
nies. This was most clearly the case with the incorporated companies, which 
therefore had legal personality, although not all joint-stock companies were 
incorporated.
 Thus, by 1800 the London water industry had implicitly shown, without 
anyone setting out to do so, that it was legally, commercially, and technolog-
ically possible to run an infrastructure network within the largest city in the 
world, one that reached almost all areas, if not all people. Even before 1800, 
other cities, such as Paris and Dublin, had tried to imitate this model. It was 
after 1800, however, that the urban infrastructure model would be echoed in 
water networks in other cities, first in Europe and North America. It would 
also find imitators in other kinds of networks, beginning with gas in Lon-
don. The builders of the first gas networks explicitly referred to the London 
water companies as a model of what a successful urban infrastructure net-
work could look like.
 How did this technological achievement come about? The history of the 
construction of London’s water infrastructure was a long one, starting in 
1580. Although it faced some difficulties, such as early problems in getting 
customers and disputes over water quality, over the long term it was clearly 
effective, enduring, and distinctive, providing water to thousands of houses. 
There was no single cause for the industry’s distinctiveness and success. 
Rather, various factors came together, the most obvious of which was the 
sheer size of London. As later chapters discuss, London went from being a 
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mid-tier European city in the sixteenth century to its largest around 1750, 
when it passed Constantinople, and finally became the largest in the world 
by the nineteenth century. England was among the leaders in European ur-
banization from 1550 onward, and before 1800 London was preeminent, tak-
ing an ever-greater slice of England’s (and Britain’s) population. London’s 
was also the seat of government at a time when the royal court was less per-
ipatetic. As northern European trade patterns shifted significantly with the 
decline of Antwerp in the late fifteenth century, London’s port was becoming 
more important. This development was followed in the seventeenth century 
by the growth of non-European trade, the ongoing shift of Europe’s focus 
toward the north away from the Mediterranean, and finally the expansion of 
overseas colonization. The further centralization of much of the administra-
tion of the English state and of aristocratic social life with the development 
of the West End of the city also catalyzed further growth. In the eighteenth 
century, London was dominant domestically and among the leaders inter-
nationally in terms of population, wealth, and commerce. All the while, the 
increasingly productive English agricultural sector was able to sustain the 
metropolis.4

 The size of London provided the masses of people needed to sustain the 
basic demand for water, but this was not sufficient. Sheer size may explain 
why London diverged from Hamburg, a city with similar water technology 
in 1600 that did not experience London’s explosive growth thereafter, but 
not why it differed from Paris or Naples, which were larger for much of the 
period in question. Indeed, Paris had the same basic water-pumping tech-
nology installed around 1600 as well, in addition to repeated attempts to 
found water supply companies, notably after 1750. The willingness of much 
of London’s population to buy water from a company, to be supplied through 
pipes to their homes, was also essential. Londoners could, after all, have con-
tinued to get their water from wells, public fountains, or rivers via tankards, 
as Parisians chose to do. Although they may have resisted somewhat initially, 
they took to the new system with enthusiasm, especially after the 1660s. The 
New River Company experienced one of its most rapid periods of growth be-
tween 1660 and 1690. Many new companies entered the market at this point. 
Londoners never thereafter lost their willingness to pay water companies for 
piped water.
 This change in consumer attitudes coincided with what Jan de Vries has 
described as the consumer revolution of the later seventeenth century. Orig-
inating in Holland and then spreading to England, it featured the willing-
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ness of the middle classes to spend more, especially on domestic purchases. 
Unlike the ostentatious old luxuries that relished expensive paintings and 
clothes, the taste for new luxuries expressed itself in the willingness to buy 
a wider range of household items that were not at the top of luxury ladder. 
Pipes, clocks, furniture, tobacco, coffee, dried fruit, copperware, and bed-
dings featured in the palette of this new breed of avid consumers. Water was 
evidently not a new consumer good, but choosing to have it piped in rep-
resented a decision for domestic convenience and greater quantities. The 
consumers of company-supplied water no longer relied on their servants or 
tankard- bearers to bring them supplies by the jug. They could now rely on 
more water, delivered to their basement by pipe into a reservoir filled sev-
eral times a week. It was the later seventeenth-century consumer revolution, 
combined with London’s huge mass of relatively well-off merchants, lawyers, 
clerks, civil administrators, tradespeople, and shop owners, that allowed the 
water industry to grow explosively in the later seventeenth century.5 The 
growing wealth of these people buoyed the consumer revolution, including 
demand for water. In the hundred years from 1650, England witnessed ris-
ing real incomes per head.6 Moreover, the price of water remained roughly 
constant in nominal terms for almost the entirety of the period under in-
vestigation, while wages were rising and inflation was present. This meant 
that, while in 1660 a water connection at about 10 percent of the average 
yearly wage of a laborer was out of range for most Londoners, by 1800 it had 
dropped to less than 4 percent. The broadening of the consumer revolution 
to poorer people, which created demand for the mass-produced goods of 
the industrial revolution, also meant that ever more of London’s population 
had piped water. By 1800, around 75 percent of houses in the metropolis had 
water.
 Consumption was, therefore, an indispensable part of the reason for the 
London water industry’s long-term growth, but technological innovation 
was also essential. Throughout this entire history, there were periods of in-
novation that, taken together, enabled the industry to become established, 
survive, and expand. The first technology came out of Germany in the years 
around 1600, notably water pumps and pipe-boring machines. Further in-
novations around 1700 featured more powerful waterwheels and pumps and 
especially new thinking about how to build and stabilize the expanding net-
work. This issue was crucial, as the New River Company experienced se-
vere problems in maintaining supply to its rapidly expanding customer base 
after 1685; although it had enough water entering its reservoirs, it was not 
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able to supply it adequately to its increasingly angry customers. Only after it 
received recommendations from Sir Christopher Wren and John Lowthorp 
on how to redesign its network in a systemwide way did it regain its footing 
around 1720. By deploying more valves, segmenting its network more care-
fully, and isolating its principal mains from demand disruptions, it managed 
to fend off its rivals and resume its rapid growth, without encountering the 
same network problems that had plagued it earlier.
 Further innovation was stirring with the introduction of the steam engine 
for pumping around 1740. The new prime mover had a relatively modest effect 
at first, but by 1800, after numerous improvements to its efficiency, around 35 
percent of water supplied in London was raised by steam engine, increasing to 
60 percent by 1820. This advance, combined with the large-scale introduction 
of iron pipes after 1800, themselves a product of the  classical industrial revolu-
tion, threw the entire industry into such an upheaval that it underwent one of 
the most drastic reorganizations of its history. The New River Company lost 
customers for the first time since the earliest years, and wood pipes, which 
had been the mainstay of the industry from 1580, were entirely abandoned. 
The changes also meant that higher-pressure and constantly supplied water 
was now possible, although it took another eighty years for it to become uni-
versal.
 The business, legal, and political environment also provided a context 
within which the London water industry was able to become established 
and flourish with time. This began with the reliance on for-profit companies 
that ran the industry during this entire history. Investors and entrepreneurs, 
initially with significant help from governments, established and funded the 
companies around 1600. The basic model, once rooted, persisted until the 
nationalizations in the twentieth century. During this long history, investors 
stepped forward at various points to create new companies and support ex-
isting ones with their capital. This happened especially between 1680 and 
1720, and again between 1800 and 1820, although company formation and 
particularly investment by shareholders occurred outside these two periods. 
Shareholders in the London Bridge and Chelsea companies, the second and 
third largest respectively, were willing to invest more capital in the compa-
nies to fund expansion in the eighteenth century. The New River Company, 
by contrast, generated enough capital internally that no new external funds 
were needed after its first years. These companies and their investors had 
the incentive to seek and hold onto fee-paying customers, who eventually 
came to them in such great numbers that, although there were complaints 
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about service and quality at different times, they by and large met demand 
from all but the poorest people in the city.
 The London water industry was founded around a time of innovation and 
experimentation in legal forms related to commerce, specifically in patents, 
corporations, and joint-stock companies. All of these had a part to play in the 
water industry, and all were changing over the long seventeenth century. The 
issuance of royal patents for commercial purposes, including specific rights 
and sometimes monopolies, was becoming more common in the late six-
teenth century, and different water companies, including the London Bridge 
Waterworks, were founded through patents. The business corporation was 
also coming into use at the same time—the early mercantile era— together 
with the joint-stock form of business organization. All these—patents, busi-
ness corporations, joint-stock companies—would evolve significantly over 
the following decades, and the water industry shared in that evolution. The 
most important among the three was the joint-stock company. It was the 
business form that the New River Company adopted from the beginning, 
and which all the large London water companies adopted by around 1700. 
The large companies created later also took this form. The joint-stock con-
figuration allowed permanent capital and the free transference of shares. It 
made the pooling of capital from many investors easier than partnerships 
did, because the latter limited the number of partners to five in most cases 
and because stock transfers were difficult. With the significant cost of build-
ing infrastructure, the joint-stock form helped smooth the industry’s devel- 
opment. Although many companies, notably the New River Company, were 
corporations with legal personality, it is less clear that this feature was as fun-
damental for the industry’s growth in the long run, given that some compa-
nies, notably the London Bridge Waterworks, were not established as corpo-
rations and yet survived and grew. What the corporate form could provide, if 
the enabling act granted it, was compulsory access to land for infrastructure 
construction, something fundamental for all companies. Access, however, 
could be achieved in other ways, such as through support from local gov-
ernments, as was the case with the City of London’s support for the London 
Bridge Waterworks.
 The power of access granted by governments points to their importance, 
both local, in form of the City of London, and national, through Parliament 
and the Crown, in this history. These various entities could make claims, 
and enforce rights, to water and land, each fundamental to an infrastructure 
industry whose physical network included long aqueducts, waterwheels 
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on rivers, and pipes running through city streets and fields. Governments 
proved willing to grant these rights to private companies through royal pat-
ents, parliamentary acts, and charters of incorporation, without which the 
industry could never have functioned. Moreover, and perhaps more impor-
tantly, governments did not revoke them once granted over this entire history, 
with a few exceptions. That this should be so was by no means evident in the 
shifting multilevel and multipolar political world of seventeenth- century 
 England. The conflict between the Crown and Parliament was intense at 
times, even exploding into the English Civil Wars. Both Crown and Parlia-
ment made possibly conflicting claims to be able to create water companies 
and grant rights. Parliament was also divided internally, with some blocks 
representing vested interests that were opposed to water companies, such 
as landowners who resented Parliament’s attempts to bestow access to their 
land. Although less prone to conflict, the City of London could also be polit-
ically unstable, such as when it teetered into bankruptcy at the end of seven-
teenth century. Investors in water companies had to negotiate uncertainties 
of a widely shifting political landscape. For this reason, there were very few 
companies created during the most intense period of turmoil from 1620 until 
the Restoration of Charles II in 1660, when investment picked up once again 
with the creation of many new companies. The only arbitrary revocation (as 
opposed to actions resulting from nonpayment of fees due) of water rights 
granted to companies by governments happened after the Restoration, when 
Charles II in 1660 abolished a patent given by the usurper, Oliver Cromwell. 
With greater political stability after the Restoration, and especially after the 
Glorious Revolution of 1688, rights granted to water companies were never 
again seriously  threatened.
 The Glorious Revolution has featured prominently in the history of  England’s 
(and later Britain’s) exceptional industrial transformation through the eight-
eenth century. Douglass North and Barry Weingast have famously argued 
that following the Glorious Revolution, which displaced James II by William 
of Orange while shifting effective political control to Parliament, the Brit-
ish state was largely controlled by commercial interests, who ensured that it 
supported commercial activity, rather than the favor-seeking behavior that 
dominated governments when monarchs disposed of the state’s resources 
to their rentiers and connections.7 It was not until the remnants of the An-
cien Régime were swept away with the French Revolution that this shift in 
state interests occurred in other countries. In effect, the Glorious Revolu-
tion created institutions, notably secure property rights, that helped mold 
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the behavior of actors such as governments in ways that were conducive to 
commercial investment and industrial innovation, leading to the industrial 
revolution of the second half of the eighteenth century. Economic historians 
such as Dan Bogart have argued the Glorious Revolution did indeed ease in-
vestment in infrastructure such as river improvements, roads, and later ca-
nals.8 After the revolution, Parliament met more regularly and was less likely 
to revoke rights and acts. The Crown was sidelined by the revolution and no 
longer threatened to usurp rights. To what extent the revolution affected the 
water industry in the whole country remains open for research. This book 
examines the London water industry. What is clear is that investment inter-
est in the London water industry was building before the revolution, and al-
though the events of 1688 may have solidified trends in London, the industry 
was thriving by that time, and many new companies were already forming.
 What other factors sustained the industry’s growth in the late seventeenth 
century when it grew rapidly and consolidated? Beside the consumer revo-
lution and London’s urban development, the exceptional size and financial 
success of the New River Company served as a catalyst for further invest-
ment in an atmosphere in late seventeenth-century England particularly in-
terested in new projects. It was a time of “improvement,” when many people 
proposed and launched projects of all sorts, aiming particularly for material 
progress in diverse fields of endeavor, such as agriculture and metalworking. 
The age of improvement included a boom in patenting; a joint-stock boom 
with dozens of new companies created; and the financial revolution featur-
ing the rise of the London stock market, the Bank of England, and trading 
in national debt. As Paul Slack has recently argued, this age of improvement 
comprised an increasing confidence in the possibility of material progress. 
The success of some of these new projects established a willingness in the 
eighteenth century to experiment further, helping to consolidate an “im-
provement culture” in the country in the eighteenth century.9 This culture, 
claims Slack, eventually helped lay the seeds of the “knowledge economy” 
of the eighteenth century, which Joel Mokyr has argued existed in Britain 
at that time.10 For Mokyr, the phenomenon of technological and industrial 
innovation that came to be known as the industrial revolution was founded 
fundamentally in Britain’s ability to produce, distribute, and use knowledge 
for practical ends. From the point of the water industry, innovation occurred 
in spurts, of which the period of the classic industrial revolution was one, 
featuring the introduction of steam engines and iron. The turn of the eight-
eenth century, when many issues about network scale were addressed, was 
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another, however. The London water industry was one of the successful in-
dustries of the “age of improvement” beginning in the late seventeenth cen-
tury. It was not founded then, but it did flourish decisively at that time.
 This book explores the history of the London water industry in various 
phases. The first chapter discusses how the industry was established and 
what Peter Morris, the founding water entrepreneur, brought to London. 
The second chapter shows how the New River Company was created in a 
volatile political context. The third and fourth chapters explore the changes 
in the water industry in the fervid years of the late seventeenth century and 
demonstrate the important degree of technological innovation sustaining 
the industry as it grew in scope. The fifth describes the secondary compa-
nies, especially the London Bridge Waterworks. The sixth and seventh chap-
ters show how consumers were important and how water purity became an 
issue for them especially in the later eighteenth century. The eighth chapter 
discusses how the shock waves of steam engines and iron pipes coming out 
of the classic industrial revolution struck the industry after 1800.



Chapter one

The Roots of a New Water Industry

Petruchio: What are they mad? Have we another Bedlam? They do not talk 
I hope?
Sophocles: Oh terribly, extreamly fearful, the noise at London-bridge is 
nothing near her.

John Fletcher, The Woman’s Prize, or the Tamer Tamed,  
act I, scene 3. (ca. 1605)

Since the late sixteenth century, people walking along London Bridge had 
become familiar with the roar coming from the London Bridge Waterworks 
perched on the bridge. The wooden wheels slapped the water as they turned 
in the Thames’s current under the first two arches at the north end of the 
medieval stone bridge. Louder than this was the din of the wooden gears 
grinding against each other, driving piston heads up and down, and forcing 
water into pipes under Fish Hill Street in the city to the north. The water-
works buildings straddled the northernmost piers of the bridge, and it was 
from these structures that the builder of the London Bridge Waterworks, a 
German (or perhaps Dutch) entrepreneur, had run his new company from 
around 1582 up to his death in late 1588. It is not known what his original 
German name was, and many variations existed for its anglicized form, but 
he is most commonly called Peter Morris because his descendants settled 
on that spelling. Morris had come to England before 1572, the year in which 
the mayor of Chester hired him to build an aqueduct for the city. Morris’s 
presence in the country was likely due to his knowledge of water technol-
ogy. Some German-speaking lands, especially mining areas such as the Harz 
Mountains east of Hanover, had been at the leading edge of new water tech-
nology, particularly in regard to the pumping needed to keep the miners delv-
ing deeper into the earth in search of wealth.1 Morris had acquired his skills 
somewhere in Germany, and he and some compatriots spread throughout 
Europe in the late sixteenth century, bringing their technology with them. 
Elizabethan England proved to be a keen recipient for such foreign skilled 
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workers. Morris was but one of a wave of experienced workers coming to 
England from abroad in the sixteenth century to undertake many new proj-
ects, including those specializing in water supply.
 When Morris died in 1588, he could have had little idea that his fledgling 
enterprise would form the beginnings of a new water supply industry that 
would, after a century had passed, be serving water to tens of thousands of 
people in their houses within a vastly expanded city. To be sure, he was not 
the sole originator of this new industry, nor was he the only innovator be-
hind most of the technology that underpinned it. However, his undertaking 
introduced two new features—one technical, the other commercial—to the  
way water was supplied in the city: his water distribution system passed 
through an extensive physical network of pipes first with hundreds and then 
with thousands and tens of thousands of branches connecting directly to 
buildings; and his model was run as a for-profit business. Both of these fac-
ets would become important characteristics in how an increasing portion of 
water was provisioned in London, and both would be defining traits of the 
industry, at least until its nationalization in the early twentieth century. 
 The network system, the first characteristic, was based on three compo-
nents: it relied on a greater supply of water being made available for dis-
tribution, such as by means of pumping mechanisms; the pipe distribution 
network had to be built and maintained, functioning dependably enough to 
convince users to trust it; and the system connected directly to houses. Tech-
nology was one of the pillars in the establishment of the new water industry. 
Much of the basic technology, such as leaden and wooden pipes, carried over 
from the earlier period, but it was now deployed on a larger scale. This ex-
pansion in scale was made possible in part because of new pumping technol-
ogies imported from the continent. Waterwheels, which had existed since 
antiquity, had come into increasing use for pumping, particularly in Ger-
many with the invention of piston pumps, where they were used in drain-
ing mines as well as in urban water supplies. Hamburg, for example, had 
recently erected such a waterwheel, which was operated by a users’ coop-
erative.2 The new technology that Peter Morris brought with him acted in 
effect as a catalyst for the creation of the commercial water industry. Once 
this new commercial precedent had been set, other people followed Mor-
ris’s lead and, over the succeeding decades, tried to establish their own water 
companies. Only some of these relied on new pumping technology. The larg-
est, the New River Company, was supplied by an aqueduct, built at enormous 
cost, drawing water from the north of the city.
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 The second pillar in the foundation of these new water companies was the 
commercial element, and its introduction coincided with broader changes in 
the structure of commercial enterprise in England and Europe more gener-
ally. The later sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries featured the rise of 
corporations in the increasingly mercantile economies of Europe. Trade had 
of course been a perennial activity, but with the expansion of trade within 
Europe and beyond from the fifteenth century onward, new forms of busi-
ness enterprise developed. The most notable of these was the joint-stock 
mercantile corporation, epitomized by the East India Company and its Dutch 
counterpart, chartered in 1600 and 1601 respectively. These were but two  
of the most prominent of the tens of mercantile companies that received 
charters of incorporation from their governments from the mid-sixteenth 
century onward. Most of the early chartered companies were engaged 
in trade, but some, such as the Society for the New Art of Making Copper 
(chartered 1572), existed for other purposes, in this case transmuting iron 
into copper. Unsurprisingly, it failed.3 The water industry was part of this 
early modern movement toward the use of new forms of business organiza-
tion. Up until 1580, the commercial element in water provision in London 
was limited to the water carriers who hauled their tankards from fountains 
to homes for a small fee. This changed with the new water companies that 
began to operate after 1580. In some cases, these were legally partnerships, 
with fewer than ten co-owners, and in other cases incorporated joint-stock 
companies, with many more shareholders. The New River Company, char-
tered in 1619, was the most salient example of an incorporated London-based 
water supply company. Others would follow over the course of the succeed-
ing century. 
 The mercantile corporation is the best known among the contemporary 
innovations in business practices, but there were other trends within which 
the water industry also fit. In England in particular, the period from approxi-
mately 1540 to 1630 was a time of “projecting”—that is, the promotion of new 
business activities. These “projects” were put forward by people to produce 
agricultural or other goods for sale that had not been previously made within 
England in large quantities. Frequently, foreign craftsmen and artisans were 
enticed to move to England. The new goods included mostly lower-quality 
commonplace items, such as starch, pins, pots, lace, white soap, and vinegar. 
The motivations to begin these projects were varied and included the desire 
to rely less on imported goods; to increase business profits; to find employ-
ment for the poor (who had been increasing in number since the upheav-
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als of the first half of the sixteenth century); and, finally, to furnish cheaper 
items within the rapid inflation of the period.4

 More broadly than corporations and projecting, the emergence of the 
London water industry also reflected transformations in the early modern 
economy. Global trade and the chartered companies were an important part 
of this, because they were the vanguard of the rise of the business corporation. 
That the citizens and political leaders in London were willing to countenance, 
and even foster, a new way of organizing the provision of water for the city 
speaks to a new commercial mentality. With the exception of the paid water 
bearers, water provision in medieval cities had long been a communitarian 
and charitable activity. City governments or local institutions, such as mon-
asteries, would arrange for water supply by building aqueducts from local 
sources into the city. Water was supplied to a few privileged buildings, as 
well as distributed at public fountains. This infrastructure was maintained 
by the local governments through taxes or sometimes fees charged to water 
bearers for access to the fountains. From 1580, however, the City of London 
encouraged and supported an entirely different model, one that saw busi-
nesses supplying water and selling it for profit. This was no communitarian 
enterprise, and the shift was decisive, albeit slow in becoming pervasive. Al-
though the City of London did not abandon its public water supply until the 
eighteenth century, the commercial water industry, once established, slowly 
took over this task to the point of eventually excluding the government as 
owner or operator until it reentered the water supply business in the nine-
teenth century.

London

London at the end of the sixteenth century was a city undergoing rapid 
transformation. After decreasing in the late Middle Ages due to the Black 
Death, London’s population embarked on a period of growth that would last 
into the twentieth century, taking it from a second-tier European capital to 
the top ranks. From a population of around 40,000 people in 1500 and 75,000 
in 1550, London reached around 200,000 inhabitants in 1600 and 400,000 in 
1650. This crowding of the city, sustained by large numbers of immigrants 
from the rest of the country, led to periodic epidemics, including influenza 
and the bubonic plague. The fiercest one, which visited the city in 1665, saw 
its population drop by 80,000. Due to land shortages in the country and the 
relatively high wages that even relatively poorer people could earn in the 
city, immigration was undeterred by such catastrophes. The relative wealth 
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in London was such that Charles Davenant in the 1690s thought that its in-
habitants were at least twice as rich as their English compatriots.5 The city’s 
rapid growth was in contrast not only to other English cities but also to the 
rest of Europe. Cities in the Low Countries, one of the most urbanized areas 
in Europe, declined in population in the late seventeenth century. The same 
was true of most other major European cities, including Paris and Naples. By 
1700 London was the largest city in Europe, Constantinople excepted, and it 
even outgrew that great city by 1750. Although stricken by the depopulating 
epidemics that all cities suffered, London was largely spared the devasta-
tions of war that ravaged many of its peers, nor were famines present since 
English agriculture proved able to feed the metropolis.
 London’s local government around 1600 was largely in the hands of the 
City Corporation, a body responsible for the municipal government of the 
city dating to the Middle Ages. The area within the City’s jurisdiction con-
sisted of twenty-six wards mostly within the old medieval walls north of the 
Thames, but it also spilled outside of this boundary in many places, including 
to a small piece of land on the south side of the Thames at the foot of London 
Bridge. It was governed by a court of twenty-six aldermen who served for 
life, as well as the lord mayor chosen by the aldermen. There was a Court of 
Common Council, which met once a year or so when summoned by the lord 
mayor. It had about two hundred members elected from the City’s wards, 
and they nominated candidates for the position of aldermen, although it 
was the aldermen themselves who chose which candidate would join their 
number. The aldermen met frequently and decided most matters in practice, 
but the Common Council was sometimes active in economic and tax affairs. 
In the nineteenth century, the Common Council would acquire ascendancy 
over the Court of Aldermen. The freemen of the City elected the councillors. 
Householders paying more than ten pounds in rent and thirty shillings in tax 
per year qualified as freeman. The City’s wards were divided into 240 pre-
cincts, while another separate division split the City into 108 parishes, which 
were responsible for poor relief. The City possessed other powers beyond its 
formal boundaries, such as the government of the navigation of the Thames 
and the collection of some taxes.6

 The areas outside of the City were civil parishes of the county of Middle-
sex, which included the city of Westminster upriver to the west. Westminster, 
unlike London, had no charter and was governed by a Court of Burgesses from 
1585. It did not acquire the same powers as the City of London, and its local 
parishes were more independent and important in the administration of the 
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city. The rest of Middlesex was governed by justices of the peace for each 
division within the county, called a hundred, who met for eight sessions per 
year.7 Individual parishes within Middlesex also had vestries (assemblies) 
that had the authority to levy taxes to maintain roads and provide poor relief. 
Southwark was located south of the Thames across from the City. It was not 
incorporated or even centrally organized, being divided into parishes, each 
one governed by burgesses. It was nevertheless referred to as a “borough.”8 
Throughout this book, London or the city is used to refer to the entire urban 
agglomeration, regardless of political jurisdiction. The proper noun City re-
fers to the political entity and the area under its jurisdiction within the larger 
metropolis.
 The population growth of London pushed it far outside of the old medie-
val city. From 1560, much of this growth took place in poorer areas east of the 
City, in part because the ever-growing port infrastructure along the Thames 
in that area provided employment for many sailors, dockworkers, small mer- 
chants, and other workers. The northern suburbs and the region south of the 
river grew especially between 1560 and 1600, while the region to the west 
grew in the seventeenth century. In contrast to the poor East End of the me-
tropolis, the West End became the site of notable wealth, encouraged orig-
inally by the presence of the Crown and Parliament in Westminster. Many 
peers and gentry built their London residences in the area. Over time, this 
demographic division became deeply entrenched, marking the social geog-
raphy of the city to the present day. By 1630, the population in the suburbs 
equaled that of the City, whose population even declined after 1650. These 
patterns of growth were to have various consequences for the development 
of the water industry.
 The growth of London also spurred economic changes. Merchants, who 
had long relied on the export especially of English wool to the continent, ex-
panded into other wares toward the end of the sixteenth century and drove 
most foreign merchants out of the city. The expanding commerce included 
a thriving reexport trade whereby goods brought from elsewhere were sent 
abroad again, sometimes after finishing. The progress of the colonies, largely 
deprived of the capacity to produce finished goods, also helped boost trade 
in the late seventeenth century. From being a relatively marginal player in in-
ternational trade in the 1550s, by 1700 London was challenging Amsterdam 
as the most important port in Europe, and perhaps a quarter of its population 
derived its livelihood from the ports in some way.9 
 By the late seventeenth century, London had developed a financial services 
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industry, providing financing, as well marine, fire, and life insurance. Orig-
inally closely associated with trade in the sixteenth and early seventeenth 
centuries, by 1700 the financial sector had become more distinct, branch-
ing into supporting other areas, including government debt. Henry VIII had 
raised his loans abroad, particularly in Antwerp, because its financiers were 
wealthier and its market more developed than London’s. War caused Ant-
werp’s markets to collapse in the 1570s, by which point Elizabeth I could 
borrow directly from London financiers. The City Corporation itself became 
involved in royal loans after 1604, raising money from the livery companies 
or the inhabitants of the City directly.10 By the 1640s, the Crown was relying 
on London wealth to meet its needs. A new group of bankers emerged, typi-
cally goldsmiths, who took in deposit and lent to the Crown or others, as well 
as dealing in bills of exchange and issuing bank notes. 
 An important element of the London economy was centered on the 
wealthy elites, from the royal court on down. The court had firmly settled in 
Westminster, and increasingly nobles and wealthy gentry would spend part 
of the year in the city away from their country estates, bringing their wealth 
with them. Their luxurious consumption of everything from food to art and 
entertainment to domestic goods and houses fostered many trades. This de-
mand was met not only through local trades but also by regional networks 
throughout the country as food, coal, and other goods poured into the city. 
Banking networks grew to support this regional trade through aiding cash 
flows by discounting bills. 
 Of course, most of the city’s residents were not wealthy. The largest pro-
portion of the city’s inhabitants worked in the textile industry, mostly fin-
ishing materials, such as making dresses and hats, rather than producing the 
raw cloth, which was done in the countryside. Approximately a quarter of 
the working population was employed in this way in the early seventeenth 
century.11 Other important occupations were in the maritime trade and the 
port, food provision, shops and taverns, metal and leather working, and do-
mestic service. By the 1690s, one in twelve houses in London was a tavern, 
pub, coffeehouse, alehouse, or the like.12 The social geography of London fol-
lowed its economic one because most people lived where they worked, or at 
least very close by.
 The guilds or livery companies that had exercised strong control over the 
economic life of the City in the Middle Ages declined in importance in the late 
sixteenth century as the metropolis grew. They exerted less effective control 
over their respective trades as more business activity took place in the suburbs 
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outside the City itself, even if many of them legally had control over their 
trade within ten miles of the City’s boundaries. Formal apprenticeships, 
which had been the normal path to entering a trade, declined in importance, 
and most people simply entered trade without being subject to any form of 
guild oversight or control. As their effective regulatory powers waned, the 
guilds transitioned through the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries from 
being regulators of their respective trades to largely associations for those 
trades, concerned with social functions, managing property, or charitable 
activities.13

 Although London had no university until the nineteenth century, education 
was also important. The capital was home to many schools, either privately 
operated or run by churches, guilds, or other institutions. There were also the 
Inns of Court, which trained lawyers. Other centers of intellectual life within 
the city included the College of Physicians, chartered in 1518, in addition to the 
many natural philosophers who later formed the Royal Society in 1665.

Late Medieval and Early Modern Urban Water Supply

London’s water supply before the advent of companies was similar to what 
could be found in many other European cities. Its inhabitants relied on a 
variety of sources of water that included wells scattered throughout the city, 
rivers such as the Fleet and especially the Thames, and public fountains fed 
by lead aqueducts. People would draw supplies from these sources, either 
directly for their own use or, if they were better off, by hiring water carriers 
to bring water to their homes in tankards or by cart. There were so many 
water carriers in the city that they even formed a guild.14 Among the city’s 
sources of waters, the public fountains were a recent addition. As cities grew 
in many areas in Europe in the late Middle Ages, city authorities and some-
times other local institutions, such as monasteries, built aqueducts, usually 
of lead or stone. These aqueducts were low pressure and flowed with gravity, 
drawing water from springs, lakes, and rivers in the areas surrounding the 
city. They brought water to cisterns and public fountains, which were known 
in London as “conduits,” the term referring both to the aqueduct and, more 
commonly, to the destination fountain.15 Conduits were first built in London 
by civic authorities around 1230, although the royal palace at Westminster 
had had one installed nearer 1170. Initially, water from the civic conduits was 
available to the general public or to water carriers for free, while those using 
it for a trade, such as brewing, had to pay. From the late thirteenth century, 
the city government also appointed keepers of the conduits to collect fees, to 
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oversee them, and to guard against attempts to tap into them.16 By the four-
teenth century, all users had to pay.17

 Water supplied directly to buildings through pipes connected to these 
aqueducts or conduits was uncommon; most users drew directly from the 
fountains. There were, however, some privileged buildings with direct sup-
ply, including those whose owners had originally built the aqueducts, such 
as palaces and monasteries. A few other heavy consumers of water, such as 
brewers, sometimes paid the city for a direct connection into their buildings. 
In London, brewers were made to sign special contracts from 1345 because 
they took so much water from conduits that they were depleting supplies, 
causing complaints from individuals and water carriers.18 In addition, some 
people at times attempted to get direct connections (called quills because 
of their small diameters) to aqueducts, both by appeal to local governments 
and by attaching surreptitious links.19 In one case of theft, William Campion 
was jailed in 1478 for tapping into a conduit pipe near his house.20 Legitimate 
requests were sometimes denied, but most typically came from wealthy and 
well-connected people who could bring pressure to bear on the city govern-
ment, and for this reason many were granted. The last recorded case of a re-
quest for such a quill dates to 1662–64, by which point the water companies 
were offering direct water supply in much of London, obviating the need to 
badger the City.21

 London’s first conduit was the Great Conduit, built starting in 1245, 
around the time that many other European cities were having such foun-
tains installed.22 The Great Conduit was a lead cistern in Westcheap that was 
rebuilt a few times over the years (fig. 1.1). It was supplied with water from 
the Tyburn Brook to the west of the City via a lead pipe about six inches in 
diameter.23 As the city grew, several new conduits were built, and old ones, 
including the Great Conduit, were enlarged. Four new conduits were built 
between 1500 and 1540 with at least four more subsequently, including one 
endowed by William Lambe at Snow Hill.24 In total, there were sixteen by 
the end of the sixteenth century, and more were added later.25 Particularly 
after the dissolution of the monasteries, the City of London or the local civil 
parishes maintained the conduits, and they were paid for through gifts and 
bequests, such as William Lambe’s, or later by public subscription.26 

New Water Technology

New water technology made possible the shift toward a network model. 
The late sixteenth century was a time of growing interest in hydraulic engi-
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neering in Europe, sparked in part by the reconstruction of some of Rome’s 
ancient aqueducts.27 Evidently, not all the technologies that began the slow 
transformation of London’s water supply, such as wood pipes, were novel, 
but they were used on a much larger scale. This transformation in scale 
was, however, enabled by changes in production technologies. In the case 
of wood pipes, the innovation was the pipe-boring machine. Other technol-
ogies, such as new forms of waterwheels and pumping mechanisms, were 
directly involved in water supply. In most cases, the technologies came from 
other areas in Europe where they had been in use from the late Middle Ages, 
but many had since undergone some refinements before being introduced to 
London. Although the technological innovations that gave birth to the new 
network model of water supply originally came from outside of England, it 
was in London that they achieved a new scale not found elsewhere.
 Waterwheels and pumping mechanism gave access to a quantity of water 

Figure 1.1. The Great Conduit at Cheapside in 1638. P. de la Serre, Histoire de l’entree de 
la reyne mere du roy tres-chrestien dans la Grande-Bretaign (1639)
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that surpassed what the conduits, wells, and rivers had been providing. 
Although waterwheels had been used in the ancient world, they were em-
ployed prolifically during the Middle Ages to drive mills. In the later Middle 
Ages in particular, waterwheels were being put to an ever increasing range of 
uses, including in slitting mills and fulling mills.28 In terms of water supply, 
the wealthy Hanseatic city of Lübeck in northern Germany was recorded 
as having a bucket wheel providing drinking water in 1294. The wheel sup-
plied fewer than two hundred houses through wooden pipes made from 
hollowed-out logs. Other German cities similarly introduced bucket pumps 
with waterwheels to supply drinking water, such as Hanover (1352), Breslau 
(1386), Bremen (1396), and Bautzen in Saxony (1496).29 The chain pump was 
a similar mechanism, using a series of plugs to move water up a pipe (fig. 1.2). 
Many of these bucket and chain waterwheels, such as the ones in Lübeck 
and Hanover, were replaced over the course of the sixteenth century with 
piston-driven pumping mechanisms to provide greater quantities of water. 
Although it is not clear when piston pumps were invented in Europe, they 
first appeared in manuscripts in Italy in the fifteenth century.30 Besides for 
use in urban water supply, these piston pumps were employed in eastern  
European mines, as described by Gregorius Agricola (fig. 1.3) in his treatise  
on mining and metallurgy, De Re Metallica (1556). As in urban water supply, 
the earliest mechanisms used in mining from the late fourteenth century were 
of the chain-of-bucket type, but by the early sixteenth century, as Agricola 
attested, piston pumps were finding greater use. These waterwheel-driven 
piston-pumping mechanisms with their greater capacity spread from Ger-
many and arrived in England at the end of the sixteenth century.31

 A second hydraulic technology that came to be used much more exten-
sively in London involved wooden pipes. The innovation lay not with the 
pipe itself but in the scale of their use to connect directly to points of con-
sumption. Wooden pipes, like waterwheels, had a long history going back to 
antiquity. Although the evidence is not conclusive, they were not much used 
in Britain during the Middle Ages. Rather, lead and stone were the preferred 
materials, as they were in France.32 Wood was much more common in Ger-
many, where it was used for urban water supply (fig. 1.4).33 One of the ear-
liest cities for which evidence exists with such pipes was Grosal in Saxony, 
where wooden pipes supplied bronze fountains in the city center around 
1200. From the end of the thirteenth century, more cities had such water 
supply networks. Some inhabitants in Bremen founded a waterworks coop-
erative in 1396, which, once functioning, served a network of pipes that in 



Figure 1.2. A chain pump. Gregorius Agricola, De Re Metallica (1561), p. 155



Figure 1.3. A piston pump. Gregorius Agricola, De Re Metallica (1561), p. 145
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some parts of the city connected to buildings. People paid to join the society, 
and it cost an additional half mark for a water connection. However, the high 
cost of these connections meant that this network was used not as a source of 
drinking water supplied to houses but rather by brewers and bakers for their 
commercial needs. A few hundred years later, in 1790, the network still had 
only about 450 connections.34 
 The first German city to have some sort of supply network connecting to 
houses was built in Hamburg beginning in the sixteenth century.35 In 1531 
and 1535, two piston pump waterworks, similar to those in other German 
cities, were built on the Alster River, a tributary of the Elbe, while a third 
mechanism was added in 1620. These waterworks were run as cooperatives 

Figure 1.4. Lübeck’s waterworks. Note the pipe boring in the foreground. Details from 
Elias Diebel panoramic woodcut view of Lübeck (1552), reprinted by Emanuel Geibels 
as Lübecks Bedrängnis (1844)
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whose members were those receiving water, as had been the case with the 
fountains that preceded the waterworks.36 The cooperatives provided some 
direct water connections to buildings through a network of wooden pipes. 
The cooperatives, which serviced fewer than five hundred connections 
through thirteen kilometers of pipe into the nineteenth century,37 were quite 
small when compared with the later London companies, which had tens of 
thousands of connections as early as the late seventeenth century. Neverthe-
less, the nucleus of the network model, with its pumping mechanism and 
networks of pipes connected to buildings, was created here in Germany. 
 The third technology that created new possibilities in how water was 
supplied in the sixteenth century was the pipe-boring machine. Pipe bor-
ing had long been done by hand (fig. 1.5), but new machines that could be 
driven by water or horse power meant that the wooden pipes were produced 
more rapidly, in increasing quantities, and at lesser expense than had been 
previously the case. They thereby opened the door to the construction of 
larger networks of wooden pipes. Better pipe-boring machines, like piston 
pumps, seemed to have originated in Italy and Germany in the fifteenth cen-
tury. Mariano Taccola, an Italian polymath and engineer, described such a 
machine around 1470. By the sixteenth century these machines were being 
used in new ways. For example, artillery came to be manufactured with bor-

Figure 1.5. A hand-powered pipe-boring machine. Gregorius Agricola, De Re Metallica 
(1561), p. 135
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ing mechanisms, as described by Vannoccio Biringucci in De la pirotechnia 
(1540) (fig. 1.6).38 All these technologies came to England in the sixteenth 
century.

A Thirsty City

London’s water supply was under strain by the end of the sixteenth century. 
Despite the repeated addition of conduits over the sixteenth century, pres-
sure was building on it because of London’s spectacular population growth. 
This was made manifest by the condition of the city’s rivers. Many of the 
smaller rivers running through the city were becoming quite polluted, ef-
fectively functioning as sewers. The City made some efforts to keep them 
clean, such as in 1502 when the River Fleet was cleansed. The filth returned, 
however, and although the City in 1589 spent 1,000 marks (£667) to scour 
the river again, John Stow observed that the “money being therein spent, the 
effect failed; so that the brooke, by meanes of continuall incroachments upon 
the banks, getting over the water, and casting of soylage into the streame, is 
now become worse cloyed than ever it was before.”39 Because smaller rivers 
were often simply too polluted to be used for any purpose, many were cov-
ered over and largely forgotten.40

 Besides the cleansing of streams, government authorities at both the local 
and the national level made other efforts to respond to the pressure on exist-
ing sources of water. Although the City was preeminent in this effort, Parlia-
ment also played a role. It became involved when, after a drought in 1539 and 

Figure 1.6. Artillery boring mechanisms. Vannoccio Biringucci, De la pirotechnia (1540), 
p. 114
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a plague in 1543, it passed the first act related to London’s water, probably 
due to pressure from the City. The new act’s preamble described the deteri-
oration in the state of the city’s water supply: “Whereof the City of London 
hath been before this time well furnished, and abundantly served, till now 
of late, either for faintness of the springs, or for the dryness of the earth, the 
accustomed courses of the waters coming from the old springs and ancient 
heads are sore decayed, diminished and abated, and daily more and more be 
like to disappear and fail to the great discommodity.” In response to the dry 
conditions described in the preamble, the lord mayor had identified fresh 
sources of water outside the city, such as Hampstead Heath, a hill to the 
northwest of the City. The new act gave the City the powers to seek out these 
and other supplies within five miles of the city, even if they were on private 
land. The act stipulated that the City did not need landowners’ permission to 
access the water (except if it was on royal land) but had to compensate them 
if water was indeed found and used. In terms of distribution, this act rep-
resented a continuation of the conduit model to the extent that it made no 
specific provision for charging for water, nor did it contain any implication 
of private supply.41 The City did not, however, make use of these rights until 
the 1589 attempt to cleanse the Fleet.42

 The City’s efforts included hiring people with experience with water pro-
jects. When it tried to improve its own existing conduit infrastructure, it re-
cruited an Italian engineer named Federico Genebelli (also given as Federigo 
Giambelli or Gianibelli). Genebelli had lived in the Netherlands and worked 
in Antwerp in the 1580s on water drainage projects before going to England 
in 1585.43 The devastating effect of fireboats of his design on the attacking 
Spanish fleet during the siege of Antwerp was noted by the English govern-
ment, which was also engaged in ongoing hostilities with Spain.44 Genebelli 
worked in England from 1585 to 1602, and during this time the City repeat-
edly consulted him on how to improve its water infrastructure.45 From 1590 
to 1592 he was asked to increase the water flow from sources near Padding-
ton to the Tyburn conduit heads, which fed various City conduits. Later, in 
1595, he was asked for his opinion about getting water from the Thames.46

 Because these attempts were not adequate to meet demand, at the end of 
the sixteenth century the City encouraged entrepreneurs to establish their 
own water supply enterprises, largely independent of the existing conduit 
infrastructure. Through their efforts, the for-profit commercial model and 
network infrastructure were both introduced, and as a result the traditional 
system of water supply that had prevailed in the city since the late Middle 
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Ages began to change. While these changes were to have important conse-
quences over the long term, there was also a significant degree of continuity, 
and the shift was not revolutionary. For example, the profit motive existed 
before 1600, as water carriers charged for their services. In addition, the city 
had tried to lease out the Great Conduit to a private contractor for ten years 
in 1367, but this experiment failed.47 What was new in 1600 was that entre-
preneurs became interested in selling water to the city using their own infra-
structure and operating on an entirely different scale from that of the water 
carriers’ tankards and carts. The conduit model of water supply supported 
largely by the community or charity supplemented by small fees slowly gave 
way to one that came to be directed by for-profit private entities.

Patents

One of the legal and political devices that helped establish the London water 
industry was the granting of royal patents. The first one in the London water 
industry was granted in 1578 as part of a campaign, partly with royal backing, 
to encourage the proliferation of the new for-profit projects. More patents 
were to be granted to London water companies up to the end of the seven-
teenth century, and they were a commonly used legal mechanism through 
which the Crown became involved with the London water industry. 
 How patents were granted and used shifted during this time, and the 
process frequently became a subject of dispute. The legal form of patents 
evolved from medieval letters patent, which were public royal decrees grant-
ing certain privileges to individuals. They were not associated with new in-
ventions in any way. In the fourteenth century, Edward III had begun issuing 
letters patent granting protection to foreign craftsmen coming to England 
to train locals in their trades. The first time the Crown issued a letters pat-
ent for a manufacturing monopoly was Edward VI’s grant in 1552 to Ed-
ward Smythe for a twenty-year monopoly on the production of Normandy 
glass. The system flourished under Elizabeth, who used patent monopolies 
to encourage commercial projects from 1560, granting fifty-five in total by 
1603. These patents attached conditions, such as training locals in the trade 
in question, meant to encourage the development of native industries. As 
before, these patents were not necessarily associated with new inventions, 
although court cases in the 1570s emphasized that they should be related to 
the establishment of new trades or products.48 The method of petitioning for 
patents was also established by the Clerks of the Signet and Privy Seal Act 
in 1535 and changed little up to 1852, although one modification of note was 
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that patent specifications became a standard part of the petition in the 1730s. 
The process was convoluted and involved submitting petitions with fees to 
many different offices and clerks. A petition could take months to be granted, 
and contacts at the royal court were essential before 1700.49

 During the 1580s crown finances came under increasing financial strain, in 
part because the success of new commercial projects promoted through pat-
ents led to a decline in import customs revenues, as many new goods were 
now being produced in the country. As a result, Elizabeth’s patent priorities 
shifted: new patents were granted on condition that some percentage of the 
patentee’s revenues would be paid to the Crown in return; they were usually 
not given to foreigners and were not necessarily for new trades. As the Crown 
granted ever more patents, including on already commonplace items such as 
the production of playing cards and of starch, they came to be resented and 
controversial. Most of the criticism centered on whether the public benefits 
were sufficient to justify the private gains being made.50 This eventually led 
Parliament to force Elizabeth to rescind some patents in 1601 and to transfer 
judicial authority over them to common-law courts away from royal ones. 
 Patents become more fraught under her successor, James I. His finances 
were frequently strained by court expenses, and he relied ever more on pat-
ents and monopolies for funds. Moreover, he worked to a lesser degree than 
Elizabeth through the Privy Council, trusting more on his personal judg-
ment in governance, and thereby letting himself be influenced by personal 
contacts and subjecting the patenting process more to personal intrigue.51 
Eventually, Parliament attempted to restrict James I’s ability to issue pat-
ents only to new inventions by the 1623 Statute of Monopolies. It also placed 
patents under the jurisdiction of common-law courts. In practice, however, 
James and his successors mitigated the force of the statute by wrenching 
legal authority over patents away from common-law courts back to royal 
courts, such as the Star Chamber. Over the course of the seventeenth century, 
as the power of the Crown weakened in favor of Parliament, the statute was 
interpreted and implemented with less scope for royal prerogative, although 
patents continued to be granted. From the Restoration of Charles II in 1660, 
the state law officers, being the attorney general and solicitor general, scru-
tinized patent applications, effectively preventing them from being granted 
solely at the Crown’s discretion. In practice, however, this scrutiny was at 
most times perfunctory, and patents were simply registered rather than ex-
amined. The result was that despite the scrutiny, patents were still the gift 
of the Crown. Charles II and James II were able to use them as a means to 
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dispense patronage in a reduced form, and many patentees had contacts at 
court. The immediate benefits flowing back to the Crown, however, were 
limited to the now standard fee paid of between seventy and one hundred 
pounds. There also seemed to be no specific economic policy motivating the 
granting of patents, such as the importation of continental technologies, as 
had been the case before 1600. The Glorious Revolution of 1688 restricted 
the scope for royal initiative in patents even further, but even then the Privy 
Council occasionally adjudicated patent cases into the eighteenth century. 
All effective authority passed to Parliament and common-law courts in 1753 
when a disagreement between the Privy Council and a common-law court 
ended with the latter prevailing.52

Peter Morris and the London Bridge Waterworks

The first of the new breed of water entrepreneurs in London was an im-
migrant whose name was variously rendered in English as Peter Morris, 
Morice, or Moritz.53 He was the most important of the new water entre-
preneurs after Hugh Myddelton, the founder of the New River Company 
explored in the next chapter. Morris had arrived from the continent some 
time before 1572, when he signed an agreement with the mayor of Chester 
to erect a conduit there.54 Not much is known about him, but he was skilled 
engineer, probably of German background. He was part of the broader mi-
gration to England of continental engineers in the sixteenth century that in-
cluded Genebelli.55 He began working on water projects under the patronage 
of Christopher Hatton, a courtier close to Elizabeth I who would become 
a member of the Privy Council in 1577 and later lord chancellor.56 Morris 
brought with him novel pumping technology, and around 1575 he applied 
for a patent from the Crown for his “engins and instruments, by motion 
whereof, running streames & springs may be drawen farr higher, then their 
naturall leville or course.” With Hatton’s patronage, Morris secured the pat-
ent for twenty-one years in 1578, provided he implement it within three.57 
Peter Morris received his patent before the 1580s when Elizabeth’s patent 
policy shifted toward revenue generation. Morris tried to use these engines 
“never knowen or used before” in the country to drain fens, but finding this 
too difficult, he transferred the project to other people.58 Seeking another po-
tentially lucrative use for his pump, he approached the City about installing 
a mechanism to supply London. Morris had already in 1574 had contact with 
the City, even before the patent had been granted him. At that time, he had 
agreed to build a pumping works to draw water from the Thames to cisterns 
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in New Fish Street and Leadenhall for one hundred pounds.59 This first proj-
ect, however, was slow and dragged on for a couple of years without definite 
results.60 Morris blamed the City for this, and he complained to the City and 
the Privy Council that the City failed to live up to the agreement by not pay-
ing the full sum owed him and not making available a piece of land for his 
work.61 In 1581, however, he negotiated a much more ambitious agreement.62 
At first, he agreed with the City that he should demonstrate the capacity 
of his pumps by using them to drive water in lead pipes over the steeple of  
St. Magnus Church on the north end of London Bridge for which he was paid 
fifty pounds.63 After witnessing the demonstration, the aldermen and lord 
mayor were convinced that his proposed project was viable since “before 
which time, no such thing was known in England, as this raising of water.”64

 The final deal Morris and the City reached gave him a lease of the first 
arch of London Bridge, the medieval structure crossing the Thames near the 
east end of the City (fig. 1.7), for five hundred years at ten shillings per year, 
where he could build a waterwheel-driven pump mechanism. The bridge 
had been built between 1176 and 1209 and, as was typical of many medie-
val bridges, was host to houses and shops along its length. Construction of 
Morris’s waterworks on the bridge began in 1582, and he soon leased on the 

Figure 1.7. A view of London Bridge in 1720. The waterworks are on the left. William 
Pinnock, The Guide to Knowledge (1833) vol. 1, p. 257
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same terms the second arch of the bridge from the north shore. The stronger 
water current there provided more force for driving a waterwheel.65 Begin-
ning on Christmas 1582, water ran up pipes to houses in Thames Street, New 
Fish Street, and Grass Street, as well as up to a conduit at the highest point in 
the City. The conduit was called the Standard and was placed at the east end 
of Cornhill at Gracechurch Street (fig. 1.8). The City paid for the main to the 
conduit, and the supply there was initially plentiful.66

 The water supply from Morris’s waterworks was not constant, in part be-
cause the Thames up to London Bridge and beyond was affected by tides. 
Twice a day at low tides, the difference in level between the river upstream 
and downstream of the bridge was too small to turn the waterwheels, and 
they lay idle for close to an hour. This feature would be a limitation of the 
waterworks’ supply until it acquired a steam engine in the mid-eighteenth 
century. In order to be able to serve more customers, the London Bridge Wa-
terworks and the other water companies eventually implemented a system 
of scheduled supply. Excepting perhaps a very few privileged buildings that 
had had direct connection to the medieval aqueducts, people had never had 
an experience of constant water supply. The idea of a constantly available 
supply of water from the network was very slow to develop and emerged 

Figure 1.8. The Standard in Cornhill in 1599, supplied by the London Bridge Water-
works. Robert Wilkinson, Londina illustrata (1819), vol. 1, p. 11
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in the nineteenth century only with the introduction of iron pipe networks, 
as well as high pressure and higher volume pumping.67 The water compa-
nies used workers, called turncocks, to implement a water supply schedule. 
Every day, these turncocks would fan out throughout the city early in the 
morning to open cocks throughout the pipe network. The chief turncock 
would turn valves feeding selected mains according to a weekly schedule. 
The water would rush from the reservoirs into these mains and down to sec-
ondary cisterns and service pipes. The turncocks in each area would open 
the valves to each of the service pipes drawing water either off the mains or 
from the cisterns to supply those sections that were scheduled to have water 
at those times. After a few hours, the valves would be shut down again, in-
cluding eventually the main valve controlling supply to the entire network. 
The water supply was cycled between the various mains feeding different 
areas of the city over various days. This meant that in practice houses re-
ceived water for two or three hours a few days a week. The system’s low 
pressure could only supply cisterns located in the basement of most homes. 
The cisterns would fill during the time the water was supplied in the district, 
and servants would carry the water from the basement to various rooms for 
use. It is not known exactly when the London Bridge Waterworks segmented 
its network into different zones and moved to this sort of staged supply, but it 
and the other early water companies were using it early in their history.
 The company was not a complete success, and Morris soon had difficulties 
in maintaining supplies. Soon after beginning operations, the City wanted to 
him to provide water to supply the Aldgate ward, which was further away 
from the Thames along the street from the Standard at Cornhill.68 The alder-
men, however, doubted that Morris’s new pump had the capacity to reach 
the area and agreed with him to clear away houses in Churcheyard Alley 
near the bridge so that he could expand his works and the “Engyn wh[ich] 
is thought to be to weake maye be strengethned.”69 Despite this, Morris still 
had difficulties with increasing the supply of the waterworks. By 1587, Raph-
ael Holinshed reported in his Chronicles that its flow to the Standard was 
“much aslaked,” and by 1603 John Stow stated it had run dry.70

 By supplying public cisterns such as the Standard, the model of water 
supply that Morris was using was initially similar to the old conduit model. 
From the beginning, however, he also began to supply individual buildings 
at a fixed price.71 The indenture that Morris signed with the City specifically 
gave him the right to supply water to houses and to lay pipes in the streets 
so long as he repaired the pavement and gave due notice to the City’s cham-
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berlain about the work to be performed. Morris similarly could lay pipes on 
private land with the agreement of the landowners. Finally, he was allowed 
to sell water to anyone in the City and to keep any profits.72 The shift to the 
network model that Morris initiated was to be gradual, but the increased 
supply coming from the waterwheels meant that rather than attempting to 
restrict the number of connections to houses as the City did with the quills 
tapping into conduits, he was happy to receive the greater income the pri-
vate connections brought. The supply to the Standard in Cornhill likely ran 
dry because of increased sales of water directly to houses lower down, the 
Standard being located at the top of the hill from the bridge. Morris had even 
complained to the City in 1586 that people were drawing more water into 
their houses than he wanted.73

 Although it was Morris who introduced the commercial element and the 
first hints of the network model to water supply in London, government 
in form of the City Corporation had a fundamental role to play in bring-
ing about this turn of events. Without the City’s support, Morris could not 
have succeeded, and the City would extend this support to other compa-
nies as well. This support began with the legal rights to open the streets to 
lay pipes, in addition to privileged access to the bridge. Moreover, the City 
supported Morris financially. It first loaned Morris one hundred pounds in 
1580 to aid in the completion of the works, and twice deferred repayment 
when he was unable to pay.74 It also ordered the bridge master to “delyver 
vnto Peter  Morrys . . . all suche tooles, instrumts and other necessaryes to 
worke.”75 The entire project, furthermore, was made possible because the 
City’s common serjeant, Bernard Randolph, gave the Company of Fishmon-
gers “a round sum” to be used to supply the City with water, and the money 
was passed on to Morris.76 The City agreed to the gift as it would “profit the 
whole City, and be no hindrance to the poor water-bearers, who would still 
have as much work as they were able to perform so far as the water of the 
conduits would satisfy.”77 Even more financial support came in 1586 when 
the City judged Morris’s engine to be inadequate for supplying new areas.78 
The City lent Morris another one thousand pounds to expand and improve 
the waterworks.79 Even this sum was not enough, and in 1587 Morris was 
lent a further three hundred pounds from an orphans trust controlled by 
the City.80 Despite all this support, Morris tired of the project and offered to 
sell his operations to the City in 1588, but he died shortly thereafter.81 It was 
reported in a 1667 lawsuit that the waterworks had cost around twenty thou-
sand pounds to build, although there is no contemporary evidence for this, 
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and the true figure was likely somewhat more than what the City had lent 
Morris, or around four thousand pounds (see chapter 2 for comparisons).82 
The City in any case declined to purchase the business, and it remained in 
the hands of Morris’s heirs until they sold it in 1700.83 
 Until the company passed out of the family’s hands, the company was a 
partnership among individuals, although its structure became more compli-
cated over time with the addition of a trust controlled by trustees who acted 
for the Morris family. Originally, the City’s agreements were all with Peter 
Morris personally, but they were written in such a way that he could assign 
the rights they accorded him to others. He may have taken on partners, and 
after his death his rights passed on to his widow, Anne Morris.84 George 
Digby, who may have married her, then took charge of the company.85 The 
company eventually came to be known as the London Bridge Waterworks 
(LBWW), but never being incorporated, the name was informal. 

Other Water Entrepreneurs

The LBWW was not the only water supply business established at this time, 
nor was it the only one to receive extensive support from the City (fig. 1.9). 
In an effort to meet the growing demand for water, the City pursued and 
supported many possibilities for establishing new ways to get more water. 
One of these was the waterworks at Broken Wharf on the Thames (fig. 1.10), 
created in 1593 by Bevis Bulmer (1536–1615). Bulmer was a prolific English 
engineer from Yorkshire,86 who had worked on various mining projects, in-
cluding drainage and pumping, for many years. He had grown wealthy work-
ing for silver mines near Coombe Martin in Devon from 1587. By 1593, he 
was ready for a new project and turned his sights to, among other things, 
water supply in London because the City government lured him there. In 
that year, the City aldermen wrote him “requestynge him to repayre hither 
for his helpe in conveyeng of more sweet water to this cytie.”87 Acceding to 
their request, Bulmer visited the city, and he and the aldermen subsequently 
continued discussions on ways of getting more water from the Thames.88 
The aldermen eventually agreed in May 1593 that Bulmer himself should 
build a waterworks.89 The agreement was that he should pump twenty tuns 
of water a day to Cheapside.90 A tun is an antiquated unit of measure used for 
liquids. One tun is equal to 210 imperial gallons, or about 955 liters, but its 
definition varied somewhat. His waterworks were soon operating, and in ad-
dition to supplying Cheapside, Bulmer also sold water directly to household-
ers via pipes into their houses.91 The waterworks’ pump was driven by four 
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horses rather than a waterwheel, such as used by the LBWW. The pumping 
station was located at Broken Wharf in Upper Thames Street and supplied 
Fleet Street.92 As it did with Peter Morris, the City lent Bulmer money in 
1594 to complete his project, beginning with two thousand pounds and fol-
lowed soon thereafter by another one thousand pounds.93 The Broken Wharf 
Waterworks was not, however, a thriving success. Although the City tried 
to double the amount of water he was pumping to Cheapside, by 1602 Bul-
mer had defaulted on all but five hundred pounds of the loan.94 The cost of 
pumping water by horse was too great to be profitable, as compared to the 
waterwheels used on London Bridge.95 In 1604 a citizen of the City, Thomas 

Figure 1.9. The London Bridge Waterworks in 1633. John Bate, The Mysteries of Nature 
and Art (1654), p. 53
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Parradine, assumed the debt, and the City transferred the lease of the works 
to him.96 Parradine in turn tried to sell half the works to the City in 1608 but 
with no result.97 The Broken Wharf Waterworks continued to operate there-
after as a small independent company until purchased by the LBWW in the 
early eighteenth century.98

 There were other abortive attempts at establishing water companies that 
were of little importance except that they demonstrate the range of the City 
government’s willingness to find new supplies of water, and thereby to serve 
as a catalyst for creating a new water industry. These other new companies 
also showed that Peter Morris’s commercial approach to water supply in-
spired imitators. In 1593, the same year that Bulmer came to London, the 
City Council granted Henry Shaw rights to lay pipes through the City streets 
in order to distribute water from Fogwell Pond on his property in Smith-
field to the northwest of the City. The council granted these rights because 
“the bringing of the sayd water into the cyttie is for the generall good of the 
same.”99 This enterprise survived only a few years until it was purchased by 
the New River Company in 1614.100 

Figure 1.10. The Broken Wharf Waterworks (labeled #5 close to Queene hythe). Wen-
ceslaus Hollar, Long view of London from Bankside (1647)
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 Another City-supported endeavor was Edward Wright’s works beginning 
in 1596. Wright was a mathematician and cartographer and had been a fel-
low at Caius College in Cambridge from 1585 to about 1594, when he moved 
to London and became the City’s mathematical lecturer.101 He is best known 
for his mathematical development of the Mercator projection, published in 
1599. Wright, described in the aldermen’s minutes as a “masters of arts,” was 
given permission to pump water to Leadenhall in the east end of the City 
from the Thames.102 Like the other water businesses, he was given a loan 
by the City, in his case of £240 in 1600 to complete his pump. He was also 
given access to St. Botulph’s Wharf close to the Tower as a place to build 
the works.103 It was the City, moreover, which negotiated with the Muscovy 
Company to lease more land for the works in 1602.104 Little further was heard 
from Wright’s waterworks, except that he got into a dispute with George 
Digby of the LBWW over where they were laying their pipes. The Court of 
Aldermen ruled that they should keep to the zones they had been supply-
ing before 1602 and not invade each others territory, nor should they “cause 
to be done any hurt or detryment to any of the pipe or pipes of anie other   
pa[r]te or partes of the waterwork.”105 Wright’s most important role in the 
water industry was as surveyor for the New River. A last water patent was 
granted by James I in 1620, this time to Thomas Day for the right to use water 
arising from springs located in or flowing through Hyde Park, in exchange 
for an unspecified yearly payment. Day could sell the water in Westminster, 
and he continued to do so until 1634 when the concession was revoked for 
nonpayment.106

Conclusion

Between 1570 and 1610 the nature of water supply began to shift in a funda-
mental way in London. Certainly the old ways of supplying water—conduits, 
water bearers, and wells—continued to be important, in some cases well into 
the nineteenth century. Nevertheless, some of the new water companies 
founded in this period endured for two hundred years or more, and con-
stituted an important element of London’s urban infrastructure. More im-
portantly, the new companies introduced the profit-driven commercial ap-
proach to water supply, coupled with the expansive infrastructure network 
model. This model combined increased quantities of water, more extensive 
pipe networks, and distribution to where the water was consumed. New 
technologies came particularly from Germany. Peter Morris brought them 
England around 1570 during the age of projects when there was rising in-
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terest in improving and establishing new domestic industries by inducing 
skilled foreign craftsmen to move there, including by granting patents. These 
newly imported technologies helped bring about the shift to commercial 
supply selling directly to houses. Although private business was an essential 
feature of the new model, the City government itself was a key motivator in 
the birth of the industry. It was seeking many new ways of increasing water 
supplied to the exploding population, including rebuilding its conduit in-
frastructure and fostering the new commercial industry. Without the City’s 
efforts to seek out entrepreneurs, and more importantly support them finan-
cially and with access to land and streets, they would have floundered. The 
contemporary trend towards “projects,” including importing foreign arts 
and trades, was also important. The Crown also participated in fostering the 
water industry in this age of projects by granting a patent to Morris. This was 
done before patents became a source of revenues for the Crown. The result 
of all this was that, from no water companies in 1580, London had at least 
four in 1605.



Chapter two

The Birth of the New River Company

For that it is found very convenient and necessary to have a fresh Streame 
of running water to bee brought to the North parts of the of City London, 
from the Springs of Chadwell and Amwell, and other springs in the Coun-
tie of Hartford not farre distant from the same, which upon view is found 
very fesible, and like to be profitable to many.

3 James I, c. 18 (1605)

The first twenty-five years of the fledgling water industry saw the London 
Bridge Waterworks established and functioning, if not thriving. Changes had 
occurred over that period: Morris had died, the company had ceased relying 
on the City for financing, and a few other companies had entered the market. 
In the first two decades of the seventeenth century, the New River Company 
was established, and its advent represented more than just another entry in 
the London water supply industry. The New River Company was larger than 
the existing companies in a number of ways, starting with the capital re-
quired to build its infrastructure. Whereas the LBWW had cost on the order 
of £4,000 to build, the New River cost around £19,000 to complete its infra-
structure sufficiently to begin operations.1 By 1620, the total expenses for the 
first fifteen years had reached around £32,000.2 By way of comparison, the 
Sovereign of the Seas, one of the navy’s largest ships, cost £40,800 to build 
in 1634.3 Dan Bogart has calculated that the completed investment in road 
and river infrastructure in the whole country spiked to around £5,000 per 
year around 1614 to 1616, with much less before and after.4 New River’s high 
cost required around thirty shareholders,5 many more than other companies, 
which, at this point, were partnerships with just a few proprietors.
 Because the New River aqueduct ran from sources well north of London 
outside Middlesex in the neighboring county of Hertfordshire, the City’s po-
litical clout was less effective in gaining access to the rights-of-way essential 
for such a project. To be able to build across the many lots of private land far 
outside London, the builders of the aqueduct had to negotiate with a long list 
of landowners, any of whom could pose serious obstacles to its completion, 
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or even stymie the project entirely. Instead of risking this path, Parliament 
became involved and granted the project rights of compulsory access to land 
upon payment of compensation. Resistance from landowners was still fierce, 
and finally the New River shareholders recruited James I to take an own-
ership stake in the company directly, helping to overcome the recalcitrant 
landowners. In contrast to the other companies, which functioned almost 
exclusively within the City, New River had to consider engagement with po-
litical institutions at the national level. As a result, the New River became a 
corporation to improve its chances of gaining land access rights. It was the 
first corporation in the history of water supply and was among the earliest 
group of business corporations, created during the mercantile era that began 
in the mid-sixteenth century.
 Taken together, all these differences between the New River and the other 
companies meant that its importance for the history of water supply lay not 
simply with its size. Rather, it acquired distinctive features that it carried 
forward. However, although its size still set it apart from other companies, 
it began to lose some of its distinctiveness as the seventeenth century wore 
on. Just as the New River had done earlier, many new companies acquired 
patents or charters from the Crown or acts from Parliament in the late sev-
enteenth century, and they too became joint-stock companies. Whereas the 
LBWW had created the water supply industry by bringing new technology 
and introducing the commercial element, the New River added the further 
features of incorporation, the significant involvement of national political 
institutions, and, most importantly, the joint-stock form.
 The New River’s status as a joint-stock corporation was particularly 
suited for its role in infrastructure development, and over the course of the 
eighteenth and especially the nineteenth centuries, the joint-stock corpora-
tion was increasingly used by infrastructure companies. The combination 
of features brought together by the joint-stock form and incorporation was 
particularly advantageous. Being a corporation meant having legal stability, 
which was not tied to individuals; legal personhood, allowing an entity to en-
gage in commercial transactions and legal proceedings in its own name; and 
perpetual succession, enabling the company to persist regardless of owner-
ship changes. Joint-stock organization allowed the transference of part or 
all of the ownership without dissolving the company, and it maintained the 
company’s capital permanently, regardless of how shares were traded. Such 
features in turn eased the pooling of capital. All these traits, but the joint-
stock characteristics especially, were important for the scale that most in-
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frastructure projects demanded when the initial investment required was 
large.6 The history of the network utilities, such gas, water, and electricity, 
was dominated by joint-stock corporations in the nineteenth century. The 
English canals, which boomed at first in the late eighteenth century, were 
also usually built and operated by joint-stock corporations, the first one dat-
ing to 1766. This canal boom had followed on the river improvement projects 
of the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, which were intended 
to make watercourses more navigable by widening and deepening them. Some 
of these were also joint-stock corporations, the first one being the Dun River 
Improvement Company. It was created by an act of Parliament in 1727 and 
incorporated in 1733, the first joint-stock corporation in English transport.7 
Dock corporations were also chartered in the eighteenth century, beginning 
with Hull Dock Company in 1773.8

 When seen within this context, the use of the joint-stock corporate form 
in the water industry, particularly with the New River Company, sits at the 
beginning of a long history of infrastructure construction carried out by 
joint-stock corporations. By the time that the era of the urban network utili-
ties arrived in the nineteenth century, London’s water industry had had more 
than two hundred years of history operating through joint-stock businesses. 
The canals had reinforced the usefulness of the model for infrastructure at 
the end of the eighteenth century, and when new infrastructure networks 
started to emerge in the nineteenth, the joint-stock corporate form was a 
well-established choice.

Corporations and Joint-Stock Companies

Patents were legal instruments based on royal prerogative to confer priv-
ileges on specific individuals to engage in trade activities. Over the seven-
teenth and early eighteenth centuries, however, as the scope for this pre-
rogative was reduced, patents were circumscribed to new inventions to be 
adjudicated by courts of common law, not by the Privy Council. From the 
Middle Ages, the Crown also had the power to create bodies as corpora-
tions, by issuing either a patent or a charter. Incorporation gave these bodies 
the power to act legally in their own name, as well as perpetual succession. 
Corporations were used for charitable, social, religious, and other purposes 
but, with a very few exceptions, not in profit-driven business. Monasteries, 
universities, towns, and guilds were examples of medieval corporations. Be-
coming incorporated facilitated how these bodies governed themselves and 
signed contracts. They could, for example, enter into a contract for a specific 
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service in their own names. Without incorporation, such a contract could be 
signed only by someone representing the body. Charters usually also granted 
specific rights and privileges to the corporations, such as to regulate mar-
kets within a town. Whereas only the Crown could create a corporation by 
the sixteenth century, after the late seventeenth century Parliament could 
compel the Crown to create a corporation by issuing an act creating a com-
pany. The incorporating charter was issued by the Crown either when the 
act gained royal assent or at a later date, as specified in the act.9

 In the sixteenth century, corporations acquired a new use when for-profit 
commercial bodies started becoming corporations. Although a very few ex-
amples of for-profit commercial corporations can be found the Middle Ages, 
a fair number were incorporated after 1500, the first being the Merchant Ad-
venturers based in London, which received a charter in 1505. At first, these 
were regulated companies, meaning that investors contributed financially 
only to any common infrastructure, such as ships used for trading. Each mer-
chant traded on his own account, and the company itself did not derive prof-
its, nor was there common liability. Such companies were typically awarded 
special trading privileges, such as a monopoly over the trade with Russia or 
the Ottoman Empire, and would sometimes negotiate treaties with political 
entities at target ports. Since participation was personal and limited to single 
voyages, there were no transferrable shares in these corporations, and there 
was minimal common governance. To this degree, they resembled guilds as 
bodies of people engaged in a common trade.
 In contrast to regulated corporations, joint-stock corporations featured 
transferrable shares. Like for-profit corporations, transferrable shares had 
existed in limited form in the Middle Ages but became more common after 
1600 with the incorporation of the Dutch East India Company and its  English 
counterpart, although the Russia Company had been one from 1553 to 1586.10 
Unlike the regulated companies, these new joint-stock corporations made 
profits on their own account, which they distributed to their shareholders, 
and they were governed by their shareholders through a governor and directors. 
Over time, participation in effect came through capital contribution rather than 
through membership in a trade, as with guilds and regulated companies. 
This characteristic became stronger with time because the capital of these 
early joint-stock corporations was not initially permanent. Shareholders re-
claimed their invested capital after voyages. The East India Company, for 
example, did not have permanent capital until 1657, being an ad-hoc joint-
stock company from 1600. With permanent capital, its shareholders could 
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no longer reclaim their capital from the corporation. They could do so only 
by selling their shares to another investor. As with the regulated companies, 
the Crown also granted a monopoly with the incorporating charter, giving an 
exclusive right to the company to trade in a specific area or, less frequently, 
in a specific kind of good. Overseas mercantile trade was the dominant activ-
ity of the for-profit corporations: all but three of the pre-1630 English corpo-
rations were involved in external trade.11

 As with patents, corporations evolved significantly over this time. Ron 
Harris has described the history of the corporation in England before 1800 
as having four major stages, and the history of the water industry was also 
shaped by this evolution. The first early phase ran from the 1550s to the 
1620s when the first for-profit corporations were formed. Among the trade 
companies, the East India Company was the only one to survive in joint-
stock form into later periods. Harris argues that the successful use of perma-
nent joint-stock capital by the East India Company into the 1680s made this 
characteristic attractive for the later trade companies.12 This same pattern 
also applies for the New River. Formed in the earliest period of the joint-
stock corporation, other water companies sought to emulate its structure in 
the subsequent period of company formation, beginning especially toward 
the end of the seventeenth century. The New River was therefore part of an 
experiment in business organization that succeeded enough to inspire emu-
lation from the late seventeenth century. The company also had its legal idi-
osyncrasies that were never repeated elsewhere, including a complex share 
structure split into two blocks.13

 Another feature of the first business corporations was the frequent, di-
rect involvement of the Crown. James I saw corporations as a way of raising 
nontaxation revenues. Raising direct taxes required parliamentary approval, 
and that was not forthcoming, given the strained and increasingly hostile re-
lationship James I and then Charles I had with the body. Because the grant-
ing of monopolies through charters with the king as part beneficiary offered 
another possibility of nontax income, many such grants were given. Most of 
this activity was directed toward the trading companies, but the New River 
Company was also a vehicle for the king’s desire for revenue. The New River 
was created in the peak period of this early phase of the business corpora-
tion, which ran from 1600 to 1620 and saw forty new incorporations.14

 The second phase in the evolution of the corporation was one of decline 
between the 1620s and the 1680s. When Parliament removed James’s ability 
to grant monopolies by patent except for new inventions in 1623, it was also 
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intended to restrict corporate monopolies. From 1625, Charles I continued 
the struggle with Parliament over monopolies, resulting in chaos and losses 
for investors, until finally he dissolved Parliament in 1629, which was not to 
be recalled until the 1640s. As discussed in chapter 1, Charles managed to 
subvert the restriction on patents. Although the flow of new charters dried 
up, patents continued to be granted, but not to create corporations. The Civil 
Wars from 1642 largely put an end to issue until the Restoration in 1660, but 
even Oliver Cromwell granted patents during the Interregnum. Most of the 
existing corporations had lost their monopolies by 1660, and the possibil-
ity of new taxation with renewed amity between Parliament and the Crown 
made the income that monopolies had generated less important for Charles 
II. As a result, few new corporations were created between 1620 and 1688. 
By the end of this period, however, corporations had acquired a number of 
important characteristics that they carried forward into the new era: they 
were joint-stock, with the regulated companies disappearing; their capital 
became permanent; they were no longer granted monopolies; and the link 
with the Crown was loosened.
 The third stage in the evolution of the English business corporation took 
place between the 1680s and the 1720s. A joint-stock boom began around 
1685, with many new companies forming, reaching around 150 in number 
by 1695 from a base of around 20 in 1685. Many London water businesses 
were among these new companies. London’s stock market also first emerged 
around this time, with shares trading daily through stockjobbers and bro-
kers, rather than simply by private sales as they had been the case earlier. 
The dominant corporations of the period were the moneyed companies (the 
Bank of England, the South Sea Company, and the East India Company), so 
called because they became the primary players in holding government debt. 
This was true despite the latter two originating as trade companies. The 
moneyed companies have received most interest from historians because 
they constituted about 85 percent of the value of the stock market.
 Not all joint-stock companies created after 1660 were corporations. The 
unincorporated joint-stock company became an important form of business 
organization from 1685, especially because charters of incorporation be-
came impossible to get without an act of Parliament after 1720. Investors 
and entrepreneurs created many companies that functioned as joint-stock 
companies, with shareholders buying and selling their ownership stakes, 
without the company ever acquiring legal personality by incorporation. 
This corporate form had not been created by statutory law. Rather, it had 
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evolved within business practice and common law. Legally, unincorporated 
joint-stock companies were partnerships that usually functioned through 
trusts, where a few trustees, who were not necessarily shareholders, legally 
acted for the business. This arrangement allowed unincorporated compa-
nies perpetual succession as the trust endured with changes of trustees. Fur-
thermore, a trust provided a degree of protection against financial liability 
for the shareholders. Some London water companies were unincorporated 
joint-stock companies for part or all of their history, the LBWW being the 
most salient example.15

 The final stage in the pre-1800 history of the joint-stock corporation 
began after 1720 when Parliament passed the Bubble Act in an attempt to 
force more investment into the South Sea Company by making smaller unin-
corporated companies seem riskier.16 The act prevented the creation of new 
joint-stock companies except by act of Parliament, which could have been 
significant hurdle. The act, however, did not end the formation of new joint-
stock corporations. The need for a parliamentary act did not prove to be so 
significant an obstacle as to prevent new corporations entirely. The canal 
booms of the 1760s and 1790s saw many canal corporations created by Parlia-
ment. In general, businesses that required access to private land by compul-
sory sale or otherwise usually sought incorporation because they typically 
acquired the powers they needed in their incorporating acts. Corporations 
were thus common among canal, dock, harbor, river navigation, and water 
companies.17 By the end of the eighteenth century, the joint-stock corporate 
form was sufficiently familiar that new joint-stock booms took place in the 
early years of the nineteenth century and included new water companies 
and the first gas companies.
 Entrepreneurs and investors hoping to use patents and corporations had 
to negotiate the constantly shifting balance of powers between the Crown 
and Parliament, especially before the Glorious Revolution of 1688. More over, 
political factions within Parliament also changed. As a result, potential in-
vestors in the water industry from 1580 onward to the eighteenth century 
were exposed to substantial political risks. If the Crown granted a patent, 
Parliament could force its revocation, as had happened under Elizabeth and 
James I. Furthermore, it was not always clear whether the Privy Council or 
common-law courts would adjudicate disputes. Finally, Parliament and the 
Crown both claimed to have certain rights in their gift that were important 
for water companies. For example, the right of compulsory access to land 
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and the right to draw water from springs or a river were fundamental to a 
water company. If one center of power challenged or even overturned rights 
granted by the other, then it would jeopardize the entire project. In practice, 
this could have been a problem for London water companies from the indus-
try’s founding to around 1700. Although no rights granted to London water 
companies were ever revoked arbitrarily, with the exception of Cromwell’s 
grant, the companies nevertheless had to lobby either the Privy Council or 
Parliament at times to gain, preserve, or extend their rights or to fight off 
rivals. The risks were certainly real, as the experience of other businesses 
showed. A river improvement act passed by Parliament during the Inter-
regnum in the 1650s granting powers to make improvements on Ouse River 
navigation was revoked after the Restoration of 1660 because it had never re-
ceived royal assent, even though the scheme’s promoters had already spent 
twelve thousand pounds on the project. In an earlier case, Charles I revoked 
a charter granted to Earl of Bedford in 1637 for a drainage project because he 
supported the parliamentary cause.18

 Thus, water speculators and investors had to decide which side to ap-
proach, with the further complication of the City of London’s crucial polit-
ical role: it too could support or sink a project. The City lobbied Parliament 
or the Privy Council for or against companies. In the case of Peter Morris, his 
patron the privy councillor Christopher Hatton had given him the political 
connections needed to get a royal patent. The City further supported him 
because it was trying to get water to the growing city. Finally, the revocation 
of patents forced on Elizabeth by Parliament came too late to affect Morris’s 
patent, which had expired. These different power centers were also impor-
tant for the New River. When the power balance was definitively settled in 
favor of Parliament after 1688, the water companies no longer faced such 
uncertainty. It was finding the votes in Parliament in the face of resistance 
from landowners or competitors that became crucial.
 The London water industry was affected by this long-term evolution of 
the joint-stock form and the corporation. The LBWW was formed as a part-
nership but transmuted into an unincorporated joint-stock company around 
1700 when that form first came into use. Many London water companies, 
such as the York Buildings Company, were created during the joint-stock 
boom from 1685 on. The third of the large London companies, the Chelsea 
Waterworks, was incorporated by parliamentary act in the final phase of this 
evolution in 1722. The New River Company emerged in the original flow-
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ering of the joint-stock corporation, when the Crown was very actively in-
volved, and when almost all the corporations were mercantile companies.

Myddelton’s Politics and the New River Company

The roots of the New River Company began in 1602 when Edmund Col-
thurst, a former army officer from Bath, decided to add his name to the 
small group of entrepreneurs in London who were trying to set up water 
supply companies. He planned to cut an aqueduct to bring water to London 
from unspecified springs in Hertfordshire, north of the city. His story illus-
trates well the perils investors faced when caught in the duel between the 
Crown and Parliament. He obtained a patent from James I for the rights to 
water in recompense for his military service in Ireland.19 The patent granted 
him the right to build a water channel six feet across, and he was to pro-
vide two-thirds of this water to the City, which planned to use it to cleanse 
sewers and ditches.20 Like the LBWW and other existing companies, he also 
planned that the water be “conveyed through pipes and other passages to 
particuler howses and places . . . for the necessary uses . . . of persons who 
wante water.”21 He started to dig an open channel aqueduct toward the City 
but in 1604 became entangled with the City’s own attempts to bring water in 
an aqueduct, first from Uxbridge from the River Colne or from the River Lea, 
and then from the springs of Amwell and Chadwell in Hertfordshire to the 
north of the metropolis. These were probably the springs Colthurst had been 
planning on using. Likely trying to outflank Colthurst’s royal patent, the City 
petitioned Parliament for acts giving it rights to water and to build an aque-
duct. By this point, Colthurst had spent seven hundred pounds of his own 
funds digging about 3 miles (5.3 km) of channel, and wanted to prevent the 
City from undermining his project.22 He first tried to get the City to join his 
project and pay for part of the aqueduct and then lobbied Parliament to stop 
the grant.23 Despite his protestations, Parliament in 1606 granted the City’s 
request for access to water in two acts, crippling Colthurst’s project, which 
then stalled.24 The acts allowed the City to build an aqueduct 10 feet (3 m) in 
width through the land between the Hertfordshire springs and London. As 
difficult as it was for him, the new acts did not entirely destroy Colthurst’s 
position because the City had agreed in Parliament that it would give some 
sort of compensation to Colthurst. Various groups, including Colthurst, lob-
bied the City to be given the parliamentary rights soon after the original acts 
had passed, but these first overtures were rejected.25 A few years of negoti-
ations followed, with Colthurst exploring the possibility of getting compen-
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sation, as well as of restarting the project by signing an agreement with the 
City, which would combine the royal and parliamentary rights and remove a 
potential source of future conflict.26 The City, however, remained coy, enter-
taining various proposals.27 Finally, it decided to transfer its water rights to 
Hugh Myddelton in 1609 (fig. 2.1). Colthurst himself acquiesced to the plan 
when he was given shares in the new project, thereby uniting the royal and 
parliamentary rights.28

 Hugh Myddelton (b. 1556 to 1560?, d. 1631) was a wealthy goldsmith from 
an influential Welsh family. In 1576 Myddelton had moved from Denbigh in 
Wales, where his father had been a member of Parliament, to apprentice as a 
goldsmith in London. He worked in the City for many years, taking positions 

Figure 2.1. Hugh Myddelton by Cornelis Janssens van Ceulen (1628), National Portrait 
Gallery, London
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such as warden in the Company of Goldsmiths. He was also involved in mon-
eylending as many London goldsmiths were, and by the 1590s had acquired 
significant wealth. Although living in London, he maintained his connec-
tions to Wales by serving as MP for Denbigh for many years, as his father had 
done. He also became involved in numerous schemes. He acquired a lease for 
silver, copper, and lead mines in Wales from the Mines Royal Society in 1617 
and made a fair profit on the venture, enough to offset the losses he was ex-
periencing in building the New River at the time. Three of his brothers were 
also London-based merchants, and one of them, Thomas Myddelton, was an 
alderman and sheriff of the City, sometime MP, and would become the lord 
mayor in 1616.29

 For his part, Hugh had been interested in water projects for some time. 
In 1606 he and his brother Thomas had been on the parliamentary commit-
tee considering the City’s request for an act giving it powers to get water 
from the River Colne or Lea.30 He proved to be shrewd in negotiating many 
political connections over the first years of the New River’s founding. His 
first success came in 1609, when he managed to displace Colthurst in ne-
gotiating with the City over the project after he was given the water rights 
to the Hertfordshire springs. As with the original agreement with the other 
water companies, the City provided enormous support to Myddelton and his 
partners, for he was not alone in the endeavor. The City’s support began with 
the very generous agreement that transferred all the rights given to the City 
by the acts of Parliament at no charge, leaving any profits in the hands of the 
company. In exchange, the company only assumed all financial risk. This was 
much less than had been imposed on Colthurst by his royal patent, which 
had awarded two-thirds of the water to the City. The parliamentary rights 
handed over included the power to build the aqueduct through private land 
on payment of compensation determined by a committee constituted of peo-
ple representing the areas through which the river passed. Although own-
ership of the land remained with the original landowner, the act in effect 
granted the City the power of compulsory access, which it then delegated to 
Myddelton.31

 Government-granted rights for the expropriation of or access to private 
land for the common good was not a legal innovation. It had existed in vari-
ous forms in medieval law, which allowed land to be expropriated with com-
pensation for the construction of ports, fortifications, or other works.32 It is 
not clear that Colthurst had enjoyed any such power of compulsory access to 
land. He had tried, for example, to negotiate this access with William Cecil 
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(Viscount Cranborne), and there was no sense that he could compel the cut 
to be made.33 The other water companies then operating, such as the LBWW, 
did not enjoy any parliamentary powers, but they operated almost exclu-
sively within the jurisdiction of the City itself, which could grant powers 
to lay pipes in the streets. The New River, by contrast, ran through counties 
outside of the City’s control and required something more than what the 
City could grant.
 Beyond these rights, the City also loaned three thousand pounds to Myd-
delton, after he requested aid in 1614, and further allowed him to use the 
City’s pier to receive pipe at no cost.34 Not everyone, however, was happy 
with this generosity shown to Myddelton. Some unidentified parties tried to 
get the transfer halted in August 1611 because it meant that “that which was 
intended for a public good shall be converted to a private gain,” although 
without success.35

 Despite the City’s munificence and Myddelton’s own wealth, the scale of 
the undertaking was still beyond his means, and he sought investors in the 
project, even before he had signed his deal with the City, as he described later 
in the company’s charter of incorporation: “The charge of the said worke 
greater and heavier than at first was expected the successe thereof doubtfull 
and the opposicons made against it very stronge besides many other difficul-
ties thought fitt to joyne unto him for helpe therein some other ffriends such 
as were well affected to the said worke and willing to adventure and joyn in 
contribucon towards the charge thereof.” Colthurst joined the new share-
holders when Myddelton agreed with him to absorb the work he had done 
to date into the new scheme. The two had settled on something even before 
the deal with the City was finalized.36 In exchange, Colthurst was awarded a 
salary, given four shares in the new company out of a total of thirty-six, and 
was dispensed from having to contribute any further capital for ongoing ex-
penses, as the other shareholders were obliged to do.37 It is not known how 
much money Myddelton raised from investors on the original sale, but some 
shares were sold at one hundred pounds each. He kept thirteen for himself, 
and by 1619 there were twenty-nine shareholders in all.38

 The shareholders largely came from close-knit groups; family groupings 
among them included eight Myddeltons and a connection by marriage, Rob-
ert Bateman;39 three from the Backhouse family, who were related by mar-
riage to two shareholders from the Borlase family; and two from the Hyde 
family. There were also several political figures among the proprietors, in-
clude Henry Montagu, the chief justice of the King’s Bench, and a number 
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of MPs: Hugh Myddelton, Robert Killigrew, William Borlase (father and 
son), Henry Nevill, Nicholas Hyde, Samuel Backhouse, and Robert Bateman. 
There were also former MPs (Lawrence Hyde, Thomas Myddelton, perhaps 
Henry Vincent) and many future ones (John Backhouse, John Packer, Mar-
maduke Rawden). Many of the shareholders also had a commercial back-
ground. Besides the Myddeltons, who were miners and bankers, the most ex-
perienced was likely Robert Bateman, who was involved in the government 
of the Skinners’ Company. He was very active in the East India Company 
from its founding, serving as its solicitor, auditor, and treasurer at various 
points. He was also a member of the Levant Company, the Virginia Company, 
the French Company, the North West Passage Company, the Merchant Ad-
venturers, and the Massachusetts Bay Company.40

 As the charter mentioned, the company faced opposition from various 
parties, most notably landowners who resented having the aqueduct run 
through their land, as Colthurst had discovered. Recalcitrant landowners 
lobbied Parliament ferociously against the project, causing work on the New 
River to halt in 1610. A bill was even introduced to repeal the original acts. 
Myddelton, however, again showed his political skills. Although the move-
ment to repeal the acts initially received a positive hearing, its progress 
slowed, partly because the City, as Myddelton’s partner, supported his cause, 
enabling him to prevail.41 The bill definitively died when James I dissolved 
Parliament in early 1611, not to be recalled until 1614, by which point con-
struction had finished. After the repeal threat had passed, Myddelton signed 
a new indenture with the City in 1611, giving him another four years to com-
plete the project. The original agreement had allowed him four years from 
1609, but the halt had disrupted his timeline.42

 Likely motivated by the serious threat to their project that the opposi-
tion worked up in Parliament represented, and once again showing political 
acuity with Parliament not in session, Myddelton and his fellow proprietors 
recruited James I himself to become involved with the New River Company 
as an investor in an agreement negotiated in late 1611 and formalized in May 
1612. Myddelton and his “adventurers” could have found other investors, but 
they judged that the king would be a useful ally if the landowners were to 
renew their opposition.43 In exchange for half the company in the form of 
thirty-six new shares, the king agreed to pay half of all costs. He also agreed 
to allow the company to build on his land at no charge, and to confirm all the 
rights the City had transferred to the New River. This last point was signif-
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icant. The king in signing this deal in effect recognized the parliamentary 
rights now under the New River’s control. In an era of intense conflict be-
tween the two, Myddelton had neutered the threat of the Crown or Parlia-
ment revoking or contesting each other’s rights in this case.
 In regard to reluctant landowners, the agreement placed the full weight of 
the king’s authority behind the venture. It included a clause stating that the 
Crown would “withstand and remove all such uniuste and unlawfull impedi-
ment which shall or may give lett, disturbance and hinderance to the bring-
ing of the said waters.” James also agreed to support any new act concern-
ing the New River put before Parliament. Finally, the agreement established 
that, although the king had a claim on half of the profits, he was not involved 
in electing the governors of the company. He kept track of his investment 
through an auditor he would appoint to verify the company’s books regu-
larly, and the company had to report frequently on its progress.44 This split in 
ownership into controlling and noncontrolling shares (or moieties) endured 
long after the connection with the Crown ended in 1630.
 After James I became a proprietor, work on the channel progressed rap-
idly, finishing in September 1613, by which point it had taken four years. Con-
struction had started in 1609, halted in 1610 during the parliamentary debate, 
and resumed in 1611. The open-channel aqueduct itself was at first around 42 
miles (67 km) long, although over the years it was shortened as some lengthy 
loops were cut out of it with the digging of more direct routes (see fig. 2.2). It 
was built 10 feet (3 m) wide, as specified in the City 1605 act, and ran with a 
gentle slope, dropping about 18 feet (5.5 m) over its entire length. In a couple 
of places, the river crossed over valleys through elevated channels. One, the 
Highbury frame, was built to cross Hackney Brook. An earthen embankment 
served as a foundation, with a wooden superstructure carrying the channel 
erected on top. It was about 420 feet (128 m) long. Another one, the Bush 
Hill frame of 660-foot (201-m) length, was built to cross the Salmon’s Brook 
near Enfield. The river terminated in Islington at what came to be known as 
the New River Head (see fig. 2.3). It was located to the north of the city and 
consisted of a reservoir from which water was distributed to points in the 
city. Surplus water was also allowed to run into a ditch that led to the River 
Fleet. Originally, the receiving reservoir was a single round pond, but added 
capacity came with further reservoirs beginning in 1618.45 There was also a 
building at the New River Head called the Water House. The company used 
it as an office and also controlled flow into the mains leading to the city. The 



Figure 2.2. Map of the New River. William Matthews, Hydraulia (1835), p. 60
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two supply springs, Chadwell and Amwell, soon proved to be inadequate, 
and the company managed to get some additional supply from the River Lea 
by 1620, although seemingly without specific approval until a royal decree of 
1669.46

 Between 1608 and 1618, Myddelton had proved to be effective in rallying 
many potentially opposing political forces, and this was most likely his great-
est achievement in creating the New River. He had gained the support of the 
City and the Crown and, indirectly, even Parliament by its absorption of the 
water and compulsory access rights it had granted the City. Furthermore, 
Parliament had declined to revoke these rights when landowners brought 
the issue before it. Colthurst, who had launched the original project, had se-
cured only the Crown’s support and had failed when the City and Parliament 
undermined him. Myddelton made no such mistake, and even if Parliament’s 
support was tepid, he had sufficiently neutralized opposition in it through 
the City’s lobbying, the many MPs among his shareholders, and his own fam-
ily’s long history of service as MPs, so that by 1620 he had prevailed. Myd-
delton had in effect collected the political support of the Crown, Parliament, 
and the City and negotiated the shoals of patents, corporations, and acts of 

Figure 2.3. The New River Head in 1664. Wenceslaus Hollar, A bend in a river, with 
houses nearby (1665). Courtesy Wellcome Trust
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Jacobean England. These machinations would continue, with the New Riv-
er’s incorporation as the next act.

Supplying London

The New River began supplying water to London some twenty-five years 
after the LBWW but soon grew to be of a comparable size. At first, like the 
LBWW, the New River fed fountains, cisterns, and basins, in addition to sup-
plying houses.47 The New River also adopted the method of staging water 
provision to a different part of its distribution network according to a sched-
ule, rather than feeding it all together. At first, many new customers rushed to 
sign on. They paid a connection fee, called a fine, which usually amounted to 
one pound, although it was occasionally more. Within a year of commencing 
operations, the New River had expanded to such a degree that that George 
Digby of the LBWW was feeling threatened and complained to the City of 
“some pre[ ju]dice offered to his waterwork by the waterworks of Mr Hugh 
Middelton.”48 This did not mean, however, that demand for the New River’s 
water was very brisk. In 1614 the company had about 360 customers, and this 
base saw modest growth, reaching around 765 in 1615 and 1,035 the follow-
ing year.49 The company subsequently had difficulties in finding more paying 
customers (which it referred to as tenants).50 Growth, however, was slow-
ing, with income from fines paid by new connections almost disappearing 
around 1618. By that time, five years after the first customers signed on, the 
king had become disappointed with the venture because it “hath not served 
to that effect as was expected, either in point of profitt or otherwise.” He was 
considering selling out, or possibly buying the entire company.51 The number 
of tenants had grown to about 1,500 that year, but fluctuated around that 
number for the next twenty years, even decreasing to near 1,350 in 1630 be-
fore rising to 2,150 in 1638.52 The plague year of 1625, when 20 percent of the 
city’s population died, evidently had an effect, and the collector book from 
around that time is incomplete.53 This was clearly not the only cause of the 
stagnation: the fees collected from existing tenants had started to decrease 
as early as 1620, and recovered only after the plague had passed. Ten years 
later, the total income had still not reached its 1620 peak, and no dividend 
had yet been paid. Income from new connections was nowhere near what it 
had been when the New River first started taking on customers (see fig. 2.4). 
The easy growth had passed, and the future was more difficult.
 The company’s mains extended from the easternmost parts of the City 
of London to its western edge. From there, it had mains running along Fleet 
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Street and the Strand in the south, and Holborn in the north (fig. 2.5). Its 
densest zone of service was in the City to area north of St. Paul’s. There were 
also many houses connected along Fleet Street and the Strand. Although 
pipes were laid in areas to the north of the city walls, customers were rela-
tively few except around West Smithfield. By this point, the mains also over-
lapped with the LBWW supply zone. Although the New River mostly did not 
reach the Thames, the two companies were both supplying along Bishops-
gate, Cornhill, Leadenhall, and Fenchurch Streets.
 Although James did not resolve to change the ownership structure in 
1618, he did choose another route that he thought would provide some com-
mercial advantage to the New River, which was to grant it a charter of in-
corporation in 1619 because it had “not hitherto yeilded such profitt as was 
hoped for partly by reason of the expences dailie arisinge farr greater and 
heavier than by the said adventurers was expected and partly for want of 
power in them to settle the carriage.”54 This new corporation was unique 
among the charter companies of the period because of the direct ownership 
stake the king held in the company.55 In case there were any lingering doubts, 
the charter once again confirmed the transfer of water rights to the com-
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Figure 2.4. Income and tenant count, 1614–1631. Fine indicates one-time fee charged 
for new connections. Data derived from collectors’ books, NA LR 2/25–43



Figure 2.5. Map of the New River mains in 1620. The mains have been reconstructed from the collector’s book NA LR 2/37. Overlaid on 
George Vertue, A plan of the city and suburbs of London as fortified by Order of Parliament in the years 1642 and 1643 (1738)
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pany by the City. It also gave the new corporation, formally entitled “The 
Governor and Company of the New River brought from Chadwell and Am-
well to London,” the powers associated with legal personality: the abilities 
to litigate, to enter into contracts under it own seal, and to enjoy perpetual 
succession.56 It went even further by granting the New River a sort of mo-
nopoly in the form of a veto right over others supplying the City with water. 
Other companies could not “attempt or go about to bringe to the said Citties 
. . . anie other river or pipe for conveyinge or bringinge of water from anie 
place whatsoever without the lycense and Assent of the said [Company].”57 
In practice, however, this proviso had little force because a court case from 
1615 restricted the Crown’s powers to grant monopolies. The veto’s valid-
ity was placed in further doubt when the 1623 Statute of Monopolies ended 
the king’s power to grant monopolies, as well as voiding existing ones. Fi-
nally, James’s own successor, Charles I, would ignore it in 1631 in promoting 
another London water scheme. The New River thereafter never attempted 
such a veto over new companies, although its directors briefly mused about 
the clause in 1666–67.58

 James’s support for the New River extended even to lobbying the City to 
harry residents to take the New River’s water, a prospect that must have wor-
ried its competitors but clearly stemmed from the king’s interest in seeing 
it thrive financially. This behavior began before the charter, when the Privy 
Council, finding in 1616 that “but few, in respect of the generallytie and such 
for whome it was principally intended, doe take that water,” ordered the City 
aldermen to require that “all such houses within the citty and the liberties, 
as either out of necessity or conveniencie, may make use the same.”59 In 1617 
the Privy Council once again intervened on behalf of the New River, ask-
ing the aldermen to delay building a waterworks project at Dowgate so that 
brewers would be forced to buy New River water instead.60 Not long before, 
the Privy Council had intervened to prevent new waterwheels from being 
installed on London Bridge.61 In another sign of the closeness between the 
Crown and the company, in 1622 the New River lobbied the Privy Council to 
collect unpaid rent and to help prevent vandalism to its property.62 The king 
in consequence reminded the lord mayor “to attend to Middleton’s water.”63

 There was a downside to the royal embrace. Parliament, locked in an on-
going power struggle with James, was not so enthusiastic about supporting 
a company that was one of the monarch’s projects and proved somewhat 
hostile on occasion. The original acts had been given to the City, not the com-
pany, and Parliament had not agreed to their transfer. When the New River 
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tried to get an act of Parliament to confirm its royal charter, it was rejected, 
first in 1621, then in 1623, and finally in 1642, after it had reconvened after 
Charles’s long personal rule.64 Parliament’s hostility to James and his grant-
ing of monopolies and incorporations meant that most of his plans failed in 
this area from 1620 onward, when links between the Crown and corpora-
tions weakened notably.65 This distancing from official royal support also 
happened to the New River. Although James considered buying the entire 
company once again in 1622, Charles I, who succeeded to throne in 1625, 
tired of supporting the New River.66 Like his father James, Charles’s interest 
was fundamentally financial, but the revenues over the years were meager, 
amounting to around three hundred pounds per year.67 Finally, Charles sold 
his half stake back to Myddelton and other investors in 1631 with the proviso 
that he be paid five hundred pounds per year.68 This sale came after he had 
granted a patent to another water supply scheme drawing from Lynchmill 
Pond that promised him four thousand pounds a year.69 This scheme failed 
by 1638, and its promoters joined another group hoping to draw from the 
River Colne that also failed after they had built 6 miles (9.6 km) of aque-
duct,70 in part due to opposition in Parliament from the New River, now free 
from royal ties.71 In 1641 the Colne scheme morphed into yet another led by 
Edward Ford that also failed in Parliament.72 From this point until the 1660s, 
there was little active intervention on the part of the City, Parliament, or the 
Crown in London’s water supply industry, in large measure due to the chaos 
of the Civil Wars that began in 1642. Myddelton died in 1631 a week after he 
bought the king’s shares. Symbolizing the importance of Myddelton’s politi-
cal connections, and what their termination meant, the City sued his widow 
for the three-thousand-pound loan granted him during the construction.73

Conclusion

The New River Company was created by different forces coming together. 
The first was the earlier London water companies that had established 
the possibility of running a business selling water to the city’s inhabit-
ants through pipes. These first companies were still small, but the LBWW 
had survived for more than twenty years by the time Colthurst started his 
 aqueduct, and thirty by the time the New River commenced functioning. 
This precedent encouraged Myddelton and the other adventurers to risk 
large sums of their money to build their own project. By 1613, when the water 
first flowed, the company had expended around eleven thousand pounds, 
and it would spend seven thousand pounds more in the next year to build 
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its pipes in the city.74 The new business model Peter Morris had created had 
been adopted by the most important group to enter the water supply market. 
There was an important difference, however. The New River’s supply was 
gravity fed, without relying on waterwheels or pumps, a feature whose bene-
fits would become clearer over time; the New River was able to provide more 
water reliably than the companies subject to the cost, capacity, and reliability 
constraints imposed by their pumping mechanisms.
 The second factor that helped create the New River was the City of Lon-
don’s willingness to foster this new industry as it sought new water supplies. 
This help was not uniquely given to the New River, as chapter 1 showed, but 
the help did go beyond what was given to other companies. The delegation 
of special rights, particularly access to water as a source and to land to con-
struct the channel, which Parliament had accorded the City, was generous 
and formed the basis of the New River’s business model. It would be the legal 
basis of its model of water supply for its entire history.
 The third element fostering the rise of the New River Company was the 
particular circumstances of early seventeenth-century Crown financing. 
The king was seeking new revenue streams for himself, and the granting of 
monopolies to business, particularly through charters of incorporation, was 
a preferred route. The new external trade companies were the mainstay of 
this model, but the New River was an experiment in a different line of busi-
ness. For Myddelton and his investors, this produced many advantages: they 
received a healthy investment, allowing them to finish the channel; they got 
the king’s assurance of support against ornery landowners; they could rely 
on the king’s pressure to find new customers in the city, even to the point of 
excluding other competitors; and, finally, they received a charter of incor-
poration, the second plank in the New River ongoing legal foundation. The 
end result was that by the 1620s the company was solidly established, and its 
future depended on finding and meeting sufficient demand for its water.
 Finally, Myddelton was a crafty entrepreneur. Unlike Colthurst, he was 
able to negotiate a potentially treacherous legal and political landscape at a 
time when government patronage, from either the City of London, Parlia-
ment, or the monarch, was essential for the water industry. The early his-
tory of the London water industry was deeply intertwined with centers of 
governmental power, which sometimes conflicted. While some links were 
simply governments pursuing rent seeking, others were useful for the water 
industry. Without the City’s support for new companies, and the king’s and 
Parliament’s willingness to incorporate, grant rights to, and financially and 
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legally support water companies, the industry would not have been able to 
get underway. Governments had mixed motivations. The City was particu-
larly interested in getting more water to London, while the king wanted in-
come. Parliament, although it had granted the City the water rights in the 
first place, proved to be hostile to the New River because of its association 
with the king. But this hostility did not extend beyond refusing to pass an act 
of incorporation. Myddelton proved adept at handling the political situation, 
successfully guiding the New River from its foundation, to the commence-
ment of operations, up to his death in 1631.
 All this took place during the era of “mercantilism.” Mercantilism was at 
first defined by its critics as the era when governments and mercantile cor-
porations worked together through monopolies and charters to achieve pol-
icy goals, such as generating surpluses in trade and controlling colonies, as 
well as seeking easy unearned income. The term was never used at the time, 
and its validity and use have been questioned by historians. In recent years, 
historians of mercantilism have emphasized that rather than being simply 
a system of collusion between the state and corporations based on specific 
policies, mercantilism was a complex process. Philip Stern has argued that 
it was “a product of the private and public pleading, lobbying, treating, and 
coalition building by companies and their agents to draw the state into ser-
vice.”75 In this view, the formulation of policy was the result of competition 
for political and economic advantage on the part of various actors. The his-
tory of the formation of the New River Company displays how Myddelton in 
particular was skilled at influencing governments.
 The New River pioneered the use of the corporation and of the joint-stock 
form, which was possible only with corporations at this time, in water in-
frastructure. It would, however, be almost fifty years before the next water 
joint-stock corporation, the York Buildings Company, was created. In the 
intervening years, some characteristics of the business corporation became 
more pronounced. Specifically, it was always joint-stock; its capital was per-
manent; and its association with the government was loosened. For its part, 
the New River was sui generis as a joint-stock corporation, with its dual class 
of shares. Nevertheless, by the end of the seventeenth century, its survival 
made it an attractive model to emulate for the new water entrepreneurs of 
the period.



Chapter three

Water in the Age of Revolutions, 1625–1730

Some very happy projects are left to us as a taste of their success; as the 
water-houses for supplying of the City of London with water; and since 
that, the New-River, both very considerable undertakings, and perfect 
projects, adventur’d on the risque of success.

Daniel Defoe, An Essay upon Projects, 1697

The period from around 1625 to 1700 was transformative for the London 
water industry, as it was for the English economy as a whole. At the begin-
ning of this period, the water industry was still being established. Some com-
panies had been around long enough that they were evidently viable—for 
example, the London Bridge Waterworks, with more than forty years of op-
erations. Although much capital and effort had been expended in their con-
struction and upkeep, these companies were no longer getting loans from the 
City. Despite their somewhat uncertain profitability over these years, they 
managed to stay afloat. Eighty years later, at the end of the period, all these 
companies had become quite profitable. The New River Company was so 
successful that it undertook an expansion so ambitious that it overreached 
and, failing to serve its customers adequately, opened the door for a host of 
new competitors to rush in and attempt to grab market share. By that point, 
there was no doubting the basic profitability and permanence of the water 
supply industry. It had become so successful that the City felt insouciant 
about allowing its old conduit infrastructure to decay. The model established 
by Morris more than a hundred years before of a network infrastructure run 
by companies was firmly rooted.
 The consolidation of the London water industry occurred while tremen-
dous transformations were taking place in English political and social life, as 
well as in the economic and business environment. The years from 1625 to 
1642 were marked by ongoing and increasing tensions at the highest levels 
of government, eventually exploding in the Civil Wars, which raged through 
various phases. During the first years, London was particularly threatened 
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by royalist troops, but with the defeat of the royalist cause in 1645 and then 
the execution of Charles I in 1649, the immediate prospect of violence in the 
city receded. The Interregnum was ended by the Restoration of Charles II 
in 1660. The upheavals of this period made for an uncertain economic envi-
ronment, but as war subsided, economic life resumed its normal course. For 
the water industry, this phase of its history was one of survival and then slow 
growth as it was challenged by disease, fire, war, and political upheaval. The 
largest companies, being the LBWW and the New River, were sufficiently 
strong that, although there were some serious adverse circumstances, they 
managed to grow and even to turn a profit for some of this period.
 A second phase for the water industry and the broader English economy 
went from around 1660 to 1685, when greater stability returned to the in-
ternal economy at least. The external economy was less stable but manage-
able. The country fought a series of wars, first with the Dutch, as the two 
powers came into increasing conflict over overseas trade interests. The col-
onies, especially in America, were also growing. Although the Restoration 
in 1660 brought a monarch back to the throne, some of the restrictions won 
by Parliament over royal power remained in place. Furthermore, an upsurge 
in entrepreneurial activity manifested itself in enthusiasm for “improving” 
projects, such as in agriculture and textile production. It was also a period 
of rapid expansion of the water industry, especially of the New River. The 
newfound political stability of the era, combined with the swelling wealth 
of London as it became a leading center of trade, spurred economic growth. 
The Great Fire of London in 1666 paradoxically reinforced this trend. The 
fire catalyzed a rebuilding of much of the city, giving an opportunity for the 
New River to install water connections where none had existed before. New 
suburbs were constructed to the west of the City, adding huge new markets. 
The fire also altered the internal dynamics of the water industry because 
it destroyed the LBWW, allowing the New River to seize an opportunity to 
invade the LBWW’s territory.
 The final phase in the seventeenth century ran from 1685 to 1700. Politi-
cally, the ascendancy of Parliament over the Crown was definitively consol-
idated with the Glorious Revolution of 1688, which deposed James II and 
replaced him with William and Mary. The new settlement circumscribed 
the monarch’s powers, forcing him to ask for funding from Parliament on 
a yearly basis, thereby guaranteeing that it would sit regularly and creating 
the conditions where it could regularly check the Crown’s activities. The ad-
ministration of the nation’s finances was definitively shifted to Parliament, 
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and the new debt was no longer the Crown’s but Parliament’s. Furthermore, 
Parliament gained a decisive upper hand in regulating the national economy 
over the Privy Council.1 The financial revolution followed in its wake, with 
the expansion of London’s financial markets in both debt and shares, a new 
joint-stock boom, and the rise of institutions, notably the Bank of England 
and the stock market.
 These were all to have implications for London’s water industry, which 
was also experiencing some important internal changes. The first was the 
New River’s overexpansion. By 1685, it had taken on far more customers than 
it could serve, and its erratic supply opened the door for new companies to 
enter the market. The New River’s difficulties were such that it was forced 
into a prolonged analysis of how it distributed its water, leading to some im-
portant technical changes (the subject of chapter 4). The second fresh ele-
ment present after 1685 was a joint-stock boom The renewed popularity of 
the joint-stock form after its long quiescence from 1625 led not only to the 
formation of many new joint-stock corporations but also to the introduction 
of the unincorporated joint-stock company, which was legally a partnership 
but effectively behaved as a joint-stock company. This boom ran to about 
1700, which was then followed by another up to the 1720s, until it was ended 
by the inflation and bursting of the South Sea Bubble.2 Many new water com-
panies were created, leading to fierce competition and depressed profits and 
dividends for the New River. The LBWW was also affected: in 1703 it passed 
from the Morris family’s hands and was reorganized into an unincorporated 
joint-stock company. The new owners invested in the waterworks, rebuild-
ing it and expanding it in the process. Taken as a whole, the period from 1660 
onward saw the water industry grow rapidly, with the New River taking the 
lead especially after 1666, but then stumbling from 1685, allowing new entrants 
into the market whose success put pressure on the New River’s profitability.

Slow Growth and Stabilization, 1625–1660

After the founding of the New River, no new water companies were success-
fully created in London until 1655, although there were numerous attempts. 
This long dry spell was not the result simply of a lack of interest. There were 
formidable barriers hampering the aspiration of new entrants. By 1630, the 
New River and the LBWW had grown significantly, and new companies 
would have had more difficulty finding a corner of London to supply with-
out entering into direct competition with these two, or even facing active 
resistance from the now-established players who could lobby to block royal 
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patents or acts of Parliament, as they indeed did. The smaller companies that 
had been formed in the early years either disappeared or were absorbed by 
the two dominant players, indicating that large size had brought them a degree 
of durability. Moreover, the difficulties the New River had in producing profits 
before 1630 may have discouraged more people from trying their hand.
 That the novelty of the business had worn off was shown by the differing 
opinions about how well the New River was working. On the one hand, the 
City aldermen, perhaps influenced by Hugh Myddelton’s brother Thomas, 
who was prominent in the City as a former lord mayor and soon to be its MP, 
expressed satisfaction in 1623 with “the great and extraordinarie benefitt 
and service this Cittye receiveth by the water brought through the streets of 
the same by the travaile and industrye of Sir Hugh Middleton.”3 On the other 
hand, a report prepared in 1622 for James I in his capacity as shareholder 
described the state of the company in less effusive terms. Its annual expenses 
were £1,300, while notional income based on contracts was supposed to be 
£2,844. Arrears were running high, however, and actual collected fees were 
significantly lower, around £2,130. The author of the report, Sir William Pitt, 
commissioner of the Royal Navy, did not think that “the workes would be 
raised to that profitt which they promise to themselves.”4

 The next few years saw little improvement in the profitability of the com-
pany, and in an attempt to solve the problem of unpaid fees, the directors 
resolved in 1625 to cut off the supply of water to those tenants who clearly 
were better off yet had unpaid debts.5 Three years later, the situation was 
even more difficult. Unpaid fees had grown to £4,100, and the directors of 
the company decided to take a series of steps to try to remedy this. They 
ordered that a survey of all tenants be made and all people receiving water 
without a lease be cut off.6 Some of these connections had even been made 
surreptitiously, with people secretly tapping into the company’s pipes. This 
sort of theft was such a problem that the directors enlisted the help of local 
municipal officers to try to suppress them.7 The City itself was having similar 
problems with thefts from its conduits and used its officers to search houses 
where unauthorized connections were suspected.8

 The New River’s struggles with arrears and stolen connections contin-
ued, with a notable effect on its finances. Registering income in 1634 of only 
£2,002 and expenses of £1,601, it was producing worse figures than had been 
reported to James I in 1623.9 In 1635 the company redoubled its efforts to cut 
off anyone with bills more than a year past due, finding some of its own share-
holders among the delinquents. It also decided to double the commission it 
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was paying its collectors on moneys received from six pence on the pound to 
twelve.10 Some of these measures produced results, and the company finally 
managed to begin paying dividends in 1633, a practice that would not fail 
until the twentieth century. It also sought greater revenue by slowly expand-
ing its area of supply and its penetration into the areas it already reached. 
Originally, its mains reached Smithfield and branched from Fleet Street and 
Gray’s Inn in the west to Coleman Street in the east.11 Between 1637 and 1639, 
the directors repeatedly considered the possibility of building mains to Cov-
ent Garden to the west of the City but declined to do so because they could 
still get tenants in the City and its own supplies in the aqueduct were not 
yet adequate.12 Covent Garden, which was the Earl of Bedford’s estate, was 
then undergoing urban development with the encouragement of Charles I 
and the design of Inigo Jones, the surveyor of the King’s Works. It was to  
be first among many grand estate developments in West End that featured 
the construction of many new houses over the twenty-acre site.13 Although 
the possibility of new customers was enticing, the New River directors de-
cided to wait until water at the reservoirs was abundant enough that there 
was “a contynuall wast at Islington,” which had never happened. In addi-
tion, the fate of one of the proposed new companies was as yet unresolved. 
Finally, it was thought best to wait until the “the old worke be brought into 
better reputacon . . . & the tymes better,” presumably reflecting a poor eco-
nomic environment of the 1630s.14 How people were using water at this time 
was hinted at by a patent Charles I issued in 1630 for another water com-
pany, in which he noted that “wee are credibly informed that there are very 
many families both within the Citty of London, and the suburbs thereof 
and streets adjoining in the county of Middlesex, which want sweet and 
wholesome water to bake and brew dress their meat and for other necessary 
uses.”15

 Despite significant barriers to entry, some people were willing to try their 
hand at creating new water companies. All of these sought royal support, 
which clearly remained fundamental to the success of a new water company, 
at least in the eyes of the projectors. This was doubly so because Parliament 
had been prorogued indefinitely in 1629, not to be recalled until 1640, leav-
ing no alternate route to government patronage at the highest level, unlike 
the situation the earliest entrepreneurs had faced. The king was indeed 
keen to act because, as usual, he was seeking funds, and with no possibility 
of agreement from Parliament, no new funds would be forthcoming from 
direct taxation. Patents were once again a possibility to be tried, despite the 
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restrictions the Statute of Monopolies had attempted to impose. In the case 
of water companies, Charles I gave patents to schemes promising to pay him 
large sums, none of which came to anything in the end. For example, in 1637 
he reissued the 1620 patent for the Hyde Park concession, which had been 
revoked in 1634 for nonpayment.16 Another scheme that was repeatedly re-
vived in these years was one to bring water from Hoddesdon in Hertford-
shire. A first attempt, when Charles granted powers to Sir Nicholas Saun-
der and others “to convey water by a covered aqueduct from certain springs 
near Hoddesdon” in exchange for four thousand pounds per year, failed in 
1627.17 Other royal grants for Hoddesdon water were made in 1630 and 1636, 
but like the earlier proposal they proved abortive.18 In 1638 the project fi-
nally seemed to gain momentum after its various false starts. A commission 
was established to negotiate with landowners for access to land to build the 
canal. The promoters raised eighteen thousand pounds by lottery, about half 
the capital they estimated they needed for the project, but they then ran into 
financial difficulties after building six miles of the canal. They also faced op-
position to an alternate proposal (mentioned in chapter 2) for an aqueduct 
from the River Colne close to the springs, promoted by Edward Ford.19

 The backers of these two projects and the New River then fell to attack-
ing one another, with the Hoddesdon scheme promoters writing in a pam-
phlet that in Covent Garden and surrounding areas there was “a great want 
of good water . . . especially in the new buildings; the workes already done 
not being sufficient to supply them, and Middletons water by reason of the 
foulnesse and muddinesse of it (comming in an open trench) being found by 
experience not be fit for may uses, and to faile many times for a whole weeke 
or fortnight together.”20 The charge against the New River was not merely 
competitive bluster. In 1641 and again in 1644, William Myddelton, Hugh’s 
heir and the company’s governor, petitioned the House of Lords on behalf 
of the company because “many persons have during the late drought made 
dams and weirs for fishing, and secretly cut sluices in the sides of the river 
to fill their own ponds, so that but little water has come to the city, to the 
great increase of the sickness.” Earlier, in the absence of Parliament during 
Charles’s personal rule, the company had relied on the City to punish vio-
lations of its property, but with Parliament once again in session after a ten 
years’ hiatus, the City referred the matter to it.21 The Ford and Roberts proj-
ects finally merged and promoted a more ambitious plan in Parliament, now 
including a navigable canal. In retaliation, the New River lobbied to have the 
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proposal rejected. No more was heard from the proposal with the first stir-
rings of the Civil Wars.22

 The Civil Wars ran from 1642 to 1651, and although London was spared 
most of the military action, it nevertheless created uncertainty in the city 
and for the water companies, at least in the early phase when tensions were 
particularly high in the city. The water companies once again had to negoti-
ate the now-violent struggle between the Crown and Parliament. Although 
the city was staunchly parliamentarian during the first part of the war, many 
merchants associated with the incorporated companies supported the roy-
alist cause, presumably because the Crown had been fundamental in estab-
lishing these companies.23 This pattern partly held for New River when a 
number of its directors went to fight for Charles’s doomed cause, neglecting 
the company’s operations.24 However, William Myddelton, Hugh’s son and 
the company’s governor, supported the parliamentary cause, and this helped 
protect the company during the war.25 Parliamentary forces constructed de-
fenses around London consisting of works and forts, one of which was close 
to the New River Head.26 The military action of the war moved away from 
London after its early phase, and the little information that remains about 
the water companies from this time shows them continuing to expand, es-
pecially as a relative calm returned to London. Around 1647, the New River 
revived the idea of supplying the Covent Garden area that it had declined to 
serve earlier. The directors opened negotiations with the earls of Bedford 
and Salisbury who owned much of the land in that area where new suburbs 
were being built, and its pipes soon reached St Clement Danes, the civil par-
ish in Covent Garden just to the west of the City along Fleet Street and the 
Strand.27

 In the period between the end of the Civil Wars in 1651 and the Restora-
tion of Charles II to the throne in 1660, there were signs of increased demand 
for water that would soon lead to the industry’s dramatic growth. In 1654 the 
Common Council frequently returned to the question of “the great want of 
water in other places within this city now growne very populous.” It raised 
taxes to improve infrastructure repeatedly, and the aldermen, in order to 
preserve as much water as possible, ordered that all quills connected to the 
conduits be cut off.28 This great demand for water stimulated the appearance 
of the first new water companies to be formed in forty years. The first came in 
1655 when Oliver Cromwell, now occupying the vacant crown’s place as head 
of state, granted a patent to Edward Ford for a new way of pumping water to 
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be used both to drain fens and to supply London, where there was “a great 
want of water.”29 Cromwell had dismissed Parliament in 1653 and established 
the Commonwealth under his own rule, once again creating a sole source 
of official political power for the purposes of gaining water rights. Ford had 
previously attempted and failed to establish a water and canal company to 
supply London in 164130 but now used his patent to set up a number of small 
waterworks, including one on the Thames close to the Strand. Called the 
Somerset House Waterworks, it consisted of a horse-driven piston-pumping 
mechanism that stored water in a tower.31 This waterworks, however, soon 
folded when it fell afoul of the shifting and uncertain politics of the time. It 
became the only case of a London water company undone by the revocation 
of water rights. In this case, the newly restored Charles II was not inclined 
to honor the patents Cromwell had granted. Despite serving “hundreds” of 
people, Ford’s waterworks was destroyed in 1664 after Charles II’s mother 
complained about its water tower obscuring the view from her residence 

Figure 3.1. Edward Ford’s waterworks in 1663. Balthasar de Monconys, Journal des 
voyages de Monsieur de Monconys (1666), vol. 2, p. 29
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at Somerset House; he wrote to Ford that it “must be removed within three 
months.”32 Undeterred, Ford and his partners erected another waterworks 
in Durham Yard off the Strand to the east of Charring Cross, this time sanc-
tioned by the new regime, with a patent from Charles (fig. 3.1).33

Growth of the New River, 1660–1700

The second phase of the water industry’s growth up to 1700 began in 1660 
and was marked by three trends. First, the water companies had acquired a 
sufficient history of reliability that the City began to lose interest in being di-
rectly implicated in water supply, neglecting traditional sources of water and 
allowing the conduits to decay slowly.34 Originally, water companies were 
one component of water supply to the city. The City clearly had not intended 
to abandon the public conduits once the companies had been established 
in the early years. Over time, however, the initiative and responsibility for 
water supply were shifting from public to private hands as the City made 
ever fewer efforts to expand or even maintain the public conduits. The sec-
ond trend post-1660 was the rapid rise and then overexpansion of the New 
River Company. The company had already become the largest long before 
1650, but by 1685, it was dominant and continued to acquire thousands of 
new customers. The company’s growth, however, was so rapid that it began 
to encounter serious problems in supplying all its customers. Finally, the 
last trend at this time was the emergence of competition. The Durham Yard 
Water works was the first new company, and many more sprang up, espe-
cially after the Great Fire in 1666, leading to a period of intense competition 
after 1685.
 The Great Fire of London in 1666 marked a clear turning point in these 
three trends. The shift from municipal infrastructure toward private enter-
prise in water supply became definitive after the fire as it reshaped the water 
supply in London significantly in a couple of ways. First, it destroyed a good 
deal of London’s medieval and early modern water infrastructure in the form 
of the conduits. Although a few of the City-owned conduits were rebuilt, 
many were not because the water companies, in a pivotal move, took up the 
demand.35 The City, in effect, allowed the slow trend toward the water com-
panies to become definitive by not rebuilding its water infrastructure to its 
prefire stature. Because the companies had shown themselves to be capable 
of meeting increasing demand before the fire, the City felt no urgency on 
this account. As an observer described in 1730, since the Great Fire, “for the 
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conveniency and enlargement of the streets, and likewise by reason the New 
River Water, contrived by Sir Hugh Middleton, most of these Conduits are 
taken down, and removed.”36

 The fire also gave a great impulse to the second trend, that of the New Riv-
er’s increasing dominance. Even before the fire, the New River was expand-
ing. In 1656 the directors decided to add a seventh main from the New River 
Head and to increase the size of its waste (or overflow) pond.37 These res- 
ervoirs were expanded again in 1664 to the detriment of the innkeeper next 
door, who asked for compensation for the property he had lost.38 When the 
fire ravaged much of the City, it left the New River in a good position to take 
advantage of the reconstruction. The conflagration destroyed the east of 
the City and those parts close to the river, including London Bridge and the 
LBWW, while leaving the New River reservoirs and much of its supply areas 
in the north of the untouched. The New River seized this opportunity by 
acquiring more land to enlarge its reservoirs in Islington in 1668 and again 
in 1674.39 It began to draw more water from the River Lea, leading to a dis-
pute with the river trustees who were concerned about the quantity of water 
available for the mills located along the river and the depth of the river for 
navigation purposes. The Crown even ordered the New River to decrease 
the size of the pipes it was using to draw water from the Lea in 1669, but the 
dispute simmered over the years, even into the eighteenth century.40 This 
new dominance was recognized by contemporaries in a way not observed 
earlier. For example, William Petty, in considering in 1683 the sevenfold in-
crease in London’s population since Elizabeth’s reign and the possibility of 
similar expansion in the future, opined that water could be supplied to meet 
this need “especially with the help of the New River.”41 Around 1689, a very 
different source, the satirist Robert Gould, wrote in one of his poems that the 
New River “through several Pipes supply ev’n half the Town.”42

 The results of the New River’s growth became evident in its dividends 
(fig. 3.2). From around £33 per share in 1640, they reached £64 in 1665, the 
year before the fire. By 1670 they were at £70, then £145 in 1680, and finally 
£222 in 1690.43 Its stock price also followed this trend. Its price had grown 
so much that by 1695 the New River had the third largest stock market capi-
talization (£288,000) of any public company in England, after the East India 
Company (£1,212,000) and the Bank of England (£720,000).44 Despite this 
valuation, the New River did not feature prominently in the stock market 
because the number of its shares was limited by its incorporation to thirty- 
six adventurers’ shares. The royal moiety was also divided into thirty-six 
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shares soon after its creation.45 Half of the company’s shares remained un-
divided, meaning that they traded infrequently at huge values.46 The number 
of shareholders continued to be very small well into the eighteenth century. 
An audit book from 1770 listed eighty-five share holdings, but with dupli-
cates between the king’s and adventurers’ moieties, there were sixty-nine 
different shareholders.47

 Some documents provide information about the first shares. The earliest 
indicated the sale of two shares to Sir Henry Neville in 1612 for £100 each, 
with further sums owing should company expenses exceed £6,400. These 
were to be borne proportionately by all shareholders except Colthurst’s four 
shares, in recognition for his initial expenses. The later practice of initial 
investors paying only a portion of the nominal share value with the remain-
der to be paid via calls was not yet current.48 By 1619 there were twenty-nine 
shareholders or adventurers.49 The total amount these shareholders paid in 
after their initial investment is not known, but on the basis of the expense 
books provided to the king for his own contributions up to 1630, it was 
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£18,524, or about £289 paid up value per share.50 By that point, the company 
was close to profitable, paying its first dividend in 1633. There were no rec-
ords of other calls after that date, and the uninterrupted dividends suggest 
that none were needed, a claim asserted by the company in a report given to 
Parliament in 1834.51 The long-term profitability of the company was such 
that those who held onto their shares would have been making yearly re-
turns, adjusted for inflation, of 20 percent by the 1660s and between 60 and 
80 percent from 1690 to 1800. A few shares passed on through families into 
the eighteenth century, and one share donated by Myddelton to the Gold-
smiths’ Company was held until the New River was nationalized.52 A share 
held from the time of full paid-up initial investment of £289 in 1630 to 1805, 
when it would have sold for £15,840, would have accumulated £36,031 in 
dividends for a total return of 103 percent per year in nominal terms or about 
75 percent when adjusted for inflation. An investor buying shares later on 
would not have received anywhere near these returns with the steep price 
increases the shares enjoyed. In terms of dividend yield on current share 
price, the New River returned about 8 percent to 1660, and then dropped to 6 
percent as the political situation stabilized. The yield dropped once again to 
4 percent just before 1700 and stayed around that level throughout the eight-
eenth century, comparable to the yield on long-term government bonds (fig. 
3.3).53 Investors evidently felt that the company’s prospects and its dividends 
were quite solid.
 The New River Company’s charter established how it was governed. To 
be “of the Company,” a shareholder had to own an entire share in the ad-
venturers’ moiety, the king’s moiety being excluded from governance by the 
original contact creating it. The number of members was further limited to 
twenty-nine, the original number of shareholders. With the subsequent divi-
sion of shares, there apparently never was more than that number of whole 
shares, avoiding a potentially thorny problem. These members elected from 
their own number the company’s governor, deputy governor, and treasurer. 
The original charter did not use the word board, typical in the nineteenth 
century, or even the term court of directors, more common before 1800. It did 
not even use the word director because this group of adventurers constituted 
the company itself. The charter specified that the governor and other officers 
were to be “of the said Companie” and to be chosen “from tyme to tyme” 
and had the power to call “Courts, Assemblies, Councells and Consultacons 
. . . for the better direccon . . . of the affaires and busineses concerninge the 
same Companie.” The charter contained provisions for the quorums needed 
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to make certain decisions, such as five for making bylaws, signing a water 
lease, or paying expenses, or seven to elect the officers. This last item was 
to be done on a yearly basis.54 The quorum needed for operational decisions 
like paying expenses ensured that at least five shareholders were regularly 
involved. All this meant that there was quite a restricted company of people 
who had control of and participated in the New River’s governance, even 
within the small number of shareholders. Those outside the controlling 
group were not even formally represented. They were simply not part of the 
company, although they had full claim to its profits.
 The New River’s growth meant that its competition with other water 
companies grew fiercer. In many cases, this competition was fought not 
only through price and quantity of water served but also by means of gov-
ernment patronage, including by the novel attempt to lay claim to exclusive 
zones of supply. In response, the Privy Council generally tried to moderate 
the competition but rejected any claims to exclusivity. One dispute occurred 
between the New River and Ford’s waterworks in Durham Yard, which by 
then had passed on from Ford to other owners, including Robert Vyner, who 
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was a City alderman and later lord mayor. In 1666 the new proprietors got 
into a dispute with the New River when someone tore up some of the New 
River’s pipes, depriving the inhabitants of the New Market area of water. 
The matter came before the Privy Council, which ordered representatives 
of the two parties to appear before it, “and that in the meane time there be 
no disturbance or disorder offered or committed on any side.” The council 
tried to mediate a settlement between the two parties.55 Vyner and the other 
proprietors made a claim to an exclusive supply zone in the West End as 
their “quarters” and tried to get the Crown to force the New River to leave 
the area (St. Clement Danes, St. Martin in the Fields, St. Giles in the Fields). 
They made this demand despite the New River’s presence in those areas for 
more than twenty years. The New River counterpetitioned the Crown, argu-
ing that it had the right to lay its pipes by charter and patent, even raising its 
vestigial power of veto over other companies granted in its charter. Perhaps 
reflecting greater influence on the New River’s part on the Privy Council, it 
decided to take no action other than to urge moderation and attempt medi-
ation.56 This left the New River free to operate there, but the issue was ren-
dered moot toward the end of 1667 when the New River bought out Vyner 
and his partners in 1667 for £6,100.57 Their works were not large, supplying a 
few hundred people and making a profit of about £300 per year.58

 The New River got into a further quarrel with another small water com-
pany at this same time, and like the Durham Yard Waterworks, it also turned 
on political connections. A small waterworks had been established some-
where in Marylebone to the west of the City and was run by William Smith 
and John Hooke. It likely also originated with Edward Ford, who had been 
given permission to build a waterworks there at the same time as his Dur-
ham Yard Waterworks. In 1668 this dispute came before the Privy Council, 
with the Marylebone Waterworks claiming that the New River was invading 
its territory in Covent Garden and “selling as under rates, to the distruction 
of the said water worke of Sir William Smith.” The Privy Council appointed a 
committee to forge an agreement between the two parties “to moderate and 
sett the prices at which the parties shall sell their water, that soe reasina-
ble rates being sett they may not undersell each other.” The negotiations be-
tween the two dragged on, but they finally agreed to a price-fixing arrange-
ment in 1669 that allowed both parties freedom to lay pipes anywhere and to 
charge a minimum of twenty-one shillings per house of ten rooms or more. 
They also agreed to charge for water sold from standpipes in the street for a 
penny for fourteen gallons. There was a residual disagreement about where 
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the New River could set up its standpipes, with the company insisting that 
by law it could do so anywhere it pleased. On this point, the Privy Coun-
cil’s report to the king merely stated that the New River should generally 
be favored because it paid the Crown five hundred pounds per year, while 
the other company paid nothing.59 In effect, the Crown had moderated the 
competition between the two and had blessed the New River’s growth into 
another company’s area.
 Finally, the LBWW got into a clash with the New River in which it tried to 
claim an exclusive right to supply water to a specific area, to be enforced by 
government. The LBWW had been around for much longer, and its dispute 
with the New River was occasioned by the Great Fire. The owners of the 
LBWW were slow in rebuilding, taking more than two years due to a falling- 
out among various heirs to Peter Morris and the trustees who cared for the 
works. Mary Morris, the widow of Peter’s grandson John Morris, sued her 
brother-in-law Thomas to force him to rebuild the works. She claimed that 
he was intentionally delaying reconstruction in order to lower the annu-
ity she received from the trustees. The case was decided in Mary’s favor in 
1667.60 As the bridge works tarried in recommencing operations, however, 
the New River invaded its supply zone and took up some of its former cus-
tomers. Mary Morris petitioned the Crown to force the New River to stop 
encroaching on its territory, and even to take up the pipes it had laid.61 As 
with the Durham Yard Waterworks, there is no record that the Privy Council 
was in any way open to this sort of argument. In any case, the New River sup-
plied that part of London in the years to come, and competition between the 
two companies became a fact, although they mitigated it with agreements 
not to transfer customers with unpaid debts. In all these cases, the Crown 
favored the New River’s right to expand. To what extent it was motivated by 
political influence as opposed to a principled view about the desirability of 
competition is not clear. In at least one instance, however, the Privy Council 
specifically referred to the New River’s yearly payments to the Crown.

Improving and Joint-Stock Companies, 1660–1700

The formation of new water companies, a process that restarted in 1655, 
accelerated after 1669 before slowing markedly after 1705. As with the first 
period of company formation, this new era followed broader trends in the 
English economic and business environment. Most notable was a renewed 
interest in projects originating from 1650, in addition to booms in patenting 
and especially joint-stock company formation, beginning around 1680. From 
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the end of the Civil Wars, and even before the Restoration, there was a return 
to the increasing enthusiasm for “improvement” in English society, one that 
echoed the late sixteenth century’s age of projects. From 1650 onward, many 
proposals were put forward for improvements to the economic, social, and 
political life of the nation. The intensifying competition with the Europeans 
in overseas trade, especially the Dutch, was a spur to ideas about improving 
England’s competitive position. This competition was particularly intense 
with the outbreak of the Anglo-Dutch wars during the Commonwealth in 
1652, continuing sporadically until 1674. The Restoration of 1660 did not 
abate the enthusiasm for commercial improvement in an expansive list of 
activities. There was a particular emphasis placed on improvements that 
could help the country gain an edge in international trade and that combined 
with domestic advantages. The types of projects suggested and sometimes 
undertaken were wide-ranging, including, for example, beekeeping, land 
registries, enclosing land, and clearing wastes. Many of the proposals could 
be quite wild, such as one request for a patent for a powder that “being put 
into fair water, beer, ale or wine immediately turns it into very good writing 
ink.”62 Others, such as mine and land drainage schemes, or new mercantile 
companies such as the Hudson’s Bay Company, were quite successful. An-
other important group was in building construction, the most prominent 
member of which was Nicholas Barbon in London. Daniel Defoe also joined 
in the spirit of the times, and his first notable publication was An Essay upon 
Projects of 1697, which included a number of proposals, such as a society to 
improve the English language.63

 Despite the projecting enthusiasm, there were serious limits placed on 
what the projects could achieve. Many of the developers hoped for the state’s 
support but were disappointed because of notable restraints on the state’s 
ability to act. On the one hand, political disagreements held up many plans, 
such as the widespread use of acts to enclose land to increase agricultural 
productivity. On the other, the state’s own powers were constrained by the 
limitations and unpredictability of the central government. It was restrained 
administratively because of its small size, with few people directly in its em-
ploy. More importantly, the old conflicts between Crown and Parliament 
reemerged.64 Although there was relative calm between the rival power 
centers after the Restoration, tensions mounted again in the 1670s and 1680s. 
Charles II repeatedly prorogued Parliament before the end of a session to 
prevent its continued meeting, making acts more difficult for promoters of 
projects to win. They turned once again to applying for patents, producing 
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an increase in awards in the 1680s.65 Although Parliament was meeting again 
in the later 1680s, the patenting trend became a surge, with a total of sixty- 
one granted in the years 1691 to 1693, a number not matched again until the 
1760s. This crest in patent awards was associated with the contemporary 
joint-stock boom. Most patents issued during the boom of the 1690s were for 
military-related industries, which were buoyed by a new war, this time initi-
ated by William III’s against France. Patents were still not yet being granted 
exclusively for new inventions, and they remained attractive for water com-
panies because they could give them the right to build waterworks over the 
objections of locals. What was different from earlier patents was that paten-
tees began using them to publicize their projects. Patentees liked to trumpet 
the royal approval the patents were claimed to signify.66

 A further decisive impetus for the creation of new water companies was 
the financial revolution, which was a series of related developments in the 
English business and financial environment from 1685 onward.67 The focus 
of these changes was particularly in the national debt as issued by Parlia-
ment following the Glorious Revolution of 1688 and its trade in the sec-
ondary market. Other elements included the new Bank of England and the 
growth of a secondary market in trading in this debt as well as in stocks. 
Historians have usually associated the financial revolution with the Glorious 
Revolution of 1688, when the Catholic James II was deposed and replaced 
by Parliament with the Protestant William III and his wife Mary, who was 
James’s daughter. Most notably, North and Weingast famously argued that 
the Glorious Revolution was a turning point in the economic development of 
Britain. They claimed that the decisive transfer of political initiative from the 
Crown to Parliament created a propitious environment for business activity 
because political and legal control now lay with Parliament, which tried to 
ensure that the state respected property rights. Previously, such rights were 
subject to the whims and vagaries of the Crown and were therefore less se-
cure. Government debt, one of the central elements of the financial revolu-
tion, was a key example. Before 1688, state debt was issued by the Crown and 
could be repudiated more easily on a royal whim, such as Charles II payment 
stoppage in 1672. After the revolution, debt was issued by Parliament, and its 
members ensured that it was paid because many parliamentarians were part 
of the same group that was owed those very same debts. The public, there-
fore, had much more confidence in the state and its financial commitments. 
A series of innovations followed, and these laid the foundations of a new 
market in government debt from 1693. The expansion and liquidity of the 
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market were such that despite enormous borrowing throughout the wars of 
the eighteenth century, the interest paid on this debt decreased markedly, 
down to 3 percent by the mid-eighteenth century. The growth and liquidity 
of this market were aided by the companies that specialized in government 
debt, notably the Bank of England. They held huge sums of long-term and 
difficult-to-transfer government debt, while their own shares were easily 
traded.68

 More recently, elements of this thesis have been challenged. For exam-
ple, some historians have argued that secure property rights were present 
before the revolution.69 Julian Hoppit has shown how they were at times 
undermined afterward, such with the expropriation of land for canals.70 
In addition, the interest rates charged to Parliament were not significantly 
lower than what unreformed sovereigns could get elsewhere in Europe for 
many years.71 Anne Murphy has also pointed out that due to difficulties in 
collecting taxes, the parliamentary government delayed debt payments in 
1696 and 1697, and again between 1708 and 1710, similar to Charles’s stop-
page a few decades earlier.72 Finally, some elements of the changes included 
in the financial revolution had already been in place before 1688, such as a 
resurgence in joint-stock company formation. Nevertheless, despite histo-
rians lessening the centrality of the Glorious Revolution in the evolution of 
financial revolution, many of the financial revolution’s achievements remain 
in place, especially when seen in a longer perspective. For the purposes of 
the water industry, these included the post-1685 joint-stock boom and the 
flourishing of London’s stock market.
 The late seventeenth century witnessed a dramatic increase in the num-
ber of joint-stock companies. There were about fifteen of them in England in 
1685, and a further one hundred were established to 1695.73 The reasons for 
this boom included a generally improving investment environment after the 
Great Fire with low interest rates, along with growing wealth in the city.74 
The international situation also helped. William’s war with France created 
opportunities for English merchants because French ones were denied ac-
cess to English ports, shifting some of their business to the native trading 
firms. The end of the French trade also fostered domestic industries, espe-
cially in luxury goods traditionally imported from France, such as linens 
and silks. Finally, the war also stimulated demand for materiel, and, as in-
dicated earlier with patents, many of the new joint-stock companies were 
created to meet the conflict’s needs. The boom in company formation ran to 
approximately 1693 and diminished thereafter. The slowdown in the market 
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was caused by a variety of reasons, including the notoriety that stockjob-
bing and projecting had gained by some projects going bad, shipping losses 
during the Nine Years’ War, a slump in credit with the prolongation of the 
same war, and the poor quality of coinage. In addition, the rise of trading 
in the public debt in 1694 and the associated moneyed companies crowded 
other possible investment opportunities.75 This last shift occurred especially 
after 1700 when the three moneyed companies—the East India Company, 
the Bank of  England (founded 1694), and the South Sea Company (founded 
1711)—eclipsed the rest in terms of capitalization. These last two companies 
especially, but even the East India Company, were focused especially on 
holding government debt, despite the nominal interest in trade for the South 
Sea Company. They owned 39 percent of outstanding debt in 1714.76 The bit-
ter end to the boom prompted the likes of Daniel Defoe and others to attack 
the mendacious manipulations of traders.77

 The formation of all these new companies also saw the emergence of the 
London stock market. Although there was as yet no formal stock exchange, 
after 1685 securities were exchanged especially in the coffee houses around 
the Royal Exchange, a merchant’s market established in 1571. The growth of 
the stock market included the appearance of financial professionals, nota-
bly stockjobbers, who traded on their own account, and stockbrokers, who 
acted as agents for shareholders. Trade volumes were relatively low before 
the boom of 1690.78 Although the stock market grew in London, water com-
pany shares traded thinly during much of the eighteenth century with the 
New River held by very few people, and the rest too small for active trading.79

 All these developments, together with the new enthusiasm for improve-
ment and the financial revolution, had observable effects in infrastructure 
construction in England, such as in river improvements. After 1660, projec-
tors proposed and Parliament was often willing to grant river improvement 
acts, which typically allowed a group of people to dredge, widen, canalize, 
or otherwise improve the navigability of existing rivers, also giving them the 
right to levy tolls.80 This marked the beginning of a long growth of river trans-
portation improvements in England, culminating in the canal construction 
beginning in the 1760s.81 The broader trends also had effects on the London 
water industry from 1666 onward. New entrants to the industry appeared, 
both as competitors to the existing companies and in areas not well served 
by them. Entrepreneurs likely detected an opportunity in water supply from 
the New River’s lucrative growth and subsequent supply difficulties. As with 
the first wave of water companies, some form of collaboration with govern-
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ments, at either the national or the local level, was essential for enabling the 
project because of the issues of rights to water and access to land to build a 
network of pipes. Once again, the support these companies received took the 
form of patents and charters that granted these rights, as well as agreements 
with the City and other local entities for access to city streets.
 One of the first of the new companies, the Shadwell Waterworks, was 
formed in 1669. It was situated to the east of the City where neither the New 
River nor the LBWW was supplying water. Its founder was Thomas Neale 
(1641–99), a serial projector who was emblematic of this new age of improv-
ing projects. The waterworks was the first of at least thirty-nine projects he 
promoted between 1669 and 1696, in fields as wide-ranging as manufactur-
ing dice to raising wrecks off Ireland to running lotteries. Neale was born 
into a family of landowning gentry in Darnford in Hampshire. He was edu-
cated at Cambridge in the late 1650s and would later be admitted to Middle 
Temple as a lawyer in 1672. He married a rich widow in 1664 and settled 
at his family’s extensive estates in Hampshire during which time he held a 
number of local offices, such as high sheriff in 1666. He was elected an MP in 
1668, a position he held for twenty years, representing seats in Hampshire. 
While in the Commons, he served on many committees, including ones re-
lated to finances, a position that allowed him to win favor in the royal court. 
His wealth and influence were such that by the early 1670s, he was regarded 
a “person of vast estate and of great Interest as well at court as in the City 
and country.”82 During his years as MP, he repeatedly voted with the Crown 
during the exclusion crisis between 1679 and 1681 that raged over whether 
the Catholic Duke of York, the future James II, could succeed his brother to 
the throne. This closeness to the Crown paid off in his ability to get patents 
for projects, the first of which came in 1676. Over the years, he applied for 
ten English and Irish patents, of which he got at least five. Besides the water-
works patent, he was awarded ones for the production of tin, steel, and brass. 
He also received positions that signaled royal favor, such as being made the 
master of the mint in 1678.83

 Neale planned to make the waterworks part of a larger project to develop 
Shadwell, a neighborhood to the east of the City. Much of the land there was 
owned by the dean of St. Paul’s Cathedral, and Neale leased it in 1669. He 
succeeded in getting Parliament to create a new parish for the area and went 
about erecting buildings for new residents, including a church, brewhouse, 
market, yards, and waterworks in 1669. The waterworks drew water from 
the Thames with pumps powered by four horses. For the first years, the wa-
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terworks supplied only Shadwell, but in 1673 Neale considered extending his 
pipes into the City to the east. He applied for a patent to do so, and Chris-
topher Wren, the surveyor general then responsible for much of the recon-
struction of London following the fire, reported that it could usefully serve 
areas until then “not yet well supplied with water.” He was given a patent to 
operate in the City in 1675 but still needed permission from the City’s alder-
men to access the streets, which he received.84 After Neale augmented the 
waterworks’ capacity, he applied for and received a further patent in 1680 
from the king that allowed him to split the ownership of the waterworks into 
thirty-six shares, some of which he sold. He finally incorporated the Shad-
well Waterworks through act of Parliament in 1692. The company lasted 
until 1807 when it purchased by the East London Waterworks.85

 The York Buildings Company was another enterprise formed in the years 
immediately after the fire, when James II granted a patent to Ralph Bucknall 
and Ralph Wayne in 1675.86 The patent allowed them to construct their wa-
terworks on the site of the York House estate located on the Thames south of 
the Strand near Charing Cross, which was then being parceled off (fig. 3.4). 
Perhaps wary of the competition that had prompted the removal of some of 
the New River’s pipes in its battle with the Durham Yard Waterworks, the 
patent enjoined the York Buildings Company and the New River to avoid 
such tactics.87 The works used a horse pump until 1683 when it burned down. 
It recommenced operations in 1685 and, riding the joint-stock boom, got an 
act of incorporation from Parliament in 1691, at which point it had seven pro-
prietors. The act also contained a clause safeguarding the New River rights 
to operate in its area. The company served the mostly wealthy neighborhood 
that surrounded it. It had a long subsequent history as a corporation, but  
one that largely pursued commercial activities other than water supply. It 
was later discovered to be involved in fraud and was eventually prosecuted 
for engaging in activity unrelated to its original charter.88

 Another company with a similar history was the Millbank Waterworks 
established by Michael Arnold, a brewer in Westminster, together with four 
co-owners beginning in 1673. The company received two letters patent, one in 
1675 and another in 1678, giving rights to supply much of the local area being 
the parish of St. Margaret in Westminster. It was also powered by a horse en-
gine.89 The company was purchased by the Chelsea Waterworks in 1727.
 The Shadwell Waterworks, York Buildings Company, and Millbank Wa-
terworks were all formed by 1685, before the joint-stock boom got underway. 
They all initially relied on patents but then participated in the joint-stock 
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boom by later becoming joint-stock companies. The boom then fostered the 
birth of even more water companies, but it was not the only stimulus. The 
financial bankruptcy of the City in the 1690s also contributed. The City’s bank-
ruptcy prompted it to transfer more of its own water rights to private interests, 
as it had done with the earliest companies. In addition, it made a particular 
effort to avoid having these rights fall into the New River Company’s hands. 
The City was driven to this recourse out of financial need, a reason different 
from what had motivated it several decades before. Originally, it had been 
London’s inadequate water supply that prompted it into action. By the 1690s 
the situation had changed. Water supply was passable in many areas with 
water companies willing to meet demand, but the City was in an increasingly 
precarious financial situation. The roots of this lay in its handling of a fund for 
the support of the orphans of its citizens, paid into by the estates of deceased 
people leaving children. Due to heavy expenses stemming from wars and espe-
cially the Great Fire, the City had dipped into this fund. By the 1680s the City’s 
liability to the orphans was so great that its interest payments to the orphans 
fund constituted 75 percent of its expenditures.90

 By the 1690s, the City was effectively bankrupt and, as it did during James 
I’s rule many years before, it sought extra revenues, including funds gained 
by selling water rights in 1692. These measures did not save the City, and 

Figure 3.4. The York Buildings Company water tower. The City of Westminster from 
Near the York Water Gate (1746), by Canaletto, Yale Center for British Art, New Haven 
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its debts had to be restructured by Parliament in 1694, but it did create new 
water companies.91 The act restructuring the debt specifically protected the 
rights of the New River, the LBWW, and the York Buildings Company. It fur-
thermore forced the City to put all income from water rights toward paying 
creditors.92 As a consequence, the City was impelled to farm out all other 
water rights to contractors.93 In contrast to the earlier cases, therefore, the 
City did not give away the water rights freely and expected large sums in 
return, placing the new water companies under financial pressure that hob-
bled and even ruined many of them within a few years. Indeed, most of the 
people who signed leases for water rights with the City at this time became 
entangled with it and its orphan creditors in lawsuits as the expectation for 
returns were inflated during the heady joint-stock boom, leading to unreal-
istically expensive leases.
 One of the new companies created within the ferment of joint-stock fever 
and the sale of water rights was the Hampstead Waterworks, incorporated 
in 1692 with six hundred shares nominally valued at twenty pounds each. As 
with the rights to the Hertfordshire springs the City gave to Myddelton, the 
City had been granted rights to water from Hampstead, a hill to the north-
west of the City, by parliamentary act in the sixteenth century.94 The City 
may have drawn some water from Hampstead before the late seventeenth 
century, and the rights were still under its control in 1692 when it signed 
an agreement transferring them to a few London merchants and bankers, 
including William Paterson, the founder of the Bank of England.95 Unlike 
with the New River, which got the rights for free, however, the City expected 
and needed rent, charging £80 per year for thirty-one years, in addition to 
an initial fee of £200.96 In a separate agreement, the City leased water on 
the south side of the Thames to Patterson and others for ninety-nine years 
for £550 plus £250 annually.97 The City kept to these terms and pursued the 
proprietors, even in court, when they failed to pay.98 The water enterprise 
to the south of the river was abandoned, but to the north the Hampstead 
Waterworks survived but did not thrive. It became embroiled in lawsuits 
with London residents, who perhaps resenting the loss of their own access 
to Hampstead water, made the companies access to some streets difficult.99 
The New River’s supply problems in the West End gave the Hampstead 
Water works scope to poach its customers. As a 1701 letter from Evan Jones 
to Robert Harley, an MP and New River proprietor related by marriage to the 
Myddelton family, described, the inhabitants of the West End to the north 
of Piccadilly currently served by the New River were “so uneasie at the ill 
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servitude that they are inviting the Hampstead Waterworks to lay in pipes in 
those streets, which if not speedily prevented will be some hundreds pounds 
per annum out of the Company’s present income in those parts only.”100 The 
Hampstead Waterworks managed to capitalize on this opportunity only to 
a limited extent, and when some of the originals owners eventually faced 
financial difficulties, the lease was transferred to new owners in 1715. They 
also struggled and by 1737 owed the City over four years of rent.101

 Another 1692 case was that of the company called the City Conduits (or 
the Marylebone and Paddington Conduits). Some London residents led 
by Thomas Houghton and John Tyzack signed a couple of leases with the 
City for forty-one years for all the waters the City had rights to north of the 
Thames that were as yet unleased.102 The lessees contracted to pay £700 per 
year plus £2,650 initially, as well as to supply some conduits at no charge. 
The entire project soon descended into bitter recriminations between the 
City, the water farmers, and Robert Aldersea, a plumber who had had a con-
tract to repair the City’s pipes feeding one of the conduits. The water being 
supplied to the conduit was nowhere near what the contract had stipulated, 
and the farmers placed the blame on Aldersea’s work.103 The affair ended 
with years of litigation, eventually landing some of the proprietors in debt-
ors’ prison in 1704.104 By 1703, however, the City had cancelled the lease and 
signed another contract with a London goldsmith, Bartholomew Soame, and 
other investors.105

 The sale of the conduit water rights to Bartholomew Soame was tied to 
a simultaneous attempt by his son Richard and other investors to buy the 
London Bridge Waterworks and merge it with the conduit waters.106 Richard 
had been in negotiations with the owners of the LBWW for some time and 
reached an agreement to purchase the works in 1701 for thirty-six thousand 
pounds.107 For the sake of comparison, the Royal Navy’s largest ships cost 
around thirty thousand pounds to build at about this time.108 The competitive 
pressure from the New River apparently prompted the Morris clan to sell.109 
The LBWW was then constituted as a joint-stock company with five hun-
dred shares, which were later divided into fifteen hundred.110 Thomas Mor-
ris, acting for the company, negotiated with the City to lease the fourth arch 
of the bridge, closer to the center of the river where the flow was greater. The 
City consented to this lease on the understanding that the LBWW would 
also lease the conduit waters as well.111 This condition was important for 
the City because the lease of the arch was for a nominal amount but that of 
the conduit waters was for an initial payment of three hundred pounds, and 
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seven hundred pounds per year thereafter. The difficulty was, however, that 
the parties in negotiations with the City for the two halves of this deal were 
not the same. One was Thomas Morris, who acted for the new owners al-
though he had sold out by then. For the conduit waters, it was Bartholomew 
Soame with a few other investors. Once the City had approved the lease of 
the bridge arch but before the lord mayor had signed it, Soame and company 
became very reluctant to sign the lease for the conduit waters. The result 
was a complex web of lawsuits. On the one hand, the conduit water contrac-
tors had already given a bond for ten thousand pounds binding themselves to 
the lease, and the aldermen decided to execute the lease as originally drawn 
up. The matter ended before the courts, with the lessees liable for sixty-nine 
hundred pounds.112 On the other hand, the City explored its legal options in 
withdrawing from a lease of the arch it had approved but which had not been 
finally signed by the lord mayor. After various prevarications and delays, the 
City finally did lease the arch to the LBWW.113 As part of the deal, Morris 
had agreed to lower the rent charged to its customers to twenty shillings per 
house.114 The City was also worried about collusion between the LBWW and 
the New River.115

 The New River did indeed become involved in the lease of the arch but 
not as the LBWW’s ally. As had been the case earlier in its various petitions 
to the Privy Council regarding other water companies over the preceding 
years, the New River was willing to try to use political connections against 
its opponents. After the City had approved the new LBWW lease in 1701, the 
New River tried to prevent the deal from going ahead, arguing in 1702–3 to 
the Privy Council that, because blocking up the fourth arch would create a 
nuisance for boats on the river, it should therefore be stopped.116 The City 
was not happy with this attempted interference on the New River’s part and 
objected to the Privy Council, adding the observation that the New River 
charged unreasonable fees to the citizens of the City.117 The New River had 
miscalculated, however. Unlike in the earlier cases, it did not prevail with 
the Privy Council, and the lease went ahead. The City was a more influential 
opponent than the small water companies it had been in dispute with earlier.
 The net result of all these events was that the LBWW had passed out of 
the hands of the Morris family and had become an unincorporated joint-
stock company. The works themselves were extended by the addition of a 
new waterwheel under the fourth arch of the bridge.118 The conduit waters 
were soon cast adrift by the London Bridge Waterworks, left as a liability of 
the partners who had signed the lease with the City, and who suffered enor-
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mous personal losses in the judgment against them. The conduits company 
survived the lawsuit as a separate entity and was probably sold on. Records 
of it collecting rents from customers exist to 1771, by which point it was back 
in the City’s possession. It was, however, tiny. It had 188 customers in 1747, 
162 in 1757, and 135 in 1770.119

 There were some new companies in the joint-stock boom that did not get 
their water rights from City, as had been the case with the York Buildings 
Company, the Millbank Waterworks, and the Shadwell Waterworks. These 
new companies had fewer financial and legal difficulties but were generally 
small. Hugh Marchant, an entrepreneur who had tried unsuccessfully to get 
a charter for a water company from Parliament in 1691, managed to get a 
patent in 1694 that allowed him and his partners access to sewers to drive 
waterwheels to pump from the Thames.120 The commissioners of sewers for 
the area allowed them access to the sewer under Harthorne Lane off the 
Thames where they had leased a lot.121 The following year, they petitioned 
the king once again for added powers. They had realized that they could not 
lay pipes through the city’s streets without some form of governmental au-
thorization.122 Marchant was opposed, however, by the City, which by this 
point thought there were too many pipes under the streets in the area he was 
proposing to build, and this would harm its own water supplies.123 March-
ant prevailed, and his water pumps were finally built. Marchant’s company 
(sometime called the Marylebone Waterworks) survived for some time, al-
though it was unremarkable. When, in 1776, the commissioners of sewers 
realized that the company was no longer supplying any water to anyone, but 
only grinding corn, the patent was revoked.124

 The result of this joint-stock boom was significant for the New River be-
cause of the competitive pressure it fostered. Even before many new compa-
nies emerged to trouble it, the New River’s rapid growth had been too fast for 
the company’s own good, and it proved unable to keep up with the demand 
for water from all the new customers it was taking on. In 1682 John Aubrey 
recorded that “London is growne so populous and big that the New River of 
Middleton can serve the pipes to private houses but twice a weeke.”125 Pre-
viously, it had supplied water three times a week to most of its customers. 
The situation continued to deteriorate, and in 1688 the New River directors 
ordered that a survey be made of all its customers, and report if “any water 
[can] be . . . spared.”126 The City also became involved, and the aldermen re-
solved to investigate not only “the failure of the new river water in diverse 
parts of this city” but also how to improve the situation.127 From the City’s 
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point of view at least, if not the New River’s, the solution was to bring in 
more water companies. People in the areas to the west of the City were also 
disaffected, and they too looked to other companies, complaining of poor 
supply from the New River. One letter described how the New River’s supply 
to that area was weak, with its mains freezing before any other company’s in 
cold weather.128 It was to serve the wealthy West End that most of the new 
companies such as the York Buildings Company, the Millbank Waterworks, 
the Chelsea Waterworks, and others were created. To make matters worse, 
the New River’s problems were really only beginning in 1688. Its supply 
difficulties were not immediately solved and would not be until after 1710 
through a technical overhaul of its infrastructure. In the meantime, the New 
River lost customers to the LBWW and the newly emerging competitors.129 
Its revenue decreased between 1691 and 1710 by £9,679, and in some areas it 
“met with the strongest competition,” as described by one of its sharehold-
ers.130 Its dividends collapsed from their 1692 high of £255 to £113 in 1696, re-
covering somewhat in the following years to more than £200, before falling 
into a trough of around £170 between 1702 and 1713.131

New Attempts, 1700–1730

By 1705, most of the companies that would serve London north of the Thames 
during the eighteenth century were in existence, with two exceptions: the 
Chelsea Waterworks, incorporated in 1722, and the West Ham Waterworks, 
created in 1743 and incorporated five years later.132 Formation of the Chelsea 
Waterworks took place during a revival in the joint-stock company following 
its fall from grace with the end of the joint-stock boom before 1700. From 
that time to 1717, only four new companies were formed.133 Activity was re-
kindled after that, and a few new insurance companies were incorporated, 
and some old disused charters were repurposed. At the end of 1719, a new 
boom began. Shares in the moneyed companies soared, with the South Sea 
Company rocketing 820 percent in a few months. Smaller companies rode 
their coattails, and speculators saw opportunities for forming new ones. 
Within a year, hundreds of new companies were formed, and as had been 
the case a couple of decades earlier, some were based on wild and delusional 
ideas. Most of these bubble companies were unincorporated.
 Parliament intervened in the bubble in 1720. In an effort to push money 
into the South Sea Company’s stock, which was refinancing the national 
debt, it passed what came to be known as the Bubble Act. It forbade the for-
mation of joint-stock companies except by a parliamentary act of incorpo-
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ration. The hope was that all the investment pouring into unincorporated 
companies would now move into the South Sea Company, among other cor-
porations, helping the debt conversion. In the event, the bubble soon burst, 
causing losses, scandals, and recriminations. Moreover, despite the letter of 
the law, the Bubble Act slowed but did not inhibit the formation of unincor-
porated companies over the eighteenth century since its original purpose 
had been for inflating the South Sea Company’s stock, an event whose rele-
vance soon faded.134 For the purposes of the water industry, this episode had 
two effects: it spurred more interest in creating companies, and henceforth 
new companies sought acts of incorporations straightaway.
 It was not only financial conditions that prompted new water supply 
schemes. The continuous growth of London, especially in the West End, in-
exorably increased demand for water. In 1717 the Hampstead Waterworks 
increased the size of its reservoirs, following a particularly dry year when 
its supplies had been problematic.135 This led Thomas Archerley, a surveyor 
of “lands, mines, levels, and throwing out waters,” to explore the possibility 
of getting water from the northwest of London, from a group of springs and 
rivers there, chief among them the River Colne. This watercourse had fig-
ured in Ford’s and Roberts’s proposal in the seventeenth century. Archerley 
surveyed land and laid out a possible course, finally joining with others to at-
tempt to set a new water company afoot. They tried to approach Parliament 
in 1718 to get an incorporating act but failed. They tried again in 1720. A pe-
tition to introduce a bill was made in February, with the petitioners speaking 
of supplying the “very greatly increased” inhabitants of London. The ques-
tion was sent to committee, when favorable testimony from various luminar-
ies, including Edmund Halley, stated that the project was practicable.136 The 
bill was then introduced to the House, and the proposal faced repeated ve-
hement opposition in subsequent sessions from mill owners, concerned over 
water losses for milling, and landowners, such as the earl of Essex, across 
whose land the aqueduct would run. Support came from some inhabitants 
of Westminster, who stated that the water proposal “will be not only use-
ful and beneficial to the whole town, but is necessary, and much wanted in 
those parts.” The opposition, however, was too strong, and the bill stalled in 
the Commons and died.137 The supporters of the bill accused the New River 
Company of stirring up the opposition among mill owners.138 They tried 
to bring in a new bill in early 1721, but the petition was simply rejected.139 
Archerley and his companions, however, were determined and tried again in 
Parliament in 1722–23, and once more in early 1724, before making one last 
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attempt at the end of 1724 by approaching the Privy Council first for support, 
all to no avail. The usual vested interests of mill owners and landowners pre-
vailed, probably with some help from the New River, which had never been 
shy about lobbying against potential competitors.140

 A second bill was brought in in January 1721 by a different group hoping 
to incorporate a company to bring water “from one or more streams or riv-
ers that run by or near the village of Drayton,” especially the Cowley and 
Heatham Streams.141 Like the Colne proposal, it was sent to committee, be-
fore which experts were called to testify on its merits, including the nat-
ural philosopher John Desaguliers, who was later involved with the York 
Buildings Company. He testified that the proposed channel could draw three 
times as much water as the New River to a reservoir near Hanover Square. 
The water could be pumped from there into a higher reservoir and supply 90 
percent of the houses in the area. Other “mathematicians” also testified that 
the lay of the land was adequate to get the water to London.142 After various 
delays, the bill attracted strenuous opposition from many vested interests, 
including barge owners, mill owners, and many towns and landowners along 
the rivers to be affected by the proposal. Even the City of London and the 
City of Westminster both petitioned against the bill, arguing that it would 
harm navigation on the Thames.143 The River Lea trustees added their voices 
to the opposition, not because it affected them directly, but because the New 
River already diverted too much water from the Lea and would be embold-
ened to take more should the new proposal come to fruition.144 Even Ox-
ford University joined the petition against. Besides a few barge owners who 
thought the Thames would be deepened, the only group to lobby in favor of 
the bill was the Hand-in-Hand fire insurance company, which claimed that 
because of inadequate water supply, not only “great losses have happened, 
but the damages sustained by their office have greatly increased.”145 The con-
sideration of the bill dragged into 1722 when it was finally defeated in June. 
The ferocity of the opposition was such that Frederick Clifford observed in 
his history of private bill legislation that “up to this time there is no record in 
Parliament of a private Bill which had aroused such determined and wide-
spread antagonism.”146

 The defeat of these two bills in short succession left the New River as the 
only company drawing water by aqueduct from north of London. All the rest 
functioned by pumping from the Thames. Given the very broad and fierce 
opposition the two canals proposals had aroused, it was doubtful that any 
further such projects could have succeeded in getting an incorporating act in 
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the early eighteenth century. Even the New River itself had not received its 
powers directly from Parliament. Rather, they had been given to the City by 
Parliament and then passed on. The New River had failed on multiple occa-
sions to get an act from Parliament authorizing its status as a company run-
ning an aqueduct from the north. The only companies that had succeeded in 
getting acts did so by limiting their ambitions to pumping from the Thames.
 The opportunity to supply to the West End remained, however, and the 
joint-stock boom still had enough strength to throw up one more proposal. 
This was the Chelsea Waterworks. Learning from the defeat of its prede-
cessors, its promoters suggested the Thames as its source of water. The 
company was founded in 1721 by group of investors led by John Fane (1685–
1762), a lawyer, army colonel, and MP for Kent, as well as Richard Moles-
worth (1680–1758), MP for the Irish Parliament and a lieutenant colonel in 
the army. The promoters presented their petition to Parliament in January 
1722, being careful to minimize potential hostilities from vested interests by 
claiming that the project would not harm the Thames navigation. The bill 
was sent to committee, and Lord Molesworth (Richard’s father as it hap-
pened) reported favorably on its behalf when the bill returned. The pro-
moters had obtained the consent of the dominant local landowner, Lord 
Grosvenor, beforehand, so no objection was raised from that quarter. The 
bill passed in a month’s time, with not a single counterpetition presented.147 
The Chelsea Waterworks was incorporated with a nominal capital of forty 
thousand pounds by charter granted in 1723, a year after the act passed. It 
issued two thousand shares with a nominal value of twenty pounds each. 
The original selling price was likely twelve pounds each, with two-pound 
calls raising the invested capital to the legal limit by 1726.148 Unlike the New 
River, the Chelsea had a relatively wide base of shareholders. There were 141 
in 1730, most of whom held five shares.149

 The new corporation soon acquired a site on the Thames in Pimlico. 
There, the company built channels connected to the river. These were al-
lowed to fill at high tide, and when the tide was low once again, some of 
the water was let out and used to turn waterwheels to pump water up to 
reservoirs in St. James’s Park and Hyde Park, sites it had acquired by 1726.150 
From there, it supplied water to Westminster and the West End, as well as to  
St. James’s Palace and Kensington Palace. At first, the Chelsea grew organi-
cally, getting customers on its own, and had about nine hundred in 1727.151 It 
was able to grow in part because a spring in Hyde Park failed in 1725, and lo-
cals were seeking new sources.152 The Chelsea Waterworks then made major 
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purchases, beginning in 1727 with the larger Millbank Waterworks, which 
at that point had thirteen hundred customers.153 The Millbank Waterworks 
pumped water from the Thames with a horse engine. This acquisition and 
continued internal growth took the tenant roll to about thirty-two hundred 
in 1729.154 In 1732 the company made another acquisition when it took over a 
reservoir located north of Cavendish Square from the York Buildings Com-
pany, and acquired a number of tenants in the area as well. York Buildings 
sold the reservoir because it found the coal needed to power its Newcomen 
steam engine, installed in 1726, was simply too expensive and gave it up; it 
was no longer able to supply the neighborhood.155 All these purchases had 
exhausted the company’s initial capital, and it could raise no more through 
share sales because of its charter-imposed limit. The company issued bonds 
as a short-term solution but petitioned Parliament to extend its capital by 
thirty thousand pounds. This was granted in 1733.156 The company sold two 
thousand new shares for ten pounds each by 1735, paying off all debts.157 The 
remaining shares were never sold.158 The fresh capital allowed the Chelsea 
Waterworks to make another major purchase in 1738 when it bought the 
Hyde Park Waterworks, with approximately four hundred customers, tak-
ing its list to forty-six hundred.159 It had overexpanded, however. During the 
winter of 1739–40, there were supply failures and bitter complaining from 
its tenants, prompting customer defections. The directors added two New-
comen steam engines to increase supply. This stabilized the situation suffi-
ciently that the complaining largely died down, and the company stopped 
losing customers. It did not, however, thrive. Its eight shillings per share 
dividend, which it started paying in 1737, was halted in 1742, and not rein-
stituted until 1754, at which point it was six shillings. It rose only in 1771 
when it went back to eight shillings. It was 1797 before it moved again, this 
time to ten shillings (see fig. 5.1). The number of tenants it held was also 
quite stable, although no exact figures are available from 1738 until the early 
1800s, at which point it had eighty-three hundred. This indicates very slow 
growth, almost stagnation, during most of the eighteenth century.160 The 
Chelsea Waterworks had acquired more customers from 1722 to 1738 than 
it did in the following seventy years. During the long period of no dividends, 
the company was financed through debt, accumulating more than four thou-
sand pounds by 1747, which was slowly repaid by 1753.161

 More is known about the Chelsea Waterworks than the other companies 
founded at this time, in part because it was larger and kept better records. 
Compared to the New River, whose constitution was sui generis, the Chel-
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sea’s was more in line with customs of other joint-stock corporations. It was 
governed by thirteen directors, a governor, and a deputy governor, all elected 
at an annual general meeting of the shareholders. The directors appointed 
the other officers and positions within the company. Extraordinary meetings 
of shareholders could be called by the governor or by five shareholders hold-
ing at least ten shares. Voting rights were capped at three: a shareholder with 
five shares of twenty pounds each had one vote, ten shares conferred two 
votes, and twenty or more shares gave three votes. Shareholders with shares 
in other London water companies were barred from voting.

Conclusion

By 1725, the London water industry (on the north side of the Thames) had 
acquired business outlines it would hold until 1800, with the exception of 
the West Ham Waterworks founded in 1743. The major companies were in 
place, and their zones of supply roughly settled. Growth would certainly 
continue as the metropolis grew and more houses were built, but it was the 
New River that picked up most of them (see chapter 6). In terms of busi-
ness form, all the large companies and most of the small ones were now 
joint-stock companies, and most were corporations with the notable ex-
ception of the LBWW, which remained unincorporated, with seemingly no 
disadvantage. The water industry had followed the broad contours of the 
evolution of joint-stock business over this time. Before 1650, all joint-stock 
companies were corporations, of which there were very few. For the water 
industry, the sole example was the New River Company. By 1720, after the 
late  seventeenth-century joint-stock boom and the emergence of unincorpo-
rated joint-stock companies, the New River was no longer exceptional from 
the point of view of legal form. It stood apart only in the unusual dual-class 
share structure it had inherited from its alliance with James I. The model of 
water supply managed by joint-stock companies, particularly corporations, 
was firmly established.
 Another feature of this period was the consolidation of the model of 
water supply based on for-profit businesses running network infrastructure. 
Around 1625, some doubts may have existed given the difficulties in holding 
on to customers and the reliance of the first water companies on government 
support in the form of loans and investment. The marquee company, the New 
River, was not yet paying dividends. By 1720, and even by 1670, all doubts had 
been dispelled. The New River was booming. It had one of the highest stock 
capitalizations of any joint-stock company. The other companies, such as 
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the LBWW, which was paying healthy dividends to the Morris family, were 
doing well, too. Many entrepreneurs were attracted to the model and piled 
into the industry, especially after 1670. They stoked fierce competition for 
some time, prompting bankruptcies, consolidations, attempts to use influ-
ence with the Crown to control competitors, and even underhanded tactics 
such as removing other companies’ pipes. By 1700, the basic model of water 
supply was firmly set, and it entailed private companies operating a network 
infrastructure feeding houses directly. The City had implicitly acquiesced 
to the advent of this model by allowing its old conduit infrastructure to de-
grade, especially after the Great Fire.
 Finally, governments continued to loom large in the industry through the 
turn of the eighteenth century because royal patents and parliamentary acts 
continued to be possible means of getting sufficient rights to run a company 
over the objection of vested interests. The constantly fluctuating power dy-
namics, with wars, revolutions, displaced monarchs, and prorogued parlia-
ments, made for a very uncertain field for water entrepreneurs to negotiate 
when choosing the best route. Most simply tried the path that was availa-
ble at the time, seeking rights through patents during Charles I’s personal  
rule or when Charles II repeatedly prorogued Parliament in the 1680s. Per-
sonal connections helped, such as Thomas Neale’s solid support for the 
Crown aiding his bid to get his Shadwell patent. When the political winds 
shifted again, these entrepreneurs sometimes sought to consolidate their po-
sition, such as the many who got acts of incorporation from Parliament after 
winning patents in the 1680s. Some, however, were caught out by too rapid 
changes, most especially the Somerset House Waterworks, whose patent 
was granted by Oliver Cromwell, a source beyond the pale for the restored 
Charles II. Patronage was also important in the disputes between compa-
nies, which repeatedly appealed to the Privy Council to mediate. It rejected 
all claims to exclusive supply zones, though this was likely based less in a 
desire to preserve a competitive market than in the New River’s influence 
over the body. The New River was a party to all the disputes before the Privy 
Council, and it served its interests not to be excluded from the neighbor-
hoods in question, where its opponent was the one claiming exclusivity.
 Patronage from the Crown or in Parliament, however, had its limits. Up to 
the 1740s, no company was able to get a parliamentary act allowing it to build 
an aqueduct from the north of London, despite the presence of abundant 
water there. Royal patents for this sort of aqueduct had been granted before 
the Civil Wars, but the curtailing of royal power had prevented such propos-
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als from going ahead by patent alone afterward. All new proposals for such 
a scheme thereafter sought parliamentary approval. The vested interests re-
sisting such a proposal, ranging from mill owners, to towns on affected water 
bodies, to landowners, were simply too powerful for the promoters of a new 
company to overcome. If they limited their ambitions to pumping from the 
Thames, resistance was much less, and the enabling acts and patents were 
within reach. This in effect protected the New River from a competitor using 
its own model. The company had been fortunate in acquiring the rights to 
build an aqueduct originally granted to the City, and in getting them while 
the Crown still had such powers to grant. The only exception to this state of 
affairs came in 1748 when the West Ham Waterworks was incorporated by 
parliamentary act and got permission to draw water from the River Lea. Its 
intakes, however, were on the river within greater London, relatively close to 
where the Lea meets the Thames.162

 Finally, the City played a different role from what it had in the early years. 
Whereas the first companies received loans with easy and even generous 
terms, this was decidedly no longer the case after 1650. The City was will-
ing to delegate more water rights, but in contrast to the earlier period, it 
demanded much higher rents. They were so high, that most of those who 
accepted them ended badly, bankrupt and sometimes in prison.



Chapter four

A New Scale of Network  
with the New River

The New-River . . . water . . . is dispersed in pipes laid alond in the ground 
for that purpose, into abundance of streets, lanes, courts and alleys of this 
City and suburbs of London; the great contrivance whereof all the citizens 
have daily experience.

James Brome, An Historical Account of  
Mr. Roger’s Three Years Travels, 1694

By the 1690s, there was a tension within the New River Company. On the 
one hand, its business model had turned it into a great success. It was gen-
erating large profits and had grown tremendously, inspiring imitators. On 
the other, it had effectively outgrown its mode of operating, and its infra-
structure was no longer adequate. It was having trouble serving all of its 
customers. Moreover, its competitors were driving down the price of water, 
causing the revenue it derived from the fines charged for new connections 
to shrivel to close to nothing. By around 1700, shareholders were so disaf-
fected with this state of affairs that they agitated for changes to restore the 
company to the profitability and growth it had seen during the heady days 
from 1660 to 1685 when it was unrivaled. Under pressure from its share-
holders and competitors alike, the New River directors between approxi-
mately 1690 and 1710 commissioned a series of technical reports, seeking 
recommendations for improvements to its infrastructure. Christopher Wren 
and John Lowthorp, both members of the Royal Society and the authors of 
these reports, diagnosed the company’s problems and made suggestions that 
were adopted slowly over the coming years in various ways. They both be-
lieved that a fundamental source of the New River’s travails was that its in-
frastructure had grown haphazardly in response to demand and needed to 
be rethought by taking into account the entire disposition of its works. From 
this starting point, they recommended changes that would eventually set the 
New River’s distribution network on firmer footing, including the means to 
improve its supply capacity and ways of delivering its water more reliably to 
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distant and more-elevated areas. Over the long run, the changes introduced 
from this time, combined with practices from the earlier era, slowly enabled 
the company to continue the growth that had hobbled it around 1690, while 
regaining its notable profitability. The dividends halted their decline in 1712 
and then remained roughly constant until 1745. They then resumed growing 
and took off around 1775, increasing almost constantly until the nineteenth 
century. Although there are far fewer data available about share prices due to 
thin trading and the private nature of sales, share prices reflected this trend 
as well, particularly their appreciation in value after 1750, with a sharp rise 
after 1780.
 The technical transition the New River executed around 1700 was slow 
but, in the long run, clearly effective. The company managed to stabilize its 
network when its wobbles had threatened its reliability and crippled its fu-
ture growth. This stabilization of the New River’s infrastructure in an endur-
ing way was a significant technical achievement, one that was to be repeated 
with other large-scale infrastructure networks in the future. The ability to 
build stable large-scale and integrated networks would become a fundamen-
tal aspect of their design and construction. This is particularly true of tightly 
coupled networks, where the design and functioning of one element depend 
to an important degree on other elements within the same network. His-
torians of technology exploring modern technological systems, particularly 
of infrastructure networks, have made the construction and  stabilization 
of these tightly coupled and integrated systems a central theme. Thomas 
Hughes’s history of the development of electrical systems as networks has 
been seminal in this regard. He argued that successful builders of large tech-
nological systems not only designed, constructed, and refined networks by 
integrating their specifically technological elements in an overall design but 
also took account of nontechnological elements, such as politics and mar-
kets, as they deployed these networks on large scales. Hughes emphasized 
that the process of growth and scaling of these networks from local pilot 
systems to regional networks with tens of thousands of users involved more 
than simply extending the infrastructure. It also included finding solutions 
to the many new problems associated specifically with the scaling process, 
such as long-distance transmission with electrical networks. Managing load 
factors by balancing supply and demand was crucial to this stabilization. 
This early period of network construction was marked by trials with differ-
ent standards and solutions before the system achieved a degree of  maturity, 
consolidation, and even rigidity. For Hughes and others, this multi faceted 
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and integrated design of complex technological systems emerged most clearly 
with the large-scale infrastructure networks of the nineteenth century.1 The 
degree to which earlier networks were tightly coupled and integrated is not 
clear. For example, the use of specifications and standardized parts, both 
important means of stabilizing networks, was minimally present before the 
nineteenth century other than such basic standards as the width of canals.
 This chapter examines the New River’s technical transformation begin-
ning in the late seventeenth century and extending over the eighteenth cen-
tury from the point of view of the network design. It explores whether the 
construction and expansion of the New River offer any hint of an integrated 
design, or if it was an accidental network, built up by the accretion of prag-
matic accommodations to immediate problems. Both approaches were pres-
ent to varying degrees. The continuity in the basic design of the New River 
and the other water companies’ infrastructure with the preexisting conduits 
and aqueducts is evident. Although new technology, notably waterwheel 
pumps and pipe-boring machines, catalyzed a new kind of water industry, 
there were nevertheless abundant commonalities between the conduit and 
water company models in the earliest years. The slow stepwise growth of 
the New River in particular, and then its rapid expansion after 1660, reduced 
these commonalities and effectively moved the company into a realm where 
incremental accommodations were failing to allow the continued growth 
of the company. As supply problems demonstrated, no longer would the ad 
hoc method of network building suffice. The directors realized that a new 
approach was needed, and from the 1690s there were signs of a more inte-
grated approach to network construction, explicitly recommended by Wren 
and Lowthorp. This chapter shows how all this came about, and how the 
New River functioned over the eighteenth century.

The Scale of the New River

If the New River was a large-scale network, how big was it from the late sev-
enteenth century onward? Was the New River Company truly different from 
other water networks? How did it compare with other companies, or the 
situation of water supply in other cities? A fuller discussion of this subject is 
given in chapter 6, but some observations are important here. From the one 
or two thousand tenants the New River had in its first decades, its expansion 
from 1660 rapidly pushed this figure up. From ten thousand tenants in 1670, 
it had seventeen thousand in 1683.2 The New River’s growth persisted after 
the turn of the eighteenth century as London’s population continued to in-
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crease. Definitive numbers after 1683 are not available from the company’s 
records until 1769, by which point the company counted around twenty-six 
thousand paying customers, or around 32,500 buildings based on an aver-
age rent of twenty-four shillings per building.3 Although most of these were 
houses, other buildings, such as breweries, taverns, and stables, also received 
water. Between the two dates of 1683 and 1769 various figures were reported 
for the number of customers that show that a reasonable estimate for the 
number of buildings supplied was twenty thousand in 1720, and rising there-
after (see figs. 6.1 and 6.2).4

 That the prevalence of water availability in London was remarkable by 
the early eighteenth century as compared to other European cities was re-
flected by comments from various observers. John Strype, who edited and 
rewrote John Stow’s Survey of London, commented in 1720:

There is not a street in London, but one or other of these waters runs through it 

in pipes, conveyed under ground: and from those pipes, there is scarce a house, 

whose rent is 15 or 20 £ per ann. but hath the convenience of water brought into 

it, by small leaden pipes laid into the great ones. And for the smaller tenements, 

such as are in courts and alleys, there is generally a cock or pump common to 

the inhabitants; so that I may boldly say, that there is never a city in the world 

that is so well served with water.5

Thomas Salmon made a similar observation in 1743:

And as to water, no city was ever better furnish’d with it, for every man has a 

pipe or fountain of good fresh water brought into his house, for little more than 

the charge of twenty shillings a year, unless brew-houses, and some other great 

houses and places that require more water than an ordinary family consumes, 

and these pay in proportion to the quantity they spend; many houses have sev-

eral pipes laid in, and may have one in every room, if they think fit, which is a 

much greater convenience than two or three fountains in a street, for which 

some towns abroad are so much admir’d.6

 It was not only self-congratulatory Englishmen who made such com-
ments; visitors also made remarks about water in the city. Voltaire, who 
spent three years in exile London in the 1720s, wrote many years later in 
1767 to his friend Antoine de Parcieux that “I wish that all the houses of Paris 
had water like those in London do.” Parcieux had been working for several 
years on proposals to improve Paris’s water supply but with little success.7 
The Danish zoologist Johann Christian Fabricius visited London in 1782 and 
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described how water “flowed through an unending mass of pipes through 
all streets, to almost every in this part of the city. There likely isn’t another 
place in all of Europe so abundantly provided with water as London . . . Two 
water pipes run under the middle of every street underground, from which 
smaller service pipes connect to every house.”8 The German doctor Johann 
Grimm visited London in the 1770, and observed that “the lack of pure and 
good water occurs nowhere more frequently and easily than in large cities. 
London could have been an example of this, had they not found a way to 
avoid it. Besides various public fountains, there is no house where one can-
not at will get water in an instant as soon as one has turned a faucet installed 
in the kitchen.”9 When first proposing a water company for Paris in 1777, 
Jacques-Constantin Périer, working with his brother Auguste-Charles, re-
ferred to London’s water supply because of its “very great success.”10 In 1777 
l’abbé Gabriel-François Coyer visited London and wrote that “the distribu-
tion of water is as extensive as the lighting. . . . Water . . . is shared through an 
infinity of pipes that take it into all the houses. There isn’t one that doesn’t 
have ready this element of basic necessity. The many men who used to carry 
it now do other work.”11 A former Prussian officer, Johann Wilhelm von 
Archenholz, wrote in 1785 that “every house is supplied with water by means 
of large pipes which run through all the streets.”12 Despite such positive as-
sessments, opinions about the situation were not uniformly upbeat. There 
was much discussion within London about the quality of the New River’s 
water. This is explored in chapter 7.
 The pervasiveness of London’s water supply from the early eighteenth 
century on was in contrast to supply networks to most other European cities 
and underscores its uniqueness as an early integrated network. Paris, despite 
repeated attempts at establishing water companies and expanding supply 
networks in this period, never moved much beyond the model of aqueducts 
or pumping mechanisms feeding fountains, with the widespread use of 
water carriers drawing water from them or from the Seine.13 Even proposals 
for new companies envisaged water carriers going to fountains.14 Similarly, 
no city in the Netherlands had a water distribution network before 1850.15 
As described in chapter 1, some German cities had pumping mechanisms 
feeding networks of pipes from the late Middle Ages, but large-scale expan-
sion resembling what occurred in London came first in Hamburg beginning 
in the nineteenth century.16 This was in large part because these cities were 
simply not as big as London and Paris. The situation in other British cities 
was similar. None were anywhere near the size of London, which completely 
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dominated the country as an urban center. Edinburgh, for example, relied on 
public fountains and water caddies until at least after 1800.17 For London’s 
New River, however, building this network was not an unproblematic expan-
sion of its earliest form. It required an elaboration of new means to stabilize 
the water network, especially from the late seventeenth century.

Wren’s and Lowthorp’s Reports

Although coming off a period of tremendous success, the New River Com-
pany was struggling in the late seventeenth century in new ways. Its trou-
bles were far short of a catastrophic failure, but nevertheless they rep-
resented  some serious problems. At the heart of these lay the company’s 
inability to provide enough water to its customers, a situation that the com-
pany was well aware of. In 1701, for example, a report noted that customers 
around Swallow Street in the West End were so poorly served that they were 
entreating the Hampstead Waterworks to supply the area.18 Another report 
commissioned by the directors in 1704 observed that some of the company’s 
own employees were of the opinion “that in several parts of the town if the 
tenants were better serv’d their number would be encreased.”19 A further re-
port from 1705 detailed that many complaints about “ill service” were made 
“both by [the company’s] tenants and servants.”20 The supply problems were 
particularly acute in the areas west of the City where urban growth was the 
greatest. Between 1695 and 1705, six hundred new tenants had been added 
in the West End, and “great complaints were made by many of the tenants 
in [this] walke for not being served as they ought.” In all the other areas put 
together, a total of five hundred new customers had been taken on.21 The 
supply shortages in the West End were not, however, caused only because 
the company had taken on too many customers and overloaded its mains; 
the lay of the land exacerbated the situation. The elevation of the first re-
ceiving ponds at the New River Head were high enough to supply most of the 
City of London to the south and its immediate suburbs, but the areas to the 
west and south in Westminster, and especially in the West End civil parish of 
Marylebone, were more elevated, meaning that larger pipes alone would not 
solve the supply problem. Furthermore, as mentioned in chapter 3, the com-
pany’s overexpansion was creating financial strain, too. The construction of 
new mains increased expenses, and despite acquiring new tenants, revenues 
shrank after 1700. All this, when combined with the new competition, resulted 
in weak profits and unhappy shareholders, who then put pressure on the di-
rectors of the company to continue increasing supply while restoring profit 
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growth.22 As a disaffected shareholder complained to the directors in 1710, 
there had been “great and unnecessary expences” over the previous twenty 
years as the company reformed and expanded its works.23 Furthermore, the 
company even lost tenants between 1707 and 1710, causing its revenues to 
dip.24 The directors, casting about for a solution during these years, felt they 
lacked the vision to do so and sought outside advice from Sir Christopher 
Wren and John Lowthorp. These two presented a number of reports around 
1700 in which they provided some vision for an integrated design of the New 
River network.
 Sir Christopher Wren (1632–1723) by the time he was consulted by the 
New River had had a long career. He studied at Oxford, where he became 
acquainted with some people who would later aid in forming the Royal Soci-
ety in 1660. Interested in many subjects in natural philosophy, such as optics 
and astronomy, he also pursued technical experimentation in diverse areas 
including music, surveying, and printmaking. He worked as a professor of 
astronomy at Oxford and, after helping to found the Royal Society, came to 
the ‘notice of the king, who began to consult with Wren. Wren had taken 
up an interest in architecture, doing some design work in Oxford, when he 
was appointed royal surveyor for the reconstruction of London from 1666 
following the Great Fire, and then surveyor of the king’s works in 1669, a 
post he held for forty-nine years. This gave him great scope for design work, 
including many churches destroyed by the conflagration, most notably   
St. Paul’s, which was his crowning achievement. He also designed nonre-
ligious buildings, such as the Naval Hospital and the Royal Observatory in 
Greenwich, Chelsea Hospital, the king’s palace at Winchester, and Hampton 
Court Palace. He was an eclectic polymath and one of the leading figures of 
his age in England.25 That the New River directors turned to Wren around 
1700 indicated that they were seeking advice from someone with great expe-
rience in construction and design.
 The New River’s request to Wren for help was specifically to ask his 
opinion on how to improve supply to Soho Square in the West End. In his 
report to the New River Company, Wren echoed his vision for the recon-
struction of the metropolis in the aftermath of the Great Fire in its emphasis 
on a reasoned overarching design, meant to do away with the chaos of the or-
ganic growth of the preconflagration city. His plan for the whole city had been 
infused with his views on experimental philosophy and was in the spirit of the 
Royal Society. He meant to re-create the city as the rational mind of the entire 
nation. According to Wren, urban space itself could be a support for experimen-
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tal inquiry. In formulating this vision, Wren was taking a cue from Thomas 
Sprat’s 1667 history of the Royal Society, in which Sprat claimed that London 
itself was a source of the precocious experimental philosophy emanating in 
the Royal Society. According to Sprat, London was a propitious environment 
for experimental philosophy because of its built environment, especially the 
coffee houses, created a social space that facilitated discourse by mixing peo-
ple from all levels of society. It was in these spaces that the great questions of 
the day were debated, including philosophical ones. The rebuilding after the 
Great Fire offered Wren the possibility of bringing Sprat’s vision of reasoned 
space to a new level in London. His plan featured broad spacious avenues and 
clear vistas provided by long straight streets. Just as the Royal Society was 
leading the new world of experimental philosophy, so too would this plan for 
the new city create a space structured by and for the intelligentsia. Indeed, 
Wren also applied his vision of experimental intelligence to the mundane 
and quotidian as he meticulously structured even the functioning of his own 
offices with a careful eye for administration; for the division of tasks between 
draftsmen, lawyers, engravers, and others; and finally for selling his plans to 
the politicians. As ambitious as his plan was, however, the reconstruction 
proposal that prevailed largely followed the prefire disposition of streets and 
properties in an attempt to minimize disputes and recommence the city’s 
social and business life quickly. His vision for the water network, however, 
bore some fruit many years later.26

 The exact date when the company asked for his recommendations for fixing 
its water distribution problems is not known, but it was around 1700.27 Wren’s 
report was later printed in the Gentleman’s Magazine. In the report, Wren made 
clear that the ideal solution was not to apply a fix for the immediate situation 
surrounding the Soho Square supply problem. After investigating the matter, 
he declared that “I found myself unequal to give a pertinent opinion how it 
might be meliorated.” For Wren, the only way forward was to rethink the 
entire distribution network as a complete system. The problems originated 
because the network was never built this way from the very beginning, “for 
the mistakes are fundamental in laying down the contrivances, and every day 
since new errors have been added, which are now inveterate.” To make clear 
the importance of thinking of the network as an entire entity, Wren com-
pared it to a diseased body. Rather than merely treating one part of it with 
palliative remedies, he would describe what a truly healthy body would look 
like, something he apparently thought the New River did not know: “But 
as a physician being called for to amend the distempers in a morbid body, 
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must know what is naturally the anatomy and constitution of a sound body, I 
shall crave leave, as a naturalist, and somewhat versed in geometry, to begin 
from the first projection of this work, and consider as if there were not yet 
one pipe laid, what methods should have been taken from the beginning for 
the best and most equal distribution of the water brought to Islington; and 
when the right way is known, it is easy to judge and amend what is wrong.” 
For Wren, the network needed to be conceived as a whole, and designed as 
such, using mathematics. The company’s piecemeal design methods were no 
longer appropriate.28

 Wren proceeded to outline in a series of steps how to do an integrated 
design. He recommended that the company be more careful to survey the 
land it was supplying to determine elevations better. Once this had been es-
tablished, he suggested dividing the area between the New River Head and 
the Thames into four zones of approximately equal elevation and arranging 
the network to ensure that these areas all received approximately the same 
quantity of water. To do this, he suggested that the cocks or valves in the lower 
areas be of smaller diameter that those in higher areas, as the pressure was 
greater there, leading to high flow rates, while higher areas received only 
weak supply. Varying the valve size according to its disposition within the 
whole network would solve this, Wren argued. Further adjustments to valve 
size would need to be made according to the length of pipes serving a given 
house because the longer the pipe was, the slower the water flowed through 
it. The relation could be determined experimentally and recorded in tables. 
Larger valves would be needed toward the end of long pipes. Even this sort 
of adjusting for resistance to flow by changing valve size was not adequate 
given the actual length of pipes in use, and so Wren suggested installing 
small secondary cisterns for Soho Square and other more remote areas “to 
begin again the several branches that should be divided to the neighbour-
ing parts.” These cisterns should be fed by a large-bore pipe, perhaps seven 
inches in diameter, and then secondary pipes could branch out from the cis-
tern. This ideal system should have been followed from the beginning, “but 
as all cities are built by time and chance, and not by mathematical designs; so 
the distribution of this noble aqueduct hath fallen by chance into the present 
œconomy, which altho’ it serves pretty well the turn, is capable of improve-
ment in time; and the more, by how much nearer it can be brought to such 
a primitive state, as is here rather wished for than advised; for an inveterate 
evil is often better tolerated than changed: yet much may be done by time.”
 Wren then enumerated what he thought the many errors the New River 
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Company had committed over the course of its chaotic history. He observed 
that the company had, in its earlier desperation for finding customers, laid 
mains with no regard to elevation and what effect this might have on water 
supply to the surrounding region. This meant far too much money had been 
spent on supplying too few homes, and the pipe network was in disarray. 
Some of the branch pipes were too long or were now blocked by air or filth. 
The lower supply regions were getting too much water, while those farther 
up were getting too little. Wren also rued that the small leaden supply pipes, 
which were attached to the company’s wooden pipes, were all the same size, 
regardless of elevation. In addition, customers were not controlled in any 
way and could use water as they pleased, often leading to great wastage. The 
company, Wren claimed, needed to control this, perhaps through inspectors 
who had the power to enter houses, something the company could not do at 
present. He concluded his survey of the company’s mistakes by stating that 
they could be fixed if his idea was followed: “They may, in a great measure 
be amended, if respect be had to the natural method before laid down.” For 
Wren, the “natural method” of network construction was his overarching 
systemic and mathematical design.29 Wren finished his report by considering 
whether building another reservoir at the New River Head at a higher ele-
vation could solve the immediate problem (fig. 4.1). This may have referred 
to a proposal made by an artisan named Evan Jones, who in 1701 suggested 
building this reservoir and raising water from the lower pond into it using 
horse-powered pumps.30 At this same time, the company also turned to John 
Lowthorp to make recommendations on how to address its problems.
 John Lowthorp (ca. 1659–1724) was a clergyman, ordained a priest for the 
Church of England in 1683. After serving as a rector in Leicestershire, he lost 
his post when he became a nonjuror by refusing to take an oath recognizing 
William and Mary as the new monarchs following the deposition of James 
II. He moved to London and became the librarian to the Duke of Chandos, 
James Brydges. He was also a paid curator of experiments at the Royal Soci-
ety, where he undertook experiments on the refraction of light in air, among 
other subjects.31 Between 1704 and 1711, the New River directors consulted 
him as an outside expert as they had with Wren, seeking advice on how to re-
form the company’s expanding network. In his first report of May 1704 to the 
company, Lowthorp considered the possibility of building a new reservoir 
at the New River Head up a hill some height above the existing reservoirs. 
The new reservoir could be supplied by means of a pump powered by wind, 
horse, or water. Although horses were likely the best, Lowthorp, like Wren, 
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pointed out that the company’s problems were systemic and could not be 
solved only through localized solutions, such as adding a new reservoir. To 
begin with, he pointed out that the company did not even possess basic infor-
mation about its own works. The first step, therefore, was for the company to 
tally all its mains, recording their lengths, levels, and bores, as well as making 
a complete list of all its tenants and recording what they are charged.32 To 
determine whether the supply problems were caused by inadequate water 
reaching the reservoirs at the New River Head, the company needed to know 
how much water the aqueduct could supply. Perhaps prompted by his own 
background as a Royal Society experimentalist, Lowthorp answered the 
question himself in a report presented in June 1704. He made experiments to 
determine the flow rate of the river. Although the flow was irregular, he de-
duced from observations made at one of the river’s elevated aqueducts that 
it supplied at least 40,000 tuns of water per day (38.2 ML). Of this, about 
17,000 tuns (16.2 ML) came from the River Lea, with the rest from the two 
original springs, mostly Chadwell. Lowthorp judged that this was sufficient 
to supply eighty thousand houses, more than all the houses in London and 
Westminster, and therefore the company’s supply problems lay with actually 
distributing the water.33

 The following year, Lowthorp was once again asked to make more rec-
ommendations because, in his words, “the complaints of ill service which 

Figure 4.1. A view of part of the new River Head and new Tunbridge Wells at Islington 
(1730–31), by Bernard Lens III 
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the company so often receive both from their tenants and servants, make 
an enquiry into the true occasion of them allwayes seasonable but more es-
pecially at this time, when many of the members seem resolv’d to apply a 
compleat remedy however chargeable it may prove to them.” Lowthorp once 
again stated that the problem was not one of volume of supply. Even the Soho 
Square supply problem that had so vexed the company was not simply one 
of sufficient water at the New River Head and the topology of the land: Soho 
Square was around ten feet below the level of the reservoir. The problem was 
“the unequall and unreasonable distribution of the water,” with some areas, 
such as the West End to the north of St. James’s Park, getting water for less 
than four hours a week, while the lower parts of the City had a thirty-six-
hour supply. He did not think that adding a higher reservoir would be suffi-
cient to resolve the problem. Lowthorp also recommended that the company 
redo its schedule for turning of valves to rebalance the distribution. Finally, 
he suggested that houses in the City where the elevation was the lowest be 
served one flight of stairs up from ground level rather than in the basement 
to bring their faucets closer to the same level as the poorly served ones in the 
West End.34 This kind of supply to different elevations of houses had already 
been implemented in some parts of the city.35

 In a couple of subsequent reports, Lowthorp indicated that the optimal 
solution lay with changing how the company’s works were being managed, 
suggesting a centralized and integrated approach to management as well. He 
recommended hiring a “general surveyor” to be in charge of the company’s 
overall operations, something that was not the case at that point.36 Lowthorp 
claimed that supervision was divided between many people, and someone 
needed to be in charge to assimilate and collect information. Furthermore, 
the company clerk Ephraim Green did not have the skill or experience to 
estimate how much load mains and service pipes could bear. Lowthorp 
pointed out that no “mathematician” had yet figured a way to do this calcu-
lation.37 The surveyor could, however, consult with the company’s collectors 
and other workers to determine where new mains should be laid, together 
with their lengths and bores.

Reform of Operations

With all the discussion about reform and the proper way to design an in-
tegrated water network, the New River Company implemented a series of 
changes in the short term, as well as adopting other practices over the course 
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of the eighteenth century. By 1800, it had learned and settled into a sophis-
ticated mode of operation that was stable and quite successful, enabling it 
to grow and generate ever-increasing profits. Running a network of this size 
required a strategy with many different parts. Because of the incompleteness 
of the company’s records, it is not always possible to determine when the 
different elements of its overall methodology were developed. Some of these, 
such as the use of valves to control water flow, were clearly in place from 
the beginning, and their use expanded over time. Others, such as network 
segmentation, appear to be new from the time of Wren’s and Lowthorp’s 
reports, as no reference to them exists from an earlier period. Moreover, 
Wren’s and Lowthorp’s comments indicated that there was no clear sense 
of integrated design. Rather, the network had grown on an ad hoc basis. One 
of the clearest recommendations coming from this time was the need for a 
change in management. Lowthorp had suggested creating the post of gen-
eral surveyor, and this was indeed done in the 1710s. Up until that point in 
time, the company did not always manage its own infrastructure directly. 
Not long after the construction of the aqueduct and the first pipes in the 
city had been completed, the company farmed out the ongoing maintenance 
and operations of its infrastructure to Hugh Myddelton for twenty-one years 
beginning in 1622 for eight hundred pounds a year, a figure raised to one 
thousand pounds in 1623 because of the losses he had incurred at the lower 
level.38 After Myddelton died in 1631, his widow Elizabeth was given a con-
tract to perform the same work, but this soon descended into bickering over 
her expenses.39 In 1633 William Myddelton, Hugh’s son, was given the con-
tract for five years, renewed for twenty-one years in 1638.40 William died in 
1651, but the basic contractual arrangement was passed on to John Greene 
(William Myddelton’s son-in-law) and Gregory Hardwick in the 1665 for one 
thousand pounds per year, down from the seventeen hundred pounds it had 
reached before they got it.41 Greene was then appointed the company’s sec-
retary, a position he held until his death in 1705.42

 This mode of operating by which a company contracted its operations in-
ternally to people who were employees (or “servants”) or otherwise insiders 
was not unusual before the nineteenth century. The management of larger 
enterprises was often handled by treating the firm as an agglomeration of 
smaller ones, through subcontracting within the firm itself rather than by 
developing internal hierarchies.43 The New River began to deviate from this 
practice when it hired Henry Mill as the surveyor in the 1710s. From this 
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point forward, subcontracting on the basis of a fixed contract ended, and 
the company ran most of its own operations through the surveyor and the 
collectors. The directors oversaw the operations in detail in its weekly meet-
ings. Little is known about Mill, the person who took on this new role, but he 
held the surveyor’s post until 1767. Although the title of surveyor had been 
used before he held it, it was only with Mill that the new role of what later 
came to be the chief engineer was created. He was referred to as “engineer 
and surveyor of the works” from at latest 1725.44 He and his successors as-
sumed the responsibility that Wren and Lowthorp had recommended, that 
of oversight for all technical matters, and he was answerable directly to the 
directors. The New River’s second surveyor was Robert Mylne (1733–1811). 
Mylne was born in Edinburgh from a long line of masons. He apprenticed 
to a local carpenter, and later went to France and Italy with his brother to 
study architecture, including with Giovanni Battista Piranesi, who encour-
aged him to pursue his interest in the water systems of ancient Rome. He 
won an architectural prize in Italy, which helped to secure his first work 
once back in Britain: the new Blackfriars Bridge in 1760. It was complete in 
1769. He thereafter held posts such as surveyor at St. Paul’s Cathedral and, 
in 1767, assistant surveyor at the New River Company. He was also elected to 
the Royal Society that year. He became the company’s chief surveyor in 1771, 
and helped John Smeaton found the Society of Civil Engineers. He some-
what overextended himself, becoming involved in land management, canal 
engineering, and architectural work, some of which, such as the Gloucester 
and Berkeley Canal, ended in failure.45

 Besides adding the key post of surveyor and chief engineer, the company 
developed a methodology during the eighteenth century that can be broken 
into five parts: maintaining adequate reserves at the New River Head reser-
voirs; design of the pipe network; load management by control of users; pipe 
manufacturing; and, finally, repair and maintenance of the network. Some of 
these elements bear quite clearly on the company’s core operation of distrib-
uting water, but others, notably pipe manufacture and the repair and main-
tenance of the network, were essential supporting activities. The support 
activities were vast operations, and they consumed more resources, from 
the point of view of money spent and employee time, than anything else the 
company did, including water distribution. Indeed, the New River Company 
was also in effect a manufacturing company, with the making and laying of 
pipe as one of its primary activities. The job of distributing water effectively 
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implied a commercial and manufacturing operation to purchase and process 
enormous quantities of wood every year.

Maintaining Adequate Supply

As Lowthorp and Wren both realized, the first step in distributing water well 
was having enough water at the reservoirs of the New River Head. This in 
turn meant drawing enough water from the sources, getting it to the Isling-
ton, and keeping a sufficient buffer there for distribution. Drawing enough 
water from the New River’s sources was a political problem, not a technical 
one. Its original acts gave it clear rights to the water from the two springs, 
and these were never controversial. The third source, the River Lea, was a 
different matter entirely. It was the only one among the New River’s sources 
that had any possible excess capacity, and as the New River grew, it natu-
rally sought to draw more from that source. Other parties, however, notably 
mill owners and barge operators, had interests in the Lea’s water, producing 
many disputes with the New River. The first in the 1660s had forced the New 
River to reduce the size of the pipes it was using to take water from the Lea 
from one its channels, called the Manifold Ditch. Bargemen and mill owners 
were not satisfied with this and soon complained again to the City and the 
Crown about the New River’s greed. In 1672 Wren in his position of surveyor 
general exonerated the company from the charge after an investigation.46

 The dispute flared again in the 1730s because the New River was able 
to increase how much water came through the two pipes by judiciously 
expanding the Manifold Ditch and building a dam or sluice across part 
of it.47 This ensured a high head of water over the pipe intakes and there-
fore greater flow. The company also installed a “balance engine” to control 
how much water was being drawn. The engine was a wooden float on the 
Manifold Ditch designed to keep the flow into the New River constant by 
regulating the sluice gate feeding a trench. It also installed a gauge in the 
trench. The gauge was a trough, six feet wide and two deep, used to meas-
ure water flow and to ensure it stayed at the allowed maximum indicated by 
the gauge. If the flow through the gauge was too high, the New River itself 
would overflow downstream into surrounding fields.48 The 1730s edition of 
the Lea disputes was resolved by agreement with the trustees for the River 
Lea navigation in 1736. The agreement required approval from Parliament, 
which was received in 1739, although the enabling law was fiercely opposed 
by Lea bargemen and mill owners. The law allowed the New River to draw 
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water through the gauge for £350 per year paid to the trustees.49 The dispute 
erupted again in the 1780s and 1790s, but the New River continued to take 
most of its water from the Lea.50

 The company also had to maintain the aqueduct itself in good shape to 
keep the water flowing along its gentle slope, a task requiring full-time em-
ployees. The entire length of the river was divided into eight or so walks 
patrolled by a walksman whose job was to keep the river clear, remove obsta-
cles fallen into the river, and ensure the banks were whole. The banks some-
times gave way, causing flooding.51 People occasionally tried to steal water 
by cutting the banks of the river. This was a sufficiently present concern that 
the company repeatedly and successfully petitioned the Crown for procla-
mations enjoining people not to damage the banks.52 The walksmen also had 
to cut the weeds out the river because, if they grew thick enough, they could 
clog the river and noticeably decrease its flow.53 Walksmen could be fired for 
neglecting this.54 Another regular problem was mud, and laborers had to go 
into the river regularly to dig it out, sometimes dumping it on the surround-
ing land, much to the neighbors’ consternation.55 If the mud was allowed 
to accumulate in the river, it would widen and grow shallower, slowing the 
flow and raising the risk of its freezing in the winter.56 When that happened, 
as it did in 1789, the river could overflow and flood surrounding fields.57 In 
another case in 1795, water supply stopped entirely in the whole city when 
the river froze. Laborers were sent out to break up the ice.58 Another means 
of controlling the water flow on the river was by sluices. Where the water 
would otherwise run too rapidly, the company installed sluice gates to pen it 
in and slow the flow. These sluices were also a means of controlling flooding 
by creating defined spaces where excess water could accumulate.59 There 
were forty-three sluices on the river.60

 Finally, having adequate supply also meant maintaining the reservoirs at the 
New River Head. This was largely a question of capacity, something the com-
pany addressed by constantly adding to and expanding them over the years. 
Indeed, one of the first outcomes from all the early eighteenth- century reports 
and investigations regarded supply. To improve supply, around 1707 the com-
pany hired George Sorocold (ca. 1668–1738), an engineer who had extensive 
experience building waterworks throughout the country. Before coming to 
the New River, Sorocold had improved or built waterworks in many pro-
vincial towns, including Derby, Bristol, Leeds, Newcastle, Norwich, Ports-
mouth, and Sheffield. He was also involved in river improvement schemes, 
such as on the Aire and Cam. In 1693 a patent had been award to him and 
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John Hadley for a waterwheel that rose with the water level. Sorocold and 
Hadley had already worked in London in 1696 for Marchant’s works, where 
they designed their pumps.61 As discussed in chapter 5, Sorocold also did im-
portant work in rebuilding the London Bridge Waterworks after 1700.
 For the New River, Sorocold designed the new higher reservoir, or the 
upper pond (fig. 4.2), that had been recommended and investigated over the 
previous few years.62 The pond was finally built in 1708 with an elevation 
33 feet (10 m) above the original reservoirs.63 Water was pumped into this 
new reservoir at first by a windmill with an uncommon design, having six 
sails. By 1726, the windmill had been replaced by horse power because of 
twice sustaining damage in windstorms. It was not repaired after the second 
storm, and although the directors considered bringing it back into operation 
in 1742 when more water was needed in the West End, it remained derelict.64 
Greater pumping capacity came with a steam engine that was installed first 
by John Smeaton in 1768. In order to hold the greater volume that the steam 
pump raised, the upper pond’s capacity was increased in 1780 by raising its 
top height another 18 inches (0.45 m).65 Finally, the Smeaton steam engine 

Figure 4.2. The upper pond is in the foreground, with the windmill tower and lower 
ponds behind. Thomas Bowles, North Prospect of London taken from the Bowling Green 
at Islington (1753), original from Canaletto (ca. 1745)
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was replaced by one supplied by Boulton & Watt in 1786.66 The pumping to 
the upper pond meant that it required more active care than the lower ones, 
which filled from the New River directly. If the pumping was slow and the 
level in the upper pond fell too low, the mains supplied from there would not 
be full, leading to bitter complaining. One notable case in 1792 saw the level 
fall 23 inches (0.58 m) below capacity and supplies in some parts of town 
grow very weak.67

 There were a few other minor issues with maintaining reservoir capac-
ity, such as silt. Like the aqueduct itself, the company had to dredge mud 
out of the reservoirs, although it did so less frequently. The inner pond was 
cleaned in 1723, but not again until 1774 when seven thousand loads of mud 
were removed.68 Finally, excess water from the reservoirs drained through a 
waste sluice into a small pond and then to the River Fleet that ran close by. 
A waterwheel was set up to use this waste flow as it entered the pond. Being 
held in a smaller reservoir, this water was dirtier, and so when the company 
decided to use it to serve the Clerkenwell area, there were many complaints 
about slow flow and the filth of the water.69

 Steam engines had been introduced to the London water industry many 
years before the New River adopted one. Although they were to prove im-
portant for the water industry in the late eighteenth century, they had a long 
difficult history before they become reliable. They were initially adopted by 
the York Buildings Company not long after Thomas Savery first patented a 
design in 1698. He seemed to have persuaded the owners of the company to 
install one around 1713, but it caused no end of troubles. Prone to breaking 
down, it also required its valves to be actuated manually. It belched thick 
black smoke to the intense annoyance of the neighborhood and was even-
tually “look’d upon as a useless piece of work, and rejected.” Meanwhile, 
Thomas Newcomen designed his improved atmospheric engine and came 
to an arrangement with the owner of the Savery patent, who had died in 
the meantime, to sell his engine under that patent. The York Buildings Com-
pany tried again in 1725, erecting the first Newcomen engine in London to 
pump water to a reservoir in Marylebone via a water tower set up along 
the Thames. This one remained in operation longer than the first, but it too 
was abandoned, in 1731, because it simply cost too much to supply it with 
coal. The company, furthermore, was in financial difficulties, and sold its 
Marylebone reservoir to the Chelsea Waterworks.70 The first engines that 
were successful were two Newcomen engines set up by the Chelsea Com-
pany in 1741–42 (fig. 4.3). The Chelsea Waterworks had faced severe supply 
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problems for some years previous and was even losing tenants embittered 
by the poor service. Its pumps were originally driven by tidal mills situated 
on the Thames. Water was allowed to flow into reservoirs at high tide. Some 
was let back out as the tide ebbed, turning a waterwheel pump that sent 
water to higher reservoirs located in St. James’s Park and High Park. The 
steam engines solved the supply problems, and most of the grumbling abated 
there after. For its part, the York Buildings Company tried again in 1752 with 
another Newcomen engine, and it remained in use for many years. The Shad-
well Waterworks also installed a steam engine around 1750.71

 Although steam engines were part of London water system supply from the 
1710s, their importance before the 1760s should not be exaggerated. The New 
River did not have one, and the LBWW used its steam engine, erected around 
1760, only intermittently. These two companies dominated supply until the 
late eighteenth century. The other steam engines belonged to companies 
that depended on them, but with the exception of the Chelsea Waterworks, 
they were all small companies (see chapters 5 and 6 for comparisons). The 
early steam engine models were unreliable and too expensive to operate, but 
by the 1770s more reliable and efficient designs, including those prepared by 

Figure 4.3. The Chelsea Waterworks’ Boulton & Watt steam engine. A View of the Fire 
Engine at Chelsea Waterworks (1783)
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Smeaton, were introduced. By 1775, there were ten steam engines operating 
in London for water companies: two each at the York Buildings Company, 
the Chelsea Waterworks, and the Shadwell Waterworks, with the New River, 
West Ham Waterworks, LBWW, and Lambeth Waterworks possessing one 
each. There were still fourteen waterwheels in operation at that time, most 
owned by the LBWW. John Farey estimated that the combined power of the 
waterwheels and the steam engines was about equal at 105 hp (78 kW).72 
As important as the waterwheel would remain for industrial mills into the 
nineteenth century, its era was slowly coming to a close in the London water 
industry.
 From the 1780s onward, water companies relied almost exclusively on 
steam engines for new pumping capacity, although existing waterwheels 
were maintained for decades.73 Boulton & Watt had made further improve-
ments to the steam engine with a separate condenser and sold its first one in 
London in 1776 to a small distillery, while the Shadwell Waterworks made 
the first purchase by a water company in 1778. Another followed first for the 
Chelsea Waterworks in 1779, then another for the Shadwell Waterworks in 
1784, and finally for the LBWW and the New River. Some were also sold to 
companies on the south bank, including the Lambeth Waterworks and the 
Borough Waterworks.74 Boulton & Watt further improved the efficiency of 
their steam engine by introducing the double-acting piston, where power 
was developed in both directions of the piston stroke, rather than in only one 
direction as with the earlier models. The first was sold to the New River in 
1794, and many others followed. By 1800, when the original patent expired, 
Boulton & Watt had sold ten of its steam engines to London water compa-
nies.75 The largest engine the firm sold was in 1804 to the Chelsea to replace 
its original 1741 engine. It was made almost entirely of iron and developed 
about 43 hp (32 kW).76 The Chelsea added two more in 1809 and 1818.77 Many 
new companies were founded in London after 1806, and all of these used 
large steam engines for pumping, including the East London Waterworks, 
the West Middlesex Waterworks, and the Grand Junction Waterworks.78 
They grew rapidly, taking on tens of thousands of customers within a few 
years. The New River continued to use gravity for much of its supply, but 
by this point, most of the rest had shifted to steam, and even the New River 
used steam to pump to the West End. On the basis of calculations of market 
share and estimations that about 10 percent of the New River’s water flowed 
through its upper reservoir, which was filled by pumps, steam engines went 
from providing water to about 15 percent of houses receiving water in 1750, 
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to 20 percent in 1775, to 35 percent in 1800, to 60 percent in 1820.79 It had 
come to dominate supply, and the London water industry’s rapid expansion 
in the early nineteenth century relied on constant improvement in the effi-
ciency of the steam engine. With the removal of London Bridge, all water-
wheels were gone. Only the New River’s gravity-powered supply from its 
perch atop Islington remained not relying on steam.

The Pipe Network

The pipe network itself was the largest part of the New River Company’s in-
frastructure and the most complex to maintain and control. Its role was, evi-
dently, to distribute water as reliably as possible according to the company’s 
ideas about which area of London should receive how much. The company 
used various strategies to achieve this, although adjustments were constantly 
needed, given the constantly changing shape of demand in the dynamic me-
tropolis. One of the techniques the company used to improve reliability was 
a system of dual pipes that was implemented over the course of the eight-
eenth century (fig. 4.4). Larger pipes, called mains, were used to transport 
water from the New River Head to various districts of the city. Smaller pipes, 
called service pipes or simply services, were attached to these mains and ran 
through the street to distribute water to homes or public courts. The connec-
tions to buildings were lead pipes called ferrils that linked into the wooden 
services (fig. 4.5). As the eighteenth century progressed, the company tried 
to differentiate between the mains and services more clearly. This meant 
that it avoided having ferrils drawing water from the mains. To further iso-
late the ferrils from the mains, the company began using another set of pipes 
called riders that ran beside the mains to provide water service to the build-
ings on those streets, thereby removing the need to connect them directly 
to the mains.80 This system ensured that water flow in the mains remained 
relatively constant, even as it was distributed across various zones through 
service pipes. A customer who let water run to waste extravagantly would 
have less an impact on water supply in the surrounding area because he was 
more isolated in this dual system. It also served as a means of isolating ser-
vice areas into zones of approximately equal elevation, fixing the problem 
that Wren and Lowthorp had identified in different ways. Eventually all the 
principal mains had riders associated with them.81

 Within the New River’s network, the shift to the double arrangement of 
pipes was quite slow, perhaps a reflection of the chaos in the pipe network 
and the difficulty in reforming such a widespread system that had grown 
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over the course of a century. Although some distinctions between mains and 
service pipes can be found in the company’s records from the early eight-
eenth century, the directors ran a couple of concerted campaigns to move 
all customers off the mains and onto service pipes in the 1770s and 1780s 
(fig. 4.6). In late 1782, the directors constituted a special committee to ex-
amine how to transfer tenants off mains onto services.82 Only some brewers 
were allowed to continue drawing from the mains.83 Besides the campaigns, 
references abound in the company’s minutes from this period, ordering the 
installation of new service pipes in streets so as to move any customers in 
those streets from the mains to service pipes. Customers, however, were 
not so keen to see this change implemented. For them, being connected to 
a main meant a much better water supply because it was at higher pressure 
and flowed more regularly. Nevertheless, the company maintained a strict 
rule that no customer should have any connection to the mains, with the 
exception of a few cases where no service pipes existed. The company tried 
to keep track of where these were located.84

 Another strategy the company tried to use was to segment its network 
to better isolate higher supply zones from lower ones, another of Wren’s 
suggestions. If the company’s employees noticed that one area was draining 
water from another, the directors would order a valve to be installed to shut 
water back in the higher zone.85 In 1787, for example, a valve was placed on 

Figure 4.4. The doubled pipe system from 1844. The main (Haupt-Leitung) feeds 
service pipes (Zweig-Leitung). All houses are connected only to service pipes. William 
Lindley and William Mylne, Ingenieur-Bericht, die Anlage der Oeffentlichen Wasser- 
Kunst für die Stadt Hamburg betreffend (1844)
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the Berkley Square main in the West End to isolate the portion that served 
higher areas when it was feeding the lower ones.86 The company also tried 
to ensure more even flow throughout parts of the network by building inter-
connections between the mains. There were, for example, a number of mains 
running to Brick Lane in the east end of the city, and in 1787 connections 
were installed between them to even supply.87 Similar orders can be found 
throughout the company’s minutes, such as for links between the old and 
new Goodman’s mains, or between the two branches of the New Road main 
in Portman Square.88 Furthermore, the company tried to build secondary cis-
terns as Wren had recommended, although whether his recommendation 
was the instigation for the idea is doubtful. Wren’s specific suggestion for 
Soho Square, for example, does not seem to have been built. In general, add-
ing cisterns was not easy because they required more space than was avail-
able in most cases. The most notable example was one installed at the north 
end of Tottenham Court Road, once again to serve the West End. The com-
pany purchased the land for this in 1790 and built a dedicated main to keep 
it full. A number of the West End mains were then supplied out of this new 
reservoir.89

 This system of segmentation into zones of supply of different elevations, 

Figure 4.5. Wood water pipes at Clerkenwell around 1815. Alfred Stanley Foord, 
Springs, Streams and Spas of London (1910), p. 296



Figure 4.6. The New River’s pipe network in 1770. Reconstructed from Collectors’ rents and arrears book LMA NR ACC/2558/NR/12/001 and over-
laid on Bowles’s Reduced New Pocket Plan of the Cities of London and Westminster with the Borough of Southwark (1795)
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with a clear distinction between mains and service pipes, together with 
interconnections to make the network more robust, was sufficiently estab-
lished that when in 1735 the architect Richard Castle (also Cassels) (1690–
1751) wrote a pamphlet on Dublin’s water supply, he explicitly recommended 
the main-and-service-pipe model the New River used. Castle had lived in 
London around 1725–28, where he became interested in waterworks. He 
then moved to Ireland and was consulted by the Dublin Corporation’s water 
committee on improving the city’s water supply. In his report, he described 
how in London mains ran through streets without connecting to buildings, 
and then service pipes would double back to reach those same buildings the 
mains passed. He also claimed that the New River, which he thought offered 
the best model to emulate, had secondary cisterns to ensure “the more equal 
distribution” of the water. In addition, he explained how the system of ball-
cocks in houses prevented the overuse of water, something the New River 
had inaugurated.90 In similar vein, John Smeaton in 1761 wrote a report for 
the Halifax City Council about its waterworks in which he recommended 
using the main-and-service-pipe system with network segmentation to con-
trol for difference in elevation.91

 Besides the double system of pipes and network segmentation, the com-
pany also tried to ease flow by removing components that caused excess 
friction. There had always been an intuitive understanding that obstacles 
or roughness in pipes reduced flow, and so the company occasionally made 
decisions specifically to reduce friction. For example, in 1794 a brass valve 
slowing flow in the Oxford and Soho mains was removed. Another frequent 
change involved moving tenants from long service pipes to shorter ones 
where this was possible because flow along long pipes was poor.92 Whatever 
changes an empirical approach to friction may have suggested, the mathe-
matics to describe what sorts of obstacle caused greater or lesser friction was 
increasingly explored in the late eighteenth century. In the 1770s and 1780s, 
the French military engineer Louis Gabriel Dubuat and the priest Charles 
Bossut both published treatises on hydrodynamics in which they described 
the effects of pipe features, particularly elbows, on water flow. Dubuat, who 
was Bossut’s assistant for some of his work, made experiments of his own 
that he claimed revealed how the resistance to flow increased with the sine 
of the angle of the elbow turn. He argued that angles greater than forty de-
grees in particular greatly reduced flow. Bossut also devoted extensive space 
to mathematical descriptions of the effects of pipe size and elbows on flow.93 
Their work was soon available in Britain in English translation. The Scot-
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tish natural philosopher and inventor John Robison in his article on “water- 
works” for the 1797 edition of the Encyclopædia Britannica expounded on 
the usefulness of Bossut’s and Dubuat’s work for the analysis of pipe flows.94 
To what extent their specific contributions had an effect on the New River is 
unclear. Within the company’s minutes, there is no clear indication that any 
analytic means were used to decide optimal pipe configurations. In addition, 
water companies had recommended in the 1740s that right-angle elbows be 
replaced with curved ones.95

 Nevertheless, there was a trend from the 1790s showing an increasing ap-
preciation for how important friction losses caused by small and rough pipes 
could be. From that time, the directors gave many orders for changes to con-
figurations that made specific reference to easing flows in a way that was not 
in evidence earlier. In 1790, for example, cross joints that included right- angle 
turns were removed from service pipes and replaced with Y-shaped joints 
called three-hole pieces because these featured lesser angles.96 Another deci-
sion to reduce friction was made in 1792 when the directors resolved to stop 
using two-inch pipes, making three-inch service pipes the smallest ones in 
use, the ferrils excepted.97 In 1798 the company, realizing that a sharp turn 
was inhibiting flow, re-laid the Dover main from Compton to Brewer Street 
along “a more regular sweep to avoid angles.”98 In a similar vein in 1802, the 
company agreed with a householder to change the shape of his wall on a cor-
ner of Coppice Row Clerkenwell from square to rounded. This would allow 
all the mains at that corner to be reset into a round shape, greatly improving 
the water supply to the West End.99 These sorts of decisions may have re-
flected some influence of mathematical analysis of the type Dubuat espoused 
on network design. Even if adequate mathematical techniques to solve for 
flows in pipes and especially networks would not come until the late nine-
teenth century, mathematical fluid analysis helped water engineers to make 
decisions by showing how high the friction through tight corners could be. 
Although in general it is difficult to discern any influence of contemporary 
natural philosophy on the water industry, this particular case of fluid dy-
namics for pipe design may be an exception. Dubuat and Bossut had prac-
tical concerns. They wanted to produce results that could help the design 
of ships, canals, aqueducts, and pipes. Their results may have had practical 
consequences for the New River at least.
 One of the more important strategies the New River used to maintain ad-
equate supply was load management. That is, the company tried to ensure 
that the supply capacity of pipes, mains, and entire districts was adequate 
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to the local demand for water. Although the term load management was not 
used, the practice was evident in the company’s actions. Due to the organic 
growth and constantly shifting number and type of tenants, load manage-
ment was an ongoing task. What had worked adequately for some time could 
result in degraded supply if too many tenants had been added to a main or 
service pipe. This happened particularly in rapidly growing areas, which in 
the eighteenth century meant mostly the West End. In order to match load 
to capacity, the New River used various techniques at different levels corre-
sponding to pipes, mains, and districts. The simplest techniques worked at 
the lowest level, which was adding service pipes. If the supply on a pipe was 
poor, the workers could cut a service into two sections and attach both to the 
main, effectively doubling the amount of water served.100 Another option the 
company had to improve local supplies was moving tenants around to differ-
ent service pipes, rearranging the pipes themselves, and installing new ones. 
The company could also install another valve at a certain point along the 
pipe. This valve would then be added to the turning schedule, which would 
shut the water flow back and force more supply into buildings upstream 
from the valve.101

 The next level up in load management involved transferring pipes be-
tween mains. This took place, for example, in the Portland Square area in 
1787, along with some of the lower-level options. The company transferred 
the pipes in Paradise Street, Paddington Street, and Nottingham Street from 
one main to the north branch of the New Road main. The service pipe in 
Portman Square was shortened and attached to end of the same main, as 
was the Baker Street service. The pipe in George Street was cut in two with 
valves so that the east and west ends were served separately. A pipe was then 
laid from George Street up Manchester Street to take on more tenants.102

 At an even higher level of load management, the company could add 
an entirely new main. In 1787, for example, the service pipes close to the 
Thames supplying Water Lane, as well as White Friars through Silver Street 
and Lombard Street, were taken from the south side Fleet Street service and 
transferred to a new main running in Fleet Street between Fetter Lane and 
Fleet Market, which had been installed to serve Hatton Garden.103 In another 
case, the tenants connected to the four mains then coming from the upper 
pond were not being well served due to the many new buildings being added 
around Baker Street. The company explored how best to bring “relief” to 
these mains and decided to lengthen another one into the area. They added 
1,400 yards (1,280 m) to the north branch of the New Street main, bringing 
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it as far as Portman Square.104 The number of hours of service provided into 
those mains was also increased from 283 hours per week to 301.105 Because 
the mains were not always full of water, adjusting the number of hours they 
were supplied was another high-level load management tactic, equivalent to 
adding a new main from the point of view of getting more supply to a cer-
tain zone. The company had recourse to this tactic regularly.106 In the case 
just mentioned, adding an extension to the New Road main was not the end 
of the matter. In 1789 service to many parts of the West End was deemed 
once again to be poor, and the board commissioned a report “to give a more 
permanent supply of water to the West End.”107 The result was that the dura-
tion of water supply service was lengthened on many West End mains, such 
as two more hours per day to the New Road main, and one hour per day 
to the Oxford and Portland mains. The directors, however, judged that the 
New Road main was overloaded and ordered that an entire new one to be 
driven to the street. It was 1,340 yards (1,225 m) long and cost £630.108 Even 
this solution proved inadequate, and upon further study the next year, the 
company installed a sixteen-inch iron main from the high pond, 2,215 yards 
(2,025 m) in length and costing £6,976.109 Although the water companies had 
used iron pipes before this time for shorter lengths, such as over sewers, this 
was the first occasion the New River used the material for a long main. Many 
of the West End mains were then connected to the iron main, including the 
Bedford, New Road, Cavendish, and Portland mains.110

 A further, top-level option to match loads with supply capacity was to 
shift entire mains between reservoirs.111 In one case in 1788, the New Road 
main was moved to the high pond. However, some areas it served, notably 
around Tottenham Court Road, did not need this greater pressure, and a new 
main was laid from the low pond to take them on.112 In another example from 
1788, an interconnection 160 yards (146 m) long was installed not far from 
the New River Head between the Soho main coming from the high pond to 
the Cavendish main serving low pond water. The higher pressure from the 
upper pond allowed all the areas north of Bedford Square to be transferred 
from the Soho main to the Cavendish main, leaving more capacity to the 
Soho main to supply other areas.113 Later reorganizations made this unneces-
sary, and the connection was removed in 1794.114

 Load management was a strategic issue and involved physically amending 
the water infrastructure. By contrast, the process of actually delivering the 
water to customers was a daily and hourly operation that the load manage-
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ment was meant to enable. Because of the scheduled nature of water supply, 
the New River’s network was quite dynamic, with water pressure and flows 
changing hourly across pipes and mains. Water was constantly shifting be-
tween different zones and pipes over the course of a day, and different days 
of the week had different schedules. This meant that the process of distrib-
uting the water was also labor intensive. It required the turncocks to develop 
a routine for turning all the valves in the streets to send the water to the 
right sections and pipes (fig. 4.7). Each turncock had his own walk that he 
traversed from early in the morning, often around 4 am, opening and shut-
ting valves with a key he had to guard very carefully.115 If the key was lost, 
as happened in 1787 (the misplaced key was eventually found with a pawn-

Figure 4.7. A turncock. Drawing by H. W. Petherick. Aunt Louisa’s Welcome Gift; Lon-
don Characters (1885?), p. 3 
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broker), the valves needed to be replaced.116 There was in addition a chief 
turncock at the New River Head who controlled the flow from the reservoirs 
into the mains over the course of a day. As the walks grew to span a few hun-
dred streets, the set of turnings along them became complicated. Mistiming 
a turning or neglecting one would result in complaints of poor service. In 
1786, for example, the turncock William Becket neglected his turnings on the 
high-pond mains going to Islington and New Road, leaving “the water to be 
longer on for some hours [more] than allowed to the great detriment of this 
company.” He was given a “severe reprimand” and warned that a recurrence 
would lead to his discharge.117 The knowledge of the location of the valves 
and the turning schedule lay with the turncock, but the company did not 
want to be at his mercy should a replacement be needed on short notice. It 
compiled and kept books of turnings, codifying and recording the turncocks’ 
tacit knowledge. The company placed great importance on these books be-
cause they represented the written versions of the quotidian routine keeping 
the distribution of water well ordered. The books were a way of minimiz-
ing the scope for error—and discretion—on the part of the turncocks. How 
highly the company valued these books was reflected in a 1787 order that 
“a neat sett of turnings on all the high pond services be established to be 
left in this office and a strict compliance therewith required on pain of ex-
pulsion.”118 In another episode in 1799, the directors reprimanded turncock 
John Powell for “not doing his turnings regularly,” and he “was ordered not 
to deviate from the rules in his book of turnings.”119

 All these levels of load management, from the service pipes up to the 
reservoirs, in addition to the actual daily delivery as managed by turncocks, 
were centralized and controlled through maps and inventory lists of valves, 
main, and pipes. Both Wren and Lowthorp had raised the issue of mapping 
and inventories when they pointed out the company’s lack of knowledge of 
its own network. Although it had tried to keep some sort of inventory before 
1700, maps would go out of date quickly because mains, pipes, valves, inter-
connections, and splits were constantly being adjusted.120 The company nev-
ertheless tried to keep up with these changes. In 1742 the directors resolved 
to keep a new book listing all mains and riders, as well as a map showing the 
locations of all its pipes.121 This practice was maintained in the late eight-
eenth century, and the company relied on having large maps of London at 
its head office showing all street mains and pipes, as well as an inventory of 
all pipes and valves in the streets, listing their sizes.122 The books detailing 
the turncocks’ turnings—as well as the collectors’ walks—were part of this 
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process of creating maps, inventories, and lists to control the functioning of 
the network.123

Controlling Customers

Another important element of managing the load on the network was con-
trolling how tenants received water. Specifically, the company over time 
began using more means to control supply into buildings. Originally, the fer-
rils into homes had no valves, and water would flow into the reservoir after 
the valves along the mains and service pipes were opened by the turncocks. 
Even if there was a valve, some people would leave them open all the time, 
allowing water to overflow the cisterns, and from there the water would run 
into the streets (fig. 4.8).124 Over time, the company thought that some of 
its customers were drawing far too much water and abusing their supply.125 
This problem of drawing too much water was not, however, limited to paying 
customers. Wren had mentioned that there were “interlopers . . . meddling 
with the company’s pipes,” presumably attaching ferrils to the company’s 
pipes and mains without the company’s knowledge.126 Ways of addressing 
this included legal means. The company petitioned the Crown for special 
powers and edicts against such meddling, even as early as 1638. In a procla-
mation from 1669, Charles II enjoined people not to “intermeddle” with the 
company’s pipes without its permission and urged “sherrifs, bayliffs, consta-
bles,” and other officers to be vigilant to prevent this. In a new proclamation, 
James II granted the New River powers in 1686 to search houses in the pres-
ence of a constable if there was suspicion of abuse.127

 The company took theft seriously because it was a constant problem. 
If someone was discovered to have been stealing through a surreptitious 
connection, the company would sue them for some years of back rent. The 
threat was serious enough that those accused would often pay.128 This did 
not, however, eliminate the problem, and surreptitious connections were 
perennial. In 1784, more than a century after the first proclamation, the di-
rectors thought that “plumbers have frequently been employed to put water 
ferrils into the mains or service pipes . . . and to join the lead pipes out of 
one house into another . . . by which many persons have been supplied with 
water without paying any rent.”129 House owners would sometimes bribe 
the company’s own employees to install unauthorized connections that re-
mained off the company’s books.130 In 1792, for example, a collector reported 
that “Mr. Bailey the dyer in his walk hath lately been clandestinely laid on to 
the main” by a New River foreman whom he had bribed. The dyer had also 
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bribed the turncock with a half guinea to operate this valve. The turncock 
was fined a guinea for his indiscretion.131

 It was not only single exceptions that worried the company. In 1784 the 
directors became convinced of the existence of widespread theft and or-
dered sweeps to be made of the Whitechapel district. They discovered 525 
houses that were not in the collecting book, and adding them increased the 
yearly rental by £280 from £402 initially, with another 500 houses still to 
be verified.132 Continued inspection of the Whitechapel district added yet 
more houses, bringing the total discovered to 896 houses, representing £477 
per year new rent.133 In 1787, a new audit revealed another massive problem 
with theft in the Whitechapel and Fleet Street areas, seemingly caused by 
incompetence or corruption among the collectors. The company ended up 
charging £871 in fines to legitimize illicit connections to 1,089 houses, and 
thereby adding £560 per year to the rent rolls. The sweep brought in even 
more revenue than this because the company also raised fees for those al-
ready on the books who were using more than allowed. This increased the 
rents by a further £90 per year.134

Figure 4.8. An eighteenth-century lead cistern in 46 Berkeley Square, Westminster. 
Courtesy City of London
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 Theft could also occur in other ways, such as in 1798 when a brass founder 
was discovered to have a key to one of the company’s fireplugs, which was a 
valve located under the street to be used only in case of fires (fig. 4.9). Some-
how, he had obtained a copy of the key and would regularly open the plug to 
feed his steam engine.135 Theft from fireplugs happened often enough that 
the company printed and distributed notices that anyone caught stealing 
water through them would be prosecuted.136 In another case from 1808, the 
New River surveyed the houses on the Minories by entering them because 
no one knew which houses were getting water, or even which company was 
supplying them. Once completed, the company determined that most were 
probably stealing connections from the LBWW and sent the list to that com-
pany to look into.137

 In addition to threats of fines and inspections to control water use, the 
company also used technological innovations. One such measure was de-
veloped around the 1720s with the introduction of ballcocks (see fig. 4.10). 
These were valves regulated with floats that shut the water intake pipe once 
the water level in the reservoir reached a certain level, taking the regula-
tion of water flow out of the hands of the buildings’ occupants. In 1724 the 
company’s directors ordered that all tenants must have such ballcocks or 
face being cut off.138 The order was unevenly applied because the New River 
could not control how people built or modified their houses. It was, how-
ever, a general principle to which the company regularly had recourse, es-
pecially when it was having more difficulty in getting water to some areas.139 
It also inspected new houses to ensure that reservoirs and ballcocks were 
present before connecting them.140 The problem with people letting water 
run to waste was by no means new. In 1594, soon after Bevis Bulmer first 

Figure 4.9. A fireplug. William Matthews, Hydraulia (1835), p. 309
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established his waterworks, he reserved the right to enter people’s houses to 
ensure that they were not letting their water run, and if this was deemed to 
be the case, then the householder would be fined two shillings and sixpence. 
If the problem persisted after a century, it is not likely he succeeded in elim-
inating the practice.141

 Heavy users of water deserved special attention: not only were their fees 
very high but their demands could also have a big impact on the local net-
work. Since no water meters were then in use, the value of a water supply 
contract depended on judging what sort of water-using activities would 
be carried out by the tenants. Large users—typically taverns, sugar refin-
ers, distillers, brewers, stables, and, later in the eighteenth century, prem-
ises that used steam engines—would sign special contracts allowing them 
more water. Sometimes even a heavy user such as a distiller was discovered 
stealing water by a hidden ferril attached to the mains.142 For this reason, 
the company tried to monitor how tenants were using water and to react to 
special cases where usage was high. If a building was using too much water, 
the water companies’ collectors and foremen would try to inspect them to 
discover the cause.143 Higher fees would be demanded if the usage had in-
creased above what was expected. Sometimes, however, tenants could start 

Figure 4.10. A ballcock. Mechanics Magazine 32 (1840), p. 457
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using more without notifying the company and would continue paying the 
old rates.144

 The company accommodated heavy users in different ways according to 
the circumstances. For the most lucrative, ways were found to meet their 
needs, by, for example, installing valves farther along the pipes to shut back 
the water for the user.145 Another option if a particularly heavy user could 
not get enough water from the service pipes was to allow direct service from 
the main.146 This did not mean that these customers were given carte blanche 
to use all the water they wanted. Generally, if these tenants did not have a 
ballcock, one would be installed, such as for a distillery in 1784.147 Stables 
presented their own challenges because often they were served outdoors in 
a court via a fountain, and many people could easily take water from it.148 The 
company tried to have the stable owners restrict access to these fountains. 
In other cases, if a large customer was deemed to be harming his neighbors’ 
supply and was not paying enough, the company could even switch them 
back to a service pipe.149

 The late eighteenth century saw the emergence of a new kind of heavy 
user of water: customers with steam engines. Steam engines had seen lim-
ited use in London in the early eighteenth century, but in the 1780s when 
Boulton & Watt’s rotary engine became available, they found wider applica-
tions. Some of the New River’s customers had them installed and used their 
water supply for the engines without informing the company, such as in 1790 
when a tobacconist was found to be using New River water for its steam en-
gine.150 In 1790 a brewer in White Cross Street requested water for his steam 
engine to supplement well water during dry periods. Because the brewer 
was already using water well in excess of its lease, the company refused. The 
brewer, however, agreed to a new lease that specified changes in how he was 
using water, prompting the New River to agree to his proposal.151 In another 
case from 1799, the brewer Sharpe in Golden Square was told that “he must 
so alter his works as to leave no possibility of using New River water for his 
steam engine—as [sic] if he does use it, the company will totally take away 
their water.”152

 The collectors were the primary interface between the company and its 
tenants. They were in effect the public face of the company because they met 
with all the company’s customers several times a year, either in the custom-
ers’ homes or in a designated coffee shop within their district. Because they 
managed customers and were supposed to ensure that all was well within 
their assigned areas, they had an important role in running the New River. As 
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with the turncocks, the company codified in writing the standards of behav-
ior it expected its collectors to meet. While customers could also complain 
to turncocks about poor service, the collectors were ultimately in charge 
of the district and gave orders to the turncocks and the foremen. The com-
pany divided London into districts, with each one assigned to a collector. 
In 1708, there were ten collectors, rising to fourteen by 1739, a figure it held 
until the 1790s when there were fifteen.153 The company increasingly tied 
these collectors to their districts. From 1757 all collectors were required to 
reside within the metropolis, and from 1778 they had to live at the center of  
the district so as to be easily available.154 They were even forbidden from 
leaving London for any time unless the directors at the weekly meeting at 
the head office had permitted it. The company expected them to know their 
districts intimately and supervise all aspects of company’s operations there.
 The collectors signed all leases with customers, recording their street and 
house number in their rent books—and assigning a number if none existed. 
The rents were collected mostly on a quarterly basis, with the week’s takings 
given in to the company’s office. If a tenant moved, the old name associated 
with the house was retained until the head office approved the change of 
name. If a tenant ran away and fell into arrears, the name was passed along 
to the head office, but the collector remained liable for the arrears until for-
given by the directors. The collectors had the authority to cut off water to 
tenants fallen into arrears or who used water wastefully. Because of agree-
ments the New River signed with other water companies, they were not to 
take on customers owing money to other companies. The collectors also 
oversaw how the water was distributed in their districts. If they judged new 
pipes were needed, they could order them installed for lengths of under 20 
yards (18.3 m) but needed to report their decisions to the board if the modi-
fications ran to more than 12 yards (11.0 m). Anything over 20 yards required 
the board’s approval at the weekly management meeting. They were responsi-
ble for signing the pipe crews’ weekly reports on work done. In addition, the 
collectors were also the link with the municipal paving commissioners, who 
were always sensitive to timely repairs to streets. They signed the company’s 
paving vouchers, reporting work effected in the streets to the commissions.155 
The collectors were paid on commission, taking 5 percent of the rents they 
collected.156 Based on total annual rents of around £35,000 in 1770, this trans-
lated to £100 to £125 per year per collector. The company’s laborers would 
make around £30 per year during much of the eighteenth century.
 Although piped water into the home was the most common way to get this 
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commodity from water companies, it was not the only means. Sometimes, 
people would pay to supply their stables behind the house, and others living 
nearby would help themselves to what was available. A similar situation also 
occurred in courts and small alleys featuring smaller houses. Rather than 
providing a connection to every house, the water companies at times agreed 
with all the people in the court or alley to provide a public fountain or valve, 
in exchange for a fee to be shared between all. As with the stables, this was 
open to abuse, and many people helped themselves to water from these public 
valves. In 1715 the New River estimated it lost around one thousand pounds 
per year from public valves in alleys, stables, and courts. Although some users 
taking from these semipublic distribution points paid, others did not bother.157 
The Chelsea Waterworks also complained of people taking water from com-
mon cocks without paying.158 In another case, people were discovered to 
be using carts to draw water from a reservoir. They were threatened with 
prosecution.159 Another form of theft involved people selling water to third 
parties from their own homes.160 Finally, as just discussed, people were also 
willing to tap into water company pipes surreptitiously, attaching a pipe to a 
main passing nearby. In one case in 1803, even a brewhouse was discovered 
to be taking water without paying.161 Another way of stealing water was to 
force out a fireplug. The keys for these plugs were kept by the local parish 
and the company, but they could be broken, allowing water to flow. This was 
serious vandalism, which the companies pursued as criminal acts.162 Another 
such case involved a lunatic asylum, whose servants were found to be pulling 
a fireplug to take water from a main.163

 As central as consumers were for the New River and the other London 
water companies, they did not take all interested parties willing to pay their 
fees. The idea that water supply is a necessary service that must be provided 
regardless of the circumstances was not present in the eighteenth century. 
The relationship between the companies and their customers continued to 
be a commercial transaction that could be exited or refused by either party. 
For the water companies, offering service was predicated on the financial vi-
ability of the proposed service. A new customer on a street already supplied 
with water was always welcome, and the companies sometimes even mar-
keted water to unconnected houses in their supply zones.164 In areas where 
no pipes yet existed, the calculus was different. If a cluster of houses on a 
street applied to a company, then they would be added as customers if the 
directors judged the potential revenues adequate. Usually, these new cus-
tomers were asked to pay a portion of the cost of laying the pipes, such as in 
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Moorfield in 1788. Many people there wanted to improve their supplies, and 
the New River company agreed to lay a new main, provided they paid half 
the cost.165 In another case from 1764, the Chelsea Waterworks got into a long 
dispute with Elizabeth Chudleigh, Duchess of Kingston, over her refusal to 
pay ninety pounds for the long pipe extension to her house.166 Another con-
sequence of the commercial nature of the relationship with customers was 
that water companies were willing to cut off customers in good standing if, 
due to remoteness from other customers, they were too expensive to con-
tinue to serve. In 1799, for example, the New River directors ordered that 
a branch be shut off and left for dead, because there was only one tenant 
on the pipe. What this customer was to do was not stated.167 The state of 
affairs did not have to be as extreme as being reduced to a single tenant. The 
same company in 1804 was willing to plug two pipes because they served 
only seven out of seventeen houses on one street and six out of eighty-five on 
another.168 These ways of operating caused some significant bitterness as an 
internal New River report related in 1814: the company’s unpopularity “was 
increased by frequently compelling the parties applying for water, to bear  
a proportion of the expense of laying down the pipes, in some cases refus- 
ing to serve, though as a commercial body you were completely justified in 
doing so.”169

Manufacturing Pipes

By the late eighteenth century, the New River Company’s network of pipes 
and mains had grown to approximately 400 miles (640 km) in the city (fig-
ure 4.6).170 The company had grown throughout the eighteenth century and 
continued to lay pipes and take on new customers to 1805. During this time, 
almost all its pipes were made of wood that rotted out after between twenty 
and forty years, meaning the company had in effect to rebuild 2.5 to 5 percent 
of its network every year just to maintain the status quo, without accounting 
for expansions or reconfigurations. Maintaining this massive network and 
its continuing expansion therefore entailed a variety of operations to manu-
facture and lay approximate 10–25 miles (16–40 km) of pipes per year.171 This 
required a level of logistics that the company honed over time, including 
maintaining a supply of wood that eventually stretched to Scotland. In the 
earliest years of its operations, it had purchased wood locally from farmers 
or landowners who were willing to part with some of their elm trees.172 As the 
pipe network grew, the company developed contacts with timber purchasing 
agents who worked throughout the country. The company would negotiate 
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with them every year for several hundred loads of elm logs to be delivered 
to its wharf on the Thames. The contracts were often for about two hundred 
loads per merchant per year, with several merchants receiving a share of 
the annual total required. The size of each load varied, but the standard was 
that it they should contain an average of 50 feet (ca. 15.2 m) of unbored logs 
each. This was an average, and the number of logs per load varied between 
two and six, depending on their diameters. For most of the eighteenth cen-
tury, the preferred wood was elm because of its toughness and even grain. 
The quantity of wood purchased by large yearly contract was steady, usually 
more than twelve kilometers per year to 1789 and then increasing notably to 
around eighteen kilometers in 1810. In addition to these bulk purchases of 
raw logs, the company also bought bored pipes from other merchants and 
would often purchase trees opportunistically when good deals presented 
themselves. For years in which the total length of pipe laid is available, these 
extra purchases represented about 50 percent of all pipes laid.173 This suggests 
that the company was buying twenty-five to thirty-five kilometers of wood 
logs for pipes per year, or 1,600 to 2,300 loads (see figure 4.11).
 The price of timber during the eighteenth century was exceptionally con-
stant. Direct data from the company exist from 1770, showing that it paid 
between 50 and 60 shillings per load, leading to total expenditures on wood 
of between approximately £4,000 and £7,000 per year.174 Purchases from the 
1680s and 1690s show that it was paying around 40 shillings per load a cen-

Figure 4.11. Bulk wood purchased from merchants by the New River Company, 
1770–1812, measured in kilometers
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tury before, or roughly a 0.4 percent yearly price inflation over the eight-
eenth century. Data about English timber prices compiled by economic his-
torians confirm this trend: from around 1660, prices ranged between 40 and 
60 shillings per load until the late 1790s, when they climbed, peaking at 150 
shillings per load in 1810.175 From the company’s own calculations, it cost 
a further 2–4 pence per yard to bore the pipes.176 This meant that the New 
River and the other water companies faced little pressure from changing 
timber prices on their model of building large networks of wooden pipes be-
fore 1800. Since wood was by far their largest material cost, the basic model 
was sustainable.
 All this changed for the New River after 1800 as prices shot up to over 
100 shillings in 1805 and reached 150 shillings in 1810, driven by the dis-
ruption of the Napoleonic Wars. The company then became desperate to 
find wood, buying more of the cheaper fir rather than elm and advertising 
for timber throughout the country, including in Scotland, where it had not 
done so previously.177 The wooden network model effectively crumbled due 
to its expense, causing dramatic changes to the water technology and the 
structure of London’s water industry. It opened the door to new competi-
tors using iron pipes, which had become available in large quantities at the 
end of eighteenth century (fig. 4.12). The introduction of new techniques for 
iron production, notably coke smelting and puddling, vastly expanded the 
quantities produced and the possible uses for iron.178 Furthermore, in 1784 
the Chelsea Waterworks’ engineer Thomas Simpson invented a new way of 
joining iron pipes. Previously, they had been attached end-to-end by flanges. 
The problem with this arrangement was that, with no room for expansion, 
changes in temperature caused the pipes to break. Simpson devised a joint 
whereby one pipe was inserted into the next one via a socket. The joint was 
sealed with hemp or flax and soldered with lead.179 Iron could then be used 
in greater quantities, and new competitors dislodged the New River from its 
leading position when the wood price spike came. Wood was entirely dis-
placed by iron in the London water industry within a few years of 1810, as is 
described in chapter 8.
 This shift to iron pipe in the early nineteenth century did not mean that 
iron was not used before. Although the transition to iron pipes came after 
1800, the material was used to make other components earlier, even from 
very beginning. Pipes were bound together under the streets using iron hoop 
as early as 1613.180 With the increasing availability of iron in the 1780s, how-
ever, the company experimented with iron valves, whereas they had been 
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made of wood or brass from the early days.181 Within a few months, the di-
rectors decided that the iron valves were so successful that they no longer 
needed half the laborers they employed to bore wood valves and laid them 
off.182 A few months later, they resolved to use only iron valves, replacing 
even brass ones.183 Another iron component tried at the same time was a 
cylinder inserted to join wooden pipes together.184 The development of the 
British iron industry in the late nineteenth century therefore had important 
consequences for London’s water industry.
 Once the wood logs were delivered to the company’s pipe yard, they 
had to be turned into pipes (fig. 4.13). Most of the pipes were 3 to 5 inches 
(7.6–12.7 cm) in diameter, while the mains were of 6 to 8 inches (15.2–20.3 
cm). The company did not buy large trees as their trunks were too wide and 
their branches too gnarled to serve for pipes. As the wood arrived, they were 
bored out by several crews of pipe borers who were paid a piece rate on a ris-
ing scale, from three pence for a three-inch pipe, up to five pence for a five-
inch pipe. Pipes of larger bore were prepared by horse engines.185 The pipe 
had to be bored carefully so that the exterior walls were not too thin, leaving 
them liable to rupture.186 The company employed around twenty pipe bor-

Figure 4.12. Iron pipe joints, turns, and splits. William Matthews, Hydraulia (1835), p. 143
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ers working full time at they yard, and they were all overseen by a foreman 
who lived on site.187 The sections of pipes were narrowed at one end, while 
the opposite had a larger hole so that they could fit together snugly end to 
end. The company used metal hoops to bind the end of a pipe to prevent its 
cracking when another was being inserted into it.188 Three-way splits, where 
a pipe branched into two others, were achieved by means of junction boxes 
with three holes in it, one for the inflow, two for the outflow pipes. These 
three-hole pieces as they were known were made of brass or even wood.189 
With 25–35 kilometers of pipes being laid every year, the pipe yard produced 
about 80–120 meters of pipe per day, assuming they worked six days a week 
the entire year. Given this volume, the company sometimes explored ways of 
boring more rapidly, such as in 1801 when the directors looked into a kind of 
boring machine devised by William Murdoch.190 Murdoch was an engineer 
working for Boulton & Watt who was central to the early history of gas light-
ing. Another simpler attempt at raising efficiency occurred when the com-
pany paved the circular paths the horses trod as they turned the machines.191

Maintenance

Producing pipes was one step, but getting them into the ground was an even 
larger job that was part of the ongoing maintenance of the company’s in-
frastructure. Maintaining and building the company’s vast infrastructure of 
mains, pipes, valves, junctions, and other components constituted the sin-
gle-most demanding class of activity the company engaged in, from the point 
of view of number of employees dedicated to the task. Much of the mainte-
nance consisted in finding and fixing faults in the pipes, mostly leaks. Among 
these the easiest to find, but also the most damaging, were main ruptures. 

Figure 4.13. An eighteenth-century pipe-boring machine. The log was mounted on a 
sliding platform and was driven into the auger by a system of pulleys. The Complete 
Dictionary of Arts and Sciences (1765), vol. 2, pl. 150
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Due to the volume of water they carried, burst mains would often wash away 
part of the road, such as happened on Goswell Street in 1770. The street was 
a turnpike under the care of a trust, and after the incident the trustees sued 
the New River for causing a nuisance and claimed damages. The court ren-
dered a verdict against the company.192 Bursting mains also typically dam-
aged cellars, which became flooded with water, but there could be other vic-
tims too.193 In 1795 the company paid two guineas in compensation for nine 
pigs drowned in a cellar when a main burst in Wentworth Street.194 At other 
times, water rushing in the street could damage walls of buildings, such as 
the Southampton Buildings in Chancery Lane. In these cases, the company 
agreed to pay all expenses.195 To limit interference with cellars, the company 
would move pipes from the footways along the sides of the road toward the 
carriageways in their center, increasing the likelihood that leaking water 
would stay in the road.196

 Catastrophic main ruptures may have been damaging, sometimes dramat-
ically so, but given the constant inexorable degeneration of the wood pipes, 
slower leaks were a much more frequent problem. Reports of complaints 
from aggrieved householders were common throughout the company’s min-
utes.197 For example, in 1782 two people in London Street complained that 
a wooden pipe above their wine cellar had leaked water, causing extensive 
damage. The pipe was replaced with a lead one.198 In a second instance, an 
old service pipe “in very bad condition” was drowning cellars along Fins-
bury Pavement for some time before it was replaced.199 In this case, however, 
the company declined to pay for all water damage. In 1799 Jonathan Hoare 
in Stoke Newington requested reimbursement for a bricklayer’s bill for re-
pairs effectuated after water entered his cellar. The bill was refused because 
it happened when the pipes were being laid in the street at the inhabitants’ 
request, and they had been informed that “probably they would be incom-
moded in that way.”200 In other times, long sections of pipe became so de-
graded that finding a single leak would not noticeably improve the situation. 
This happened in 1796 when many people on Pitfield Street complained of 
defective service due to leaking pipes. After investigating the situation, the 
directors decided that the entire main should be replaced.201

 Finding leaks could be very difficult. Complaints about poor water supply 
could have any number of causes, but if water was seen running in nearby 
sewers, the company could be fairly sure that leaking was the cause. Track-
ing down where exactly the hole in the pipes was could be very distasteful, 
and even quite dangerous for the laborers. They would enter sewers through 
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grates and move along them underground, seeking the spot where the water 
was entering. Entering foul sewers in this way was so repugnant that the 
laborers were for some time paid a bonus of one shilling sixpence every time 
they did so. Their usual daily salary was two shillings.202 The directors, how-
ever, decided in 1786 that this was excessive, and the bonus was paid only if 
the worker had to go more than one hundred yards in the sewer.203 The perils 
of this work were all too evident from some of its tragic results. In 1794 a 
laborer died in a sewer searching for a leak.204 Others fell ill from going into 
the sewers or were injured.205 Moreover, leaks did not always go into sewers 
where they could be hunted down. In some cases, although the company 
was aware of a loss of water somewhere in a local section of the network, 
locating the actual source could be very difficult.206 In 1786 a loss of water 
from the service pipe in Blackmoore Street was noted, but the hole could 
not be found. The company shut off the service, leaving the tenants without 
water. After a few months, the hole was finally found, and the service pipe’s 
source was shifted from Drury Lane to Stanhope Street.207 The directors’ ex-
pectation was that the foremen responsible for a district find and repair all 
leaks. If they did not, they would be reprimanded, as happened in 1788 to a 
foreman for allowing fault on the pipes to persist. He was ordered to hire two 
more laborers, one at his expense, to mend them all.208

 Supply problems were not caused only by leaks. All sorts of other factors 
could be to blame. One was that dirt could enter the pipes, which then became 
clogged with mud.209 If too much mud accumulated in a pipe, it sometimes 
had to be replaced entirely with a new one.210 The company took preventive 
measure against the accumulation of detritus in the pipes by installing a plug 
at the end of every pipe and main in the network. Over the course of a month, 
the foreman would open all the end plugs in his district and let the water run 
to flush the pipes. Air in the pipes could be even more of a problem because 
it was much more likely to enter the network. Air pockets caught in corners 
could cause a significant reduction in the flow. This was so much of a prob-
lem that the pipes were described as “wind-bound” if they locked up this 
way.211 In 1763 the article on “pipe” in the New and Complete Dictionary of 
Arts and Sciences claimed that in practice, air in pipes was the chief impedi-
ment to water flow. The solution suggested there was to drive a nail into the 
pipe to allow the trapped air to escape.212 An earlier solution suggested in the 
1720s came from John Desaguliers, who proposed linking a small secondary 
pipe to water mains to allow air to escape from them through a valve.213 The 
New River, however, devised other means to deal with wind-bound pipes. It 
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installed air plugs at regular intervals at the high points of the mains. Every 
week, each one of the air plugs was opened to allow any air that had found its 
way to this local peak in the network to escape.214

 Some problems with flow, such as kinks and irregularities, were caused 
by factors not remedied by opening valves. Because the pipes lay under city 
streets, some with heavy foot and carriage traffic, they were subject to reg-
ular pressure from above, causing them to shift and leak. This pressure was 
greater the closer the pipes were to the surface, and many times the com-
pany would re-lay the pipes in the same street at a greater depth to avoid 
damage.215 The pipes could also become very irregular in the course they fol-
lowed. Although soil pressure could result in some shifting, more frequently 
it was simply the way they had been laid, with corrections and additions to 
short sections leaving a haphazard path. For instances, collectors in 1786 
reported that because the Clare Market main was very irregular, especially 
in Kingsgate Street, many sections had to be taken up and corrected.216 In 
another case from 1804, complaints of poor service were received from cus-
tomers, and the street inspector examined the pipes in Brick Lane in Spital-
fields. He determined that while the mains were in good shape, the service 
pipes were not. They needed to be re-laid with new wood along a straight 
path and well below the surface to avoid damage from the pavement soon to 
be laid there.217

 At times the problems were inside houses, such as having the cistern too 
high, which could prevent the water from flowing in.218 At other times it was 
simply that the customers were prickly. In 1781 a tenant in Tichfield Street 
was “greatly distressed” about her many years of poor supply, as well as the 
“rudeness and impertinence” of the turncock. Investigations showed that 
the problem lay with the small size of her ferril, and the placement of her 
reservoir. Both of these were under her control, but she refused to pay to 
change them. Moreover, the turncock was reported to be a “very civil oblig-
ing man.”219

 Freezing was a seasonal problem. In times of deep frost, if the pipes froze, 
water could not be supplied in some zones. The lead ferrils would freeze first 
because they were the smallest pipes and were often exposed to the ambient 
air where they entered buildings. To warm them during cold periods, some 
people would pile dung on the road above the pipes, as well as on the ferrils 
leading into the house. The efficacy of this measure was debated.220 If the 
cold was deep and prolonged, the service pipes and even the mains could 
begin freezing, at first where the ferrils were attached. The supply would 
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then fail altogether in places, and the company would attach standpipes to 
the mains to distribute water. Standpipes were sections of pipe a few feet 
long that could be screwed into the main where fireplugs were located. They 
had valves on them, allowing people to take water from the mains, which, 
being the largest pipes, froze but rarely. The standpipes were used until the 
freeze passed. There were, however, some occasional problems with the 
standpipe solution. In 1788, the standpipes were left open leaving water to 
run onto the streets with the result that sheets of ice formed to the dismay 
of those trying to walk there.221 At other times, if the standpipes were slow 
in coming, people took the matter into their own hands by cutting into the 
mains.222 Some severe frosts could damage valves and pipes enough to neces-
sitate replacement.223

 The deepest colds presented an entirely different class of challenges. In 
1795 the aqueduct’s freezing caused water to stop flowing to the entire net-
work. A number of mains then froze in the area close to the New River Head 
where they were above ground. Normally, the constant flow in that area pre-
vented this from happening. The freezing happened in stretches of pipe too 
long to break up. These turned out to be damaged and had to be replaced. 
Laborers were sent out into the city to set up standpipes to distribute water 
where the mains were functioning, but many were split and froze onto the 
street. The local parishes were forced to break up the ice to remove it and 
claimed compensation for their trouble from the company. The company re-
jected the claim, stating it could not be avoided.224

 All this work of investigating problems with supply, finding leaks, dig-
ging trenches, laying pipes, and paving the streets necessitated a large op-
eration, bigger than any other part of the company’s activities. It employed 
twelve teams of laborers, each headed by a foremen or “paviour,” with four 
or five men per team.225 These teams worked twelve hours per day six days a 
week, with occasional overtime. In addition, there were two carts each with 
a driver and two horses constantly hauling paving stones, pipes, and debris 
throughout the city, keeping the teams supplied.226 Much of the work they 
did was in reaction to the many problems that were constantly springing up. 
When a fault of some sort was first observed or reported to a collector, he 
took note of it in a fault book he kept. The company’s policy was to fix faults 
within forty-eight hours of being reported.227 After hearing of the fault, the 
collector would then work with the foremen of the district to identify and 
mend the fault.228 The fault books would be sent to the head office once per 
month for examination.229
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 The foremen, working with the collectors, were the key figures in the 
maintenance operation. Like the turncocks, they had a long list of clearly 
defined and enumerated responsibilities. Their role was to investigate all 
problems and make sure all tenants were “equally and sufficiently supplied.” 
A foreman was expected to be “fully acquainted with all mains, service pipes, 
cocks, and everything within his district” and should also “keep in his pocket 
a copy of all the turnings, made by the turncock . . . and if he sees any neglect 
or alterations in the regular course and succession thereof,” he was to report 
it. He had to survey all the mains and riders every week up to the New River 
Head. He was to remove the end plugs of all pipes at least once per quarter 
“to scour and clean them.” He also had to open the air plugs at least once per 
week to let out the air that could wind-bind the pipes. If a deficiency was 
reported, the foreman would do tests in various parts of his district by insert-
ing a “cane” or small pipe into the mains at various points to see to what level 
the water would rise. If a problem was identified, he and his workers would 
enter sewers, vaults, and cellars seeking possible signs of a leak. When work 
was needed, the collectors could approve minor changes, but larger ones re-
quired the board’s approval.230 The foreman was responsible for setting up 
standpipes in fireplugs during freezes and ensuring that they were never left 
unattended. The most common work foremen did was laying pipe. They and 
their crews would dig trenches and cut the pipes from the yard down to the 
necessary size. The old pipes and scraps were sent back to the yard and not 
to be “given away for beer.” When installing ferrils, none were to be placed 
on the main, or on service pipes above its valve linking it to main. The fore-
men were supposed to inspect all buildings where they suspected too much 
water was being used. They were also to examine the uses the tenants made 
of the water. Like the collectors, they also had to live in the district in which 
they worked. They were paid four shillings per day.231

 In 1795, the company attempted a greater degree of centralization of de-
cision making and information collection by creating a new post of street 
inspector that removed some of the responsibility from the collectors and 
foremen. The inspector had oversight for the entire city, not a single district. 
To make this possible, he was mounted on a horse and was supposed to ride 
throughout London, looking into complaints, directing the foremen’s work, 
and reporting back on the state of the company’s work throughout the city to 
the directors. The post was maintained for many years.232

 With all the different things that the pipe crews did throughout the city, 
the most common was that of was digging trenches and laying pipes. Given 
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the large number of crews the company had and the length of pipe laid per 
year, this meant that open trenches were a common sight in London in the 
eighteenth century. When the work could not be completed during a sin-
gle day, the trenches were left open overnight, creating a potential hazard 
in dimly lit streets. The crews were supposed to leave lanterns to mark the 
open trenches from 3 pm in the winter, but there were frequent cases of peo-
ple, horses, and carriages falling into them, sometime even killing horses.233 
The old pipes removed from the streets were all sent back to the yard, where 
inventory was tracked daily. Some of these pipes could be reused, while the 
rest were sold.234 The pipes had to be laid in the mains tightly. If the ends 
were not snug, they would have to be re-laid.235 Given how much time was 
spent digging trenches and laying pipes, the company occasionally experi-
mented with means to speed the process, as it did with pipe boring. In 1752 
the company’s engineer Henry Mills devised a new method for laying pipe 
that the company adopted. Although the details are not clear, it made for bet-
ter connections between the pipes, extending their life, and was useful for 
“preventing so frequent changes in the streets.” It required new instruments 
for the “gaging” (or measuring) of the pipe joints.236

Legal Dimension

There were also legal and political aspects to running the New River’s infra-
structure network. One of the most important was protecting the company’s 
property. Its control over the river as well as its reservoirs and pipes was 
often caught within a context of overlapping property claims. Over the years, 
the law, particularly through the courts—but also via royal proclamations—
was willing to protect the New River’s property against competing claims 
and encroachments. Without this protection, the desire of other parties to 
draw water from the aqueduct itself or, more importantly, to deny the com-
pany access to their own land by removing the company’s pipes or reservoir 
infrastructure may have crippled the company. The law’s support for the com-
pany’s ability to function on property belonging to others began with the 
original acts that created rights to water and then with compulsory access to 
land in order to build the aqueduct. Throughout its entire history, the com-
pany was secure in knowing that it stood on a solid legal basis for running 
the aqueduct through land not of its own, however much some landowners 
may resent it. The only ambiguity was that these first water rights had been 
granted to Hugh Myddelton personally rather than the company, which had 
not been incorporated yet. The company had unsuccessfully tried to remedy 
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this issue by getting its own acts of Parliament, but in practice this detail did 
not pose it any problems over its history.237

 More serious challenges came from landowners who wanted to remove 
the company’s pipes or reservoirs from their land because no land access 
rights for pipes as opposed to the aqueduct had ever been explicitly granted 
to Myddelton or the company. For its part, the City of London never seems 
to have challenged the New River’s access to the streets, nor did the various 
paving commissions. Private landowners, however, were a different mat-
ter. On a number of occasions, landowners who previously agreed to allow 
the company access to their land changed their minds or demanded much 
higher payments. In some cases, such as the Duke of Northampton’s fields 
at the New River Head, rerouting the pipes or moving the reservoirs would 
have been impossible. The first time a dispute of this sort went before the 
courts was in New River v. Henley & Baynes in 1694. The company had eight 
mains crossing Cold Bath Field toward Great Ormond Street and on to West-
minster. The lord chancellor at the time, John Somers, ruled that, because 
the water supply was a public good, the landowner could not arbitrarily re-
move the pipes or charge any arbitrarily high fee. To resolve the dispute, he 
stipulated that an independent committee should establish a reasonable price 
that the landowner could charge the New River for access to his land, in effect 
following the model used for compulsory land access when the aqueduct was 
built. The committee decided that eight pounds per main per year was reason-
able, and although the landowners objected, Somers upheld the decision.238

 Another case, New River Company v. Graves, came in 1702, this time over 
three mains running through fields close to the New River Head. The com-
pany had signed an agreement with the previous landowner, but not long 
before the lease expired, Graves purchased the land and tore up the pipes. In 
his arguments before the court, Graves claimed that the company had been 
granted compulsory access to land only for its aqueduct, not for pipes. The 
lord keeper Nathan Wright, adopting Somers’s view that the water supply 
represented a public good that should be protected, rejected Graves’s argu-
ment. He wrote that “the act is to be taken in a liberal sense that the Town in 
general might be served with water.”239 Furthermore, “the bringing of water 
to the reservoirs would be of little use to the town unless the company had 
liberty to distribute the same by pipes.” A commission was once again ap-
pointed and ruled that the company should pay five pounds per main per 
year.240 This sort of precedent established around 1700 effectively gave the 
New River Company, and by extension the other water companies, legal 
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cover to function as large infrastructure networks that relied on other peo-
ple’s property. This was, in effect, a legal model for a special kind of business 
activity. As described in chapter 1, compulsory access to or expropriation of 
real estate was not new, but as the tremendous public service the water sup-
ply companies provided became clearer with time, the compulsory access 
rights were explicitly recognized as meriting special treatment in the law 
that bypassed ordinary negotiations between private parties. This applied 
even in cases that were not explicitly outlined in the relevant charters and 
acts.

Conclusion

The New River Company’s achievement in supplying ever greater numbers 
of customers after the Great Fire and then over the course of the eighteenth 
century was much more than one of laying more pipes and acquiring more 
water. Indeed, the sources of water it had access to in 1800 were the same 
as 1650: the springs of Chadwell and Amwell and the River Lea. The com-
pany had faced a crisis of supply in the late seventeenth century when, seek-
ing help in resolving the problem, it turned to Christopher Wren and John 
Lowthorp. Both of these men indicated that a systemic solution was needed. 
By measuring the aqueduct’s flow rate, Lowthorp proved that the problem 
lay not with the quantity of water brought to London but with what hap-
pened to it once there. Wren, using organic metaphors, argued that the com-
pany’s works should be seen as body that functioned as a whole. The entire 
system needed to work as one, and patchwork solutions would not do. They 
both indicated that the company had an inadequate knowledge of its own 
works and needed to reform its approach to management. Lowthorp specifi-
cally recommended creating the post of surveyor with specific responsibilities 
for the whole works. Although it is unclear to what extent the specific sugges-
tions Wren and Lowthorp made were at the root of the system that emerged, 
some of their observations were clearly echoed in what came afterward, such 
as the post of surveyor. Building on many elements that were already in place, 
the company developed and refined an approach to stabilizing and main-
taining its network that proved effective. Most of these elements together 
aimed at increasing the efficiency of the distribution of water, and getting it 
to where it could be sold for the greatest profit. The range of measures ran 
from getting and storing enough water at the reservoirs, to distributing it 
daily via scheduled turning of valves, to managing load at various levels, to 
controlling users and removing obstructions. No one appeared to have for-
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mulated a network philosophy, at least in any archive or publication that still 
exists. Nevertheless, the New River had created a carefully implemented and 
centralized system to stabilize its network. This system relied on a few hun-
dred people working daily to produce pipes, turn valves, collect fees, and dig 
trenches. The directors had implemented means to control all these people, 
via maps, inventory lists, books of turnings, and rent rolls. Even the places 
where its turncocks and foremen lived and traveled were controlled.
 The practices that the company put in places were supported, on the one 
hand, by a favorable legal environment and, on the other, by the broader eco-
nomic conditions. Legal support was based on the opinion that because it 
was providing a great public good, the company should be granted access to 
land on reasonable terms, even if that right had not been explicitly granted 
by charter or act. Court cases around 1700 established this, and although 
some people threatened the company over the years with extortionate rents 
to access land, the directors could be secure in the knowledge that, if it ever 
came before the courts, they would rule in their favor. The economic envi-
ronment was one of great stability over the course of the eighteenth century. 
The price of wood, the New River Company’s great material cost, was un-
wavering and posed no threat to its business and technological model. Only 
after 1800 did this begin to change, and what occurred then demonstrated 
just how dependent the model was on relatively cheap and available wood. 
The huge run-up in the price of wood after 1800 shattered the New River’s 
model of water supply, so that London’s water industry was dramatically 
reshaped, dethroning the New River from its perch, and forever banishing 
wood as the prime material for pipes. The technological model shifted deci-
sively. The price of wood was not, however, the only force. The expansion of 
the iron industry with new means of production pointed in a new direction, 
and the water industry was carried along by the broader economic changes 
in the British economy that was the industrial revolution.
 Natural and experimental philosophy, or at least people interested in it, 
had some impact on the water industry. Wren and Lowthorp, both mem-
bers of the Royal Society, had a role in reshaping the systematic design of 
the New River’s network. The loss of archival material makes it is difficult 
to determine definitively a direct influence of their recommendations on the 
subsequent history of the New River, even if some of their recommendations 
were implemented with time. It is even less clear to what extent their inter-
est in natural and experimental philosophy contributed to their recommen-
dations. Nevertheless, the New River directors looked for external advice 
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from people highly regarded for their intellectual and design skills at a time 
of crisis. It was the Baconian dream of the founders of the Royal Society that 
their natural philosophy should be useful for ameliorating the human con-
dition. Wren’s ambition for the reconstruction of London on such a rational 
plan after the Great Fire had come to naught, but he laid some seeds for a 
systematic approach in the New River Company, as had Lowthorp. Later 
in the eighteenth century, the hydrodynamics work of the French natural 
philosophers Dubuat and Bossut in exploring the effects of friction on pipe 
design also may have had an effect as the New River made design decisions 
about pipes that seemed to have flowed from their work, although any intel-
lectual debt was not made explicit in archival sources. Furthermore, to the 
extent that steam engines had some links to natural philosophy, they became 
ever more important in the London water industry, pumping over 50 percent 
of supply sometime around 1810. All these links are, however, tenuous or in-
direct. Most of the technical innovation in the water industry—probably the 
vast majority of them—were connected not to natural philosophy but rather 
to the contributions of mostly anonymous workers who developed usable 
ballcocks, iron spigot joints, and the like in the course of their daily jobs.



Chapter five

The London Bridge Waterworks and Other 
Companies in the Eighteenth Century

From the year 1700 the time when these Works became a publick Stock, 
such Additions, Alteration, and Amendments have Occasionaly and Ex-
perimentaly been made from time to time in the Wheels and Engines as 
well as in their Apparatus that it may now very Justly be esteem’d a Com-
pleat peice of Machinary, Constant in its performance and as Extensively 
usefull as any in the whole World.

Samuel Hearne, Report to the directors of the  
London Bridge Waterworks, 1745

Although the New River Company dominated the London water industry 
until the early nineteenth century, its difficulties in the late seventeenth and 
early eighteenth centuries demonstrated that it was not in an unassailable 
position. After it regained its footing, its profitability recovered and then 
far outstripped that of the other companies, but they nevertheless survived. 
A combination of technological, business, and geographic factors allowed 
them to do so. The most important of these factors was that the New River 
was limited in the amount of water it could supply. Although it regularly 
sought to increase the volume of water at the New River Head, it was fun-
damentally constrained by what it could draw from its springs and the River 
Lea, in addition to the challenges in distribution outlined in chapter 4. Fur-
thermore, since the New River made only limited use of pumping technol-
ogy, its supplies could not reach more elevated areas along the Thames into 
Westminster. It did not introduce more pumping than it did because, lacking 
extra water supplies and with ample potential market already available, it 
simply had no reason to reach these areas. A second factor allowing other 
companies to exist and grow was that the demand for water was sufficient 
enough that these companies could hold their own in smaller zones of 
supply, even when in direct competition with the New River. The London 
Bridge Waterworks was the preeminent example of this. Although during 
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the seventeenth century the two companies overlapped somewhat in supply 
areas, by the mid-eighteenth century the New River was selling across the 
entirety of the LBWW’s supply zone. Despite this, the LBWW kept its prices 
low enough that it supplied more houses in its area than the New River did. 
It managed to do this in part because it invested heavily in its infrastructure 
during the eighteenth century, increasing the quantity of water it could sup-
ply. It rebuilt its water pumps several times and improved how it distributed 
water through its network.
 This chapter explores the history of the other London water companies 
in the eighteenth century, especially the LBWW as the largest one after the 
New River. Its history was heavily influenced by where it was situated, as 
was the case with the New River. The ability to use gravity to supply water 
was one of the New River’s advantages over its major competitors. With the 
exception of the Hampstead Waterworks, all the other significant companies 
had to pump water from the Thames using waterwheels or, later, steam en-
gines. Pumping technology, therefore, was central to their ability to operate, 
and it was this technology that had originally catalyzed the birth of the new 
water industry in the form of the LBWW. The LBWW’s defining feature was 
its position on London Bridge where its pumps were located. The size of the 
bridge’s arches imposed a limit to how much water could be pumped, and 
the current there determined the rhythm of its pumps. The only way for the 
LBWW to increase its capacity was to improve the waterwheels or to occupy 
more arches on the bridge. The only other option for the LBWW was to ex-
pand off the bridge, something that it managed to do to a very limited extent 
in the eighteenth century. The company’s reorganization after 1700 proved 
to be a turning point. The LBWW’s new owners, with more capital at their 
disposal than the Morris family, were willing to invest in the company. They 
repeatedly rebuilt the waterwheels over the course of the century, seeking 
to improve them. In addition, they occupied more arches. This allowed the 
LBWW to keep its prices low enough to fend off the New River.
 By contrast, the third largest company, the Chelsea Waterworks, did not 
need to face the New River in the same way. Compared to most of the other 
companies, it was a newcomer, having been founded in the 1720s. Its primary 
pumps were tidal, situated in Chelsea upstream from Westminster, although 
it later introduced steam pumping as well. Much of its supply areas in West-
minster and Chelsea were not served by the New River, giving it scope to 
establish itself. It did so with some difficulty, repeatedly seeking capital from 
shareholders and lenders. Had it faced direct competition from the New 
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River, it would not have grown as fast. After its initial growth spurt, it grew 
only very slowly and was barely profitable, if at all, up to 1754.
 Business factors allowed both the Chelsea Waterworks and the LBWW to 
survive and expand their infrastructure. In contrast to the New River, which 
hardly ever had to issue debt or make capital calls on its shareholders after 
the first decades of its existence, the Chelsea Waterworks and the LBWW 
relied a great deal more on external capital. Besides the capital contributions 
shareholders made in the early eighteenth century, both of these companies 
borrowed money to improve and expand their works. The joint-stock form 
made this sort of large-scale fundraising from shareholders possible. Being a 
corporation seemed to be less critical however, as the LBWW was not hob-
bled in this regard by its unincorporated status.

The Nature of Competition: Dominance of the  
New River and the LBWW

Although the New River was far larger than the other London water com-
panies combined, some of these secondary players nevertheless attained a 
fair size, especially when compared with water companies in other cities. 
Despite the loss of much of the archival material from secondary London 
companies, enough remains to gain an idea of their relative sizes. The New 
River’s growth shows that it already had more than ten thousand customers 
by 1670 (see fig. 6.1). No other company reached anywhere near this figure 
before the late eighteenth century. The LBWW was the second largest, and 
its growth was especially made possible after the chaos of its reorganization 
into a joint-stock company around 1700 had passed. Around 1710, an inves-
tor estimated its revenues at forty-eight hundred pounds, meaning it served 
approximately forty-eight hundred customers because its agreement with 
the City limited its rental charge to one pound per annum.1 After the water-
wheels were subsequently rebuilt and new bridge arches leased, the com-
pany reached around eight thousand houses in 1745.2 It thereafter grew more 
slowly, in 1780 possessing ten thousand customers, a figure that was not sig-
nificantly higher even around 1820, just before the bridge was destroyed.3

 Between them, the LBWW and the New River dominated the water mar- 
ket. According to some statistics, such as volume of water supplied and 
houses served, they took roughly 80–90 percent of the market for most of the 
eighteenth century.4 The total dividends paid over the years also show how 
much the New River dwarfed the other companies (fig. 5.1). If the New River 
was larger than all the rest together, the LBWW was in turn about the same 
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size as the remaining companies combined until 1750, when the growth of 
the Shadwell Waterworks and the Chelsea Waterworks combined started to 
catch it. The Shadwell even passed it in terms of number of houses served 
sometime in the 1780s. Among the smaller companies, the third largest com-
pany was the Chelsea when measured by volume of water served and rental 
income, but not by number of customers. The Shadwell had more customers 
than the Chelsea by the end of eighteenth century (see fig. 5.2, as well as 
fig. 6.2), but because it served the poor East End as opposed the Chelsea’s 
wealthy West End, the volume of water it served was about 40 percent of the 
Chelsea, and its gross rental income was 70 percent.5

 Like the Chelsea, the York Buildings Company initially acquired tenants 
quickly, with twenty-seven hundred in 1691.6 It did not, however, enjoy the 
same constant growth that the other company displayed over the long run 
and had a number of false starts (for its attempts with steam engines, see 
chapters 3 and 4). After 1800, it had about two thousand customers.7 Its 
water assets were taken over by the New River in 1818.
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Figure 5.1. Comparison of total dividends paid by the water companies
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 Two further data sets provide a good idea of the relative sizes of the com-
panies. In 1739 William Maitland listed how many principal mains each of 
the companies had (table 5.1). This showed that the New River had fifty-eight 
mains (figs. 5.3, 5.4), while all the rest combined had thirty. The number of 
mains gives some idea of the size of the company’s network, but since water 
was not supplied continually, the correspondence was approximate. The 
smaller companies in particular likely used less of the capacity of their prin-
cipal mains than the larger ones. Further information on the size of each of 
the water companies dates to the 1770s, when Robert Mylne, the New Riv-
er’s chief surveyor, reported the quantities of water supplied by the city’s 
largest companies. The figures for the companies besides the New River 
are clearly rounded estimates, but they roughly follow the overall picture 
presented by Maitland’s figure from thirty years before, with the exception 

Figure 5.2. Map of Shadwell Waterworks’ mains in 1795. Report from the Committee 
Appointed to Enquire into the Best Mode of Providing Sufficient Accommodation for the 
Increased Trade and Shipping of the Port of London (1796), appendix E

table 5.1
Number of Mains in 1739

Company Mains

New River 58
London Bridge Waterworks 8
Chelsea 5
Hampstead 2
York Buildings 2
Marchant’s 3
Hyde Park 3
Shadwell 2
Marylebone 1
Rotherhithe 2
Bank End 1
St. Saviour 1
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that the Chelsea Waterworks and Marchant’s Waterworks supplied less than 
what the number of mains reported earlier suggests (table 5.2).8 In the case 
of Marchant’s Waterworks, by the 1770s it was close to exiting the market 
altogether and being shut down by the City for only grinding grain, so it had 
evidently declined since Maitland’s 1740 report. The reason for this deterio-
ration was that its reservoir had been purchased by property developers and 
built over. A map from 1746 showed that the company had a reservoir at the 
north end of Rathbone Place, on the north side of Oxford Street from Soho 
Square.9 These areas were built up in subsequent years, and the reservoir 

Figure 5.3. Map of the New River Company’s mains at the New River Head in 1731



Figure 5.4. Water company supply zones north of the Thames in the mid-eighteenth century. Reconstruction overlaid on A new and correct plan of 
London and Westminster and Southwark with new buildings to the year 1770
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did not appear on a map from 1767.10 The York Buildings Company suffered a 
similar fate. It built a reservoir north of Cavendish Square in the 1720s when 
the Duke of Chandos, John Brydges, was developing housing in the areas 
surrounding the square. Being a shareholder in the York Buildings Company, 
he made a deal with the company to supply the area, and it built a reser-
voir there, known as the Marylebone Basin.11 It was, however, too difficult 
to pump water from the Thames to that elevation, and it gave up supplying 
the area in the 1730s, selling the reservoir to the Chelsea Waterworks (see 
chapter 4).12 Its Cavendish Square reservoir too was gone by 1767.13 These 
two companies, therefore, had decided that the land on which they had res-
ervoirs was more valuable if sold off for development than as an asset used 
for selling water.
 The water industry developed much more slowly south of the Thames, in 
part because of the smaller population, but also because it was lower on av-
erage and had more wells. A small company, the St. Saviour Waterworks, was 
founded by 1720, supplying water by tidal mill. This seems to have become 
the Bank End or Bankside Company, associated with Thrale’s brewery. Fi-
nally, it was taken over in 1771 by the (Old) Borough Waterworks, which had 
been founded around that time.14 The only sizable company on the south side 
was the Lambeth Waterworks, incorporated by act of Parliament in 1785.15 
Initially, it was small, with thirty-two shareholders each holding a one-hun-
dred-pound share.16 It grew fairly rapidly, acquiring 3,000 customers by 
1800, and 11,500 by 1820.17

The New LBWW to 1750

For the LBWW, the eighteenth century was a mixed affair. It had a good 
beginning because its reorganization into a joint-stock company gave the 
company access to new capital that allowed it to undertake major projects 
to renew and expand its infrastructure, especially the waterwheels, which 

table 5.2
Volume of Water Supplied Daily in 1767

Company Volume (tuns per day) Volume (ML per day)

New River 57,897 55.29
London Bridge Waterworks 8,500 8.12
Chelsea 1,740 1.66
Hampstead 1,200 1.15
York Buildings 840 0.80
Marchant’s 205 0.20
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were the foundations of its operations. Although this secured its place for 
many decades to the 1770s, over time it increasingly bumped into the limits 
of its situation on the bridge. By the 1780s, further attempts to expand were 
hindered by the lack of available pumping capacity, and growth slowed and 
even halted. Although the shareholders were willing to invest more, this suf-
ficed only to maintain a certain level of operations until its definitive end 
came in the nineteenth century.
 For many decades in the seventeenth century, the LBWW had been quite 
profitable: the company was generating a profit of about one thousand 
pounds per year for the Morris clan by the 1660s.18 This was sufficiently high 
for the family to rebuild after two fires, the first of which occurred in 1633 
and partly damaged its works above the bridge. The second was the 1666 fire, 
which almost completely destroyed it.19 It was slower in recovering from the 
second disaster because the lawsuit between various members of the Mor-
ris family delayed reconstruction. It did not return to the same profitability 
that it had enjoyed before the fire, in part because the New River had ex-
panded its reach. This prompted the family after 1700 to sell out to Rich-
ard Soame and his partners, who converted LBBW into an unincorporated 
joint-stock company.20 The willingness of these new investors to invest cap-
ital helped the LBWW to consolidate its position after many new companies 
had formed. It was still the second largest water company in London, being 
approximately a third the size of the New River at this time, an estimation 
based on the number of employees it needed to maintain its works and to 
collect fees (three turncocks versus eleven for the New River).21 Some of the 
more recently formed companies, possibly the York Buildings Company to 
its west and certainly the Shadwell Waterworks to its east, threatened the 
LBWW’s areas of supply. The small Broken Wharf Waterworks to its east 
were the closest, overlapping with its supply zone, but it was too small to 
pose a serious threat. Nevertheless, the acquisitive new owners decided in 
1703 to purchase the company from its owner, Benjamin Ayloff, for an annu-
ity of unknown duration, paying three hundred pounds per year. The LBWW 
took over operation of the pumps there, which was driven by two horses.22 
The New River, however, clearly remained the major threat to LBWW. The 
possibility of direct competition was also greater at this time because, as de-
scribed in chapter 4, the New River was consolidating and expanding its own 
capacity by building the upper pond supplied by a windmill, as well as be-
ginning a reorganization of its pipe network. In 1711 the New River directors 
specifically decided to target the City to regain customers from the LBWW 
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that it had lost in the preceding years. A recommendation was made to the 
New River directors that by increasing the frequency of its supply from 4 am 
to 10 pm daily, Sundays excepted, it could repulse the LBWW, which served 
water only every second day and had difficulty in dry times.23

 The expansion of the LBWW began with the lease of the fourth arch of the 
bridge in 1701. Once it was in the company’s possession, one of the  LBWW’s 
new owners’ first acts was to hire George Sorocold, the same prolific en-
gineer who had built Marchant’s overshot waterwheel and would design 
the New River’s upper pond, to build a powerful new pumping mechanism 
under the newly leased arch in 1702.24 Sorocold placed two waterwheels 
under the fourth arch, with at least one of them featuring his newly patented 
mechanism that allowed the waterwheel to rise and fall with the tides, with 
the aim of keeping the water flow steady.25 He also rebuilt the mechanism 
under the first arch. Soon, the LBWW was using its expanded supply capac-
ity against the New River in the City, taking tenants from it and causing its 
revenues to decline. The New River’s directors worried about this growing 
and newly aggressive LBWW, but they thought they could still win back ten-
ants because they could supply water more frequently than the alternating 
days of the LBWW.26

 The LBWW’s efforts to remain competitive and grow continued over the 
succeeding decades and included rebuilding many of its waterwheels and 
increasing the flow rate through the arches in which its wheels were located. 
In addition, it tried to add even more arches to its collection. In 1731 the own-
ers asked the City to lease the third arch of the bridge, the one between the 
first and second, and the fourth, where the LBWW already had waterwheels, 
but this was rejected.27 The LBWW also tried to fend off competition. It 
managed to reach an entente with the New River Company in 1738 when the 
two agreed not to take customers from one another by offering water with no 
upfront connection fee, nor would they take customers by “false pretences 
or clandestine means.” Only if a customer had no arrears with their current 
supplier would they allow a transfer.28 While this was not a collusive agree-
ment that set a floor on prices, nevertheless it removed some of the compe-
tition between the two as connection fees could be quite high, even as much 
as a year’s fees for water. The most likely reason why the New River did not 
press the LBWW more than it did, however, was simply its inability to sup-
ply those areas of the City around the bridge with water. In Richard Castle’s 
1735 report for the Dublin City Council on its water supply, he observed that 
“probably, had this [New] River been capable of supplying the whole City, 
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the machine at London Bridge wou’d have met with the same fate as that 
of the York-Buildings, which is now laid aside . . . Nor would the Chelsea 
Water-Work (tho’ the best contrived machine of its kind) have been thought 
worth pursuing, if the water from the New River had been sufficient.”29

 By 1745, the LBWW had had more than four decades under new owners 
who had been willing to invest, particularly in its pumping engines. In that 
year its surveyor and secretary, Samuel Hearne, produced an engineering 
report for the company’s directors that described the state of its works in 
extensive detail, from its great waterwheels down to the location of all its 
valves in the city’s streets.30 Hearne had originally come to the LBWW per-
haps as a collector and then later became its secretary. In 1739, however, he 
was appointed the surveyor, a post he felt a reluctance to take because of 
“the little knowledge I was sensible I had in the mechanics both in theory 
and practice.”31 Likely due to this sense of unease, he set himself the task of 
describing the entirety of the works. With his other duties still pressing, it 
took him until 1745 to finish the report. The report was roughly divided into 
to four parts each describing one aspect of the works: the pumping mecha-
nisms, the water tower, the pipe network, and the employees and operations. 
This description is unique in the archives of the London water companies 
before 1800 for its scope. While substantial material from water companies 
exists from before 1800, Hearne’s report from 1745 provides details about the 
company’s technology and operations that can only be pieced together in the 
other companies. Even the records of the New River Company do not con-
tain a technical description of such detail from this time. The report reveals 
a few important features. First, technology was evolving. Just as at the New 
River, from 1700 the LBWW’s works were changing technically. This is most 
apparent in the waterwheels but also in the pipe network, which featured 
experimentation to make its supply more robust. Second, the LBWW was 
still very much bound to the bridge. The Broken Wharf site was no longer 
used to pump water. Third, the quantity of water supplied was abundant. 
Although wastage was enormous, the LBWW seemed little concerned with 
preserving supply. The problems lay mostly with actually delivering the 
water to houses rather than in getting enough out of the river.

The Engines

The pumping mechanism within the three arches consisted of five water-
wheels driving sixteen pumps. The wheels turned in the flow, but since the 
tides affected the river flow strongly, their speed varied according to the time 
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of day, and even stopped for forty-five minutes when the tides were turning 
at the high and low points, shutting the water supply completely. The direc-
tion of rotation of the waterwheels then reversed with the direction of the 
river’s flow.32 It was at these still moments that the company’s employees 
cleaned and repaired the wheels. The mechanisms under the first two arches 
had been made almost exclusively of wood from their first construction in 
1582 up to 1700, with the exception of brass axel sockets and pistons.33 It was 
this pumping technology that Morris had introduced from the continent.34 
After the reorganization, more components, such as the cranks and cylin-
ders, were made of cast iron, an innovation Sorocold had introduced.35 The 
new material allowed the motion of those components to be more regular. 
Until the 1700s, iron was too scarce and expensive to be used for waterwheel 
construction except for a couple of components, notably the iron hoops used 
to reinforce the axels, and the gudgeons (the spindles inserted into the ends 
of the axel).36 The increase in the manufacture of iron goods through the late 
seventeenth and especially in the eighteenth centuries had made these sorts 
of components more readily available.37 The broader changes in the English 
economy, with the introduction of the charcoal smelting of iron in the early 
eighteenth century and late new puddling techniques to refine production, 
dramatically increased the volume of iron produced. This had the effect of 
shifting the material that waterwheels were made of from wood to iron. The 
wider use of iron in waterwheel construction started after 1750.38 In 1817 the 
LBWW replaced its waterwheel under the fifth arch with one made entirely 
of iron.39 By 1850 wheels made entirely of iron were standard.
 The waterwheel in the first arch (called the “two ring wheel”) was rebuilt 
in 1728, when the channel through it was deepened to try to increase the 
flow. It was 22 feet 2 inches (6.76 m) in diameter. Unfortunately, there was 
a sewer emptying into the Thames immediately above the bridge, sending 
foul water through the wheel and into the pumps. At low tide, the water 
was so “muddy” that the wheel was not used lest the filth jam the valves and 
pistons. The pistons did not draw water directly under this arch. Rather, a 
well was dug into the starling (arch pier). Water from the second arch was 
passed into this well through a pipe, and the suction pipes inserted into it. 
The functioning of this wheel and pump mechanism was described by Henry 
Beighton in 1731 (fig. 5.5).40

 The waterwheel (the “three ring wheel”) within the second arch had 
been built in 1732. The two wheels that stood there earlier had been removed 
when the lock had been widened and deepened in 1717, but they had not been 
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immediately replaced.41 The new one at 24 feet 8 inches (7.5 m) in diameter 
was much larger than the two earlier ones. These used to drive only three 
pumping engines between them at a slow rate, while the newer wheel drove 
four. The current through this arch was much greater than the first, and the lock 
deeper and wider, so that the quantity of water it pumped was proportion-
ately greater.42

 The fourth arch had the largest mechanism within it, including three 
waterwheels and ten pistons. The first wheel in the current (the “upper 
wheel”), was located on the bridge’s west side and was the largest of all. It had  
been rebuilt in 1742 with a diameter of 24 feet (7.3 m). At that time, the num-
ber of cogs on the wallow wheel was cut from twenty-five to twenty, as in 
other wheels in the works, in order to reduce the pumping frequency but 
increase the force. This had decreased the friction in the pistons as well. The 
LBWW used to receive complaints from its turncocks in Fleet Street, which 
was supplied from this wheel, but after the alterations, these diminished 
 notably.43

 The second wheel in the arch (“middle wheel”) was rebuilt in 1726 and 
drove two engines. It was the smallest wheel at 19 feet (5.8 m) in diameter, 

Figure 5.5. Waterwheel in fourth arch of London Bridge. Henry Beighton, “A Descrip-
tion of the Water-Works at London-Bridge,” Philosophical Transactions (1731), p. 12
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and unlike the other wheels described so far, this one had been designed to 
rise and fall with the tides to ensure smoother functioning. Hearne observed 
that unfortunately this required vigilance to work well, but “the watchman 
is lyable to sleep in the nights,” and his duty was poorly done. Although it 
could have been effective, the wheel’s vertical mobility had become a liabil-
ity. It was very expensive because the mechanism needed to raise and lower 
the wheel was costly to construct and required many repairs to fix the de-
fects stemming from the irregular motion of the wheel and the wobbles it 
induced. Hearne judged that it brought little benefit.44

 The final wheel (“lower wheel”) was the last in the fourth arch. It was 
large at 22 feet (6.7 m) in diameter but less effective than the two upstream 
wheels. It had been rebuilt in 1734 but was too large, sitting too deep in the 
water. Though it was meant to rise with the tide as well, it did so too slowly. 
The result was that it threw water back into itself, slowing the mechanism 
as well as the current through the arch, thereby hindering the other two up-
stream wheels. At low tide, the suction heads were too high in the water, and 
often drew air into the pipes. This air was then forced into the main network, 
causing serious obstructions and even bursting mains. It cost four hundred 
pounds per year to repair.45

 Hearne estimated the total volume pumped per day was 8,884 tuns (8.48 
ML), of which one-sixth was lost to wastage in the engines, making the 
 effective net volume delivered out of the pistons to be 7,404 tuns (7.07 ML), 
or about 1 tun (955 L) per customer. This gross volume pumped is approx-
imately the same that Mylne recorded about thirty years later (table 5.2). 
Much of this water was wasted, either by the “fountaine of water running 
over the top of the waterhouse tower into the Thames again” or by “the rivers 
of water constantly running in the streets occasion’d by the overflowing of 
the inhabitants cesterns where they have noe ball-cocks.” In addition, many 
of the pipes in the streets leaked into sewers and drains.46 Hearne thought 
there were twenty to thirty leaks in the mains at any given time, either from 
decay or damage or from human error.47 The total loss to waste was no more 
than one-eighth of what was pumped, meaning about 0.86 tuns (824 L) per 
customer was delivered. This is still a very large amount, even accounting 
for large customers such as breweries, which used around 15 percent of the 
water.48 In all likelihood, Hearne had underestimated the loss due to leakage 
in the pipe network, and the actual figure would have been lower. In any 
case, the supply was generally deemed good. There had been no complaints 
received in the three months previous to the report.49
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 The basic functioning of the pumping mechanisms in use at the LBWW 
was that each waterwheel turned a large gear (the spur or cog wheel) at-
tached to its end through a common axis. The spur wheel in turn drove an-
other gear with fewer teeth (the wallow wheel), meaning it rotated more 
slowly. The wallow wheel then turned a crankshaft, which transformed the 
rotational motion of the wheels into the up-and-down vertical motion of 
four rods. The rods drove the pistons in the pumping engine through levers. 
The pumps were vacuum piston pumps, meaning they raised water on an 
upward stroke through one-way valves. The valves then shut on the down-
ward stroke of the piston, forcing the water out into the pipes leading to the 
water tower. The piston heads were connected to the cylinders by leather 
hoses to prevent the water from rushing out in the space between the head 
and the cylinder. These leather components wore out quickly and needed 
frequent replacement.50

 Valve were attached to the pipes leading to the mains, and these allowed 
the company to slowly drain all the mains during cold weather just when the 
machines sat idle when the tides changed. This kept water moving in the 
pipes and prevented them from freezing. The pipes went to both the mains 
and the water tower. If the resistance in the mains was too great, the pres-
sure was relieved through the second pipe into the water tower.51

The Water Tower and the Mains

The pipes coming out of the engines led directly to the mains, with all but 
one main supplied by two engines. Vent pipes linked to them as they passed 
under the water tower. These vents relieved the pressure in the main if water 
was not moving along them fast enough, thereby preventing them from 
bursting in the streets. The vent pipes fed two lead cisterns, one atop the 
other, at the summit of the water tower, each with a two-tun capacity. Fur-
ther pipes drained these cisterns back into the mains, with the ones that usu-
ally had greater problems meeting demand receiving water first. This system 
in effect transferred water from mains that had too much supply from the 
engines to those that required more. If the cisterns overflowed, the extra 
water ran back into the Thames.52 The two mains leading into the cisterns at 
the high point, and therefore least likely to get water from the cisterns, were 
connected to one another by a valve so that water could flow between them 
before reaching the cistern.53

 There were nine mains in all. Of these, the Aldgate, Bishopgate, Cheap-
side, Bread Street, Newgate Street, and the Fleet Street linked to the upper 
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cistern. The Gracechurch Street, Cannon Street, and Thames Street were in 
the lower. Hearne had reorganized the cistern system in 1741 because the 
Cheapside main was suffering supply problems stemming from the Fish 
Street hill up which the pumps had to drive the water to reach the supply 
zone. Many customers were leaving to go to the New River Company.
 At this point in his report, Hearne discussed the question whether hy-
drostatic theory was of any use in designing a water supply network. It had 
been well known since antiquity that water reaches an equal height in any 
system of communicating pipes. But in a dynamic system, the situation was 
more complicated, as Hearne explained. Although the water tower cisterns 
were more than a third higher than the Fish Street hill that the Cheapside 
main ascended, “every proposition in the theory of mechanics doe [sic] not 
always answer in the practical part.”54 Hearne warned that people needed to 
take account of the impediments that arise in the actual implementation of 
schemes. “Tis upon this very acc[oun]t that numbers of schemes of mechan-
ical performances have prov’d abortive to the ruin of many hundreds of per-
sons, by running to [sic] hastily into them before they have duly consider’d 
the impediments and have had ocular demonstration.”55 In the case of the 
LBWW’s water, there were three causes why practice did not match theory 
in terms of height achieved. First, the long distance between the bridge and 
the end of the pipes created a hindrance to the water’s motion. Second, the 
pipes were full of obstructions, either from foreign matter such as dirt and 
stones or from its own shape, notably elbows and joints. Finally, the pipes 
were simply too small to conduct the quantity of water the engines pushed, 
and the excess water was vented through any small cracks.56 From Hearne’s 
point of view, contemporary scientific theory had little direct bearing in run-
ning his waterworks.57

 Air in the mains was a serious problem for the water companies. When 
the LBWW was first built, the waterwheels drove one or two pistons.58 As the 
size and number of mains went up, more air entered the system, and it “us’d 
to be the occasion that the water would not (especially in great lengths) issue 
out of the ends of the pipes regularly, but only alternately, and in gulps.”59 
Adding a third piston helped, and when Sorocold rebuilt the wheels, there 
were four, which was enough to give constant flow. In an attempt to deter-
mine the effect of air on the engines and in the main, Hearne described a se-
ries of events occurring in 1741–44. In the first, as an experiment, he plugged 
the Fleet Street main in Thames Street, and despite the wheels turning at a 
good speed, no water reached the plug. When a fireplug along the main was 
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loosened, it exploded skyward, followed by air and then balls of water, rising 
to a great height. The air in the mains, in other words, was able to stop the 
force of the engines completely. A second event took place when the turn-
cock caring for the Cheapside main noted that the flow was weak, although 
the wheels were turning well and the water tower was overflowing. Hearne 
opened the stopcock on the main just next to the engines, and air “discharg’d 
itself & roar’d like unto thunder” with no water. After a few minutes of this, 
the water finally came, and regular flow was reestablished. In the final in-
cident, the Bishopgate main was providing weak supply. The lead and iron 
pipes closest to engines feeding the main would burst repeatedly, more fre-
quently than Hearne’s experience suggested was normal. Hearne then drained 
the main of all air pockets by opening all the plugs along it and pumping it until 
flow was moving well. The problem disappeared thereafter.60

 These sorts of problems arose when the engines sucked air into the pipes 
at low tide if there were holes at the end of the suction pipes above the water 
line. Air could also enter the mains by other means, such as when repairs 
were done on the pipes. The company’s usual method for draining the air 
out was to force it by water, trusting that enough customers had left their 
service pipes open waiting for water to let the air vent. Failing this, the pipes 
could burst. Hearne was planning on adding stopcocks to the mains near the 
engine to prevent them from draining during engine repairs.61

 Maintaining a good supply throughout all the mains, especially in extra-
ordinary circumstances, was an active process involving all the turncocks 
as it was for the New River. The turncocks took care of two or three mains 
each and were responsible for opening and shutting valves along the mains 
to distribute water according to a schedule throughout their supply district. 
Should there be a fire, they would rush to the appropriate valves to send all 
the water possible to serve the fire engines. Turncocks on other mains, more-
over, would be alerted, and they would redirect some of their own supply 
into the affected main. There was a series of pipes with valves linking each of 
the adjacent mains spread throughout the city. These links meant that, even 
if all the pumps serving a main were not functioning, it could still be filled 
with water from the other engines.62

 Although Hearne judged “these works may justly claim the preheminence 
of any other water works in the world from their situation, power, constant 
performance, and extensive usefullness,” some improvements were in order. 
The devices that floated wheels D and E in the fourth arch could be elimi-
nated because they were too expensive to maintain and gave only marginal 
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benefit. In the second arch, the six-inch pumps could be replaced with one 
of seven-inch bore to help at low tides in supplying the Cheapside main. For 
the mains coming from the engines, on the other hand, seven inches was too 
small a diameter and created too much friction against the flow. Here, eight 
or nine inches would greatly improve the situation and be less liable to burst 
under the force created by the engines. This change, however, would cost on  
the order of two thousand pounds. Given that the tenants were generally 
well served with water, he doubted the directors would agree to this until 
they leased the third arch of the bridge from the City, at which point the 
fresh pipes could be of nine-inch bore. Putting new valves on the mains now, 
however, would allow the water to be shared between them more easily and 
facilitate repairs.63

 Additional recommendations concerned the pumps. Although the cranks 
were cast from a single pattern, and the piston barrels were all the same 
length, the strokes the pistons made were varied and irregular. This was 
caused by the inattentiveness of whoever had installed the components in 
ensuring they were installed identically, particularly the regulators and forc-
ing rods. Hearne claimed that rebuilding the regulators would resolve this 
problem. A related problem concerned the forcing rods, which were also ir-
regular in length and not properly aligned to the vertical, causing breakages 
and avoidable friction in the pumps.64

 Finally, Hearne suggested replacing all the square elbows with curved 
ones in the main network, which would decrease the friction and ease the 
flow. Similarly, because the mains contracted in diameter along their length, 
causing avoidable friction and resistance, an “infinite advantage” would re-
sult if a uniform seven-inch diameter was employed from the engines up to 
the very last service pipes. Whereas the mains were the primary distribution 
pipes, the service pipes were the ones that connected to customers’ houses. 
Currently, the “highest tenants would have a greater and more lasting supply 
of water which at present in many places is very precarious especially in 
neap tides and dry seasons.” The mains diminished from seven- to three- or 
even two-inch bores in some cases. These contractions had the same effect 
as valves in causing friction and hindering “the water from dispersing among 
the services with that velocity as it is raised.” The mains should have diame-
ters greater than their service pipes, particularly if, as was almost always the 
case, many consumers of water drew from it.65

 The largest part of the report was a complete description of the LBWW’s 
pipe network. Hearne described each of the nine mains down to the location 
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of every valve and minor service pipe. The company itself had not known 
the exact locations of all its pipes before this work. It had been building 
and modifying the system for a century and a half by the time Hearne got to 
work. He admitted that he almost gave up the task for its difficulty and the 
frustration of finding the course of pipes under the streets:

I must confess, at first setting out, I was almost disheartened from any further 

attempt. From the great number of pipes beyond my apprehension as well as . . . 

by the multitudes of persons, coaches, and carts, constantly passing to and fro in 

this great citty which so retarded my progress that I was determined to lay aside 

my chain and have recourse to the general map of London for the measurement 

of the pipes. But I soon found I could not have the least dependance there for 

truth; for the pipes lye in several places where the map takes noe notice of and 

some streets they over run; and in others they do not run the whole length.66

Hearne was finally able to succeed by waking very early on summer morn-
ings to do his surveys before the traffic became heavy.67

 The LBWW did not know its own network in detail because, like the New 
River’s, it had grown organically, without any predetermined plan. Water 
was being supplied as far as the pumps could drive it. The turncocks were 
certainly aware of the locations of all the valves as they would turn them 
on a daily basis, but this was evidently a job learned by apprenticeship. One 
turncock would train the next so that he would know the order and timing 
of the turnings. Pipes needed to be replaced regularly, but their location was 
only known vaguely in a centralized way until Hearne’s survey. It is not ev-
ident what the LBWW was doing to maintain control over its assets to this 
point. Given the significant investment that the new owners had made in the 
company’s work over the previous forty-five years in rebuilding waterwheels 
and adding arches, it is remarkable that they seemed to know so little about 
the situation of their infrastructure; Hearne had to discover a great deal for 
himself in preparing his report. It may be that the LBWW had never experi-
enced a crisis of scale like that which the New River had faced before 1700, and 
had never felt the need to adopt the more sophisticated methods of audit and 
control like that which the New River developed after 1700, as described in 
chapter 4. The transition to a new kind of technological complexity requiring 
more sophisticated control mechanisms had not occurred with the LBWW.
 The LBWW served water over an area extending to Chancery Lane in the 
west, half the length of Whitechapel Road in the east, and almost to Shore-
ditch in the north (see fig. 5.6). Some streets had many LBWW mains running 



Figure 5.6. A map of the London Bridge Waterworks’ mains in 1745. The location of all mains has been reconstructed from Samuel 
Hearne’s report (1745), LMA ACC/2558/MW/C/15/102
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through them. Fish Street hill to Gracechurch Street had five mains from the 
bridge up to Fenchurch, and many others, such as Leadenhall and Thames 
Street, had three for some distance. Although the mains each had their own 
supply zones, these overlapped, and interconnections between the supply 
subnetworks allowed water to be transferred from one to another should 
there be breakages or interruptions to supply caused by repairs.68

 This supply area overlapped extensively with the New River’s. By the 
1740s, the New River was able to reach everywhere that the LBWW sup-
plied. The LBWW’s great disadvantage vis-à-vis the New River continued 
to be its irregular supply. The LBWW was at the mercy of the tides, whereas 
the New River had water available in its reservoir at all times.69 For this rea-
son, the City of London itself used the New River’s water, not the LBWW’s, 
to fight fires.70

 The mains in the streets were 58,965 yards in total length, or just over 
33.5 miles (53.6 km), being around 10 percent the size of the New River’s. 
About 92 percent of this was of wood, with the rest of lead and iron. The 
cost of the pipes at current rates was £10,378, with another £5,921 for the 
waterwheels and pumps, for a full total cost of the machinery of £16,300.71 
This is equivalent to £3.1 million in 2015. This was a very small figure com-
pared to the £36,000 paid for the works in 1701, and the £70,000 capital the 
Chelsea Water works raised and spent between 1720 and 1740. The differ-
ence stemmed in part because the sum did not include labor costs to dig 
trenches, install all the pipes, and repair pavement. As a point of comparison, 
the first major canal constructed in England was the twenty-nine-kilometer 
Bridgewater Canal near Manchester, which cost £168,000 to build in 1761.72 
The River Kennet Navigation, which got a private act in 1715, raised about 
£44,000 by 1730 for improvements over eighteen kilometers. The Weaver 
River improvement cost £18,000 between 1721 and 1731.73

The Employees and Operations

The company employed nineteen people, although it contracted for others 
regularly to lay pipes and pave the streets. The nineteen included a secre-
tary who kept the books and communicated with the company’s directors. 
The surveyor was also responsible for keeping the works in good repair and, 
as such, supervised the paviours, who made necessary repairs and lay new 
pipes in the streets. The surveyor also managed the turncocks, as well as the 
millwrights at the company’s works who manufactured new parts as needed. 
A storekeeper kept the inventory of all parts.74
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 There were also four collectors who dealt with the LBWW’s tenants. They 
tried to sign up new customers if possible and kept the log books of who 
should be making payments on a quarterly basis. They also verified when 
houses became vacant so that no water was drawn there by thieves. Finally, 
they assured that the turncocks were keeping to the established schedule 
and that the customers were properly served with water. Should there be a 
problem, they would try to find the turncocks somewhere in their areas (or 
walks) and work with paviours to remedy defects in the pipes. In total, the 
LBWW had 7,320 tenants. Since some of these were landlords who owned a 
number of houses, it served more than 8,000 houses in all.75

 Like the New River, the LBWW used turncocks to open and shut valves so 
as to distribute the water to houses. It employed five of them, who checked 
the complaints books at the main office at high and low water when the 
wheels were not turning. Tenants who had complaints would go to the main 
office on London Bridge to speak to the doorkeeper. The turncocks tried to 
determine what substance there was to the complaint and fix it if possible. 
They were also supposed to report back on all faults that had been fixed.
 In addition to these there was a “supernumerary man” who had no set 
description, although he mostly acted as a replacement turncock. A door-
keeper and housekeeper both worked at the main office, as did a watchman 
at night. Finally, there were three millwrights who worked from 6 am to 6 
pm and kept the waterwheels and engines running. At every low tide, they 
would descend down to the water line where the suction pipes were to check 
for problems and keep the intakes clear. They also had to work on alternate 
Sundays to take care of the works and to be ready to come in during the night 
at any time of year for repairs if needed.76

The LBWW after 1750

The works did not change significantly from 1745 until 1761. In that year, the 
LBWW leased the third arch of the bridge, an empty one situated between 
two it already occupied.77 In addition, in an attempt to address one of its com-
petitive disadvantages with the New River, it built a steam engine at large 
expense on the north shore of the river at Broken Wharf to supply water 
at low tide when the waterwheels were stopped.78 Finally, it also started to 
supply Southwark by laying a pipe from its waterwheels on the north end 
of the bridge along its length to the south side, and there supplied a zone in 
the immediate vicinity of the bridge. The third arch had been empty since 
1718, and the LBWW had tried twice unsuccessfully shortly thereafter to 
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lease it. Despite this new waterwheel, however, the LBWW by 1765 was run-
ning short of supply capacity, a problem it had clearly not experienced when 
Hearne wrote his report in 1745. Part of the problem was that the City had 
widened the main arch of the bridge by merging two of the central arches 
to improve the flow. To the extent this succeeded, it also decreased the flow 
through all of the LBWW’s waterwheels.79 Two other arches (the Long Entry 
and the Chapel locks) had been closed to compensate, but this only made 
the current through the main arch even stronger, creating a powerful eddy 
downriver that threatened the ships passing through the arch. The supply 
problem was made evident at a recent fire on Bishopgate Street, when “not-
withstanding [that the LBWW] have had the assistance and advice of the 
most experienced and able artists in mechanics,” it had taken over two hours 
to heat the steam engine sufficiently to raise water to the fire.80

 To gain more capacity to make up for what had been lost with the merging 
of arches, the LBWW petitioned the City of London for a lease on the fifth 
arch of the bridge, but by proposing to occupy ever more of the bridge, the 
company was approaching the limits of what was available, given the other 
interests involved with the bridge; shipowners petitioned against giving up 
another arch to the LBWW because they feared it would make the eddy 
through the main arch even more dangerous. The City Council for its part 
was divided. Some councillors were willing to grant another lease, but others 
raised issues with the main running along the bridge to the south shore. It 
was leaking and clearly deteriorating parts of the bridge, especially the main 
arch in the center of the river.81 The City finally decided to commission a 
number of surveyors (engineers) to report and make recommendations on 
the best way to deal with the matter. One idea they were to consider was that 
of leasing yet another arch, this time the second from the south shore, and 
blocking the southernmost arch to increase the current to the second one. 
This would allow the pipe along the length of the bridge to be removed. The 
questions were passed to John Smeaton, Thomas Yeoman, Robert Mylne, and 
James Brindley. With the exception of Mylne, who objected to new leases on 
the grounds that, expiring in 2082, they were too long, all the other survey-
ors recommended the plan for two new waterwheels.82 Shipowners, how-
ever, still raised concerns about the speed of the current being dangerous 
for navigation and liable to undermine their piers around the bridge, and so 
the affair was sent back to the surveyors, this time Smeaton, Yeoman, Mylne, 
and John Wooler.83 In response, Smeaton and Yeoman reiterated their orig-
inal opinions and recommended approval for the two waterwheels, while 
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Mylne was joined by Wooler in arguing for keeping the flow more open and 
less powerful so as to diminish the wear on the bridge. The City Council 
voted to approve the two leases, with the sole proviso that they could be 
canceled by the City at any time should the condition of the bridge require 
it.84 It was to be Smeaton himself who designed and built the wheel for  
the fifth arch. The new wheel was 32 feet (9.75 m) in diameter, much larger 
than the other wheels. He reduced the number and increased the size of the 
float boards along the wheel, as well as changing the size and gear ratios of 
the pumping mechanism. All of these improved its efficiency.85 It was rebuilt 
and improved in 1789 and finally replaced with an iron mechanism in 1817 
(fig. 5.7).86

 In 1779 a fire that started in a building adjacent to the bridge destroyed 
the water tower but did not reach the waterwheels or pumps. Almost all the 
archives of the LBWW went up in flames, but the 1745 report escaped un-
scathed. With their now-deprived tenants appealing to the New River for 
water, the company managers considered whether to rebuild the tower or 
not and discovered by experimentation that they could pump water directly 
into the mains without a reservoir and still give a satisfactory supply.87 They 
connected the steam engine to the mains as well, although it had normally been 
used only at low tides. The new arrangement was made possible because 
their engineer at the time, John Foulds (1742–1815), designed a cylinder into 
which all the pumps forced water, and to which all the mains were con-
nected (fig. 5.8).88 Foulds had come from Derbyshire to work as a millwright 
at the company in 1763 and would have become well acquainted with the wa-
terworks, given the ceaseless maintenance they required. By 1776 he was the 
chief millwright. His design work on the new cylinder won him the direc-
tors’ confidence, and he was made the company’s engineer. Foulds became 
known as a master millwright and was important in the Master Millwrights 
Association. John Rennie, when he visited London in 1784, observed that 
“it was his duty to consult the most eminent master in London such as . . .  
Mr. Foulds (Engineer of the famous London Bridge Waterworks) as to the 
usages of the trade.” In 1791 he was also appointed assistant engineer in the 
City of London’s Surveyor’s Office, leading to his involvement in helping to 
design the London Docks. Finally, he also consulted for the Shadwell Water-
works after 1797 in rebuilding a Boulton & Watt steam engine.89

 Although the LBWW recovered from this setback, the company came 
under pressure from various sources from 1780. At this time, its total income 
from water rents was £9,686, and it was paying fifty shillings per year per 



Figure 5.7. The waterwheel in the fifth arch of London Bridge in 1819. By this point 
most of the wheel components were made from iron. Abraham Rees, Cyclopædia (1819), 
plates vol. 4



Figure 5.8. Foulds’s cylinder from 1780, top and side view (drawn in 1788). Courtesy City of London 
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share in dividends, representing £3,750 in total.90 The New River in that year 
divided £22,824, a little over six times as much. In the 1660s, the New River 
was paying five thousand pounds to the LBWW’s one thousand pounds, so 
in the intervening century, the LBWW had managed approximately to keep 
growing alongside the New River, although not at the same pace. Their fates 
would soon diverge dramatically, however, because the LBWW had ex-
hausted the potential offered by the bridge, as was made clear by a further 
attempt to modernize its works. Its managers had to embark on an extensive 
set of repairs that saw them rebuild every waterwheel they had except the 
one in the fourth arch. In addition, they agreed with Boulton & Watt in 1784 
to replace the steam engine at Broken Wharf with one of Watt’s patented 
engines for six hundred pounds plus fifty pounds per year thereafter.91 The 
company engineer, Foulds, was responsible for all this work.92 The LBWW 
managed to do all this only by exhausting all its capital and borrowing seven 
thousand pounds from its own treasurer James Wood.93 Most of these works 
were completed by 1794, and although the new engines were more efficient 
than the ones they had replaced, the total income from water rents was 
only one thousand pounds over what it had been in 1780. Another source of 
pressure on the company was the changing face of the City of London itself, 
which was its primary area of supply. Many houses were being cleared away 
for commercial buildings.94 The new Bank of England building lost the com-
pany tens of houses, as did the removal of most houses along the Thames to 
make way for wharves and warehouses. The East India Company was also 
clearing away houses to make way for its entrepôts. A final headwind for the 
LBWW was, as usual, the New River Company.95 Although the agreement 
not to poach each other’s customers under certain conditions was still in 
place between the two companies, the LBWW consistently lost customers to 
the New River when it tried to increase its rates, effectively locking in prices 
over decades. The only opportunity for growth came in Southwark, where 
the population was growing and competition was less, although even there 
the founding of the Lambeth Waterworks in 1785 posed a potential threat.96 
The result of all these pressures was that the managers were forced to lower 
the dividend to forty shillings per share in 1794, and then twenty shillings 
after that, before finally rising to thirty shillings in 1798 when the whole 
debt incurred in 1784 was finally repaid.97 Its total dividend was less than 
that of the Chelsea Waterworks between 1795 and 1797, and just above in the 
period after, indicating that the Chelsea was finally passing the LBWW to  
become London’s second company measured by revenues and volume of 
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water served, pushing the LBWW aside from the place it had occupied since 
around 1630. By that point, however, the Shadwell Waterworks was serv-
ing more houses, but nowhere near the same volume of water or revenue. 
The Shadwell Waterworks had acquired the southern district supplied by 
the West Ham Waterworks, where the two companies overlapped in 1792, 
vaulting it past the Chelsea Waterworks.98

Conclusion

As the second largest water company in London for most of the period be-
fore 1800, and the largest before around 1630, the LBWW played an impor-
tant role in the city’s development. It came to provide water to around ten 
thousand of the houses of the rapidly expanding city, and supported indus-
tries, particularly brewing and sugar refining. In its integration into London, 
its capabilities and limitations were fundamentally linked to its situation on 
London Bridge. While the New River Company in particular was supplied 
by sources located at a higher elevation than the metropolis, the LBWW had 
to pump water up out the river and could produce only as much as its water-
wheels allowed. This restricted the LBWW’s capacity and effectively tied it 
to the City of London rather than the metropolis as a whole. As a conse-
quence, the LBWW did not experience great growth as the city expanded 
through the eighteenth century, excepting to a small extent in Southwark. 
The LBWW suffered further as the City itself become more commercial and 
less residential.
 The LBWW’s evolution, moreover, was intertwined with the bridge’s. 
When arches were opened up to increase the flow through the bridge, it de-
creased the current on the LBWW’s wheels. The LBWW had to constantly 
seek more capacity, both by leasing more arches from the City and by re-
peatedly rebuilding its machines. Moreover, the LBWW’s tight connection 
with the bridge meant that as its own mains extended deep into the City, the 
bridge was deeply integrated into the city’s physical fabric. Over the long 
term, however, the metropolis outgrew the bridge, which had been adequate 
for hundreds of years. As it deteriorated, the City finally decided to remove 
it, and the LBWW went with it. The LBWW link with the City was also polit-
ical. Because the City had authority over the bridge, the LBWW relied on the 
City’s favor, especially when it was expanding. The City’s generosity toward 
it, manifested through low rents and even loans, allowed the LBWW to be 
established. Moreover, over the course of the eighteenth century, the City 
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did not clear the LBWW off the bridge even as other buildings were removed 
because the City relied on LBWW water.
 The LBWW’s history reflected evolving technology, notably improving 
waterwheel technology and the increasing availability of iron. As it rebuilt 
its waterwheels repeatedly over the years, the company sought to increase 
their efficiency, occasionally relying on well-known engineers, notably Soro-
cold and Smeaton. While not every new wheel marked a step up in efficiency, 
enough improvements were made to allow the LBWW to stay relatively com-
petitive with New River despite its more expensive water, and the problems 
associated with being on London Bridge, including foul water close to the 
river banks and changing current strength as the arches were widened. The 
advancement of the iron industry also had its effects, as more and more com-
ponents of waterwheels were made from iron. Finally, after 1800 iron was 
used exclusively, but this came too late for LBWW. Iron was also used for 
new components such as Foulds’s distributer, which could contain higher 
pressures without needing a water tower. These shifts show how changes in 
the wider British economy were having effects on the secondary companies 
as well. These did not amount to a revolutionary change before 1800. Rather, 
there were many small incremental changes that nevertheless indicated a 
regular, or at least periodic, willingness to innovate.
 Finally, the smaller companies did not have the same complexity as the 
New River, and the difference was not just of degree. The LBWW was the 
next largest company, but as Hearne’s report of 1745 indicated, it had not 
faced the issues that the New River had confronted before 1700 as its growth 
outpaced its technological and business management systems. The New 
River had adopted new technological and management controls to stabilize 
itself following its period of difficulty. The LBWW by contrast had no cen- 
tralized information on the situation of its works, and yet it managed to re-
main profitable and even expand. It took Hearne’s many weeks of labor to 
map its network. This suggests the LBWW’s relaxed and informal means of 
control to that time were adequate for running its relatively small business.



Chapter six

Consumption

The amount of water English people employ is inconceivable, especially 
for the cleansing of their houses. Though they are not slaves to cleanli-
ness, like the Dutch, still they are very remarkable for this virtue. Not a 
week passes by but well kept houses are washed twice in the seven days, 
and that from top to bottom; and even every morning most kitchens, 
staircase, and entrance are scrubbed. All furniture, and especially all 
kitchen utensils, are kept with the greatest cleanliness. Even the large 
hammers and the locks on the door are rubbed and shine brightly. Would 
you believe it, though water is to be had in abundance in London, and of 
fairly good quality, absolutely none is drunk? The lower classes, even the 
paupers, do not know what it is to quench their thirst with water. In this 
country nothing but beer is drunk, and it is made in several qualities.

César de Saussure, A Foreign View of England, 1726

Observations on the hearty consumption of water in London were not un-
common in the eighteenth century.1 Impressed by the scale of the infra-
structure, visitors and locals commented on the relatively abundant supply 
available but remarked somewhat less frequently on how the water was con-
sumed. The story of the growth of the water industry was, however, as much 
one of supply as of demand. If the water companies were capable of supply-
ing water, there also had to be the demand for it. The history of London’s 
water consisted of more than improving technology and entrepreneurship. 
Rather, the consumers of water were ready and willing to take the water in 
sufficient numbers to sustain the growth of these water companies, and they 
are also part of the story.
 At the most basic level, the consumers of London’s water had to be both 
numerous and wealthy enough to buy the water, as well as possessing the 
willingness to do so through the water networks, rather than relying on water 
carriers, wells, and other sources. These other sources were, of course, pres-
ent and important for much of London’s population into the nineteenth cen-
tury. But for a majority of Londoners at some point in the eighteenth century, 
water companies had become their source of water. The growth of water is 
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at one level that of early modern urbanization and especially London’s ex-
ceptional place in it as it became the largest city in Europe. The water com-
panies were inflated by London’s population bubble. This, however, was not 
enough. London was, after all, not an order of magnitude larger than Paris, 
which did not develop such a system until the nineteenth century. Piped 
water supply, while not exactly a luxury commodity, was at least a  service 
accessible only to people above the level of a laborer, although this gradually 
changed over the eighteenth century. Nominal prices hardly budged, even 
decreasing over that period, and the service was much more accessible to 
poorer people by 1800. It was, however, London’s people of middling wealth 
and above that sustained the water industry before then. The city’s wealth 
was a foundation for the industry. Finally, not only did people have the means 
to pay for the service, but they were willing to do so. Historians have posited 
various shifts in the willingness of consumers to buy more during this time, 
and clearly how they consumed water was among the choices they made.
 Not only households sustained London’s water industry. Industrial users, 
most notably brewers, were by far the largest consumers of water. London’s 
alcohol industry in effect extended the reach of the water companies further, 
well into the poorer homes that could not afford water connections. Further 
nonlucrative uses for water, but ones that featured importantly in political 
discussions over the water, were firefighting and, to a lesser extent, watering 
roads and cleansing ditches.

Supplying Houses

Although fire ravaged the archives of the water companies on various occa-
sions, enough evidence exists to give a good idea of consumption of water in 
London. Data on the number of customers served by the three largest com-
panies (fig. 6.1) and on the number of houses connected (fig. 6.2) has been 
drawn from many sources, some archival and some printed, with varying 
degrees of reliability. Interpolations have also been required. Appendix A 
contains a more detailed description of the treatment of the data.
 After an initial burst, the New River grew slowly from its creation to ap-
proximately 1650 (fig. 6.1). Data are unavailable from the period of the Civil 
Wars, but after around 1650, the customer base expanded rapidly, reaching 
over 9 percent annually to 1670 when statistics become available again. Its 
growth rate from 1670 to 1683 averaged more than 4 percent per year but 
was not even within this period. There was a dramatic step upward between 
1680 and 1683, during which its rents grew more than 11 percent per year. 
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The entire period was evidently a buoyant one for the London economy. Al-
though this expansion caused the New River problems from around 1685, 
once it had recovered around after 1700, its growth continued and seems to 
have been approximately constant until 1769 at around 1 percent per year. 
A building boom beginning around 1763 and ending in the 1790s caused 
it to tick upward to 1.3 percent.2 Although the boom ended with the start 
of the French Wars, the New River’s growth continued to be strong until  
1804, when it exploded to 2.6 percent annually until 1810. Although it may 
have appeared a propitious time for the New River, a crisis soon struck it and 
the other water companies as technological change and new competitors 
took a heavy toll, effectively destroying a large part of its business model. The 
result was that the number of customers served then dropped 1.5 percent per 
year to 1820. This was a dramatic reversal for a company that had enjoyed 
consistent growth for almost two hundred years. The early nineteenth cen-
tury crisis is described in chapter 8. The New River in 1810 was about nine-
teen times the size it had been in 1638. During this time, London’s population 
had grown more than fourfold (from 300,000 to 1.3 million), indicating how 
dramatically the New River had penetrated into the water market in the city 
(fig. 6.3).
 In contrast to the New River, the other companies fared somewhat less 
well. No data are available for the London Bridge Waterworks before the 
eighteenth century, but from 1708 to 1782 it almost doubled in size, a rate of 
growth a little less than what the New River achieved during the same pe-
riod. By the end point of that time span, however, their fates were diverging 
dramatically. The LBWW stagnated, adding only fifteen hundred customers 
to 1810 (17 percent), while the New River grew by around twelve thousand 
(38 percent). The LBWW had reached the limits of what it could achieve 
based on the bridge, while the New River still evidently had ample capacity. 
The Chelsea Waterworks, like the LBWW, experienced slower growth than 
the New River after its initial spurt. It acquired customers by buying three 
other companies to 1732, reaching thirty-four hundred, but it did not there-
after manage to double in size even as late as 1804. Its fortunes changed 
at that point, and it expanded significantly over the succeeding five years, 
growing at 4 percent per year to 1809, only to begin losing customers in the 
same crisis that struck the New River at that time. From the point of view of 
market share in terms of number of houses served, the eighteenth century 
was quite constant (fig. 6.4). The New River held more than 70 percent and 
then dipped in the 1730s, when the Chelsea Waterworks was formed and 
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others expanded. Its market share held constant at around 65 percent until 
the end of century when new companies, first south and then north of the 
river, drove it down. The LBWW held a further 15 percent until around 1800. 
Both of these crashed after 1809, with the New River dropping to almost 35 
percent by 1820.
 The New River was, therefore, the most successful company up to 1800, 
in terms of not only absolute numbers but also growth rates. A further sta-
tistic, moreover, shows how the New River surpassed its competitors: it 
tended to serve more houses per customer than the other companies (fig. 
6.2). Since in some cases landlords owned and paid for many houses, a single 
customer could represent more than one house. The data for the total num-
ber of houses connected show that the New River served roughly between 
1.3 and 1.6 houses per customer, while the LBWW was around 1.1. Less data 
are available for the Chelsea Waterworks until very late in the eighteenth 
century, when it seems to have been a little higher than the LBWW at around 
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1.2. The New River’s lead over the other companies was then even greater 
from the perspective of houses served.
 The New River’s dominance came to a crashing end beginning in 1806. 
The statistics of the new water companies formed then reveal what sort of 
shock they were to the London water market. The East London Waterworks 
was created in 1806, and by 1820 it was serving more than 32,000 houses, 
about a third of which came from acquiring the Shadwell Waterworks and 
the West Ham Waterworks. The Shadwell Waterworks itself had begun a 
remarkable growth spurt in the 1790s, passing both the Chelsea and the 
LBWW. The Grand Junction Waterworks and the West Middlesex Water-
works, while not quite attaining the same figures as the East London, still 
added tens of thousands of customers in very short order at the same time. 
Some of these customers were taken from the incumbent players, but many 
were previously unserved. In 15 years, the East London acquired as many 
houses as the New River had in its first 120. From 1806 to 1820, the three up-
starts connected to more than 50,000 houses, increasing the total number of 
houses with water north of the Thames to more than 120,000, or an increase 
of more than 60 percent. Evidently, as rapidly as the pre-1800 companies had 
grown, they were missing out on an enormous market for piped water, one 
that the new companies took from under their noses with steam pumping, 
iron pipes, and more constant high-pressure supply. The old companies may 
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have been technologically innovative in the eighteenth century but had en-
tirely missed the opportunities technological changes were making possible 
by 1800.
 What proportion of houses in London had direct water supply? Definite 
figures for the number of buildings in London at this time have been dif-
ficult to calculate, but estimates based on some direct counts and window 
and chimney tax assessments can be made for the years 1685, 1737, 1757, and 
1777.3 The national census provided firmer figures for 1801, 1811, and 1821. 
According to these data, the New River Company was reaching around 35 
to 45 percent of buildings, with an upward drift throughout the eighteenth 
century (fig. 6.3). All water companies put together reached perhaps around 
45 percent in 1700, with an increase thereafter as the Chelsea expanded in 
the 1730s to around 50 percent.4 It increased constantly thereafter to a re-
markable 70 percent by 1800, after which it held steady to 1810, when the 
new companies took on many new customers and about 85 percent of houses 
had piped water in 1820. The number of people served by the water com-
panies was of course much larger than the number of houses since these 
were large households that often included extended families, in addition to 
servants. Given the penetration of water supply into the London market, it is 
clear that the New River was by 1700 no longer serving only a wealthy elite, 
which had been the case in its early years. Water supply reached well into  
the middle class of the metropolis. The dependence on water companies was 
such that a significant failure in a company’s supply could cause distress, 
such as in Southwark in 1758. London Bridge was being repaired and a tem-
porary wooden vault burned down, cutting the water pipes running along 
the bridge to the south. The inhabitants of Southwark were “reduced to very 
great distress over want of water.”5

 The reach of the water companies over the course of the eighteenth cen-
tury from 45 to 70 percent of houses indicates that water became much more 
affordable over the long term. Wage statistics bear this observation out. The 
price of water held roughly constant in nominal terms from 1600 to 1800. 
The New River’s earliest rental rate books indicate that most people paid 
about twenty-five shillings per year for water, a sum similar to what is re-
corded at around 1700. Prices drifted downward, and the LBWW charged 
twenty shillings per connection annually according to its agreement with the 
City when it leased new arches. By 1800, most water companies were charg-
ing twenty shillings per customer.6 The exact rate was determined by the 
size of the house and expected use. Many people tried to haggle about fees 
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but were only rarely successful.7 The ratio of the cost of water to the average 
worker’s wages reveals the significant improvement in the affordability of a 
water connection (fig. 6.5).8 At the industry’s foundation, a connection would 
have cost more than 13 percent of a worker’s annual income. By the Resto-
ration, this had decreased to 10 percent. It thereafter declined only slowly 
to 8 percent over the following one hundred years. A marked decline began 
in the 1750, when it decreased from 8 percent to 4 percent in fifty years.9 By 
1800, therefore, a water connection was within reach of skilled laborers, if 
they had a sufficiently regular income to take a contract. The dramatic expan-
sion of the Shadwell Waterworks from 1790, and its successor the East Lon-
don Waterworks from 1810, was made possible by the cost of water connection 
moving within the spending capacity of the poorer workers who inhabited the 
East End, which these companies served. The wage figures used here were 
for the entire country, and since London wages were on average more than 
50 percent higher, a water connection was even more affordable than these 
figures suggest.10 The 30 percent of houses that did not have a connection in 
1800 were naturally the poorest and would have been packed with people. 
How the house figure translates into the proportion of the population served 
is not known, but the segment of London’s people drinking water piped to 
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their houses by a company in 1800 was evidently significantly less than 70 
percent.
 Other figures give a sense of where water stood in a Londoner’s basket of 
yearly purchases. In 1700, after the great expansion of the water industry, 
Peter Earle has estimated that a median merchant in the city spent around 
six hundred pounds per year on domestic expenses, while a tradesman spent 
two hundred pounds, and a small tavern keeper or shopkeeper spent one 
hundred pounds. The cost of a water connection at one to two pounds per 
year was easily affordable for these people.11

 The quantity of water provided to each house was not measured directly. 
Meters were not introduced until the late nineteenth century, and so no direct 
measure of the water served to the average house is available. However, com-
mentators, such as Richard Castle in his calculations on the water supply 
for Dublin, or Samuel Hearne is his LBWW report, frequently reckoned 1 
tun (955 L) per house daily.12 Since houses were mostly served every second 
day, the average daily use was half that (500 L per day). Both Lowthorp and 
Sorocold used approximately the half-tun figure in their calculations.13 Fur-
thermore, some figures were reported for the total volume of water served 
by the New River at various times (1723, 1726, 1780, 1786, 1808), and they 
give an amount per house of 0.8 to 1.3 tuns (750 L to 1250 L) over two days, 
corroborating the reckoning given by the other accounts.14 This was a sig-
nificant quantity when considered in a contemporary context. In modern 
developed countries, water usage can be around 250 liters per person per 
day.15 Assuming households with eight people, the average water consump-
tion per person would have been around 60–70 liters daily over the course of 
the eighteenth century. It was this volume that prompted de Saussure’s im-
pression that “one of the conveniences of London is that everyone can have 
an abundance of water.”16 In upper-class homes, the water would also have 
been shared with thirsty horses kept in stables, and in consequence the fees 
charged by the water companies were higher when stables were part of the 
household. Not all companies supplied the same quantity, however. As may 
be expected, the Shadwell Waterworks and the West Ham Waterworks in 
the East End in 1808 supplied less, averaging one-quarter tun per house over 
two days.17 Both of these companies had a very poor reputation for supply. 
People complained that they sometimes went two or three weeks without 
water.18

 In homes, the water was used for a variety of purposes, including for 
drinking, laundry, washing, preparing foods, watering stables, bathing, and 
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even ornamentation in gardens of the wealthiest houses. It is difficult to 
know what the relative importance of these various uses was and how they 
changed over time. As described in chapter 7, from being rare in the early 
eighteenth century, daily bathing at home became commonplace in middle- 
and upper-class homes by the end of the century. Water closets were also 
becoming more common. Although they had existed earlier, Joseph Bramah 
patented a flush water closet in 1778 that proved to be practicable enough 
for more common use. He sold thousands of them by 1800, and they were 
widespread in London in middle-class districts by the 1830s.19 Home laun-
dry was becoming more mechanized as well, with a number of new wash-
ing machines appearing from the mid-1700s onward, including a “Yorkshire 
Maiden” advertised in the Gentleman’s Magazine in 1752.20

 The most significant pre-1800 customer data set available from the Lon-
don water companies dates to 1769 when the New River Company’s head of-
fice burned down with most of its records perishing in the blaze. In order to 
consolidate their operations in the wake of this disaster, the directors com-
piled a complete list of all their tenants. The statistics are listed in tables 6.1, 
6.2, and 6.3.
 Although the New River Company had customers of many sizes, it made 
most its revenues from small customers. Figure 6.6, which shows the running 

table 6.1.
New River Company Summary, 1769

Total number of tenants 25,910

Total gross rent £37,324
Average rent £1 8s 9d
Median rent £1 4s 0d

table 6.2.
Income by Yearly Rental Contract Amount, New River Company

Yearly Rent Count Portion of Total (%) Total Collected Portion of Total (%)

£1 4s 0d 7,719 29.6 £9,262 16s 0d 24.9
£1 0s 0d 4,540 17.4 £4,540 0s 0d 12.2
£1 10s 0d 1,644 6.3 £2,466 0s 0d 6.6
£1 3s 0d 1,505 5.8 £1,730 15s 0d 4.7
£0 15s 0d 1,196 4.6 £717 12s 0d 1.9
£1 6s 0d 1,162 4.5 £871 10s 0d 2.3
£2 0s 0d 1,130 4.3 £1,469 0s 0d 4.0
£0 16s 0d 962 3.7 £1,924 0s 0d 5.2
£0 10s 0d 795 3.0 £636 0s 0d 1.7



table 6.3.
Largest New River Customers

Customer Street Rent
Volume of Water 

(tuns per day) Activity

Gyfford & Co. Castle Street  £90 0s 0d 20.55 Brewer

Truman & Baker Brick Lane  £84 0s 0d 19.18 Brewer
Samuel Whitbread Chiswell Street  £84 0s 0d 19.18 Brewer
Calvert & Co. Red Cross  £80 0s 0d 18.26 Brewer
Robert Hucks Hyde Street  £55 0s 0d 12.56 Brewer
Chase & Cox Great Russel 

Street
 £51 10s 0d 11.76 Brewer

Victual office Tower Hill  £39 15s 0d 9.08 Navy supply, 
brewer

Samuel Hawkins Long Lane  £38 8s 0d 8.77 Brewer
Thornton White Lyon 

Street
 £38 0s 0d 8.68 Brewer

Wilks & Raw St. John Street  £38 0s 0d 8.68 Malt distiller
St. Bartholomew’s 

Hospital
Smithfield  £37 0s 0d 8.45 Hospital

Cokar & Co. Old Street  £35 0s 0d 7.99 Brewer
Mason & Co. St. Giles  £32 0s 0d 7.31 Brewer
Allen & Ambrose Nightingale 

Alley
 £30 0s 0d 6.85 Brewer

Dickinson & Co. Golden Lane  £30 0s 0d 6.85 Brewer
Dickenson St. John Street  £30 0s 0d 6.85 Brewer
Bulstrod Air Street  £28 0s 0d 6.39
Sankethman Shoreditch 

Street
 £28 0s 0d 6.39

Somerset House Strand  £25 12s 6d 5.85 Residence and 
barracks

Jones Goswell  £25 0s 0d 5.71
Morly Leather Lane  £25 0s 0d 5.71
Christ Hospital Town Ditch  £23 0s 0d 5.25 Hospital
John Suger Bartholomew 

Square
 £23 0s 0d 5.25

Sam Read White Chapel  £22 10s 0d 5.14 Brewer
Jordan & Lefevre Leman Street  £22 0s 0d 5.02 Brewer
Joanne Deane Cow Cross  £22 0s 0d 5.02
Wid Clempson Hare Street  £20 0s 0d 4.57 Brewer
New Inn Pay & Co. Islington  £20 0s 0d 4.57
John Edwards Goswell  £20 0s 0d 4.57
Murey Lukerpond 

Street
 £20 0s 0d 4.57 Brewer?

Broadhead Browns Garden  £20 0s 0d 4.57
Starkie & Co. Brewer  £20 0s 0d 4.57 Brewer
The Charter house Charterhouse 

Square
 £20 0s 0d 4.57 Hospital and 

school
Charles Dodd Mutton Lane  £20 0s 0d 4.57
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sum per contract for both number and total rental per contract size, reveals 
just how important small customers were. Most of the company’s tenants, 
about 91 percent, paid two pounds per year or less, and these represented 
72 percent of its total revenue. For a three-pound cut off, the corresponding 
figures are 95 percent of the total count and 80 percent of the revenue. The 
large steps in figure 6.6 represent the most common contract amounts. The 
nine most common, all at two pounds or less, accounted for 84.7 percent of 
all customers and 64.1 percent of total income. The New River Company, and 
by extension the water industry in London, was therefore a phenomenon 
founded on small consumers, as the proportion of houses connected to the 
network reveals (fig. 6.2).
 The willingness of consumers to take piped water that these figures demon-
strate should not be assumed as self-evident or inevitable. The New River’s 
difficulties, described in chapter 2, in its earliest years in gaining customers, 
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as well as the dips in their number during the 1620s, probably due to plague, 
indicate that factors could work against the adoption of water supply. The 
case of Paris in the eighteenth century is another counterpoint. The tech-
nology was available in Paris as in London, but as the history of water sup-
ply from 1600 to 1800 showed, this did not produce the same results. Many 
factors contributed to the difference, and they varied with time. In the early 
period, the Crown meddled more directly with how water was supplied in 
Paris, and a commercial industry was never established there like it was in 
London. Later in the eighteenth century, when attempts were made to set 
afoot water companies using a model akin to London’s, consumer demand 
was not adequate to sustain a network.
 The first waterwheel pump was erected in Paris in 1608 on the pont Neuf 
by Jean Lintlaer, a Flemish engineer, not long after Morris’s wheel in Lon-
don. Unlike in London, however, the instigator and owner was the king, 
Henri IV, and the pump served to supply the Louvre and Tuileries palaces, 
which were using about half of all water brought to the city.21 No supply from 
the new pump was available for sale to houses, and the business model that 
Morris had brought to London never took hold in Paris. Another project 
sought to supply water through the Arceuil aqueduct. It was built by private 
contractors in agreement with the king (and then Marie de Medici after his 
assassination) and the city. Supplies began in 1623, but the project was re-
quired to give 60 percent of the water to the new royal Luxembourg palace, 
with the city and the contractors splitting what was left.22 Although most of 
this made it to public fountains, there was intense lobbying on the part of 
nobles, religious houses, and public institutions to gain access to direct water 
connections, leading to the repeated cycle of diminished public supply and 
the revocation of privileged connections, before fresh lobbying once again 
harmed the public supply.23 These connections were provided gratis if the 
requester was deemed to have rendered a service to the city, in default of 
which it was given for a fee.24 Other large waterwheels, also supplying public 
fountains, were built on the pont Notre-Dame in 1673 by the city govern-
ment. The city had approved its construction with the idea of offsetting its 
cost by selling any excess water not used for supplying fountains. The plan 
failed, because the water pumped was not adequate and the city kept giv-
ing away whatever water it could spare.25 Attempts to found for-profit water 
companies were made in the years around 1695, but few got underway. Even 
those that did fared poorly; one established on La Tournelle bridge in 1695 
failed in 1707 and was removed.26
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 New companies offering water for sale emerged at the end of the Ancien 
Régime in France.27 In the mid-eighteenth century, with city supplies in a 
dire condition, and the Notre Dame pumps in a bad state, Louis XV in 1763 
issued a patent creating a company to sell water collected in boats on the 
river, but this had little success because it used water carriers to distribute to  
paying customers.28 In the meantime, water carriers drawing from the Seine 
became even more important for the city.29 After many years of debating var-
ious proposals, both public and private, the city finally authorized the cre-
ation of a larger company, the Compagnie Royale des Eaux de Paris, estab-
lished by Jacques-Constantin and Auguste-Charles Périer in 1778. It offered 
the London model of domestic water service through a pipe network fed by 
a steam engine (purchased from Boulton & Watt) pumping water from the 
Seine, but the inhabitants of Paris were reluctant to pay for the connections. 
The company also sold water from public fountains. It expended all its initial 
capital within a few years and had to issue more stock repeatedly. After strug-
gling for a few years, the company finally managed to turn a profit in 1786, at 
which point the comte de Mirabeau estimated that it had only 617 customers 
with piped water. Moreover, the number of customers with direct connections 
was decreasing, while those taking from public fountains increased.30 The 
company finally failed in 1788 and was largely taken over by the city.31 A com-
peting enterprise that sold water brought to the city from the Yvette River via 
aqueduct was founded in 1786, but it had no better success and failed in 1793.
 The chaos of revolution and war meant little was achieved in the suc-
ceeding years so that in 1820 Paris’s water supply was still much as it had 
been for the preceding century. Indeed, even in the 1850s, when a universal 
piped water system had been introduced to the city, only about sixty-three 
hundred buildings, or less than 20 percent, had connections. London, by 
contrast, had passed the 20 percent point long before 1700, probably around 
1660. In Paris, most people preferred to get water from small public foun-
tains, which were found on almost every street in the 1850s.32 It was this 
preference for fountain water, which lasted well into the nineteenth century, 
that had hampered the growth of the Parisian companies before 1800. Nor 
was this preference unique to Paris. As Chris Hamlin has observed, in early 
modern Europe “it would appear that the piping of water into individual 
homes was not felt to be important.” Only in the nineteenth century did it re-
ally take hold.33 London, it seems, was exceptional. More research, however, 
is needed to investigate how the availability of technology was connected 
with consumer demand in other cities before 1800.
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 London’s consumers proved to be eager for water, sufficiently so that 
they sustained the industry’s constant growth from sometime in the mid- 
seventeenth century. The willingness of masses of Londoners to consume 
water in this way indicates, at least initially, a fresh attitude toward the con-
sumption of the most quotidian of consumables: water. As the case of Paris 
shows, availability of piped water was not sufficient. The consumers also had 
to want it delivered through pipes. Changes in patterns of consumption are 
naturally common, but historians have argued that sometimes more deeply 
rooted societal changes in consumption have occurred, giving rise over time 
to the intensely consumerist societies of the twentieth century in the West. 
Indeed, Jan de Vries has pointed out that historians have made claims for 
five “consumer revolutions” between the Renaissance and the twentieth 
century.34 For de Vries, however, the crucial consumer revolution for rise of 
the culture of mass consumption began in seventeenth-century Holland and 
spread to England in the late seventeenth century. This was certainly the 
most important among the putative consumer revolutions for the water in-
dustry, coinciding with the rapid takeoff of demand.
 The revolution originated in Holland when innovative consumer behav-
ior emerged so that, in de Vries’s words, “for the first time on such a scale and 
on so enduring a basis, we find a society in which the potential to purchase 
luxuries and novelties extended well beyond a small, traditional elite and 
where the acquired goods served to fashion material cultures that cannot 
be understood simply in terms of emulation.”35 Uniquely in Europe to that 
point, a large proportion of a society was able to choose how to spend its 
wealth and which goods to buy and use. For de Vries, this “new luxury” revo-
lution was not an extension of the old aristocratic culture of luxury. Rather, it 
differed in that it was more directed to the home, to the interior, as opposed 
to the ostentatious luxury of Renaissance culture. The aim was more com-
fort than the indulgence of refined taste, domestic rather than courtly. The 
interests of new consumers were in acquiring not unique valuable artefacts 
but “products capable of multiplication,” such as Delft dishware, cabinets, 
furniture, books, pipes, and clocks, as well as a broader range of shorter-lived 
goods and consumables, including more textile fabrics and cloths, sugar, to-
bacco, coffee, tea, fine grain breads, and spirits.36

 In order to acquire all these goods, people modified their work behavior 
by working more hours so as to be able to earn and spend more. This, de 
Vries argues, was an “industrious revolution” that linked patterns of both 
work and consumption. It was not only an increase in wages that prompted 
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this. Indeed, hourly wages did not rise substantially. Rather, people were 
willing to work longer in order to change what they consumed, prompting 
a significant change in the basic “consumption bundle.”37 Furthermore, de 
Vries claims that the industrious revolution had been founded in two dif-
ferent but overlapping demographics. The first was the middle classes, who 
earned more and typically could afford servants. They concentrated their in-
creased consumption especially in the domestic setting, being interested in 
furthering sociability, comfort, and respectability. The second demographic 
involved a more plebeian sort, the type of worker who often worked as a 
servant rather than employing them. Such workers could not afford the same 
domestic consumption as people farther up the income ladder but still en-
joyed a wider variety in their food palette, tending in addition to find social 
interactions outside the house, such as in taverns.
 The Dutch never theorized about their new luxuries, and contemporary 
discourse exploring and justifying them remained underdeveloped. The new 
Dutch culture of consumption spread to England, especially in London, in 
late seventeenth century, and it was there that it received a fuller theoretical 
elaboration.38 Already in the early seventeenth century, there were attempts 
to demoralize luxury consumption by rejecting charges that it was wasteful 
and immoral. These attempts were successful to the degree that, although 
people still argued for sumptuary laws to control luxury purchasing in the 
early seventeenth century, these grew less common, and such bills largely 
disappeared from Parliament after 1640. Although the controversy about 
whether luxury was morally dubious hardly disappeared, over time luxuries 
received new, less morally laden labels such as “excellent” and “delicate.”39 
In the 1670s and 1680s, authors such as Nicholas Barbon and John Houghton 
energetically defended consumers and consumption, arguing that the appe-
tite for material goods and comforts promoted the public good as wealth cir-
culated throughout the entire country. For Barbon, cities in particular were 
the crux of this happy situation, securing a path to prosperity and peace as 
seats of consumption. Barbon set an important precedent in arguing that the 
growth of London, which was often seen as disordered and unrestrained, 
was, on the contrary, beneficial for the national economy.40

 The basis of this consumer revolution in England and London in particu-
lar was not merely rhetorical but was founded on relative economic changes 
and growing prosperity. Over the course of the seventeenth century, national 
wealth approximately doubled. Furthermore, the population was becoming 
increasingly urbanized. In 1525 only 5.25 percent of England’s people lived 
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in urban areas (towns of more than five thousand inhabitants). By 1600, this 
had reached 8.25 percent, 13.5 percent in 1670, and 17.0 percent in 1700. Fur-
thermore, London’s share of this urbanization was expanding, with up to 
11.5 percent of the nation’s people in 1700 from 2.25 percent in 1520.41 The 
proportion of the country’s workforce devoted to agriculture decreased from 
around 58 percent between 1500 and 1600 to 39 percent in 1700.42 Urban 
workers were also earning more money, due to working longer hours rather 
than benefiting from rising wages, after a long period of stagnation and even 
decline from the end of the Middle Ages to 1650. From a level comparable 
to other European cities such as Vienna and Florence around 1575, work-
ers’ incomes in London had doubled by 1700 relative to these other cities, 
which largely held constant. Although Amsterdam’s wage earners enjoyed 
similar growth over this time, the two cities diverged thereafter, as London’s 
wages continued to grow while Amsterdam’s stagnated.43 The growth in 
wage figures is also borne out by data on the expansion of economic out-
put. The gross domestic product of England has been estimated to have dou-
bled between 1600 and 1700. Due to population increase, however, real GDP 
growth per capita before 1650 was negligible, with the figures from 1400 
almost the same as 1650. Most of the growth took place after 1650, during 
which time it increased from £8.85 to £12.68 per capita in 1700, based on 
1700 prices. It continued to grow thereafter, albeit more slowly.44 The period 
after 1650 was, therefore, a particularly good one for the English economy, 
which, when coupled with the changing attitudes of the consumer revolu-
tion, buoyed consumption, including of water supplied in a new way.
 Over the eighteenth century, the consumer revolution spread from Lon-
don to other areas of the country, and farther down the income scale, so that 
by around 1770 laborers were adopting some of the consumption habits that 
had first appeared a century earlier in middle-class households. This was a 
second consumer revolution affecting the water industry. As Neil McKen-
drick has argued, in the eighteenth century people on a wider social spec-
trum bought things more than ever before. Increased employment of women 
and children raised family incomes, and retailing became more sophisticated, 
with advertising and marketing playing a larger role. The expanding factories 
of the industrial revolution employed more people, and produced the goods 
that supplied some of this consumer revolution.45 Furthermore, working hours 
continued to increase, raising net incomes.46 The constantly growing market 
penetration of the water industry throughout the eighteenth century and then 
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its expansion in the poorer East End after 1790 show the effects of the wid-
ening of consumption on less wealthy economic groups.
 Economic thinkers, too, continued to try to account for origin and nature 
of consumption in positive ways, as Barbon and others had in the late sev-
enteenth century. These new philosophies embraced modern consumption 
as fundamentally good, in contrast with the elitist old luxury. They further 
believed that high wages sustained this new consumption, allowing more 
scope for people to be industrious and thereby enjoy the pecuniary and ma-
terial fruits of labor. David Hume, for example, argued that a consumer soci-
ety pursuing wealth and consumption was a way to redirect human passions 
away from making war toward more benign activities. He further claimed 
that an industrious society interested in luxuries could improve itself and 
produce knowledge through the refinement of the techniques of production 
and of designs, prompting further development in science and the arts. Adam 
Smith argued that “consumption is the sole end and purpose of all produc-
tion.” He was not, however, simply advocating old luxury style consumption 
but rather one rooted in individuals seeking their own good prudently in the 
long run, practicing self-denial and eschewing immediate gratification for 
measured consumption over time.47

Brewers and Other Large Users

As important as small consumers were, large consumers still featured im-
portantly among the New River’s customers in its 1769 audit. The largest 
consumers were mostly brewers (table 6.3, fig. 6.7), and in contrast to the 
smaller users, they paid for their water according to volume consumed. This 
was measured not by meter but according to the size of their cisterns and 
the flow rates allowed into them. In the late eighteenth century, the New 
River charged 30 shillings per 1,000 barrels (2.88 pence per tun).48 This was 
up from the 1730s, when it charged 20 shillings per 1,000 barrels.49 In 1769 
the top consumer was Gyfford & Co., a brewer in Wood Yard off Castle Street 
(later Shelton Street) in Long Acre. The brewery had been substantially ex-
panded in the 1740s and was owned by partners who included many from 
the Gyfford family, which had a history in the industry. Other partners were 
Peter Hammond, from a Southwark brewing family, and Henry Evans, a hops 
merchant.50 Just a bit below Gyfford was the Truman & Baker, or the Black 
Eagle Brewery on Brick Lane in Spitalfields. The brewery was the third larg-
est in London, producing 60,000 barrels (7,500 tuns) of beer per year.51 Of 
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equal size was Samuel Whitbread on Chiswell Street north of Moorgate. The 
firm produced porter and pale and amber beers and had locations around the 
city. It would become the largest brewer in London by 1784.52 Slightly smaller 
than these was Calvert & Co. on Red Cross Street.53 These four brewers were 
the pinnacle of the London brewing industry, which by the mid-eighteenth 
century was dominated by a few high-volume, highly capitalized brewer-
ies. In 1778 the Board of Excise identified six brewers that merited being 
placed in the class of capital houses: Whitbread, Thrale, Truman, Sir Wil-
liam Calvert, Felix Calvert, and Hammond.54 Of these, all but Thrale was 
a New River customer, and this one exception was located in Southwark, 
away from the company’s pipes.55 Thrale owned its own waterworks, the 
Bank End Company, taken over by the Borough Waterworks in 1771 (see  
chapter 5).
 The prevalence of brewers extended beyond the uppermost peak of con-
sumers. Among the thirty-four water consumers paying more than twenty 
pounds per year, at least nineteen were brewers, and fourteen of the top six-
teen. Among the nonbrewing consumers whose identity can be determined 
were three hospitals, the Royal Navy’s victualing office, and Somerset House, 
which was then used as a residence and barracks. Even the victualing yard 
likely used the water for brewing. The remaining customers have not been 
identified. These largest users consumed about 275 tuns of water per day 
(about 263,000 L), or about what 550 houses used. Since most beer produced 
by these brewers was consumed in the city, many people who did not have 
water connections to their houses were nevertheless drinking company 
water in their beer.
 The prominence of brewers on this list reflects the state of brewing indus-
try in the mid-eighteenth century and the significant change it had under-
gone in the preceding decades.56 In the seventeenth century, most beer was 
brewed by small brewers that sold directly into a retail market, either through 
public houses or to domestic consumers. There were also some Common 
Brewers, as those who sold wholesale to public houses and to consumers 
were known. Although their numbers grew to just under two hundred by 
1700, the total volume they brewed relative to the whole market was still 
small. Important changes came in the 1720s when porter was first brewed. 
Demand for this strong black bitter beer was robust, not least because it was 
relatively cheap. The low price of porter was made possible by efficiencies 
of scale in production, something for which it was especially suitable. Porter 



Figure 6.7. A brewhouse. T. H. Croker, The Complete Dictionary of Arts and Sciences (1764-66), vol. 1, pl. XXIV
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was less sensitive to changes in the fermentation process than ale, which 
needed to be matured in wood casks; porter was more tolerant of tempera-
ture variation during fermentation, meaning it could be brewed in large vats 
and for a greater part of the year, into the warmer months, than ale. Techno-
logical innovation, such as the introduction of thermometers and metal vats, 
facilitated the expansion in scale. In addition, soft water, which the New 
River provided, was more suitable for porter brewing. For these reasons, 
only the porter breweries expanded between 1720 and 1800, while the ale 
ones remained small. The situation would shift in nineteenth century with 
technological changes that allowed ale to enjoy the same efficiencies of scale, 
leading to a resurgence in its popularity.
 Peter Mathias has described this change in the brewing landscape in 
the decades after 1720 as a metamorphosis of the London industry toward 
industrialized brewing with mass distribution, run by a few large brewing 
houses.57 Mathias argued that the rise of the large London porter breweries 
was an important part of the economic and technological transformation of 
the English economy in the eighteenth century and should be regarded as 
part of the industrial revolution. The importance of the New River in this 
metamorphosis is underscored by the production statistics. The London 
porter brewers produced around 1.2 million barrels of beer (150,000 tuns, 
143 ML) in 1770. The brewers listed among the largest New River consumers 
used around 400,000 barrels (50,000 tuns, 47.75 ML). The actual volume 
used by New River brewers was evidently higher because many brewers 
have not been identified on this list, and other smaller ones are not included. 
New River water sustained at least a third of London’s beer production and 
certainly much more.
 Although they did not use as much water as brewers, there were other 
nonresidential consumers of water, including bakers, butchers and slaugh-
ter houses, chemists, cow keepers, curriers, color manufactories and dyers, 
distillers, fishmongers, stables, washers, public houses, soap boilers, sugar 
bakers, and tripe boilers.58 Many of the heavy users, including fishmongers, 
distillers, sugar bakers, and brewers, drew their water at night when the ef-
fect on local supply was less noticeable.59 A further major consumer of water 
emerged during the eighteenth century: operators of steam engines. Al-
though some could draw water from wells and rivers, many fed their engines 
water from water companies. For their part, the water companies found 
these consumers to be problematic because of their voracious appetites. The 
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New River even began refusing connections to users who operated steam 
engines.60

Geography of Consumption

The geography of consumption of water in London in 1770 is depicted in fig-
ures 6.8, 6.9, and 6.10. Figure 6.8 represents the total revenue the New River 
Company derived by unit area. The contours are drawn at six pounds per 
year per block, where each block is 2,500 m2. To the degree that fees charged 
for water reflected usage, this plot shows where water use was more intense 
in London. Evidently, because there were no water meters, the correspon-
dence between rental and usage is approximate; but since the company did 
make the effort to charge per usage according to the size of the house and, 
among the largest users, according to volume used, the plot does approxi-
mately correspond to actual usage patterns. The figures show unsurprisingly 
that consumption in most of the West End was elevated compared to the rest 
of London. However, the usage was so low west of New Bond Street that it 
does not register above the first contour with the exception of high- usage 
areas around Grosvenor Square and, to a lesser extent, Portman Square and 
Berkley Square. The cause of this drop off was that the New River had more 
difficulty getting its water to those areas, and the Chelsea Waterworks in 
particular offered strong service there. Farther east in the West End, the 
development estate squares continued to be centers of intense use. This is 
 notable with St. James’s Square, Golden Square, Sloan Square, Cavendish 
Square, Soho Square and areas to its south, Hanover Square, and Bloomsbury 
Square. Figure 6.9 plots contours for the average yearly price paid for water. 
Each contour line is drawn at ten shillings per year. Because the calculation 
is not weighted according to consumer density, a single isolated consumer 
raises the contour of the area in which it was located, while large consumers 
located among many small ones have relatively little effect on the plotting of 
the contours. The graph reveals many of the same patterns as figure 6.8. The 
West End squares were concentrations of high paying users, all the way to 
Hyde Park at the western edge. In addition, the East End has some relatively 
high spikes caused by large isolated breweries, or the navy victualing yard 
close to the Tower of London. Many other brewers were located in the north 
and northeast of the metropolis, causing the higher contours there. There is 
also a large spike around Whitehall in Westminster because of its isolation 
from other New River customers.



Figure 6.8. Income derived from New River customers in 1770. Lines are drawn at six pounds per 2,500 m2. The West End to Swallow 
Street was the densest income zone. Other streets with dense concentration included the Strand. The East End, especially where the 
LBWW operated, was almost a dead zone for the New River. Calculated from Collectors’ rents and arrears book LMA NR ACC/2558 
/NR/12/001 (1770)



Figure 6.9. Average water contract of New River customers in 1770. Lines are drawn at ten shillings per year. The West End square were 
centers of higher contracts in the west, while relatively isolated brewers were located in the east and northeast fringe of the City in the 
East End. Calculated from Collectors’ rents and arrears book LMA NR ACC/2558/NR/12/001 (1770)



Figure 6.10. Count of New River customers in 1770. Lines are drawn at five customers per 2,500 m2. Calculated from Collectors’ rents and 
arrears book LMA NR ACC/2558/NR/12/001 (1770)
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 Figures 6.8, 6.9, and 6.10 reveal that the West End squares were important 
sources of income for the New River. Most of the squares had been built after 
the Restoration when speculative builders developed many aristocratic es-
tates in the West End, beginning with Bloomsbury and St. James’s. This was 
done in two large spurts, the first from 1660 to 1700, with another around 
1720 to the 1730s. Building slackened notably thereafter, not to restart until 
the 1760s. All the squares had been created as London’s growth swallowed 
the surrounding countryside, without, however, entirely eliminating its rural 
flavor. There were gardens as well as intermediate zones between the me-
tropolis and the countryside. The squares also marked a new approach to the 
design of aristocratic houses, away from the medieval pattern of introverted 
and isolated buildings throughout the City, toward ones oriented to exter-
nal display in a neighborhood of peers. These houses were comfortable with 
open air and spaces, built for easy circulation of coaches and people in the 
nearby streets and squares. In the late seventeenth centuries, their builders 
would improve the neighborhoods with amenities, such as paved walkways, 
drains, chapels, and markets. Frequently, builders would also provide water, 
meaning that new development projects were an effective means for a water 
company to gain access to many new houses.61

 The earlier squares were often dominated by an especially imposing 
house, such as Southampton (later Bedford) House in Bloomsbury Square. 
This was not the case with the later group dating to the 1720s, including 
Hanover, Grosvenor, and Cavendish Squares. Smaller houses lined the other 
sides. The use and design of these squares changed over the eighteenth cen-
tury. They became more socially and physically enclosed, with fencing and 
gates restricting access. The Restoration squares maintained their aristo-
cratic flavor for some time, but some began to lose it as the local demograph-
ics drifted. By the 1760s, for example, Golden Square had lost its aristocratic 
inhabitants.62 The downward social transformation was not so pronounced 
as to attenuate New River water consumption. The West End received the 
New River’s special attention throughout most of the eighteenth century. 
During the London social season from May to August, when aristocratic and 
landed families would move to their grand houses in the capital from their 
country estates, more water was provided. In the late eighteenth century, for 
example, the New River provided water on Sundays to West End mains dur-
ing the summer.63 It also regularly increased its supply there by keeping its 
mains full for more hours, building more mains, and, as discussed in chapter 
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4, installing a large 16-inch (40.64-cm) diameter iron main from the upper 
pond to serve the West End in 1790.64

 Away from the West End urban squares, spikes in demand occurred where 
the largest users were located, including Castle Street, Great Russell Street, Hol-
born, and around Somerset House, in addition to some East End locales, such as 
White Cross Street east of Moorfields. In addition to Holborn, a number of the 
major roads of the metropolis were also areas of high consumption, including 
along Oxford Street, the Strand and Fleet Street, Fetter Lane, Aldersgate Street, 
Golden Lane, Chiswell Street, Old Street, and Bishops gate to Shorditch up to 
Hoxton Road. Other streets, notably in the East End, did not feature uni-
formly high consumption but rather had areas of more intense  consumption 
where larger consumers were. Streets that displayed this spotty pattern in-
cluded Brick Lane, Whitechapel, Tower Hill, and  Nightingale.  Finally, some 
other neighborhoods showed higher densities of water use, notably south 
of Lincoln’s Inn, the areas around West Smithfield, the region between 
Gray’s Inn Road and St John Street where brewers were located, and around 
Moorfields in the east.
  Figure 6.10 maps the number of water consumers by 2,500 m2 block with 
the contours at five customers per block. Although the overall pattern is the 
same as the revenue plot, the differences are also instructive. The West End 
squares are less important here, indicating that the high water use shown in 
the figure 6.9 stemmed from the palatial homes that sat around those squares. 
Indeed, among the 935 streets listed in the audit book, many of the squares 
are in the top 5 percent in terms of highest average rental per customer (see 
table 6.4). St. James’s Square, for example, had seventeen tenants paying an 
average of £4 17s 6d per year. Grosvenor Square had twenty-three paying  
on average £4 3s 1d, while Hanover Square had twenty-six paying £3 11s 6d. 
In contrast to the squares where a few tenants consumed a great deal, other 
areas of higher consumption reflected denser packing of smaller users (see 
table 6.5). The region south of Soho Square, as well as along Swallow Street 
especially around Glasshouse Street, were busy in this way, showing no drop 
in density from the revenue plot to the population plot. Other dense areas in-
cluded the Strand, which had been the site of grand aristocratic houses until 
the late seventeenth century when they were replaced by smaller houses 
occupied by gentry;65 Fleet Street, which was an important shopping and 
market area;66 the areas north of St. Paul’s Church up Aldersgate and around 
West Smithfield; and Shoreditch and areas near Moorfields. Some of these 



table 6.4.
Streets with Highest Average Rent (>10 tenants), New River Company

Street Number of Tenants Mean Rent Total Rent

St. James’s Square 17 £4 17s 6.4d £82 18s 0d
Grosvenor Square 23 £4 3s 0.5d £95 10s 0d
Hare Street 16 £3 17s 6d £62 0s 0d
White Hall 16 £3 15s 10.5d £60 14s 0d
Hanover Square 26 £3 15s 1.2d £37 11s 0d
Cavendish Square 25 £3 11s 6.5d £93 0s 0d
George Street Great 14 £3 11s 0.5d £88 16s 0d
Portman Square 14 £3 9s 3.4d £48 10s 0d
Hill Street 22 £3 7s 0d £33 10s 0d
Soho Square 25 £3 6s 5.1d £46 10s 0d
Rupert Street 11 £3 6s 0.5d £72 13s 0d
St. Johns Street 17 £3 6s 0d £82 10s 0d
Lincolns Inn Square 27 £3 5s 10.9d £36 5s 0d
Chiswell Street 67 £3 5s 0.7d £55 6s 0d
Old Street 97 £2 19s 4.9d £80 4s 0d
Red Cross 72 £2 16s 2.5d £188 6s 0d
Town Ditch 14 £2 15s 7.9d £269 19s 0d
Charles Street 30 £2 15s 6.3d £199 17s 8d
BW Gardery 21 £2 14s 11.1d £38 9s 0d
Clifford 13 £2 13s 9.2d £80 13s 0d

table 6.5.
Streets with Highest Total Rent, New River Company

Street Number of Tenants Mean Rent Total Rent

Moorfields 266 £0 15s 5.3d £205 7s 0d
Fleet Street 308 £0 12s 10.9d £198 16s 0d
White Cross 209 £0 19s 0.1d £198 12s 1d
St. John Street 228 £0 16s 9.8d £191 14s 6d
Aldersgate Street 217 £0 17s 1.1d £185 8s 6d
Fetter Lane 254 £0 13s 11.3d £177 0s 4d
Strand 213 £0 13s 7.1d £144 14s 3d
Oxford Road 213 £0 12s 11.5d £138 0s 6d
Old Street 97 £1 7s 10.0d £134 19s 6d
Holbourn 169 £0 15s 7.6d £132 1s 9d
Drury Lane 203 £0 12s 6.7d £127 9s 9d
Goswell 101 £1 4s 9.6d £125 4s 8d
Brick Lane 117 £1 0s 8.5d £121 2s 9d
Smithfield 128 £0 18s 8.4d £119 13s 9d
Butcher Row 181 £0 13s 2.1d £119 4s 0d
Carey Street 163 £0 14s 0.2d £114 5s 0d
Greys Inn Lane 128 £0 17s 6.3d £112 3s 0d
Shoreditch Street 169 £0 13s 2.8d £111 16s 1d
Golden Lane 103 £1 1s 6.3d £110 17s 6d
White Chapel The Road 137 £0 15s 11.7d £109 8s 4d
Low Holborne 144 £0 14s 11.2d £107 11s 0d
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areas had been important for the New River Company as far back as 1620. 
When similar plots are produced for revenue and user density, they reveal 
that Fleet Street and the areas north of St. Paul’s were sites of more intense 
consumption even 150 years earlier.
 The poorest streets, by contrast, were largely in the East End (table 6.6). 
The streets around Bishopsgate Street about the Old Artillery Ground, such 
Artillery Lane and Skinner Street, had the lowest average rents. Most of the 
other East End streets with the lowest average rents are obscure. They were 
short, and their names have changed or disappeared with the years. Of the 
twenty poorest streets with at least ten customers on the New River’s list, 
fifteen were in the east of London. Even so, the people on these streets were 
relatively well off to be able to afford water connections. These streets all 
had average yearly rental of more than twelve shillings, while the company 
had around eight hundred houses paying ten shillings. In effect, although 
the East End was clearly the poorest part of the city, the company’s tenants 
with the lowest rates were not concentrated on any single street. In addition, 
there were a very few entities that got water for free, such as a poorhouse.67 
Despite the relative poverty of some parts of the East End, it was neverthe-
less, an area of sufficient demand that in 1805, the New River also built an 
iron main to meet growing needs.68 The East End was becoming more impor-
tant for New River after 1790, as it was for the Shadwell.
 The effects of competition are also evident from the 1770 maps. The Chel-
sea Waterworks evidently had much of Westminster to itself as the New 
River could not supply that city except around Whitehall and the area to 
the north of St. James’s Park. Although the New River could reach deep into 
the West End to the edges of Hyde Park, it took the most lucrative custom-
ers only in the areas close to Hyde Park, effectively leaving this part of the 
metropolis to the Chelsea. The smaller companies had little discernible im-
pact in the West End, except perhaps the York Buildings Company around 
St. Martin’s Lane, which was right next to where its pumps were located. 
The New River displayed a low point in service in its immediate vicinity. 
The LBWW by contrast, clearly dominated the New River in much of the 
zone where they overlapped. The New River barely registered customers 
in a region around the foot of London Bridge, stretching to St. Paul’s in the 
west, the Tower in east, and up Bishopsgate to the north. This area of weak-
ness corresponded almost exactly to Hearne’s description of the extent of 
the LBWW’s mains in 1745. Competition, therefore, was real in 1770 as it had 
been in 1710, when a report to the New River’s directors complained of the 
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LBWW taking customers.69 This pattern of usage also dates back to as early 
as 1620. Although the New River had by now extended its mains to the very 
east of the City, it mains did not go south toward the Thames in that zone, 
indicating that the LBWW could still hold its own against the New River.

Municipal Uses: Fire and Cleaning

Thus far, this chapter has dwelt on domestic and commercial consumption, 
but these were by no means the only uses made of water. There were also 
communal uses, most importantly firefighting and, to a lesser degree, cleans-
ing the streets. Water was used for firefighting from the beginning of the 
water companies and had been put forward as a reason to establish them. 
When considering Peter Morris’s project in 1582, the lord mayor wrote to 
the lord chancellor supporting it, stating that it should be promoted lest the 
help it offered “in cases of fire and infection . . . be lost.”70 The City’s lease 
with the Broken Wharf Waterworks in 1604 allowed it to break its pipes to 
fight fires.71 For their part, Hugh Myddelton’s supporters encouraged the 
City to lend its aid to his project because its water would “be in a redines 
for danger of fires.”72 The New River’s water was apparently put to use three 
times in 1615 to combat conflagrations.73 When the New River was struggling 
unsuccessfully to get an act from Parliament in 1624, one of its supporters, 

table 6.6.
Streets with Lowest Average Rent (>10 tenants), New River Company

Street Number of Tenants Mean Rent Total Rent

Cartes Street 10 £0 12s 0d £6 0s 0d
White Street 10 £0 12s 4.8d £6 4s 0d
Peter Street 19 £0 12s 9.5d £12 3s 0d
Flower de Lace Street 10 £0 12s 9.6d £6 8s 0d
New St. Giles 10 £0 13s 6d £6 15s 0d
Old Short Road 27 £0 13s 6.2d £18 5s 0d
Skinner Street 25 £0 13s 11.0d £17 8s 0d
Queen Street 14 £0 14s 1.7d £9 18s 0d
St. Dunstan Hill 11 £0 14s 2.2d £7 16s 0d
Northampton Field 10 £0 14s 9.6d £7 8s 0d
Susan Street Minos 12 £0 14s 10d £8 18s 0d
Hopkins 10 £0 14s 10.2d £7 8s 6d
Artillery Lane 31 £0 15s 3.9d £23 15s 2d
Castle Street 19 £0 15s 6.9d £14 16s 0d
Grosvenor Passage and Mews 10 £0 15s 7.2d £7 16s 0d
Little Carter Lane 18 £0 15s 8.7d £14 3s 0d
Cutter Street 10 £0 15s 9.6d £7 18s 0d
Leadenhall Passage 17 £0 15s 11.8d £13 11s 8d
Botolph Passage 10 £0 16s 0d £8 0s 0d
Sclater Street 13 £0 16s 0.9d £10 9s 0d
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Sir Edward Coke, claimed that the company could help prevent “one great 
mischief that hangs over the city: nimia potatio, frequens incendium.”74 In the 
same year, the City’s aldermen voted to grant Myddelton a chain of gold in 
recognition of “the great and extraordinarie benefitt and service this cittye 
receiveth by the water brought through the streets of the same by the travaile 
and industrye of Sr Hugh Middleton knight and Baronett especially att many 
great fires happened wthin this cittye, and chefely the last night at a verie 
terrible a fearefull fire, which might have greatly endangered this cittye, had 
that needefull water binn wanting.”75 The fire had destroyed three houses on 
Broad Street.76

 During fires, the practice was to break open the pipes, but this soon led to 
considerable expense for the companies. In 1631, as it became increasingly 
clear that this would continue, Myddelton requested compensation from 
the City for the “great damages hee hath sustyned by the many and often 
breaches of the pipes vpon occasion of fires within this cittie.”77 He died be-
fore the matter was resolved, but in 1634 the City councillors resolved to pay 
his widow one thousand pounds for the damages sustained by the company, 
collected from fees to be levied on the wards. They also resolved that in the 
future firecocks or fireplugs should be placed along the mains at the discre-
tion and expense of the wards. These firecocks were to be locked by keys that 
ward authorities would keep in their possession and use to open the mains 
for the “vse of the water in tyme of necessity vpon any accident of ffire.”78 
Five years later, it was evident that not all the City’s citizen’s were willing to 
contribute for this shared cost, but the councillors ordered that those refus-
ing to pay should be pursued in the courts.79

 The first fifty years of water company operations effectively established 
a pattern for the relationship between the City and the companies for fire-
fighting. The companies would provide water at no charge and would do all 
they could to ensure that it was flowing to where the fire broke out. For their 
part, the local wards paid for the installation of locked firecocks along the 
mains, which they had the keys to, and could open when needed. It was un-
derstood that these valves would not be opened except in the case of fires, at 
which point the same local ward official could open them and possibly attach 
a standpipe to the pipe. The water would then be used to fill buckets or, if the 
lay of the land was favorable, would be allowed to run freely along the street 
and diverted into the burning building by hastily constructed dams.80

 Fire engines were also used beginning in the early seventeenth century. 
These were basins on wheels with pumps used to force water up a long pipe. 
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The engines were filled with buckets, and nearby water mains were a handy 
source.81 This arrangement was not without its difficulties, nor was it always 
followed. The New River directors, for example, thought for some time be-
fore the 1660s that they bore too many expenses. Before the Great Fire, they 
sometimes petitioned the City for more money for “some recompence to be 
made for the great losse the Company hath susteynd by reason for quenching 
of fyers sithence the first bringing of the water.”82

 The Great Fire of 1666 changed firefighting in London in important ways. 
The London Building Act of 1667 set some standards to be used in new hous-
ing construction within the City, such as requiring all exterior walls to be of 
stone or brick and of a minimum thicknesses. Party walls were also required 
to be higher than roofs to slow the spread of fires.83 Furthermore, fire insur-
ance companies were founded. Mutual fire insurance groups had formed on 
the continent in the sixteenth century, developing into formal companies for 
the first time in Hamburg in 1676. In England, pre-1666 attempts to create in-
surance companies had failed. The Great Fire’s destruction gave the subject 
renewed urgency, and the builder Nicholas Barbon founded the Fire Office 
with partners in 1680. Another followed in 1687, and both received letters 
patent that year. Others, such as the Hand-in-Hand, the Phoenix, and the Sun 
soon followed. These insurance companies hired people, originally Thames 
watermen, to fight fires that broke out in buildings they covered. These soon 
became formal brigades with their own distinctive livery.84 Finally, improved 
fire engines were imported from Holland. Designed by Jan van der Heyden, 
they could suck water through a leather hose into the cistern, doing away 
with the need to fill it with buckets. The outflow also squirted through a 
leather hose under higher pressure rather than a long metal pipe, allowing 
the operator to stand farther from the fire. The addition of an air vessel in the 
1710s forced the water out in a constant stream over longer distances rather 
than in weak bursts.85

 In 1707, prompted by a rash of fires in London, Parliament passed an act 
mandating that all parishes within the London bills of mortality (an area cov-
ering the City, Westminster, Surrey, and many surrounding parishes) have 
fireplugs on mains and mark their locations clearly with signs on adjoining 
buildings. They also had to have fire engines and rewards were to be paid to 
the first “keepers” to arrive on the scene of a fire.86 Although this helped in 
fighting fires, problems with this arrangement soon emerged in other ways. 
The New River directors were vexed by churchwardens who helped them-
selves to water through these plugs, or even gave the keys to friends. Some 
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even removed the locks entirely so anyone could draw water from the pipes 
with their hands, and they wasted “vast quantityes whereby the owners of 
such water works are deprived of water for their customers.” The company 
had to sue people to prevent the practice.87

 To what degree any of this development made London’s firefighting ca-
pacity more effective than that of other cities is not clear. By the eighteenth 
century almost the entirety of the city was crisscrossed with pipes, often-
times with many provided by different companies in a single street. This 
state of affairs certainly represented a significant degree of water availability. 
There is anecdotal evidence in the form of contemporary observers praising 
London’s firefighting capacity. In 1725 Daniel Defoe stated:

No City in the World is so well furnished for the extinguishing Fires when they 

happen.

1. By the great Convenience of Water which being every where laid in the 

Streets in large Timber Pipes, as well from the Thames as the New River, 

those Pipes are furnished with a Fireplug, which the Parish Officers have 

the Key of, and when opened, let out not a Pipe but a River of Water into the 

Streets, so that making but a Dam in the Kennel, the whole Street is immedi-

ately under Water to supply the Engines.

2. By the great Number of admirable Engines, of which, almost, every Parish 

has One, and some Halls also, and some private Citizens have them of their 

own, so that no sooner does a Fire break out but the House is surrounded 

with Engines, and a Flood of Water poured upon it, till the Fire is, as it were 

not extinguished only, but drowned.

3. The several Ensurance Offices, of which I have spoken above, have each of 

them a certain Sett of Men, who they keep in constant Pay, and who they 

furnish with Tools proper for the Work, and to whom they give Jack Caps of 

Leather, able to keep them from Hurt if Brick or Timber, or any thing not of 

too great a Bulk, should fall upon them.88

Defoe further claimed that Londoners were careless about causing fires, 
probably owing to a sense of security on this score. Foreign visitors made 
similar comments, such as Johann von Archenholz in 1785: “[The water 
pipes] are extraordinarily useful for blazes, since as soon as the standpipes 
are set onto the opened pipes, they give water in quantity because of the con-
stant flow of water therein.”89

 A less frequent and unsanctioned use of water was cleansing and water-
ing the streets. Although it had been mentioned in some of the original water 
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acts and patents, companies were resistant to letting their water flow freely 
on road surfaces simply to cleanse them. The interest in doing so was the 
idea this could prevent the plague, as argued by Francis Herring in 1625: “Let 
the pipes layd from the new River be often opened, to clense the channels 
of every streete in the Citie. Let the ditches towards the suburbs, especially 
towards Islington and Pick-hatch, Old-streete, and towards Shoreditch and 
White-chappell, be well clensed, and if it might be, the water of the new 
river to runne through them.”90 The streets were also watered during the 
summer to keep the dust down. This could be done by carts bearing water- 
filled barrels with holes through the streets.91 At other times, the water com-
panies opened their fireplugs and let the water run on the streets, such as 
in the summer of 1800, when the lord mayor asked the LBWW to freshen 
the streets in the mornings and evenings.92 The water companies usually ob-
jected to the parishes taking the initiative and opening fireplugs for cleans-
ing streets, insisting they should be opened only for fires.93

Conclusion

From the point of view of consumption, the London water industry took off 
after 1660, acquiring tens of thousands of customers to 1700. It was during 
this period when it grew most rapidly relative to its existing size, although 
not in terms of absolute numbers. This period coincided with the coming of 
internal peace following the Restoration and many other phenomena that, 
taken together, made for a heady time in the English economy. The Glori-
ous Revolution, the financial revolution, and the age of improvement and 
projects were some of the changes and movements that occurred at this 
time. For the purposes of this chapter, it was the late seventeenth-century 
consumer revolution imported from Holland, however, that was the most 
important in sustaining the water industry’s growth, especially when cou-
pled with London’s dramatic late seventeenth-century growth spurt. The 
industry in London had been firmly established by 1650, but it was not yet a 
mass-market phenomenon. The number of houses connected shot past ten 
thousand sometime before 1670 and reached around thirty thousand in 1710. 
What sustained this growth was the growing wealth of Londoners, as well 
as their desire to consume water in their houses. The contrast with Paris 
reveals that city size and technology alone were not sufficient to produce 
this result. The shift in consumer attitudes that saw the availability of water 
in the home as desirable and necessary was the foundation of the demand. 
Londoners could have continued to fetch water from public fountains, wells, 
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or even standpipes on mains, but after 1650 they chose in huge numbers to 
have domestic water connections.
 The new attitude formed during this consumer revolution proved en-
during. The eighteenth century followed the pattern established after 1650. 
Demand for water was sustained and growing. The slowing of London’s 
expansion between growth spurts allowed the water companies to con-
solidate, and market penetration rose relentlessly from the 1740s. Other 
building booms in the 1770s and 1800s slowed its rise, but this merely con-
firmed the presence of strong demand. By the 1820s, almost 85 percent of 
houses in London had piped water, the culmination of changes inaugurated 
by the consumer revolution 170 years earlier. The increasing market pene-
tration of the London companies reflected that piped water was becoming 
ever cheaper in real terms compared to wages, and from being a privilege 
reserved for the wealthy in 1660, it had become available to a far greater 
proportion of the population in 1820. The wealthy West End dominated the 
geography of consumption for most of the eighteenth century, but consump-
tion slowly extended to less wealthy segments of the population. The East 
End saw much more service from 1790 when the number of customers of the 
Shadwell  Waterworks had increased rapidly, passing both the LBWW and 
the Chelsea Waterworks, a trend dramatically strengthened with the advent 
of the East London Water works after 1806. The New River also increased 
its supply there, finally adding a new iron main. There were, to be sure, vast 
numbers who got water from wells far into the nineteenth century. Another 
century and many epidemics would pass before full water availability came 
to London.



Chapter seven

Purity, 1700–1810

Is it proper, that thousands of industrious people, who are obliged to be 
in the streets, and fields, about their business, should be kept in continual 
terror, because every lounging fellow must have a cur or two at his heels, 
to throw into the New River, whenever he goes strolling into the fields?

A well-wisher to the human species, Public Ledger, August 20, 1760

[New River] waters may with safety and propriety be used, wherever 
a pure soft water is requisite, for drinking or bathing; for washing or 
bleaching; for dressing of food, animal and vegetable; in the ways of bak-
ing or boiling; for making malt and for brewing; for preparing medicines 
by infusion, decoction, distillation, &c.

Charles Lucas, An Essay on Waters, 1756

The purity of London’s water would become a subject of intense debate in 
the nineteenth century when the growth of industries with noxious effluent, 
such as the gas industry, and the intensification of water use, especially with 
water closets, meant that both local wells and water bodies became increas-
ingly polluted with organic and industrial waste. The various responses to 
these problems at that time would include the public health movement and 
the construction of large-scale water and sewerage infrastructure.1 In the 
context of London in particular, Edwin Chadwick’s sanitary reform move-
ment in the 1840s led to the creation of boards of health, followed later by 
the construction of Joseph Bazalgette’s great sewer network.2 The issue of 
water quality and means to maintain its purity were, however, also debated 
in London before the transformations would put the issue into a new, more 
pressing, perspective by the pollution that would produce the “Great Stink” 
of 1858 when the Thames itself became an open sewer.3 The question of the 
purity of drinking water was of active interest, both to the water companies 
and in public discourse, in the decades immediately preceding the debates 
that flared in London over water quality beginning around 1810.4

 Interest in London’s water quality, particularly that supplied by the New 
River Company, by far the city’s largest water company, was intense in two 
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communities in particular. One was the corporate world of the New River 
Company, which was actively concerned with the purity of its water. It man-
ifested this concern by employing many people to ensure that it served what 
it regarded as uncontaminated water. This interest on the part of the com-
pany demonstrates that active solicitude over water quality in water com-
panies did not arise in the early nineteenth century with filtration but was 
operating earlier, albeit in a very different way that reflected a contemporary 
understanding of purity. The company was concerned less with filtration, 
and much more with preventing impurities that impinged on the taste and 
odor of the water. This meant especially leaves, weeds, and mud, but from 
the 1780s, likely influenced by changes in medical thinking, it became in-
creasingly concerned with animal matter and then, beginning in 1800, with 
privies located close to the river.
 That the broader public was also interested in water quality was indicated 
by a good deal of public commentary about the quality of water supplied 
by the New River and other water companies. In a series of sporadic out-
breaks of sometimes vigorous complaining, anonymous writers voiced anxi-
ety about New River water quality in letters published in newspapers. Their 
worries did not, however, entirely coincide with how the company expended 
its energies in keeping its water pure. While the company was mostly inter-
ested in preventing matter entering the water and thereby discoloring it and 
giving it a notable flavor, public debate was centered on people bathing in the 
river. Despite the thousands of cows that pastured next to the river, or even 
the privies that were occasionally sited nearby, it was people washing and 
swimming in the river that attracted sometimes bitter complaints and calls 
for the company and local authorities to act. In responding to these calls, 
local magistrates were known to pursue such offenders, sometimes even im-
prisoning them. 

The New River Company’s Efforts to Maintain Water Quality

During most of the eighteenth century, discussions about the quality and sa-
lubrity of water in medical and chemical texts were largely concerned with 
waters from baths, spas, and natural springs. This focus had its roots in the 
seventeenth century when, influenced by continental discourse and interest 
in spas, they once again became popular in England, accompanied by the 
publication of treatises discussing specific spa waters and their curative po-
tencies. Holy wells and baths had fallen out of favor in England during the 
Reformation because of their frequent association with shrines.5 
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 Before the nineteenth century, people’s judgments about the quality of 
drinking water were based largely on evidence directly from the senses, 
rather than any kind of analysis. From antiquity, it was judged that if water 
smelled foul, tasted bad, or was visibly turbid, then it was of lower quality.6 
This aversion was at least in part prompted by the idea that rancid smell 
could cause illnesses, but this was by no means the only factor.7 Physicians 
and others recommended in various ways that foul smelling or muddy water 
should be avoided.8 Distilled water was generally regarded as the purest sort. 
However, because virtually all water was thought to be capable of putrefying 
or decaying matter, it was generally held that water in a state approaching 
this purity was hardly ever to be found. Water would inevitably cause putre-
faction and fermentation in the materials it came into contact with, and even 
over time would purify itself as these processes would consume the matter 
mixed in with the water.9 Some foreign matter, such as leaves or weeds, was 
easily separable from the water, being extrinsic to it. Other matter, such as 
minerals that caused hardness, were regarded as intrinsic to water and not 
easily separable from it, instead requiring chemical action.
 Informed by these attitudes, the New River Company was concerned 
about the quality of the water it supplied and adopted various strategies, 
which evolved with time, to keep the perceived quality of its water high. 
Specifically—and in addition to its war on bathers—the company followed a 
two-step strategy to maintain quality. On the one hand, it tried to prevent the 
water’s contamination particularly by vegetable and animal matter, while on 
the other, it allowed the water to sit in ponds so that impurities could settle 
out of it. From the 1780s, the company also began to show more care in pre-
venting animal and other contamination from entering the river, and from 
1800 in particular, it became much more actively worried about the presence 
of privies close to the river.
 Details of how the company tried to avoid contamination of the river are 
sparse until the 1760s. What is clear is that even before this date, the com-
pany was fairly vigilant in regard to preventing contamination of the New 
River aqueduct itself. There were relatively few precedents for this sort of 
vigilance partly because the company had exclusive rights over the New 
River channel from its 1619 charter.10 In other circumstances where com-
mon water use was an issue, such exclusive rights did not exist. Typically, 
infringement on common water rights would have to be dealt with through 
public nuisance suits in common law at quarterly assizes. In towns, public 
nuisances were sometimes administered through courts leet. These were 
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public bodies of medieval origin that met occasionally and had responsibility 
for the presentment of nuisances. If the court leet noted a nuisance, it would 
be referred to a nuisance officer to prosecute, but no action could be guar-
anteed. Larger towns could have special petty courts, such as the court of 
conservancy in London that had responsibility for fisheries and hence could 
investigate and issue nuisance complaints. In addition to nuisance prosecu-
tions, commissions concerned with river navigation improvement had ex-
isted since the late Middle Ages, originally in the form of commissions of 
sewers. These usually had limited authority, and their members were ripar-
ian landowners. Permanent river improvement or navigation commissions 
were more common from the seventeenth century.11 In the London area, the 
Thames Navigation Commission was created permanently in 1751, following 
earlier temporary ones. River commissions could attempt to remove obsta-
cles, repair banks, build locks, prevent water abstraction, and the like, al-
though they could face serious opposition from landowners, many of whom 
were on the commissions themselves. Much of the New River Company’s ac-
tivity in cleaning the river, such as dredging mud or removing trees, was sim-
ilar to what navigation commissions were doing to improve water flow, but 
with the difference that the company had exclusive access to the  channel.
 Evidence for the company’s concern about water quality dates to the 
seventeenth century. The company’s original charter included a section 
forbidding the casting of “anie unwholesome or uncleane thinge” into the 
river, as well as forbidding people to “washe nor clense anie Clothes wooll 
or other thinge” there.12 This was evidently not sufficient, because in 1686 
a royal proclamation was issued at the company’s request and reissued in 
many subsequent years. It enjoined people not to “disturb, infect, abuse or 
corrupt the same river, by setting up of gates, overflowing of grounds, mak-
ing of trenches or drains, filling of ponds, fishing, watering of cattle, keeping 
of geese or ducks thereupon, casting of carrion thereinto, or by doing or per-
mitting any nuisance, annoyance, let, stoppage, or prejudice whatsoever to 
the stream.”13 In 1688, soon after this proclamation was issued, the directors 
became concerned that a Mr Newman was running three sinks into the river. 
They resolved to sue him unless he stopped doing so.14 Besides responding to 
specific incidents such as this, the company began active efforts to prevent 
these abuses by employing walksmen to patrol the river constantly over its 
length. The number of these varied over its history, but during the eight-
eenth century it was usually between twelve and fourteen.15 Besides repair-
ing riverbanks and guarding against theft, the walksmen were employed to 
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“prevent the throwing of filth, or infectious matter” into the river.16 In addi-
tion, they also removed weeds from the river and cut back vegetation along 
its banks.17 The weeds were considered a nuisance because in addition to the 
flavor they gave the water, they slowed the current and could clog grates and 
pipes.18 Walksmen deemed negligent in cutting weeds could be dismissed.19 
As for the trees, their roots were problematic because they could undermine 
the river’s bank, causing leaks, and slow the river’s flow.20 Moreover, their 
leaves falling into the river could also create blockages and flavor the water, 
and so the walksmen also cut back any branches overhanging the river.21 As 
well as debris, the company regularly removed mud from the river and its 
reservoirs, largely to prevent them from silting up.22

 Medical writers and the New River’s consumers expressed a range of 
opinions about the quality of New River before the 1750s. Many were pos-
itive, such as Thomas Tryon, an early proponent of vegetarianism, who in 
1683 wrote that “the New-River that supplies London, is some of the best 
water in England (except Thames water) it being a cut or made river that 
runs of the surface of the earth.”23 In 1701 James Harvey preferred New River 
water over Thames water, which he claimed had been vitiated by dyers: “No 
water is fit for bread, save the New River.”24 John Hancocke, a cleric, went 
even further than these earlier statements. Hancocke was a proponent of 
treating illnesses using pure water, and the New River water qualified for 
this use, although not as fully as spring water. In his 1722 book Febrifugum 
Magnum, he claimed that, although many waters could be used in treating 
fever, he preferred pump water over the New River’s, which was “often not 
so clear and sweet.”25

 Not all opinion was positive, however. In a book from 1652, Nicholas Cul-
peper, an influential physician engaged in public education in health mat-
ters, described New River water as “muddy.”26 Some brewers noted its mud-
diness as well. William Ellis, for example, stated in 1734 that although “the 
New-River [water] . . . is the best sort that London affords for brewing,” it still 
contained “vasy, muddy sediments” which “subsided at the bottom” of the 
cisterns used to collect the water at breweries.27 Henry Baker, a teacher and 
natural philosopher who made microscopic studies on freshwater polyps in 
the 1740s, was also negative about the mud in the water, although he thought 
the water could easily be purified: “[It] may be rendered much better . . . if it 
be let stand for a day or two, till the foulness subsides, and it becomes per-
fectly fine and limpid.”28 
 From 1769, details about sources of contamination of the New River and 
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how the company dealt with them become clearer, and there was an evolu-
tion in what the company was concerned with. Originally, animal matter was 
not regarded as much of a problem. Because the New River ran for tens of 
miles through farmland, exposure to agricultural contamination was always 
possible. Before the 1780s, there is little evidence that the company tried to 
keep cattle very far from the river. There were thousands of cows in the area 
of Lea Valley since it was an important agricultural zone supplying London. 
On the contrary, “watering places” for cattle along the river are mentioned 
in the records. In a case from 1744, when cattle were becoming mired in the 
river, the court allowed the farmers to fill in the bank and create a water-
ing place.29 The concern was that the cows were being injured, not that they 
were contaminating the river, despite the spread of cattle plague in Europe 
at that time.30 Similarly in 1769, the company requested that a farmer adjoin-
ing the channel near Islington repair his “cowlayers” because the barriers 
between them and the river had broken down. When he had not done so 
after a few months’ time, the court of directors ordered that the river’s banks 
be restored at its expense.31 The problem was once again the state of the 
banks, with no mention of cattle contaminating the water. Likewise, in 1780 
the company wrote to William Marshal, asking him to move his hog sty next 
to the church in Hornsey because it was too close to the river. When Marshal 
visited the court to ask for a reprieve, it was refused, as “the company would 
not suffer any nuisance or encroachment on the banks of the river.”32 In gen-
eral, it was clear that the company was willing to allow a connection between 
cow ponds and the river so long as the farmer paid for his water.33

 Despite this earlier insouciance about livestock, there was a slow change 
in the company’s attitude toward animal pollution as revealed by its actions 
after 1780. What caused this shift is not evident. One possibility is that med-
ical writers wrote more frequently about water-related illnesses, although 
this was sporadic and not enough research has been done on this subject to 
make links clear. One influential writer of the time was the physician John 
Pringle, who began to investigate putrid effluvia as possible causes of illness. 
He thought putrefying animal matter was a disease-causing agent, a point 
he argued in his 1752 work on dysentery. He claimed that the illness was 
caused by poor ventilation and that contact with putrefying animal matter 
could lead to diseases.34 Pringelian interest in the environmental context of 
disease was mirrored by a few physicians who discussed New River water. 
One was William Heberden, a wealthy and influential London doctor. In 1767 
Heberden read a paper to the Royal Society on London’s water supply and 
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used strong language to describe the New River Company’s water. He spe-
cifically identified it as a source of ailments, particularly related to London’s 
frightful rate of child mortality: “There is an inconvenience attending the 
use of Thames and New river water, that they often are very muddy, or taste 
very strongly of the weeds and leaves. The latter fault is not easily remedied; 
but they would soon be freed from their muddiness, if kept some time in an 
earthen jar. If the water given to very young children were all of this kind it 
might perhaps prevent some of their bowel disorders and so contribute a lit-
tle to lessen that amazing mortality among the children which are attempted 
to be brought up in London.” While the observation about the New River 
water’s muddiness was by this time commonplace, Heberden’s linking of it 
to ailments was not.35

 A further medical opinion on New River water came in 1773 from Charles 
White, a Manchester-based surgeon who played an important role in the 
medicalization of childbirth in the eighteenth century. He wrote about pu-
trefying animal and vegetable matter in New River water in the context of 
childbirth.36 A few years after Heberden’s paper, he identified the extensive 
use of New River water as an important cause of diseases in childbirth and 
of other ailments: “Is it not one cause of the frequency and fatality of the pu-
erperal, jail, hospital, and other putrid fevers, in London, that so many of the 
inhabitants drink, and use for most culinary purposes, the New River water, 
which is frequently replete with putrid vegetable and animal substances?”37

 John Fothergill, a London physician and prolific author known for his con-
cern for the health of the poor, wrote a letter in 1780 to the New River Com-
pany itself expressing his thoughts about water quality. Like the doctors who 
had published about the New River’s water in the preceding years, Fothergill 
identified putrefying matter as something that made the water less whole-
some and further suggested that the sun helped purify the water.

Returning lately from the North and passing through Ware I was struck with 

observing the quantity of leaves falling into the New River from the trees grow-

ing along its banks at the same time reflecting that in the whole of its course to 

Islington the quantity must be such as could not sail by rotting in the current to 

render the water less pleasant and less wholesome. Whether this circumstance 

has occurred to you I know not but I am very certain it must have a considerable 

effect on the water and it appears from late experiments that the sun has much 

influence in meliorating the water. For both these reasons I imagine you will 

think it expedient to give particular instructions to those who have the immedi-
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ate care of the river committed to them to take care to have as many of the trees 

removed from the verge of the river as possibly can be done without creating too 

much opposition to prevent every where any new ones from being planted so 

near the river as to injure it either by their shade or the falling leaves.38

The company, specifically citing this letter, tried harder to prevent leaves 
from falling into the river and asked at least one neighbor on the river whose 
trees were dropping leaves whether he could pay to have them cut down.39

 To what extent this letter and the observations of Heberden and others 
had a direct influence is not evident. It is clear, however, that the company 
was more concerned with the dumping of waste in the 1780s than it had been 
earlier, as least as reflected in its minutes. In 1782, for example, the company 
wrote to Mr. Bell, asking him to take care of the “great nuisance” he was 
causing through the brick drain from his house near Cannonbury House that 
discharged “black and filthy water” into the river.40 A little later, Bell stated 
to the company that it could do whatever it wanted at its expense, and so it 
ordered that the bank be rebuilt to cut off the inflow.41 Similarly in 1787, the 
company found two drains from a house in Enfield running into the river, 
which it ordered blocked.42 
 Clearer examples of the company’s concern about animal contamination 
came in the 1790s, although even at this time, the company was not vigor-
ous in protecting from all contamination. In a case in 1791, the court moved 
against a neighbor because “the dung from a stable . . . is laid on the wharf of 
the New River . . . which occasionally drains and is blown by the wind into 
the River.”43 The initiative came not, however, from the company, but from 
people complaining in letters. The court asked the stable owner to cease 
putting the dung on the company’s wharf. In another case from 1799, the 
Baron d’Aguilar, known to be miserly and eccentric, left a large pile of dung 
and filth on the river’s bank. It was “very offensive, and much complained 
about.”44 The baron was not sympathetic to the company’s complaints and 
did nothing about it, forcing the directors to have a “banck of clay” built to 
contain the filth.45 In another episode from 1799, the court of directors wrote 
to Mr. Potter of Wood Green that “you make a custom of suspending or lay-
ing horse flesh in the New River with which you feed your dogs.” The com-
pany threatened him with prosecution.46 In another episode, “a quantity of 
butcher’s meat” was found in the river in Enfield. The company offered a 
reward of five guineas to whoever gave information leading to a conviction 
of the offender.47
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 Connections between the river and cow ponds, however, continued to 
be tolerated during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. In 
1793, for example, a farmer requested a supply of water from the river for his 
cattle, and the company agreed, ordering that a trough be installed linked 
to the river to supply water for this purpose.48 Other cases of cows in close 
proximity to (and sometimes drinking from) the river were recorded into the 
nineteenth century.49 
 Another shift is evident in the early nineteenth century as the company 
began to show more unease about privies placed close to the river and human 
waste more generally. No reference to concerns about privies can be found 
in the company’s minute books before 1800, but from that time the issue 
emerged on a regular basis. In a survey of the river that the company’s di-
rectors made in 1802, several were discovered. In addition to some near the 
river in Enfield, there was one belonging to the company itself near Ware, 
which was ordered moved so as not to be “a bad example to other persons.”50 
One of the Enfield privies was five feet (1.5 m) from the river, and the com-
pany rebuilt it farther away at its own expense.51 In 1807, a neighbor at Dead 
Man’s Hill had cut a ditch from the privy in his garden to the river, which the 
company demanded be closed.52 In one of the most egregious cases, in 1809 
John Cooper, an inhabitant of the village of Ware, became suspicious of the 
actions of some nightmen and hired a watchmen to follow them secretly after 
dark. He discovered that these nightmen collected waste from a privy and 
disposed of it in the New River. When the company was informed, it tried to 
track down the nightmen to prosecute them, but they had disappeared.53 In 
another case from 1809, it was found that a privy next to a cottage in Enfield 
was overflowing into the river and that the cottage’s inhabitant was in the 
habit of throwing dirty water into the river. This led to a heated exchange of 
letters before it was solved.54

Bathing in the New River

If the New River Company became increasingly worried about different 
sorts of animal and vegetable matter in the river in the second half on the 
eighteenth century, a broader segment of the population also manifested 
concerns about the contamination of its water that might result from people 
bathing in the river. . The existence of an intense discussion by this time 
signaled a change in the nature of how the public in London was willing to 
approach the question of the purity of its water supply. Although the New 
River Company had been in existence since the early seventeenth century, 
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and supplying thousands of houses by the late seventeenth century, only 
from the 1750s onward is it possible to discern a consistent discussion in 
the public sphere about the purity of its water. While the nineteenth cen-
tury witnessed the rise of public health in the context of large-scale concerns 
about water supply, the stage for this had been set by the rise of public de-
bates during the late eighteenth century.
 Why people bathing and washing during the warm summer months (and 
usually on Sundays) attracted far more attention from the public than all 
other kinds of contamination combined is not immediately evident. Mary 
Douglas, in her foundational work on the anthropology of pollution, argued 
that societies identify some things as “dirt”—forms of pollution—because 
they are regarded as matter out of place within a societal framework. For 
Douglas, pollution was not only about the material aspect of pollution but 
also its place within a societal system that regarded the offending matter (or 
behavior) as contravening that societal order. For the anonymous complain-
ers who were so aghast at the filth of the New River bathers, the perception 
of bathing itself as a cleansing process had strengthened in the latter part of 
the eighteenth century, making bathing in London’s potable water supply 
more of a “filthy” act, becoming a threat to order. Other forms of immoral-
ity presented by the bathers, notably nudity, the profanation of the Sabbath, 
swearing, and harassing of women passing through the area besides other 
crimes, all combined to confirm the moral depravity of the people involved. 
The physical contamination of the river was inextricably linked to the moral 
sort.55

 How had bathing itself changed in the second half of the eighteenth cen-
tury? It was a time when frequent, even daily bathing was becoming more 
common among the upper classes throughout Europe. While spa bathing 
had been popular in the late Middle Ages, and continued to be so to the 
eighteenth century, cold bathing at spas had not. In England, William Floyer 
had begun a revival around the turn of the eighteenth century, and this activ-
ity continued to grow in popularity among the wealthy elites as the century 
progressed.56 Regular bathing at home enjoyed a similar surge in popularity. 
Few people bathed in the seventeenth century, and into the 1740s it was still 
uncommon to bath regularly. By the 1770s, however, this was no longer the 
case, and finally in the 1790s it was fashionable to take a daily bath. The trend 
was partly driven by Pringle’s insistence on cleanliness to preserve health. 
Both spa and home bathing activities were, however, confined to the upper 
and middle classes. Bathing was then becoming more closely associated with 
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health and cleanliness, strongly associating the act of entering water with 
leaving behind dirt and uncleanliness in way that had not been the case when 
regular bathing had not been deemed important.57 River bathing had never di-
minished in popularity from the Middle Ages, but it was a form of recreation, 
and not perceived as a hygienic act. As the wealthier segments of London 
society changed their own bathing habits and more clearly associated it with 
health and cleanliness, they also changed how they understood the health 
and cleanliness of river bathing. The dirt they now perceived to be leaving in 
their baths was being left in their drinking water by the New River bathers.
 There were also other elements to this criticism that help explain why it 
became so intense in the late eighteenth century. One of these was the class 
character of the dispute. Many of the letters remarked on the low class of 
the bathers, while their few defenders relied on the dearth of opportunities 
for bathing among poorer people as a reason to excuse the behavior. The 
dispute can then be situated within a changing broader context of class and 
propriety. Norbert Elias argued many years ago in The Civilizing Process that 
people in the West were increasingly under greater pressure to conform to 
codes of politeness and etiquette through the increasing interdependence 
and depth of social relations, motivated by the expansion of commerce and 
the authority of royal courts.58 In regard to nudity in particular, Elias argued 
that it was problematic in the Middle Ages only when occurring between 
social strata, but with increasing democratization it was becoming univer-
sally so by the late eighteenth century.59 This trend would become more evi-
dent in England in the early nineteenth century as the regulation of decency 
drifted from informal mechanisms to ones defined by law and enforced by 
officials. Exposure had been actionable under common law since at least the 
seventeenth century, but nude river bathing in particular was first banned by 
statutory laws beginning with the Thames Police Act of 1814. The act’s propo-
nents in Parliament partly justified it by “the want of deference in the lower 
classes towards the higher, which had increased so much in later years.”60 
The Vagrancy Act of 1822 then banned indecent exposure generally, but de-
spite the growing moral outrage motivating the law, evidence suggests that 
the problem was not worse in the 1820s than it had been in the 1780s. It was 
a rise in the standards of respectability that created the pressure for the new 
laws. Enforcement was provided by officials such as police, in addition to 
volunteers who hectored lower-class youths bathing in Hyde Park and other 
areas around the city.61

 That bathing occurred before 1760 is evident from early company records. 
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In 1614, a year after the river came into operation, the company was paying 
workers “to kepe out swymers in Whitsonne holidays.”62 When Charles II 
issued a royal proclamation in 1685 against contaminating the river, there 
was no mention of bathing, but a new one from 1689 differs from the first in 
only one regard, that people “washing themselves therein” was now forbid-
den.63 In 1722 the company’s secretary wrote to the headmaster of a board-
ing school near the river, asking that he take care to prevent his boarders 
from washing in the river, and reminding him that some people had recently 
been sent to prison on this account.64 The first evidence of public complaints, 
however, came from 1755 when the company itself, in response to a com-
plaint it had received, printed a notice stating that it would prosecute anyone 
found washing in the river, as this caused “great annoyance to people passing 
that way, and . . . prejudice to the water.”65 Little more was heard about the 
issue until the period from 1768 to 1770, when a rash of complaints appeared 
in London papers. The first came from “a lover of decency” and was printed 
in the Gazetteer and New Daily Advertiser. The New River water was not fit 
for use, the letter claimed, because of the “nasty filthy fellows bathing” in the 
river. Ladies used to be able to walk in the area but were now prevented by 
the “indecency and impudence of these people.” The letter went on to state 
that “no one knows what diseases these persons may have, and as the river 
does not purge itself by a flux and reflux of the tide, the water is certainly 
contaminated by this nastiness.” Watchmen and prosecutions of offenders 
would remedy the problem.66 The sentiment was echoed by another letter 
observing that this behavior “not only offends the eye, but renders the water 
we are to drink extremely filthy and disgusting.”67

 Letters in the following year pursued the conflation of moral and physi-
cal pollution. One observed that “two hundred vagabonds” were bathing in 
river, as well as gaming, “cursing and swearing in a most profane manner.” The 
corruption of youth was part of their crime: the apprentices and tradesmen’s 
sons among them would “in all probability . . . be ruined by that assembly of 
thieves.” The peace officers should take care to prevent this scandal.68 An-
other letter suggested that the company itself should hire “two or three stout 
men” to throw the bathers’ clothes into the river to stop the problem.69

 The bathers were not without their defenders. A riposte to these com-
plaints argued that bathing was healthy and refreshing, preserving the lives 
of thousands who engaged in it. Those who bath in the New River were not 
sufficiently wealthy as to afford subscriptions to private baths and would be 
deprived entirely if prevented from doing so. The true indecency was not in 
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the bathing but with the women who walked nearby. Nor was the corruption 
of the water a problem because the river flowed for long enough afterward to 
purify itself. The complaining should cease, the letter finished, until a cheap 
public bath was provided for those who could not afford the private ones.70 
 Letters also brought pressure to bear on the company more directly. In a 
letter in the London Evening Post from September 1766, someone complained 
of the indecency that took place on Sundays, that of fellows “washing their 
dirty hides and polluting the stream.” Although many people have com-
plained publicly, the writer noted, the company had not fixed this problem. 
The letter writer suggested that the company should have its “river keepers” 
who removed weeds patrol on Sundays. This was urgent because, unlike the 
Thames, which purified itself by the tide carrying its filth out, the New River 
was not purged in this way with its slow current and stagnant reservoir. The 
letter finished by threatening to switch to another water company unless 
the company were firmer in “preserving decency on the sabbath.”71 This final 
letter of 1766 came too late in season to have an effect, but when warmer tem-
peratures brought a return of the bathers in 1767, there was action. Constables 
began apprehending people for swimming in the river, and some were sent to 
Bridewell Prison, with others given fines.72 Although this silenced the critics 
for 1767, the bathers and the complainers returned the following three years, 
with much of the same tone of mixing moral and physical pollution.73

 The bitter complaining continued every summer over the next years, 
including one incident where the New River Company’s engineer was as-
saulted and another when two women were accosted by bathers.74 The rhet-
oric reached a crescendo in 1778–79, when calls to action became ever more 
strident.75 The company proprietors were denounced, for, although they 
were an “opulent body of men,” they allowed their water to be “fouled by the 
indecent custom of filthy fellows, and filthy dogs, washing in it on Sundays.” 
If a sense of duty was not enough to move the proprietors, then “your inter-
est should prompt you to attend to this matter” as the water “is so contam-
inated, and . . . has not time to cleanse and purge before it is used.”76 Other 
letter writers proposed more extreme solutions, such as using press gangs to 
force bathers into the Royal Navy,77 or throwing pieces of broken glass into 
the river to cut the bathers.78 The constables took up the first suggestion and 
in July 1778 impressed many bathers and sent them to the New Prison.79 
 As with the earlier episode, some of the letter writers defended the bath-
ers, and the debate circulated around the issue of class privilege. One letter 
expressed the hope that “the proprietors of the New River water, will have 
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more sense, as well as generosity, than to debar those poor men and boys  
. . . the liberty of washing in the New River, provided they observe decency.” 
The letter pointed out that threats to stop using the New River were entirely 
hollow, as all other possible supplies of water “has much more filth in it.” 
New River water cleared, the letter stated, after it was allowed to sit in a 
tub, and was perfectly fine for drinking. The complainers were only seeking 
to “hinder the poor of every enjoyment,” and they should encourage bath-
ing because of its positive health benefits. The poor could not afford baths 
and should be allowed this comfort at least.80 In a further letter from the 
same author, he suggested that the complainers were the ones committing 
an indecency by taking their wives to the area where the bathers were.81 
The letters continued to pour in through 1779, with many calls to press the 
offenders into service.82 Finally, the New River Company and the Finsbury 
constables began an energetic campaign to prevent the bathing, regularly 
collecting people caught in the act and having them condemned to prison. 
Some were also pressed into naval service. The papers contained many re-
ports of bathers taken up like this in July and August 1779, in groups as large 
as twenty-five.83 Perhaps because of these mass arrests, fines, imprisonment, 
and forced naval service, complaints almost ceased the following year,84 al-
though the company still put up signs threatening would-be bathers.85

 The next burst of complaining about the purity of the New River’s water 
ran from 1782 to 1786 and, like the earlier episode, focused on bathing and 
the connection between immorality and pollution. The first letter came in 
1782 in the Public Advertiser, stating that “there is not a more offensive nui-
sance practised than the bathing in the New River on Sundays,” and that gen-
teel women were insulted by it.86 The following summer saw the complaints 
culminate again. The first letter denounced the magistrates and the com-
pany for doing nothing to prevent the “indecencies” and “atrocious acts of 
villainy” and suggested it was because “they have neither wives nor daugh-
ters.”87 A sarcastic letter then suggested that the company, “in order to do 
every thing in their power to sweeten the water at this warm season of the 
year, permit men and boys continually to wash themselves in it, thereby in-
fusing proper purgatives to render the liquid seasonably wholesome.”88 Fur-
ther letters pressured the local constables and the company “to suppress that 
indecent practice of bathing in the water, which should come to the inhab-
itants of this metropolis pure, but which has been polluted, by an act which 
was at the same time a breach of the Sabbath, and an offence to decency.”89 A 
group of forty-two residents even wrote the company condemning the bath-
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ing, claiming that it made the water “thick and unclean” and that it caused 
“prejudice to their health and constitutions.”90 Finally, after all these letters, 
newspapers reported that the high constable of Finsbury and several peace 
officers took five bathers to Bridewell Prison.91 The company also built a 
brick wall around the reservoir serving the residents who wrote the com-
pany directly.92

 The letter writers were not, however, satisfied with this report. They 
claimed that the bathers were still there, despite what magistrates said, and 
suggested starting a subscription to hire people to patrol the river.93 They 
also claimed that the New River Company was not as careful as it had previ-
ously been: “The New River Company I remember formerly used to be much 
more strict than they are now in preventing such enormities.”94 This cycle of 
condemnation of the bathers, hectoring of public authorities,95 and finally 
action was repeated during the following three summers until constables pa-
trolled the river at the most frequented spots leading to indictments.96 The 
issue arose again sporadically over the following years to 1810, although not 
with the same intensity as the earlier bouts.97 The usual remedies of prose-
cutions were applied, including with the help of a subscription raised from 
among the neighbors to hire watchmen to patrol the river.98

Conclusion

Although the salubrity of the water supply did not receive the centralized 
and bureaucratized attention that would come in the nineteenth century, 
nevertheless the history of the New River reveals that historical actors— 
individuals, the company itself, local authorities—could be moved to sus-
tained action by health concerns in the eighteenth century. For its part, the 
company tried to mitigate whatever most affected the taste, smell, and as-
pect of its water. This meant removing mud from the river, cutting weeds, 
and pruning back trees to ward off leaves falling into the channel. Doing so 
required the employment of around a dozen walksmen to patrol parts of the 
river daily to do these tasks. The company was able to maintain this degree 
of vigilance because it had exclusive rights to its channel through its charter 
of incorporation, giving it a relatively free hand as compared to the ripar-
ian landowner commissions with authority over England’s rivers. Although 
these tactics were in vigor throughout the century, a slow evolution was 
discernible from the 1780s in the company’s concerns. Perhaps in reaction 
to the sporadic comments from medical authors on the link between ani-
mal and vegetable matter and illness, the company showed more care about 
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these materials entering the river and from 1800 was much more concerned 
about privies, a subject that had not appeared in its minutes before that date. 
If London’s mortality rate declined in the second half of the eighteenth cen-
tury, it may be that this slow change had some contribution. Whatever its ul-
timate effectiveness, systematic and organized care for water quality existed 
in the eighteenth century.
 Individual customers were also concerned about the quality of the New 
River’s water. Occasional references in various texts before the 1750s remarked 
on the water’s muddy quality. But from that point forward, the pollution of 
the river by people bathing in it repeatedly generated storms of complaint 
and controversy, playing out in London’s papers. This source of contamina-
tion, more than any other that could have attracted attention, such as the 
thousands of cows pasturing along the river’s shores, became a lightning 
rod for disaffection. That this was so reveals the interaction of a number of 
trends. From almost nonexistence in 1750, daily bathing (and going to spas) 
was becoming much more popular among the middle and upper classes as 
they more closely associated the practice with healthy living. The practice 
of bathing in the New River, which was not new in the late eighteenth cen-
tury, then became a health-associated act. Bathing in the river left filth be-
hind, whereas earlier it was simply swimming. Furthermore, the complain-
ing letters reveal that their authors conflated the physical contamination of 
the river with the moral degradation of public nudity and other behaviors. 
It was this trespassing of moral boundaries that set off alarms in regard to 
“dirt,” in Mary Douglas’s meaning, being left in the river. Finally, there was a 
class element to the dispute as public nudity was increasingly being frowned 
upon, particularly by the upper classes. This would soon lead to statutory 
criminalization of the behavior in the early years of the nineteenth century. 
In the New River’s case, the complainers were wealthier, while the bathers 
were lower class. The few people who defended the practice called for the 
provision of public baths for the poor, something that would come only in 
the nineteenth century.99 
 Historians have largely regarded the public health movement as a 
 nineteenth-century phenomenon, particularly in regard the question of water 
purity. This history of the New River, however, suggests that concern about 
and action to preserve the purity of water and at least indirectly the well- being 
of its consumers was present in the eighteenth century as well. In contrast to 
the nineteenth century, when governmental bodies and laws were central to 
the public health movement, most of the initiative and action from the early 
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eighteenth century lay within the New River water company. Only with the 
emergence of discussion in newspapers from the 1760s did the initiative shift 
from the company to a broader public, suggesting that the rise of the public 
sphere was important for the emergence of public discussions about the quality 
of water in London. The focus of these public discussions shifted in the early 
years of the nineteenth century as water quality debates flared again in regard to 
the purity of Thames water and the reliability of supply. As with the bathing 
debate, however, these new battles were fought in the public sphere. Finally, 
expert medical opinion was increasingly important in the late eighteenth 
century. Medical practitioners were more interested in the quality of water 
and in the water-related mechanism of disease transmission. The response 
of the New River to Fothergill’s letter, as well as its changing attitude to ani-
mal and vegetable contamination and finally to privies by the end of century, 
points to sensitivity to medical opinion.



Chapter eight

Epilogue and Legacy, 1800–1820

To be sanctioned by act of Parliament: A national Light and Heat Com-
pany for providing our streets and houses with hydrocarbonic gas-lights, 
on similar principles as they are now supplied with water.

Frederick Winsor, promoting the first London gas company, 1807

The New River Company is in a “critical and alarming crisis.”
Internal company report, 1814

The turn of the nineteenth century brought with it profound changes for 
the London water industry. Some of these, such as the creation of large new 
companies that posed serious competitive threats to the existing ones, were 
truly novel phenomena. Other changes had been building for some time. 
Among these longer-term changes were pumping by steam engines and the 
use of cast iron pipes, joints, and valves. Both had become sufficiently relia-
ble and familiar that investors could be confident of creating new companies 
depending only on them. The confluence of these factors after 1800 meant 
that within twenty years the water industry in London had undergone its 
deepest changes since the rapid expansion of the late seventeenth century. 
Within two decades, wood pipes were abandoned in favor of iron, and steam 
engines became central for water supply. These two changes in turn meant 
that high pressure and constant supply had been introduced, albeit nowhere 
close to universally. The New River, while still the largest company, had lost 
its overwhelming position, its market share dipping below half of the market 
around 1812, a position it had held for about two hundred years. It continued 
dropping to under 40 percent by 1820. The geography of supply was recon-
figured, with companies that had not existed before 1805 having large areas 
of supply for their exclusive provision.

Transformations in London to 1820

The advent of war in 1792 following the French Revolution was one of the 
triggers for the post-1800 changes. It stretched one element of the water sup-
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ply model to the breaking point: the use of wooden pipes. Water companies 
had been using wood for more than two hundred years, and their experi-
ments with iron had been limited to a few mains. As described in chapter 
4, the price of timber for pipes had effectively held constant throughout the 
eighteenth century, and so there was no price pressure to change. The tu-
mult of the wars caused wood scarcity and drove prices upward from around 
50 shillings per load before the war, to 58 shillings in 1795, 67 in 1800, 96 in 
1804, and 150 in 1810 (fig. 8.1). Given that wood was the water companies’ 
largest expense, this effectively broke their business model. The London 
Bridge Waterworks, for example, observed the situation with alarm in 1807 
and decided to move to iron pipes because elm was becoming too expen-
sive and hard to find.1 When investors were forming new companies, such 
as the West Middlesex Waterworks in 1807, they briefly considered using 
wood pipes, but they too quickly settled on iron.2 The New River held out 
longer. As it came under pressure from both competition and wood prices, it 
finally decided to abandon wood in 1814. Over the next five years, it replaced 
most of its wood network with iron, with the exception of areas the directors 

Figure 8.1. Price of wood in shillings per load paid by the New River Company, 
1770–1812. Data taken from sales listed in MB1–9
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thought they would not be able to hold onto in the face of competition. These 
areas were transferred to other companies in 1820.
 The high price of wood was one of the central reasons for its final aban-
donment, but others were the availability and practicability of iron. Iron 
production in Britain had been increasing throughout the eighteenth cen-
tury with the introduction of coke smelting and refining by puddling. British 
iron production went from to 20,000 tons in the early eighteenth century, 
to 100,000 tons in 1791, 400,000 tons in 1810, and 700,000 tons in the late 
1820s. Although the cost of iron did not decrease much during this period, it 
was definitely more available, and cast iron pipe was becoming very attrac-
tive for the water companies.3 The invention of sliding joints in 1784 solved 
the problem of thermal expansion cracking pipes.4 Iron pipes not only were 
more durable but also could have much higher diameters and volumes and 
bear higher pressure. All these characteristics allowed the new companies 
to provide high-pressure service, capable of easily reaching the upper floors 
of houses, and even constant service. Although it would take until the end 
of nineteenth century before the New River switched all its supply zones 
to constant flow, the new companies began offering it right away. The slow 
transition to constant supply was due to the significant technical problems 
in adjusting networks to constant high-pressure supply, both for the com-
pany and for consumers, who had to adjust all their interior plumbing. For 
example, the ballcocks that had served as flow regulators for more than one 
hundred years could not work with high pressure, and new more expensive 
valves were needed.5 In many cases, they were happy to keep their intermit-
tent supply. In addition, water engineers thought the volume of water was 
simply not available.6

 The ongoing development of steam engines provided the possibility of 
high-pressure supply. The New River could continue to rely on its gravity-fed 
water supply, but the steam engine had removed its lock on cheap water and 
high volumes. In the east of the city, the Shadwell Waterworks was already 
expanding rapidly before 1800. Between 1800 and 1820, the proportion of 
London water company customers getting water provided by steam engines 
rose from 35 percent in 1800 to 60 percent in 1820. Historians had pointed 
out that as iconic as the steam engine was for the industrial revolution, its 
application in industry remained relatively modest compared to waterpower 
in particular.7 This was not true in the London water industry. Steam engines 
and iron, another central facet of the industrial revolution, were keystones of 
its early nineteenth-century transformation.
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 The new business landscape in the industry was enabled because of broader 
changes in the business environment. Joint-stock corporations were enjoying 
a renewed bout of popularity. The requirement to seek a parliamentary act 
for incorporation after 1720 ushered in a long period when the unincorpo-
rated company was the preferred joint-stock model. Matters began to shift 
with the advent of the canal boom from the late 1760s. There were a cou-
ple of waves when many new joint-stock canal corporations were created 
by Parliament. These typically were promoted and funded by local investors 
who needed rights of expropriation or compulsory access to land to con-
struct their canals, which were granted in the acts. In addition, their high 
capital costs, as with water companies, pushed the promoters toward the 
joint-stock form. By the early nineteenth century, canal corporations were 
no longer a novelty, and their infrastructure crisscrossed large swathes of 
the country, driving down transportation costs and generating good profits. 
They had effectively shown the potential of joint-stock corporations for in-
frastructure construction in the new era. A new joint-stock boom followed 
from 1805 to 1811. In the peak year of 1807, fully forty-two new companies 
were created. Not since the South Sea Bubble of 1720 did so many people 
seek to buy shares in corporations. The boom was present in wide sectors 
of the economy and not limited to canals, as had been the previous booms of 
the 1760s and the 1790s. Gas companies, breweries, vinegar manufacturers, 
dock companies, and of course water companies were all featured. The unin-
corporated joint-stock company, never properly recognized in statutory law, 
was fading as a business form.8 The broad base of the new joint-stock boom 
was also evident with the new water companies. Whereas the New River in 
1814 still had a mere 120 shareholders holding the 72 original shares between 
them, the new companies had by that point sold 12,700 shares, many to peo-
ple with small holdings.9

 The political interest in creating new companies was based on the rapid 
expansion of London and the sense that the existing water companies were 
not keeping up. The city’s population grew from 960,000 in 1801 to 1,140,000 
in 1811 and then to 1,380,000 in 1821. Many new areas such as in the east 
or the northwest of the city were not getting supply.10 The acts creating the 
companies explained in their preambles that there was need for more water 
in some areas, such as Hammersmith. Far from stating that the purpose of 
new companies was to create competition, the acts could even contain provi-
sion to limit it. The West Middlesex Waterworks, for example, was restricted 
from entering the areas supplied by existing companies. The new company 
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could not enter Westminster and Chelsea because, if it did so, it would have 
to pay the company already operating there, the Chelsea Waterworks, ten 
pounds for each house it took on. The Chelsea Waterworks had successfully 
lobbied Parliament for this provision while the bill was being considered. 
The East London Waterworks was not restricted in this way, but its act did 
contain a clause stating that nothing in the act should hinder the New Riv-
er’s rights. It was not more precise than this, and similar clauses had been 
used even in the seventeenth century. In practice, none of this limited com-
petition.11 A further motivation for creating new companies was mentioned 
in a New River’s report written in 1814 on the effects of competition. The 
authors of the report argued that because the dividends of the New River 
had never been made public, and share sales at auction were reported at tens 
of thousands of pounds, people assumed that the company was making ex-
orbitant profits.12 In fact, the dividend returns on the shares for those who 
bought them were around 3–4 percent in the late eighteenth century, but for 
those who had inherited them, they were a comfortable source of income 
that required no investment of external capital, at least until the competitors 
appeared.
 Soon after 1800, a series of new water companies was created. The first 
was the South London Waterworks in 1805, which was renamed the Vaux-
hall Waterworks in 1834 before merging with the Southwark Company in 
1845. The West Middlesex Waterworks followed in 1806. Its charter allowed 
it to supply areas in the West End, which it did from pumps in Hammer-
smith. The East London Waterworks was formed in 1807, and it purchased 
the water assets of the Shadwell Waterworks and West Ham Waterworks 
in 1808 from the London Docks, which had taken over both the previous 
year. Both of the older companies had lost supply areas when the docks 
had been built. The sale of the water assets gave the East London Water-
works a significant step up in terms of size, and it soon pushed into the New 
River’s supply zone in the east of the City. It pumped water from the River 
Lea. The last major company within the metropolis was the Grand Junction 
Waterworks. It was originally created by the owners of the Grand Junction 
Canal to sell the supposedly abundant water flowing into London through 
the canal. These aspirations were unrealistic, and the waterworks company 
was split off from the canal in 1810 to pump from the Thames instead. It 
was incorporated the following year and began operations in 1812. It was the 
first to use high pressure and constant supply. Its supply zone was also the 
West End, which, like in the late seventeenth century, became an area with 
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many overlapping supply zones. The new companies were soon competing 
fiercely with the old ones and with one another. They frequently offered 
water service with no connection fee, thereby allowing customers to switch 
as frequently as they liked when offered lower prices. Agents from the new 
companies went door to door, canvassing for new customers. More aggres-
sive tactics included breaking opposing companies’ pipes in the streets.13

 Losses soon built up at the old companies, finally forcing them to mod-
ernize their networks by rebuilding them in iron over the course of a few 
years. They also sought ways of lessening the competition. At first, the New 
River and the West Middlesex tried to merge, but their proposal was rejected 
by Parliament in 1816 after lobbying from other water companies and par-
ish authorities. A second attempt in 1817 was more successful. Rather than 
merging, the companies carved up London between them. The New River, 
the Chelsea, the West Middlesex, and the Grand Junction were all parties 
to an 1817 agreement governing the west of the metropolis. They agreed to 
supply only certain zones, and not attempt to venture outside set boundaries, 
thereby ensuring that only one supplier was available in most of the city. Once 
the agreement was in place, they abandoned, dug up, or transferred pipes to 
other companies in streets outside their agreed zones. In the east, the New 
River had signed another agreement with the East London Waterworks in 
1815, allowing it to keep the City, with the East London taking most of the 
areas farther east. Finally, the Hampstead Waterworks also agreed with the 
New River on a supply zone demarcation in 1817. Although many of their 
customers were enraged by this new state of affairs, forming an “ Anti-Water 
Monopoly Association,” the agreement largely held for rest of the century. 
The smaller companies were soon also settled. The York Buildings Company 
was removed as a competitor when the New River leased its assets in 1819, 
with its charter revoked not long afterward. The LBWW finally succumbed 
in 1822. It had not managed to renew its pipes with iron, and the City de-
cided to replace London Bridge. The LBWW was then taken over by the New 
River.14

Legacy of the London Water Network

From around 1800, London’s water network—particularly its widespread 
connections to houses—was an inspiration to urban networks in various 
ways. This was most evident with other water supply infrastructure. Govern-
ment authorities when first designing their own integrated systems in other 
countries either explicitly looked to London as model or relied on English 
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water engineers. As early as 1765, steam engines were attractive to French 
promoters of water companies.15 The proposals of the Périer brothers looked 
to England for their inspiration; their prospectus used London’s steam en-
gines as a basis for their own business plan, claiming that some French citi-
zens who had traveled to London became very jealous of the abundant pro-
fusion of water supplied in that city.16 The brothers also traveled to England 
to study the water supply situation there, the first time in 1777, followed by 
another in 1778.17 In 1779 they went again, this time to Birmingham to nego-
tiate a deal with Boulton & Watt for a steam engine of their design.18

 In 1802 Napoleon approved the construction of an aqueduct from the 
Ourcq River to Paris, to be distributed mostly from public fountains he hoped 
would adorn his capital. The project took twenty years to complete. In this 
case, however, there appeared to be little attempt to emulate the London 
model, and it was explicitly rejected, including by Louis Bruyère, an engineer 
originally tasked with preparing a study for the new canal. In his opinion, the 
New River’s open channel made its waters muddy, and its wooden pipes gave 
it a bad taste.19 Even after the Ourcq project opened in stages in the 1820s  
the basic model remained as it had been: public fountains and private wells. 
Renewed interest in the London model came when the restored monarchy 
and its successors tried to build up Paris infrastructure further. French en-
gineers made repeated visits to London in the 1820s and 1830s to learn from 
the city’s water system, producing a series of reports about how to replicate it 
in Paris.20 Among the first was the engineer and prefect of the Seine départe-
ment Jacques Chabrol de Volvic in 1823. He became convinced that the best 
model for Paris was to rely on private companies to supply water because the 
state would not have the financial resources to complete the project. He was 
followed in 1824 by the state civil engineer Charles-François Mallet, who 
was sent to study the English model in greater detail. In the meantime, an 
English engineer working for the Grand Junction Waterworks named An-
derson was brought over to help design the urban distribution system for 
the newly complete Ourcq project.21 Mallet returned to Paris and prepared 
plans for improving the city’s water supply that were, in his words, meant to 
“imitate the one adopted in England, and particularly in London.”22 His sys-
tem, however, envisaged half going to private supply, with the rest for public 
fountains. Although his vision for the redesign of the entire system could 
not be implemented straightaway, he did introduce some techniques he had 
learned about, such as how to lay pipes more rapidly.23 Despite their hopes, 
however, private companies interested in water supply never materialized, 
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in part due to hostility in some quarters to private supply, and the situation in 
Paris languished until the 1850s. Other engineers visited London at that time 
to study the situation once again, albeit with more criticisms than Mallet had 
made, in part due to the problems with filtration that had become painfully 
evident in the preceding years. They nevertheless recognized that, with 95 
percent of houses in the city with water, there was still much to emulate.24 
By the later part of the century, however, Paris had so far surpassed London 
in quality and volume served that French engineers began to make disdainful 
comparisons.
 The first German city with an integrated water system was Hamburg, 
and this system too was largely based on the English model. The city had 
a pumping engine supplying houses from the 1530s. Although the engines 
were expanded and replaced over the years, the scale of the network had not 
grown like London’s had in the intervening century, with about five hundred 
taps in the early nineteenth century. Hamburg had not experienced Lon-
don’s population growth and had about 107,000 inhabitants in 1810.25 The 
first steps in modernizing the city’s system were made in the 1820s when 
a couple of new water companies were established. A resident of the city, 
Georg Elert Bieber, created a small company to provide water to parts of the 
city not served by the old waterworks. His first attempts proved abortive 
when his buildings were destroyed in 1813 during the Napoleonic Wars, but 
he set up pumps again in 1822. These were replaced with two Boulton & Watt 
steam engines in 1832. The numbers supplied, however, remained small; in 
1840 the company connected to about 380 taps.26 A larger company was es-
tablished in 1831 by an English merchant, Edward James Smith, working 
with William Chadwell Mylne, the New River’s chief engineer. The compa-
ny’s first pumps were consumed by a fire that destroyed much of the city in 
1842, but new Cornish steam engines were built on the Elbe, and these were 
soon supplying about one thousand houses.27 In the meantime, the three old 
water works merged in 1836 in an attempt to combat declining sales lost to 
the new companies. The city council had in the meantime been exploring 
ways to improve supply, but the great fire of 1842 destroyed the old pumps 
before any action was taken. The city then expropriated the land belonging 
the old waterworks.28

 William Lindley (1808–1900) was an English civil engineer who had come 
to Hamburg in 1834 to build railways with another engineer, Francis Giles. 
After the fire, he was hired as a consulting engineer for the city’s reconstruc-
tion, including the city’s sewer and water supply systems. He came up with 
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a new city plan and was later involved in the design of gasworks there.29 He 
drew a plan for the water supply network with Frank Giles, who worked for 
the New River Company in London. Frank was Francis’s nephew. Lindley 
also consulted with William Mylne, as Smith had before him, and together 
they prepared a proposal for the city.30 Their proposal included two steam 
engines as well as the dual system of mains and service pipes developed in 
London the pervious century. Lindley and Mylne also proposed the English 
system of fireplugs, as well as the use of air plugs to bleed the network when 
needed.31 The city council adopted the plan and placed Lindley in charge of 
executing the project, working with English engineers. The steam engines 
and many pipes were produced by the Butterley Ironworks in Alfreton, 
Derby shire. By the end of 1846, about 750 customers were connected.32 At 
this point, the population had reached 137,000.33

 In the United States, Philadelphia was the first city to build a water distri-
bution network, using technology and expertise imported from England. The 
city instituted a watering committee to evaluate proposals for the construc-
tion of a water supply system and accepted one by the immigrant English en-
gineer and architect Benjamin Latrobe (1764–1820). Latrobe had worked in 
England as a canal engineer, likely for the engineer William Jessop, as well as 
an architect and surveyor for the London Police Offices. Latrobe had moved 
to the United States in 1796 after the death of his wife. He was working as an 
architect in Virginia when he got the Philadelphia commission in 1799. He 
recommended using steam engines to pump from the Schuylkill River into 
a pipe network made from bored logs. The system was functioning by 1801. 
The engines were made at the Soho plant near New York City, which was the 
only manufacturer trained in making the Boulton & Watt engine in America. 
Latrobe’s original pumps in Centre Square proved too unreliable and expen-
sive, however, and were replaced by other steam engines on the river by 1815. 
Philadelphia’s experience with waterworks was seminal for similar projects 
throughout the United States. The city received much publicity and, as a re-
sult, many visitors. New York City had tried to use an English engineer to 
build a waterworks, but the project was aborted by the outbreak of the Rev-
olutionary War. It was only after 1800 that it tried again.34

 The network model inspired not only other water networks but also other 
kinds of technological networks, the first of which was gas distribution. The 
world’s first integrated gas distribution network was built in London from 
1812 to 1820, and the city water supply was explicitly an inspiration for the 
new network. When the gas industry was first established in the early nine-
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teenth century, the original model as designed by Boulton & Watt used in-
dividual gas plants for each building. These plants would gasify coal, and 
the gas was distributed to lamps throughout the structure. The model of a 
citywide centralized distribution network, connecting directly to thousands 
of houses and streetlights and fed by a few central gas plants, was a later 
innovation. The man who initially provided this new network vision for the 
gas industry was Frederick Winsor, a German immigrant and entrepreneur. 
In his promotional material, he explicitly relied on London’s water network, 
and the New River Company in particular, as a model that the fledgling gas 
industry could follow. He pointed not only to the integrated system of mains 
distributing water into houses but also to the business model that water 
companies had adopted.35 Gas was to serve in turn to serve as a model for 
Thomas Edison when he designed his electrical system. Much like Winsor 
before him, Edison eschewed individual installations for electrical networks 
and sought to design all the components of a new large-scale electrical net-
work that featured powerful generators in large plants feeding regional dis-
tribution networks with thousands of customers.36

 The construction of integrated urban sewer networks was also linked to 
water supply, although in a way different from gas and electricity. The pur-
pose of sewers is to collect and remove waste, not to distribute and supply. 
Furthermore, whereas the for-profit business model was part of what the 
builders of gas and electrical networks emulated, this was decidedly not 
the case with sewers, which were built by municipal governments. It was, 
however, precisely as a complement to water networks that the sanitary 
reformers of the mid-nineteenth century designed sewer networks. These 
reformers were primarily concerned with water-borne pollution, and their 
solution was the continuous circulation of water.37 Most famous among them 
was Edwin Chadwick, who in his 1842 report on the conditions of the poor 
in England, presented a proposal for a hydraulic system that integrated both 
water supply and sewerage. Lacking any integrated sewer system, most of 
London’s waste accumulated in cesspits, or ran haphazardly into rivers and 
open sewers, leading to terrible living conditions and frightful epidemics. 
The solution from the technological perspective at least was proper circula-
tion of water through the city in a hydraulic system. In his report, Chadwick 
argued that cities where water supply directly connected to houses were 
healthier: “In Paris and other towns where the middle classes have not the 
advantage of supplies of water brought into the houses the general habits of 
household and personal cleanliness are inferior to those of the inhabitants 
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of towns who do enjoy the advantage.”38 He and his engineers, most nota-
bly John Roe, elaborated on this integrated system between 1843 and 1845, 
although, lacking any meaningful legal and administration structure to im-
plement it, they produced little immediate results.39 It took until the “Great 
Stink” of 1858 before Parliament approved the construction of a major sewer 
network to prevent dumping straight into the Thames in London (fig. 8.2). In 
the meantime, other engineers and sanitary reformers influenced by Chad-
wick elaborated and implemented integrated sewer networks. These include 
William Lindley in Hamburg, and F. O. Ward in London, who in 1852 pre-
sented a vision for an arterial-venous system of city sanitation in a speech 
given in Brussels. He argued that sewers were a complement to water sup-
ply: “Thus we construct in a town two systems of pipes the one bringing in 
pure water the other carrying off this water enriched by fertilising matter.” 
The heart of the system was a steam engine that sets the water in motion in 
the “vast tubular organisation.” Just like water networks had done away with 
tankard bearers, the new system involved the elimination of human labor 
in cleaning cesspools, and all carriage of waste was to be effected by water 
flow.40 In the United States, Chicago and Brooklyn were the first cities to 
build comprehensive and integrated sewer systems from the 1850s, and they 
relied on the British model.41

Conclusion

The years from 1790 to 1820 were tumultuous for the London water indus-
try as some long-developing trends combined with specific events to create 
strong pressure for change. The French Wars drove up the price of wood far 
beyond anything the industry had seen, shattering the wood-pipe model that 
had dominated since 1580. This combined with the increasing availability of 
ever-cheaper iron. The existing water companies, firmly ensconced in their 
dominant positions, were too conservative to adopt iron pipes wholesale. 
The new entrants, however, were not, enabling them to build large networks 
rapidly. The ongoing improvement in steam engine efficiency further cre-
ated opportunities for the new companies to provide water, in some cases at 
higher pressures and with constant supply. A new joint-stock boom was the 
final element in the explosive mixture that shook the London water industry, 
finally ending the New River’s rise, which had been running inexorably from 
1700, and even as far back as 1650 with the exception of its stumble around 
1685. The company lost customers and finally abandoned areas of the city to 
rivals in districting arrangements. Iron and steam, both parts of the classic 



Figure 8.2. London’s sewers in 1865. Joseph Bazalgette, “On the Main Drainage of London,” Minutes of Proceedings of the Institu-
tion of Civil Engineers 24 (1865), p. 38
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industrial revolution, had had an important impact on the industry. As trans-
formative as these decades were in London, they also featured the industry’s 
exerting notable influence. People from other countries had remarked on 
London’s water industry for some time, but from the 1770s there were clear 
efforts at emulation, notably from France, and then the United States and 
Germany. London’s water also served as a model for the new gas network 
after 1810.



Conclusion

The London water supply industry was never a revolutionary phenomenon. 
At each stage of its history, there was strong and evident continuity with what 
had preceded it. At its origin around 1580, the model of a for-profit water com-
pany providing water to houses incorporated many elements of what came 
before. The London Bridge Waterworks served a public fountain but also 
connected to some houses, much as the conduit supply did. Selling water 
in discrete batches was just what the tankard bearers did, but it was now 
supplied by pipe rather than person. Likewise, the conduits were not sim-
ply displaced. Rather, like the tankard bearers, they faded in importance and 
disappeared over the decades. Similarly, there never was a clear transition 
to a different kind of supply network, one that placed London’s infrastruc-
ture in a distinct category from what was found in German cities. With time, 
London’s system grew, adding many more connections so that by the early 
eighteenth century, the number of people connected to London’s network 
far surpassed anything found in other cities. The one possible exception to 
this at this time was Edo, one of the few cities of comparable size to London 
outside Europe. Its water supply consisted of numerous canals feeding a sys-
tem of ditches distributing water to communal wells in many parts of the 
city.1 Over the course of the eighteenth century, London’s system continued 
to expand, and its engineers maintained its stability in the face of an ever- 
expanding population, not only keeping up with demand but even increasing 
the proportion of houses served with direct connections. They adopted more 
sophisticated systemic solutions, such as a doubled pipe network and cen-
tralized control through accurate mapping of the network. These novel tech-
niques meant that the transition in scale to a large network was more than 
adding to existing infrastructure. It entailed more refined control of assets. 
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The difference between the New River, on the one hand, and the LBWW, 
on the other, underscores this. Hearne’s report from 1745 indicated that 
the LBWW in the mid-eighteenth century had relatively few such controls, 
whereas the New River had been confronted with scale-related problems 
before 1700 and worked to address them for decades thereafter. The success 
of these measures became evident. By the mid-eighteenth century, foreign-
ers were remarking on London’s supply, and eventually some began to try to 
import the model. The years around 1800 were perhaps the most revolution-
ary time for the water industry, when exogenous factors, notably the rapidly 
rising price of wood, the increasing availability of iron, more efficient steam 
engines, and a new joint-stock boom all combined to reshape the industry. 
Even so, many elements proved resilient, including possibly unattractive 
ones such as intermittent supply.
 This long-term growth and stability, which made London’s water sup-
ply exceptional, did not have a single cause. The question of why some of  
England’s (and Britain’s) industries diverged from its continental peers in 
terms of size and technical development through the classic industrial rev-
olution continues to generate much interest, and the history of the water 
industry, which has not been evaluated in this context, was one of the in-
dustries that clearly displayed a divergence, albeit one dating well before 
1760–1830, the approximate traditional dates of the industrial revolution. 
The exceptional nature of the water industry had various roots and was sus-
tained by different factors over time. Among these was technological inno-
vativeness. Water technologies were not originally English in origin, but as 
they became indigenized, so too did innovation in the industry. The late sev-
enteenth century marked a notable period of technological creativity, which 
included the work of George Sorocold with waterwheels and Christopher 
Wren and George Lowthorp with network issues. The eighteenth century 
also featured regular innovations, including improved waterwheels with John 
Smeaton and others; the introduction and improvement of steam engines by 
Thomas Savery, Thomas Newcomen, Smeaton, and Boulton & Watt; network 
design; and then large-scale use of iron piping and other components. This 
technological creativity was quite broad-based both chronologically, in evi-
dence sporadically from 1660, and in different kinds of technologies within 
and outside the water industry, ranging from materials, to prime movers, to 
network design. To be sure, the innovative spirit behind these developments 
was not constantly in evidence within the industry. The water companies’ 
relative conservatism in regard to adopting iron piping was a case in point. 
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It was only when new entrants came to the market that these were used ex-
tensively. Nevertheless, there were regular bouts of technological innova-
tiveness from at least the later seventeenth century allowing the industry to 
survive and flourish.
 What was the root of this ongoing technical inventiveness? It is difficult to 
point to a single source, if only because not enough details of the origins of the 
some of these innovations remain. Many of the New River’s and the LBWW’s 
design decisions in the eighteenth’s century were anonymous. In terms of 
named leading figures, little is known about George Sorocold’s background 
and education. The same is true of the New River’s first chief engineer, Henry 
Mill. Robert Mylne, who succeeded him, was educated in hydraulics mostly 
by working in Italy, studying ancient Roman water systems. Samuel Hearne, 
the LBWW’s chief engineer, by his own admission learned on the job. His 
successor John Foulds was a millwright who also acquired his knowledge 
of waterworks on the job. Some historians of the industrial revolution, such 
as Larry Stewart and Margaret Jacob, have claimed that science (or natural 
philosophy) had an indispensable part to play in Britain’s technical creativity 
as Newtonian culture flourished in the country in the eighteenth century.2 
While it is true Wren and Lowthorp, who did make important contributions, 
were both members of the Royal Society, it is not evident that their sugges-
tions drew on any knowledge specific to their membership there. Almost all 
the development apparent throughout the entire history of the water industry 
was incremental and did not usually involve macro-inventions coming from 
theoretical research. Even the steam engine, the clearest case of a radically 
new technology adopted by the industry, came into use slowly over decades 
and only after gains in efficiency. It was really only in the nineteenth cen-
tury that it transformed how water was supplied. The water industry was 
largely sustained by the practical and efficient craftsmen and artisans who 
learned by being involved in their work in the industry. The best model to 
describe how the water industry functioned is that of collective invention 
used by Robert Allen and Alessandro Nuvolari.3 Using different examples, 
they argued that technological innovations sometimes occurred as a regular 
flow of improvements accumulating over time to produce significant results, 
even if none of the individual steps were notable or patented. The entire his-
tory of technological innovation in the water industry was of this sort: slow, 
individual improvements, most being so small that their sources have long 
disappeared, but whose accumulation produced a vast, stable, effective tech-
nological network that eventually deeply impressed observers.
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 Business legal models also gave solidity to the London water industry, es-
pecially the joint-stock form that, although not entirely new around 1600, 
enjoyed a burst of popularity. This model was first formally adopted by the 
New River Company in 1619 when it became a joint-stock corporation, and 
it was followed many decades later by a number of other companies in the 
joint-stock boom of the late seventeenth century, including by the LBWW, 
which transformed into an unincorporated joint-stock company. The pri-
mary advantage of the joint-stock form was that it helped to gather the capital 
required by the larger companies because joint-stock shares were tradable, 
and its capital was permanent. The New River used the investment of tens 
of shareholders in its early years to build its infrastructure. The New River 
in effect carried forward the characteristic of permanent joint-stock capital 
in the water industry from its founding until the form became popular again 
and new companies emulated it.4 The LBWW and the Chelsea Waterworks 
both did so after 1700 when they expanded their own works. This was true 
once again with the post-1800 companies that reshaped the industry. There 
were some partnerships, but these remained small companies. Some busi-
ness historians have argued that the corporation was a crucial feature of the 
development of the modern economy.5 In the case of the water industry, the 
joint-stock form was indeed central, although being a corporation was less 
so. The LBWW seemed not to suffer for its unincorporated status.
 Governments also had an important role to play. At times, they were seeking 
unearned income from the water industry, as was the case with the Crown’s 
repeated granting of patents and charters to companies before the Civil Wars 
without any investment on its part. The City of London did the same at the end 
of the seventeenth century when, under duress with its bankruptcy, it de-
manded large fees for granting water rights. In most of these cases, the result 
was the failure of companies concerned. At other times, governments were 
willing to invest, such as in the LBWW, the New River, and others among 
the earliest companies. Indeed, the early companies that became established 
and survived were precisely those that received some funds, either as loans 
or through equity from governments. This pattern of direct government in-
tervention diminished with time. The Crown’s effective powers withered, 
especially after 1688, and Parliament largely limited itself to granting acts.
 Another important facet of government action in the water industry was 
support for rights, either for water or for access to land and streets. Govern-
ments were willing to grant these rights and uphold them. Entrepreneurs 
had to negotiate the thickets of conflicting and changing political power 
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bases as the Crown and Parliament sparred before 1688, as well as factions 
within Parliament. In addition, the City had real power. One of Myddelton’s 
strengths was his astuteness in managing politics. Despite the shifting poli-
tics, however, there was only once case of water rights granted—in this case 
by Oliver Cromwell—and later arbitrarily revoked by an opposing political 
force. The result was that, although the uncertainties were real enough, the 
industry managed to hold its acquired rights for hundreds of years. New 
entrants found, however, that the existing companies and vested interests 
could use political machinations to stymie their efforts at establishing new 
companies, as the many failed attempts to bring water from the River Colne 
showed. The courts, furthermore, upheld these rights. The land access rights 
granted to the New River Company in its charter and in the parliamentary 
acts granted to the City were interpreted broadly in a couple of court cases 
around 1700. These argued that landowners could not arbitrarily remove 
pipe or raise rents to extortionate levels once leases had expired. The courts 
did so on the basis of an argument from the great public good the New River 
provided. In all this, the Glorious Revolution of 1688, which was important 
for fostering investment in other infrastructure industries, and likely for 
water supply in other English cities, was not a key turning point for water in 
London. It did, however, end the uncertainty that had hung over the indus-
try with the political changes, although that was probably not evident until 
many years had passed. Finally, patents seemed to play little role in the water 
industry as a means for protecting new inventions and thereby encourag-
ing investment in new technologies. The importance of the English patent 
system for fostering the industrial revolution remains unclear and subject 
to debate.6 Patents were present in the water industry, but before they were 
specifically associated with new inventions, and were a means for Crown 
patronage. In the eighteenth century, patents were of no discernible impor-
tance for London water, except in their use for steam engines.
 Another major support for the London water industry was consumers, 
who furnished the demand for all those water connections. As the experi-
ence of Paris showed, having the water available was not enough. People had 
to be wealthy enough and sufficiently interested to pay for it. London, as a 
rapidly expanding, commercial, wealthy city, with rich areas, especially the 
expanding West End, was fertile ground for water supply. Relatively second 
rate when the industry was first born, the city’s growing population with 
wealth based in commerce, finance, government, law, and manufacturing, 
all supported by a large retail and service sector, meant that by 1700 it had 
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reached the top level among European and world cities in wealth and size. 
Many in the expanding middle and upper classes were willing and eager 
to be connected to the water supply network. The growth in demand for 
connections took place especially after 1660 and during the reconstruction 
of London after the Great Fire, and coincided with the consumer revolu-
tion that Jan de Vries has argued was fundamental in establishing the new 
patterns of consumer behavior that would sustain the long-term economic 
growth of Britain and eventually its industrialization. Water was not a new 
consumer commodity, but receiving it via pipes in houses was a new way 
of consuming it, allowing for greater volumes for domestic uses than what 
bare biological needs required. These uses included cleaning, fountains, and, 
later in the eighteenth century, regular bathing and water closets. The deep 
market penetration of water connections in the eighteenth century, grow-
ing from about 45 percent in 1700 to 75 percent in 1800, reveals how much 
consumer demand sustained the industry’s growth. Even before 1700, water 
connections had become commonplace.
 What is the London water industry’s relevance for the industrial revolu-
tion? On the issue of timing, the traditional dates of the industrial revolution, 
approximately 1760–1830, were not particularly exceptional. It is true that 
some of the technologies that have traditionally featured importantly for the 
industrial revolution, including iron and steam engines, had notable effects 
on the water industry, and, to this degree at least, it was touched by contem-
porary exogenous technological change. But within the entire history of the 
industry to 1820, this period was not very different. Technological creativity 
was in evidence much earlier. Furthermore, not one single factor seems to 
have dominated the industry’s growth, and many of the possible causes put 
forward to explain Britain’s sustained industrial and technological precoc-
ity in the eighteenth century were present: consumption, skilled artisans, 
strong legal institutions, relatively benign government, and local peace after 
1660. Coal had relatively little role to play until iron and steam engines were 
important in the early nineteenth century, and the London water industry 
flourished independently of coal to 1770. Finally, the water industry was a 
large-scale urban network connecting to houses, and it served as precursor 
to the many that would follow in the nineteenth century.
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Number of Houses and Customers Served  
by London Water Companies

Year Company Customersa Houses
House/

customer Source Page

1614 NR 360 LR 2/25–43
1615 NR 384 Tynan 2002 345
1615 NR 384 Rudden 1985 23
1615 NR 765 LR 2/25–43
1616 NR 1,035 LR 2/25–43
1617 NR 1,215 LR 2/25–43
1618 NR 1,521 LR 2/25–43
1618 NR 1,549 ACC/2558/NR/13/304 36
1619 NR 1,343 LR 2/25–43
1620 NR 1,499 LR 2/25–43
1622 NR 1,474 LR 2/25–43
1623 NR 1,249 LR 2/25–43
1624 NR 1,419 LR 2/25–43
1625 NR 1,167 LR 2/25–43
1626 NR 1,089 LR 2/25–43
1627 NR 1,514 Jenner 2000 269
1627 NR 1,210 LR 2/25–43
1628 NR 1,375 LR 2/25–43
1629 NR 1,523 LR 2/25–43
1630 NR 1,372 ACC/2558/NR/13/304 36
1630 NR Ward 2003 58
1638 NR 2,154 Jenner 2000 257
1655 Broken 

Wharf
600 Jenner 2000 257

1670 NR 8,424 10,951 1.3 BL Harley 3604
1670 NR 8,424 10,951 1.3 BL Harley 3604
1671 NR 9,314 12,109 1.3 BL Harley 3604
1672 NR 9,635 12,526 1.3 BL Harley 3604
1673 NR 9,887 12,853 1.3 BL Harley 3604
1674 NR 10,260 13,338 1.3 BL Harley 3604
1675 NR 10,728 13,946 1.3 BL Harley 3604
1676 NR 10,946 14,230 1.3 BL Harley 3604
1677 NR 11,027 14,335 1.3 BL Harley 3604
1678 Hyde Park 500 van Lieshout 2012 193
1678 NR 11,098 14,428 1.3 BL Harley 3604
1679 NR 10,726 13,943 1.3 BL Harley 3604
1680 NR 10,537 13,698 1.3 BL Harley 3604
1680 NR 10,537 13,698 1.3 BL Harley 3604
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Year Company Customersa Houses
House/

customer Source Page

1681 NR 12,446 16,180 1.3 BL Harley 3604
1682 NR 13,447 17,481 1.3 BL Harley 3604
1683 NR 13,966 18,155 1.3 BL Harley 3604
1683 NR 13,966 18,155 1.3 BL Harley 3604
1685 All  

companies
45,849 Hooke and Derham 

1726
168

1700 York 
Buildings

2,700 Tynan 2002 348

1700 York 
Buildings

2,250 2,700 1.2 Dickinson 1954 49

1708 LBWW 5,200 5,564 1.07 NUL Pw2 Hy 362 3
1708 NR 16,800 23,520 1.4 NUL Pw2 Hy 362 3
1710 NR 14,147 19,806 1.4 ACC/2558/NR/14/001 

(06), 1710/1-02-01
1715 Millbank 1,250 van Lieshout 2012 193
1718 All  

companies  
110,000 G. Geography epitomiz’d 

1718
41

1720 NR 30,000 Stow and Strype 1720 vol. 1, 
26

1720 Shadwell 1,400 ACC/2558/
MW/C/15/098

1724 Shadwell 1,187 van Lieshout 2012 193
1725 Millbank 1,040 ACC/2558/CH/01/002 62
1725 NR 20,000 28,000 1.4 Observations upon 

the bill now depend-
ing, for supplying the 
cities of London and 
Westminster, and places 
adjacent, with water  
1725

1725 Shadwell 1,120 ACC/2558/
MW/C/15/098

1727 Chelsea 727 800 1.1 ACC/2558/CH/01/002 205
1729 Chelsea 2,560 2,816 1.1 ACC/2558/CH/01/003 66
1730 Chelsea 2,622 2,885 1.1 ACC/2558/CH/01/004 95
1732 Chelsea 3,400 3,740 1.1 ACC/2558/CH/01/005 137
1733 NR 21,429 30,000 1.4 Seymour and Stow 

1733
26

1737 All  
companies

85,805 Price 1780 1–2

1737 All  
companies

85,805 Price 1773 182

1737 All  
companies

85,805 Maitland 1739 519

1737 All  
companies

95,958 Maitland 1739 532

1738 Chelsea 3,750 4,125 1.1 ACC/2558/CH/01/008 122
1739 NR 21,429 30,000 1.4 Maitland 1739 630
1745 LBWW 8,000 1.093 ACC/2558/

MW/C/15/102
10, 43

1745 LBWW 7,320 ACC/2558/
MW/C/15/102

10, 43

1751 NR 40,000 1.333 “Sir Hugh Middleton’s 
Scheme for supplying 
the City of London 
with good and whole-
some Water” 1751

312
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Year Company Customersa Houses
House/

customer Source Page

1752 NR 30,000 ACC/2558/
NR/05/066, #5

5

1757 All 
 companies

87,614 Price 1780 1–2

1759 NR 40,000 1.527 B. Martin 1759  239
1769 NR 26,197 ACC/2558/NR/12/001
1774 NR 40,000 A description of the 

county of Middlesex 
1775

147

1775 NR 28,571 40,000 1.4 A description of the 
county of Middlesex 
1775

147

1775 Shadwell 8,000 Matthews 1835 112
1775 York 

Buildings
Wicksteed 1835 11

1776 NR 30,000+
1777 All 

 companies
90,570 Price 1780 1–2

1779 LBWW 8,805 9,510 1.08 ACC/2558/LB/01/002 15
1782 NR 32,143 45,000 1.4 Volkmann 1782  424
1790 NR 34,151 47,811 1.4 ACC/2558/

NR/14/002, 1814-03
1794 LBWW 9,715 10,492 1.08 ACC/2558/LB/01/004
1795 Shadwell 8,000 Lysons 1795 vol. 3, 

383–90
1797 Lambeth 3,000 ACC/2558/LB/01/002, 

1797-10-07
107

1800 Chelsea 9,500 Ward 2003 161
1800 LBWW 10,000 Ward 2003 161
1800 NR 59,000 Ward 2003 161
1800 NR 37,472 52,460 1.4 ACC/2558/

NR/14/002, 1814-03
1800 NR 55,000 Rudden 1985 98
1800 York 

Buildings
2,250 Ward 2003 161

1801 All 
 companies

121,189 Marshall 1832 3

1801 All 
 companies

142,042 Acts of the Privy 
Council 1896

1804 Chelsea 6,480 8,424 1.3 Minutes of evidence 
(706) 1821

245

1804 NR 54,681 1.424 Minutes of evidence 
(706)  1821

207

1804 NR 38,403 Minutes of evidence 
(706)  1821

207

1804 Shadwell 61,257 Minutes of evidence 
(706)  1821

245

1804 York 
Buildings

2,000 Sisley 1899 9

1804 York 
Buildings

2,089 Minutes of evidence 
(706)  1821

245

1808 NR 42,960 59,098 7.483 “London” 1829 181
1809 Chelsea 7,898 9,477 1.2 Minutes of evidence 

(706)  1821
245

1809 East 
London 

10,739 Minutes of evidence 
(706)  1821

228
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Year Company Customersa Houses
House/

customer Source Page

1809 LBWW 9,733 10,317 1.06 Minutes of evidence 
(706)  1821

245

1809 NR 59,058 1.375 Minutes of evidence 
(706)  1821

207

1809 NR 42,960 59,098 2.00 Minutes of evidence 
(706)  1821

207

1809 York 
Buildings

2,217 2,250 Minutes of evidence 
(706)  1821

24, 247

1810 NR 45,762 61,779 1.35 ACC/2558/
NR/14/002, 1814-03

3

1810 NR 44,264 59,757 1.35 ACC/2558/NR/14/002 10
1810 Shadwell 10,739 Minutes of evidence 

(706)  1821
245

1810 York 
Buildings

2,636 Wicksteed 1835 11

1811 All 
 companies

142,320 Marshall 1832 3

1811 All 
 companies

166,942 Acts of the Privy 
Council 1896

1811 NR 11,024 14,882 1.35 ACC/2558/NR/14/002 7
1812 East 

London 
18,975 Minutes of evidence 

(706)  1821
228

1812 NR 42,070 56,794 1.35 ACC/2558/NR/14/002 7
1813 NR 40,847 55,143 1.35 ACC/2558/NR/14/002 10
1814 Chelsea 9,862 Minutes of evidence 

(706)  1821
217

1814 East 
London 

23,250 Minutes of evidence 
(706)  1821

228

1814 Grand 
Junction

1,558 Minutes of evidence 
(706)  1821

240

1814 NR 40,391 54,247 1.34 Minutes of evidence 
(706)  1821

207

1814 York 
Buildings

2,740 Minutes of evidence 
(706)  1821

225

1816 East 
London 

27,731 Minutes of evidence 
(706)  1821

228

1816 Grand 
Junction

2,784 Minutes of evidence 
(706)  1821

240

1817 LBWW 10,417 1.042 Dickinson 1954. 58
1818 York 

Buildings
2,636 Minutes of evidence 

(706)  1821
225

1819 Chelsea 8,632 Minutes of evidence 
(706)  1821

217

1819 East 
London 

29,926 Minutes of evidence 
(706)  1821

228

1819 Grand 
Junction

7,180 Minutes of evidence 
(706)  1821

240

1819 NR 38,406 51,233 1.33 Minutes of evidence 
(706)  1821

207

1820 Chelsea 7,193 8,631 1.2 Peppercorne 1840 65
1820 East 

London 
32,071 Peppercorne 1840 65

1820 Grand 
Junction

8,000 Dickinson 1954 100

1820 Grand 
Junction

7,180 Peppercorne 1840 65
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Year Company Customersa Houses
House/

customer Source Page

1820 Lambeth 11,487 Minutes of evidence 
(706)  1821

68

1820 Lambeth 11,487 Peppercorne 1840 65
1820 NR 40,063 52,082 1.3 Peppercorne 1840 65
1820 South 

London
5,200 Minutes of evidence 

(706)  1821
64

1820 Vauxhall 5,200 Peppercorne 1840 65
1820 West 

Middlesex
10,350 Peppercorne 1840 65

1820 West 
Middlesex

11,155 Minutes of evidence 
(706)  1821

234

1821 All 
 companies

164,948 Marshall 1832 3

1821 All 
 companies

199,153 Acts of the Privy 
Council 1896

1822 LBWW 10,417 Wicksteed 1835 7
1827 NR 70,000 5.645 Dickinson 1954 58
1828 Chelsea 12,400 Report of the 

Commissioners 
Appointed by His 
Majesty to inquire 
into the State of the 
Supply of Vater in The 
Metropolis, Dated April 
21st 1828  1828

5

1828 NR 66,500 Report of the 
Commissioners 
Appointed by His 
Majesty to inquire 
into the State of the 
Supply of Vater in The 
Metropolis, Dated April 
21st 1828  1828.

4

1834 NR 73,212 Matthews 1835 449
1835 Chelsea 13,000 Dickinson 1954 58
1835 East 

London 
45,000 Dickinson 1954 58

aNumbers are given in italics when they are estimates based on revenue figures rather than numbers quoted 
directly by the source.
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New River Company Share Sales

Share  
price (£) Source Page

1622 28 Estimate from William Pitt, Gough 1964 77
1626 76.6 Estimate from NA LR 2/41, in Rudden 1985 19
1650? 500 NA C10/188/36 [Roger Lukyn v. Governor 

and others of New River Company] Sold by 
Hugh Myddelton I to Roger Lukyn

1654 500 NA C10/188/36 [Roger Lukyn v. Governor 
and others of New River Company] Second 
sold by Hugh Myddelton II to Roger Lukyn

1657 500 Rudden 1985 306–7
1698 4,000 A true copy of several affidavits and other 

proofs of the largeness and richness of the 
mines 1698 

1698 4,194 Waller 1698 22
1700 5,725 BL Add MS 70341 4
1707 3,900 Rudden 1985. 306–7
1708 4,725 Hatton 1708 vol. 2, 792
1713 7,000 Rudden 1985 306–7
1732 5,000 Rudden 1985 306–7
1740 5,750 NUL Pl F3/4/2 (date range 1737–42)
1743 4,500 Salmon 1743 297
1744 5,000 Horseman 1744 vol. 1, 464
1745 5,000 The curious modern Traveller 1745
1751 5,250 “Sir Hugh Middleton’s Scheme for supplying 

the City of London with good and wholesome 
Water”  1751

311

1765 8,000 London Evening Post, July 30, 1765
1766 8,800 London Evening Post, February 13, 1766
1767 9,000 Gazetteer and New Daily Advertiser, February 

27, 1767
1771 7,050 Derby Mercury, July 19, 1771
1775 6,923 Rudden 1985 306–7
1782 8,000 Volkmann 1782 vol. 2, 425
1784 7,000 St. James’s Chronicle or the British Evening 

Post, October 5, 1784
1792 15,060 Diary or Woodfall’s Register, February 29, 1792
1795 14,000 True Briton, December 31, 1795
1805 15,840 Hughson 1809 22
1808 18,000 Manchester Mercury, September 13, 1808
1821 8,740 Rudden 1985 306–7
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Abbreviations
BL British Library
C Chancery (NA)
CSPD Calendar of State Papers Domestic
JHC Journal of the House of Commons
JHL Journal of the House of Lords
Jour. Corporation of London, Journal of the Common Council (LMA)
LMA London Metropolitan Archives
MB New River Company, Minutes of the court of directors (LMA)
NA National Archives (UK)
NR New River Company
NUL Nottingham University Archives
PC Privy Council (NA)
PP Parliamentary Papers
RCHM Royal Commission on Historical Manuscripts
Remem. City of London correspondence (Remembrancia) as found in Over-

all 1878
Rep. Corporation of London, Repertory of the Court Aldermen (LMA)
RLW Report on the State of the London Bridge Waterworks, 1745. Writ-

ten by Samuel Hearne. LMA ACC/2558/MW/C/15/102
SP State Papers (NA)
T Treasury Board (NA)
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